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Chapter 1
(5568 C.D.)

A

single, slender finger drew a line in the dust that had gathered on
the wooden surface. Nala frowned at it and rubbed her fingers
together to get rid of the specks of dust. The mask on her face

protected her from the tiny particles that would otherwise have made her sneeze.
It was as minimal a breathing mask as possible, barely covering her nose and
mouth.
It had been too long since she had last visited the Elf Tree that had been her
childhood home. She was having a hard time remembering the last time. Was it a
century ago? Two? The years blended in her mind so well that it was often hard
to remember the exact year when she had done something.
It was an deficiency she was willing to grant herself after having lived for as
long as she had.
Looking at her would not have led one to believe she was the oldest living
being walking on Balaria. She looked like a young elf with smooth skin that was a
dark brown in colour and her blondegreen hair was as thick as ever. The only
sign of her age were the many scars she had accumulated during the years; the
missing tip of her right ear, the scar that ran down over her left eye and down
behind her ear, the numerous scars strewn across her body that were not seen by
many.
She lowered her breathing mask down to her neck and surveyed the room
again and took a deep breath. The air was stale, yet there were familiar nuances
to it, hints of dried herbs and other things that had had time to seep into the very
wood that made up the room.
The fireplace was where she remembered as was the table. The doorway to
the kitchen brought back memories of her mothers cooking and the sound of the
pots clanging together when she was preparing food. She could almost smell the
fresh stew her mother had been so fond of making.
Her hands instinctively went to the swords that were fastened to her waist.
The grips looked worn down, but well taken care of and the wood of the blades
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themselves could still be seen to be shiny and as perfect as the day the swords
came to her possession. Still, such things seemed out of place compared to her
clothing; a green shirt with short sleeves that fit her snugly and blue trousers
that left her with ample mobility. That was the fashion of the day, but she did not
much care for it. The fabric made her skin itch and miss the days when simple
cotton and leather were acceptable to wear.
It is hard, isn't it?
The voice came to her as her hand rested on the grip of one of the swords. It
was the voice of her mother whose spirit – along with her fathers – were tied to
the swords.
A sad smile appeared on Nala's face. “Hard seems like an inadequate word
for it,” she said out loud in a soft voice. She wished there would have been more
time to spend on remembering the good times, but they were on a schedule.
“I'm sorry, Mother, but the workmen are ready,” came a voice from behind
her with the sound of the door closing. It was muffled by a similar mask she
wore.
Nala turned to face the man who had interrupted her reminiscing. Him
calling her Mother was a stretch in many ways, but tacking on all the great
grandmother’s needed to reflect reality was too cumbersome to use in a
conversation. So he called her Mother.
He was tall. Not tall like Gareth had been, but still he reminded her of him
and would not have lost to him in height by much. The human and troll bloods
that went in their bloodline seemed to have a tendency to skip some generations,
but Ghardo had to have received a full dose of both.
He had the ears of an elf, but his face was more rounded, more like a
humans. His voice was deep and gentle, the sort that almost resonated in your
own chest when you heard it. His eyes were shaped like a humans and he was
built a lot stockier than any elf would, with a wide chest and arms that looked
like they could lift a tree from its roots.
Nala noted the tiny lines of text and images that flashed in his eyes. The
contact lenses were used by pilots who needed to steer modern crafts. They
brought up and displayed all the needed information to operate it, but
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increasingly they were finding their way to the hands of the normal people and
used for other purposes, such as entertainment and information seeking.
Her consolation was that Ghardo was a pilot and had a proper use for them.
Dressed in the dull grey, long sleeved shirt and trouser, he could not be mistaken
for anything else, especially with the insignia on his shirt.
She sighed and gave the stairway one more longing look. She had hoped to
have time to visit the rooms above, see the library and training room, visit her old
bedroom. While she had emptied the library of books a long time ago, the room
still held a special place in her heart from all the years she spent there, reading
books and getting guidance from her parents.
“All right, let's go then,” she said reluctantly and headed to the door.
“Mother,” said Ghardo hurriedly.
“What?”
“Your mask,” he pointed out.
“Ah, right,” said Nala as she put her mask in place once more. She had
forgotten lowering it. It was not there to protect her from the dust inside. It was
there to protect her from the air outside. Even for her, someone touched by the
goddess Loriel, the air was dangerous to breathe in over a long period of time.
Limiting exposure was key for any elf to remain alive.
No one fully knew what had brought it about. Some said it had been the
Fireborn, some blamed the cult of Deremoth, but there was nothing to tie it to
anyone conclusively. All that was known was that, gradually, the air on all the
planets of The Union had become lethal to elves. Thousands had died before the
cause had been determined and now – even after two centuries – there was still
no cure in sight and elves had to wear breathing masks when ever they went
outside or into a building without a proper air filtration system.
It had no ill effects on anyone else, which lent credence to the theory that it
was the work of Deremoth's cult; an biological attack against enemies of old. On
the other hand, it had started to happen during the war with the Fireborn which
made it probable it was an attack from them that was meant to be large scale,
but failed and ended up affecting only a small portion of the intended targets.
Nala pushed the thoughts out of her mind and walked into the sunshine of
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the outside. The small clearing her parents tree dominated was pretty much
unchanged despite trees falling and new ones growing, but she knew that once it
had been measured in days to reach the edge of the forest by walking.
Now, it took twenty minutes.
It had been the fate of all forests on Balaria. They had been cut down, some
where the elves had little presence had been completely wiped from the maps.
Even the Great Forest that once dominated a quarter of the land on the continent
had been reduced in size to something that in the old days would have been
regarded as catastrophic.
Thankfully The Union had realized what was happening along with its local
enforcers and logging was now mostly outlawed and those that received special
permission for it, had to agree to plant new trees and take steps to ensure the
forest remained viable.
There were workmen scattered all around the clearing. Mostly they were
human, dressed in overalls and wearing helmets. They had cleared the area
around the Elf Tree from brushes and other things that had grown there.
They could not afford too much extra plantations for where the tree was
going.
A man in a red helmet approached her. He was the foreman responsible for
the entire operation.
“We're all ready on our end,” the man said as he got close enough.
Nala glanced at Ghardo, who nodded, and then she took a last look around
the clearing. It would be the last time she'd be seeing the place as it was.
“Let's do it then,” she finally said to the foreman, who nodded and turned to
his men.
“Let's get this toothpick off the ground!” he shouted and walked to a position
where he could see everything he needed.
Nala grimaced at hearing his words. There was no respect for old things in
the minds of some, nor much sensitivity to others feelings it seemed. Ghardo put
his hand on her shoulder and guided her to a safe distance from the tree. The
grip of his large hand felt reassuring.
Nala looked up to the sky and at the craft hovering high above. It was almost
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silent, emitting only a slight hum, yet it was big enough to cover almost the entire
clearing. It was round in shape and it had been constructed solely for this
purpose; transporting Elf Trees.
She watched as a metallic ring began lowering from it. It was barely large
enough to surround the entire tree without breaking or bending any branches.
With it, the ring brought down a seethrough tube that would encompass the
entire tree once the ring hit the ground.
The workmen below kept a close eye on the entire process and
communicated with the men on the ship to ensure the ring landed as it was
supposed to and without damaging the tree.
With a loud thud that shook the ground the ring hit soil and began to dig
itself underneath by spinning. It needed to go underground for a considerable
amount so they would get enough roots and soil with the tree for it to remain
alive.
They could feel the powerful machine working its way deeper. For Nala it was
an familiar process. She had witnessed it done on several trees so far and not
once had anything gone wrong. That was the only reason she had finally allowed
it to be done to her parents home tree.
The sound of the machine stopped, but started up again soon albeit in a
slightly different note. The ring was working its way shut so the tree would not
fall when it got lifted. It would be held in place by a thick metal plate in an air
tight environment.
As they heard metal hitting metal from the underground, the foreman
signalled the craft above to start lifting up. It was done slowly to ensure nothing
broke, but it did not take long for Nala to see the dirt and roots of the tree instead
of the front door she had walked out just moments before.
The vessel rose higher and higher with its cargo until even the bottom of the
tree was above the nearby treetops. It then started moving away, still climbing
higher. Nala looked after it as long as she could see it just to ensure all was going
well.
“Mother, we need to go or we'll be late for the meeting,” reminded Ghardo
and pulled her away from the mix of feelings that seeing her childhood home
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transported away caused.
Nala let out a sigh. He was always so focused on being reliable and on topic
that sometimes she feared he did not know how to have fun. Though she had to
admit that side of him had its good points. It made him a reliable assistant that
kept her on time and where she needed to be. Given how she had trouble with
time now, it was almost invaluable to have someone on her side reminding about
things.
Finally, she nodded and began to walk to where they had left their transport.
It was a brisk twenty minute walk through woods that reminded her that there
were still areas left that seemed untouched by the changes the passage of time
had brought with it.
Still she knew deep down that too much had been lost. The guilt of failing
was not foreign to her and at times it was enough to make her want to cry. She
had failed in protecting the forests just as much as she had failed to protect the
elves.
Yet she was still the Guardian Spirit, which meant the goddess still had faith
in her.
You worry too much.
A small smile appeared on her face at hearing the words of her father. She
had brushed her hand against the hilt of the sword and immediately her parents
had known what was going through her mind.
“I know,” she replied quietly. Ghardo gave her a look, but said nothing after
realizing she had not spoken to him. It was not that unusual for her to seemingly
talk to herself, though he knew full well she was likely talking to her parents.
For Nala the presence of her parents spirits had been invaluable during all
the years she had spent attending to the problems that the elven race had faced
and sometimes even the entire world. The changes she had witnessed and the
ordeals she had gone through had been drastic and at times overwhelming. It was
during those moments that the words from her parents always helped her rise
above what ever was trying to drag her down and drown her.
The forest they walked through was relatively easy to pass through. There
were few fallen trees to block their way or perilous pits that might cause a
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sprained ankle. Even during Nala's youth it had never been a hard place to pass
through.
They arrived at the edge of the forest right where they had left their craft. It
was a small, two seat, arrow shaped thing with a see through dome covering the
two parallel seats. It was one of the newer models that made use of the contact
lenses Ghardo was wearing. While not luxurious, it was still not something your
average person would be found using due to the cost of it.
The dome opened and Nala climbed onto the passenger seat and fastened
the belts that would keep her in place and prevent her from smashing into the
see through cover should something go wrong. The seat was soft and comfortable
and there was ample leg space to stretch out and she made use of that.
Despite looking young there was no denying the years of abuse her body had
endured. Increasingly she found herself yearning for rest and a comfortable place
to sit down even after strain that in her youth would have been but a warm up.
Ghardo took the seat next to her, strapped himself in and started up the
craft. The two engines let out a small whining noise that went away completely as
the see through dome closed. For a short moment they rolled on the flat green
grass before taking off into the air.







The vessel drifted in the blackness out of control. The tail tumbled over to
where the front had been only moments before and pieces of metal surrounded it
like a swarm of bees defending their nest. The occasional spark from within its
torn hull cast light on the otherwise dark husk.
“Any signs of life?” asked Taif as he looked at the sight on the monitor with a
deep frown. Despite receiving the distress call and doing their best speed, the
Tibiniah had arrived too late to save the cargo vessel from the raiders.
“The sensors are picking up a single life form within the wreckage,” came the
reply from the young elf responsible for operating them.
Taif raised an eyebrow upon hearing that. A survivor was a rare thing these
days, especially as the cargo vessel in question had reported they would fight
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rather than give up their cargo. Usually you were lucky to find even scraps of
metal after such a bold stand.
“Any other vessels in the area?” he asked to ensure they were indeed alone
in the corner of space they were in. There were a lot of asteroids floating around
where a vessel could hide even from the sensitive instruments of the Tibiniah.
They could certainly handle any Raider craft looking to dance with it, but if they
were to rescue the survivor a battle would be the last thing they needed.
“Nothing on the radar,” came a report from the radar operator.
Taif ran his slender fingers through his nutbrown hair and leaned back in
his seat. It was an comfortable, well padded seat with arm rests that ended in
panels filled with all sorts of buttons and controls.
“All right, get us closer to the wreckage and send out a recovery team for the
survivor,” he ordered and got acknowledgements back from every station. “And
keep a close eye on those asteroids. It's the perfect place to hide.”
The room was round with the helm and weapons control directly in front of
the captains chair, which was situated at the centre of it all. Lining the walls were
the other various functions of the vessel; radar, other sensors, communication,
magic control. By turning his chair Taif could get his eyes on everything in the
room, though most of the time he was focused on watching the monitor in front of
the helm and weapons control.
It was a design unique to Elven vessels while others in the Union preferred
to have everything in front of the captain or in some other configuration.
He relaxed a bit and watched the disabled craft get closer on the monitor.
New details began to appear; scorched spots where the vessel had taken a hit,
dead bodies floating among the scraps of metal and broken cargo containers that
had ruptured, spilling out the liquid inside.
They came to a halt just outside the debris cloud and soon a small craft
appeared on the monitor, making its way towards the gaping hole in the hull of
the cargo vessel. Taif knew that inside were five men in space suits, ready to dock
and enter the battered remains and go through it room by room to find the
survivor. Given the damage it was likely there would be no atmosphere inside the
vessel, apart from maybe where the survivor was, which would make it a tricky
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operation to rescue him.
Tense moments passed as the small group exited their vessel and made their
way to the wreckage and disappeared inside. The wait felt longer than it actually
was, though the occasional radio contact from the team informed them of their
progress. The scenes they described told of the destruction the attack had
inflicted on the cargo vessel. The amount of bodies they had to push through to
finally get to the lone survivor was staggering and certain to take a mental toll on
even the hardened veterans.
This was not war, but innocent civilians as victims of criminals.
“Helm, will we make it on time to our meeting with this detour?” asked Taif.
While they had no choice about responding to a distress call – the rules of the
Union mandated they investigate and render assistance – it would still be bad for
them to be late. The young helmsman took a moment to do some calculations
before responding to the question.
“It'll take us fourteen jumps to reach Balaria,” said the young man. “If we
drop the survivor off at Iml, which is the closes habited system, we should not be
late too badly even if it takes our jump count up to fifteen. If we push the
recharge for the engines we should not miss our agreed upon time of arrival.”
Fifteen jumps, considered Taif. After every jump it would take ten hours to
recharge the engines with enough energy to open another portal. Over six days to
travel across half The Union. That was quick, but pushed their time table to the
limit.
Still, it could have been worse.
They could have been stuck with the recharge rates of the old times, which
were measured in days instead of hours. While the distance to which portals
could be opened had not improved, the recharge rate had with improved
materials. It was humbling to think the means had been discover over two
millennia ago and remained much the same to this day.
His thoughts were interrupted as the rescue crew emerged from within the
wreck and pulled with them the survivor they had hurriedly stuffed inside a
temporary space suit that was quick to get into, but would not offer much
protection nor air. It had been developed especially for situations like they were
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currently in; a depressurized vessel from which someone needed to be rescued.
“Sir, there's something on the radar,” came a report.
“What is it?” demanded Taif. If it was the Raiders they had certainly chosen
the worst time possible to reappear. With the rescue crew out their hands would
be tied to protecting them. Any pursuit would be impossible.
“I'm not sure, sir. Something departed from the asteroid field.”
“A stray rock?” offered Dayn, the second in command. He had just entered
the room to hear the report. He had been down at the hangar, preparing
countermeasures for any Raiders they might encounter, but seeing as it looked
like none would be around he had chosen to return to the command room.
“Doesn't look like it, sir. It's accelerating,” replied the radar officer.
Taif gave his second a questioning look. He got a shrug of the shoulders in
return. Dayn wore a similar green uniform as everyone on board and his long,
golden brown hair was pulled back, revealing his pointed ears. All in all he was
quite handsome, even by elven standards, with his delicate facial structure and
narrow nose.
“Can we get a visual on it?” asked Taif.
“Not a very good one, sir,” came the reply.
“Give it a try anyway,” ordered the captain and watched as the image on the
screen changed toward the asteroid field. It zoomed in on a brightly lit object
speeding away from them. It was impossible to make out details of it and
occasionally a stray rock would block their view of it completely, but an over all
shape was easy enough to see: it was shaped like a crescent moon.
The glow of the engines on the back of it cast light to make the shape
evident, but other than that it was impossible to get any more details on it, but
that was not necessary. The all recognized the shape and knew who it was.
Vasara.
He was stuff from legends, a Raider no one had ever seen in person nor
gotten even close. As far as Taif knew, they were the first ones to get actual
recording of his vessel. Everything up until now had been eye witness
descriptions from the rare survivor that had managed to escape the death and
destruction the Raider usually sowed around him.
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They watched in silence as the portal opened and the vessel disappeared into
it. There was nothing they could do to follow it as it could have jumped just about
anywhere. There was also the fact that their own engines were still recharging
and thus they were unable to open a portal of their own.
“Get the rescue crew back on board and get ready to depart,” ordered Taif
and broke the silence. He could see from the expressions around him that the
crew had been surprised and were trying to come to grips to how close they had
been to fighting someone The Union desperately wanted its hands on.
“You heard the captain! Start preparing,” ordered Dayn and finally got the
crew acting once more.
“You have the bridge. I'll be in my room if something happens,” said Taif and
stood up. Dayn nodded and took his seat as the captain walked away and
disappeared into his room on the right side from the chair.
It would be close, but they hoped to make it in time to Balaria.







Nala looked outside at the scenery passing by under them at an incredible
speed. She remembered well the first time she had flown and how miraculous it
had been. Now, it was something she did almost daily. The innocent joy it had
once filled her with was gone, yet the beauty of the scenery never ceased to
mesmerise her.
Despite the forests being cut down, there was still a lot of idyllic farmland
left and fields that looked like seas of gold as the harvest grew near. There were
untouched grasslands still left that looked like a lush, green carpet. The growth of
the population in the world had focused mostly on the larger cities, leaving the
countryside room to breathe. That was further helped by the populations moving
to different places, different colonies and even space stations, and had enabled
the countryside to recover from the damage that had been done by the growing
population.
It did not take the craft long to get the city of Ramyn into view. The outskirts
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of it reached out from the central island for tens of miles with tall rising buildings
of glass and steel. It had always been a large city, but now it was an metropolis of
tens of millions.
Ghardo turned the vessel and led them to one of the skyways where similar
crafts were flying towards the central island. Outside the city flight was de
regulated, but within the city limits there were strict rules where you could fly
and how fast. Had there not been, the traffic in the air would have been chaos.
“Not too much traffic,” noted Ghardo. “We'll make it in time for our meeting.”
There were indeed not that many crafts in the air, which was somewhat
unusual. Nala did not reply and concentrated instead on looking out at the
buildings they passed. Gone were the stone buildings that rose nary three stories
high. Now, a building with less than a hundred stories was considered a rarity
and buildings reaching three hundred stories was considered normal.
“Can I ask you something?” inquired Ghardo as they got the central island in
their view. Gone were the two floating layers. In their place were tall buildings
that dwarfed anything around them.
The loss of the imperial palace and the layers the nobles had held their own
had been a crushing blow, but the empire had survived it. A thousand years later
it was already a mostly forgotten incident, though Nala remembered it well.
“Of course,” replied Nala.
“Why the Soran Corporation?” asked Ghardo with a hint of curiosity in his
otherwise colourless voice. “Why not any of the other ones?”
“Because I own a part of it,” replied Nala.
“Really?” The surprise was complete for Ghardo.
Nala nodded. “I was the one who funded their first ship, The Wind Breaker.
With the blessing of the Elven High council of course. In return I got a ten percent
share of the company Elwar Soran and Troen Serhyath founded on the back of
it.”
The simple one ship company had grown over time into something only a few
other companies could rival with. All the while it had remained in control of Elwar
and his offspring. Troen had not had any heir so his share of the company had
gone to the Soran family. Now, the company had a fleet that comprised of
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hundreds – if not thousands – of vessels, ranging from exploration and transports
to defence in their roles.
It also meant Nala had a fortune under her command not only because of
her position in the Elven High Council, but also because she owned a portion of
one of the largest corporations in the galaxy.
“My involvement means they will honour the contract we'll sign,” added Nala.
Ghardo had a hard time hiding his surprise. Despite having worked with
Nala for decades now there were still things he did not know. She liked to keep
some things secret and her finances were one such thing. He'd known she was
well off and that money seemed to never be an issue in anything she did, but
hearing she owned a portion of the Soran Corporation was a shock. It mean she
was, even with a mere ten percent piece, among the wealthiest in the entire
Union.
How much more had she managed to gather up during her life?
Nala looked at the young man next to her. She could tell what he was
thinking. “I was rich beyond imagination,” she admitted, getting the full attention
of the man once more. “But much of that has been spent to make our plan
possible.”
Of course. The plan.
He knew it had taken a lot of resources, but hearing her say it had taken
much of her fortune put the figure at something he could try to comprehend. He
had to wonder had there ever been a more expensive project undertaken.
The discussion died down as they got to the central island and landed inside
the Soran Corporations office building. Even at the two hundredth floor where the
landing dock for flying crafts was, the building still rose at least another two
hundred floors above. It was a massive building and more remarkably the Soran
Corporation owned all of it and made use of it all.
There were research labs there, small scale factories to produce prototypes of
new crafts, marketing people, management – everything a large corporation would
have.
The hangar for the flying crafts was well organized and there were all sorts of
vehicles there in neat rows. Some were two seater's like the one Nala and Ghardo
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were flying, but others were larger and could hold four or more people. Their craft
was directed towards a space near the door leading inside to the building. Places
like that were usually reserved for important people and guests and it now made
perfect sense to Ghardo why they had always gotten such a place.
Once he had seen a craft moved just to make room for them.
He guided the ship down inside the marked space and shut down the
engines.
“Should I wait here or come with you?” he asked of Nala.
“Come with me. This is something you should see,” she replied as she got up
from her seat and stepped off the craft. She had grabbed a briefcase from under
the seat. She adjusted her swords, loosened the mask that hung around her neck
and made her way to the door.
Ghardo had to rush to get himself out of the craft, lock it and follow her.
As he arrived in the hall, Nala had already called for an elevator and was
waiting for it impatiently. It was an large, open space that was dominated by the
ship enclosed inside a glass container. It was The Wind Breaker, the ship the
Soran Corporation had built its fortunes on. It was a magnificent piece of
craftsmanship and the fact it was made entirely of Elf Wood made it one of the
single most precious vessels ever built and that had survived through all the
years. Its masts rose high and the two pontoon that protruded from either side of
it were propped up by beams so the ship would not tilt to one side. The rune
covered shell sloped upwards towards the open rear deck, ensuring the safety of
those on the middle deck.
It was very similar to its predecessor, The Wind Saber.
Anyone would have stopped to admire it, but Nala and Ghardo had seen it
many times. Nala was one of the few who had actually been on board the ship
when it had traversed the skies of Balaria. So instead they watched as the floor
numbers ran on the elevator display. Finally, there was a small 'pling' sound and
the doors opened, revealing an empty elevator.
Both of them stepped in and Nala put in the floor they wanted to go to. It
would be a sixty story climb, but the elevator was a fast one. They felt the force of
the acceleration push them down and the floor numbers ran by quickly on the
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display.
It was an familiar ride for both of them. During the last few months they had
visited the place frequently to iron out the last details of the deal they were about
to sign. The negotiations had not been that difficult, but given the scale of what
was being done there were a lot of details that needed to be taken into account in
the language of the contract.
The lift stopped and opened to an reception room large enough to have
counted as a house in the olden days. There were paintings and sculptures lining
the walls and the marble floor had lush carpets on it to soften your steps. There
were tables and comfortable chairs one might have expected to find in the living
room of someone who enjoyed sitting by the fireplace reading a book.
A large, panoramic window let in the natural light and before the window
was a large desk, behind which sat a human female. She was busy typing in
something on her workstation.
“Hello, Grace,” said Nala as she got to the desk.
The woman lifted her gaze from her monitor and gave Nala a warm smile.
She had green eyes and dark brown hair that was tied behind her. “Ms. Temera,
good day. Shall I inform Mr. Soran that you have arrived?”
“Please do,” replied Nala and returned the smile. She quite liked Grace. She
was efficient and kind and never seemed to have a bad day. The perfect secretary,
as her boss often said.
She admired the view as Grace spoke on the intercom. They were high
enough that nearby buildings did not obstruct the view. She could see rooftops
and taller buildings in the distance. The sun was starting to set, painting the sky
an deep orange. Small dots moved past the glowing orb; flying crafts with workers
inside, rushing home to their families.
Nala sighed.
She remembered well the times when life had been so much simpler for
everyone. All they had needed to do was tend to their crops and livestock or
spend the day building barrels or sewing clothes – what ever craft it was that you
did for a living. You had not needed to worry what was going on on the other side
of the world, much less the solar system.
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Ignorance could indeed be bliss, but at the same time knowledge was
something that gave everyone more to work with and in other ways improved life.
“Mr. Soran will see you now,” said Grace, yanking Nala form her reminiscing.
“Thank you,” said Nala and headed for the double door that led to his office.
Grace started to stand up to open the door for her, but she motioned for her to
stay and continue working. She had never cared much for being pampered for.
She pushed the heavy wooden door open and entered an office that was so
opulent that even the imperial palace of old would have looked like the hut of a
simple fisherman compared to it.
The amount of art in the room was staggering and the fact much of it was
older than Nala made it that much more impressive. Even a single work from the
collection would have been enough to buy a floor from a high end residential
building and you'd still have had enough left over to live comfortably for the rest
of your life.
There was a similar window that offered a breathtaking view as there had
been in the reception hall. Similarly, a large wooden desk sat in front of it. It had
two dragons engraved in the front of it, tangled up in a deathly embrace of each
other.
A man stood up from behind the desk, leaving his large leather chair empty.
He had broad shoulders that made the rest of his body seem razor thin in
comparison. His black beard was well trimmed as was his similarly coloured hair.
His green eyes and eagle like nose crowned his otherwise plain face.
He reminded Nala greatly of his ancestor.
“Nala! It's good to see you again,” the man said as he rounded the desk and
gave the elf a quick hug. She did not mind and returned the friendly embrace
with equal enthusiasm.
“And Ghardo,” the man continued as he broke the embrace with Nala and
extended his hand. It was engulfed by Ghaldor's paw as if he were a child.
“It hasn't been that long, Elrond,” muttered Ghardo in response. While
Elrond was a good heads length taller than Nala he was as much shorter
compared to the large man.
“True, but it is always good to see friends,” replied Elrond and motioned for
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the two to sit. There were comfortable chairs opposite to his desk and the two
made use of them.
“So, how did it go?” asked Elrond as he took his seat behind the desk. Nala
could not help but be reminded of Elwar as she looked at him sitting there.
“Well, I suppose. We'll see for certain in a few days when we arrive at the
space yard,” replied Nala.
Elrond nodded. “Well, I hope the tree makes it there all right.”
“I'm sure it will. I wouldn't have allowed them to move it had I not been
absolutely certain there would be no problems. They did move the Council Tree
successfully after all and it's much larger,” replied Nala. Inside she was still eager
to verify that for herself. The tree had special meaning and if anything happened
to it she was uncertain how it would affect her. After being tied to it by Loriel it
was possible that she might die if the tree died.
Though no one knew that for certain, apart from the goddess herself, and
she was reluctant to share that information even with her chosen one.
“I shall not keep you for long then,” said Elrond and opened a drawer on his
desk. He flipped through some papers until he found the right ones and set them
out on the desk. He pushed one stack to Nala.
She took the stack and began to read through it. They'd spent months
working on it so there shouldn't have been any problems, but what fool would put
her name on a contract without reading it? Much less when it was dealing with
such an important matter.
“We've gotten confirmation from the local government that the deal is
acceptable to them as well,” said Elrond. Nala nodded. She had expected as
much. It was a deal that would be beneficial for all. The biggest winner being the
forests of Balaria.
She finished reading the multiple pages of the contract and looked up at
Elrond. “Everything seems to be as we agreed upon,” she said.
The man nodded and produced an ink pencil. “Shall we sign, then?”
“Are you certain you want this responsibility on the Soran Corporation?”
asked Nala with a faint smile on her face. “You'll have all the forests of the elves
and the logging rights, but at the same time you'll have to plant three trees for
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every one you cut down and wait thirty years before cutting the planted trees.
There won't be much money to be made with such an arrangement.”
“You forget we can't cut down more than a certain amount per year,” said
Elrond with a similar faint smile. The fact did not seem to bother him much.
“Just makes the deal all that more unappealing for you, doesn't it?” asked
Nala.
“Well, if my ancestors had thought that they needed to make a profit from
every deal within their life time I wouldn't be here running one of the largest
corporations there is,” replied Elrond. “My grandson will thank me for this deal as
he'll have plenty of forests to work with.”
Nala didn't have the heart to tell him she had played a part in ensuring the
Soran corporation had made some long term investments. The first one had been
the hardest, but as it had paid off and given so much for the children of the then
head of the Soran family, such investments had become a solid part of how the
corporation worked. The fact they thought further than their own lifespan made
the Soran family somewhat unique among the humans, certainly at least among
those who ran businesses.
“It's refreshing to hear that from a human,” replied Nala and took the pen.
“Most of you seem more concerned with what you'll have for breakfast than how
your children will fare in the future.” She wrote her name on the contract.
“It is a sad trait of our short lives,” admitted Elrond as he scribbled his name
on his copy of the contract and exchanged papers with Nala. They both put their
names on the papers once more.
“You'd think more would have learned about it by now,” said Nala and
handed the signed contract to Ghardo for safe keeping. The big man grabbed the
suitcase she had put down next to her and stashed the contract inside.
“We're not that smart,” said Elron with humour in his voice and placed his
own copy of the contract back in the drawer he had taken it from.
“You certainly aren't,” admitted Nala with a smile.
“I'll have the money transferred to your account by tomorrow,” said Elrond,
hoping to steer the conversation away from the deficiencies of his race, though as
was evident, he was not blind to them.
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“Good. That means we can pay the final bills for the project,” said Nala with
satisfaction in her voice. It had been a decades long project and seeing it finally
near the end was an amazing feeling. Mostly because of what it was for.
“It will be sad to see you go,” admitted Elrond.
“Don't worry. Some of us will stay behind,” consoled Nala. She had already
ensured someone to look after her portion of the Soran Corporation. There was a
lot of good that could be done with it, not only for the elves that were staying, but
for everyone in The Union.
“But they're not you,” pointed out Elrond.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “Sometimes I feel I have been here for too long
already. Maybe my time has passed as it has for the whole elven race.”
“There have been some difficult times,” admitted Elrond and leaned back in
his chair.
“More than you know,” said Nala. Her voice was colourless and flat. She did
not like thinking back on the bad times. There was so much of it that it was
sometimes hard to find the gems of light that drove away the darkness and
brought good times with them.
Years worth of war and lesser conflicts blended in her mind and did their
best to wash away the memories of Gareth, her parents and everything else that
had been good in her life. A glance at Ghardo sitting next to her in silence was
enough to remind her that there were good things still left in her life. That there
were still bits and pieces of Gareth and herself in the world and they would
continue to be there even if she would not.
“Nala, we should be going. Tomorrow will be a busy day and we still have
some packing to do,” said Ghardo in a voice that tried to be sensitive to her
feelings, but came out more bluntly than anything else.
She sighed and looked at Elrond apologetically. “I'd love to have talked with
you some more, but it seems I don't have time to sit around any more.”
Elrond looked slightly disappointed. “I understand. You do have a lot on
your plate.”
Nala and Ghardo stood up and they exchanged hugs and handshakes with
Elrond once more before leaving the room. They said goodbye to Grace and took
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the elevator down to the parking hall.
“Are you certain we did the right thing?” asked Ghardo as the elevator
hummed downward.
“As right as we could in this situation,” replied Nala confidently. It had been
debated heatedly among the elven High Council. Some had resisted the sale, but
in the end they had come around as well to see that it was for the best of their
race. Clinging to the past and material possession would have led to the death of
their entire culture.
The elevator came to a halt and they climbed on board their craft once more.
Ghardo took a concerned glance at the time.
“The Tibiniah should be waiting for us at the port tomorrow morning,” he
said and handed the briefcase to Nala. She took it and stashed it under the seat
where she had taken it from.
“Let's not keep it waiting then. Would be embarrassing to be late because we
had not packed our belongings in time,” she said and fastened her seatbelt. While
the craft they were in was perfect for cruising around in the air for short
distances, it was not designed for longer journeys.
Ghardo started the engines and only a few moments later they flew out of
the parking hall and towards the residential tower where Nala had her living
quarters.
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Chapter 2

T

he Tibinah pushed through the swirling blue and exited the portal
into the darkness of space. A shining blue orb appeared before
them with a dull grey, smaller orb orbiting around it.

They had made it to Balaria in time, despite having to drop off their rescued
survivor in Iml. The man had been a nervous wreck and had been able to tell very
little of what had happened. He had been working in the engine room of the cargo
vessel and thus had no opportunity to see what had happened. All he knew was
that the vessel had been hit hard and he had locked himself inside an airtight
room and hoped for the best.
He was lucky that the room survived intact or he would have been sucked
into the void like everyone else on the vessel. What had obsessed the captain to
fight instead of surrender was still a mystery, though the survivor did portray him
as a stubborn man with previous military experience. He had underestimated the
threat the Raiders posed.
“Start the landing procedures,” instructed Taif from his seat in the middle of
the room. Entering the atmosphere could be a rough experience and anything
loose had to be secured or they would bounce around, possibly injuring the crew
that was strapped down in their seats.
They went to work. Even in the command room there were pencils and
writing pads and all sorts of small items that needed to be stashed in drawers or
specials stands reserved just for that purpose. Compared to the work that needed
to be done in the cargo hold or the hangar it was a small task, but very much
needed. A pencil bouncing in the wrong place at the wrong time could cause
major problems.
All the while as the crew secured all the loose items, the planet got closer
and closer on the monitor. It was always an awe inspiring sight to look at a planet
with oceans and continents, knowing there were people living there, going on with
their daily lives. It was a rare sight and more often than not the planet they'd be
looking at would have been an inhospitable world of ice or a ball of molten rock or
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perhaps a giant made from gasses. It was only the vastness of the galaxy that
ensured there were gems like Balaria to be discovered and habited.
“All stations report ready, sir,” came the voice of the communications officer.
“Good,” replied Taif and gave the room one last look to ensure there was
nothing left loose. You could never be too careful, though he trusted his crew to
do things properly. “Let's land this thing.”
The descent through the atmosphere was as rough as ever, but thanks to
their preparations they made it through without problems. It was not long before
the sprawling space port came to view and they were instructed to the landing
pad reserved for them.
Now all they had to do was wait for their passengers.







Because of the noise and the inherent danger involved with landing and
launching space faring crafts, the massive compound that made up the space
port had been located well away from the city.
Even with light traffic it took Nala and Ghardo two hours to reach it.
There were lit runways and landing platforms all over the area along with
terminals and hangars for servicing the crafts that made use of the port. As they
flew towards the hangar reserved for passengers, they saw a regular transport
land with its engines roaring and the rockets blaring out bright flames to slow its
descent.
They saw another craft launch with its rune covered hull shining a feint blue
and its thrusters letting out an brighter blue. Rune covered ships were rare now
due to the effort and expense it took to maintain them – at least outside the
military where every ounce of protection that could be put on crafts was used. Of
course, most vessels that travelled between stars still relied on the rune powered
portal engines to get them there, but those were easy to maintain these days.
The space port disappeared out of view as they entered the parking hall.
They had little trouble finding an open spot where to put their craft. As the
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engines slowly winded down, Nala grabbed the briefcase from under the seat and
put on her breathing mask. They would have to walk through open ground.
Ghardo put on his mask as well and locked the craft after himself after
grabbing the two large travellers trunks that contained much of their clothes and
other things needed on a journey. Dragging the heavy trunks on the wheels on
one of their corners, he hurried after Nala who was already making her way out of
the parking hall and towards the terminal.
They wouldn't have to go inside and wade through the masses of people
there or endure the security checks. They had the needed credentials to enter
through a side gate and get directly to the landing platform they were headed for.
It was a brisk walk as neither of them wanted to spend too much time
outside. For Nala it was an odd and frustrating notion; avoiding being outside. In
her youth she had enjoyed nothing more than spending a day outside in the fresh
air, running through forests and fields. Now, even if she wanted to, opportunities
to do that were few and far between and wearing the breathing mask took a lot of
the fun out of it. What was the point of going to a forest if you could not smell the
trees or flowers or the moist moss after a brief rain?
They walked past the terminal and turned a corner to arrive at the gate that
would let them in. There was a surly looking dwarf acting as a guard, but he
knew Nala by her looks and only gave her travel documents a cursory look. They
even exchanged some polite chitchat. Ghardo's documents got a bit more
thorough look through, but seeing as he was in Nala's company he was let
through almost as quickly as she had been.
The dwarf did send his colleague to escort them. It was standard practice to
have a guard escort people to their destination. Despite the papers, there were
still places they were not allowed to go to and the guard was there to ensure that
did not happen.
The route they took led them through a vast field of tarmac and a maze of
buildings. They got to admire several large crafts from close distance as they
rolled on by or were waiting for passengers to enter from the terminal. They'd
seen it all before, but it was still an awe inspiring experience to see such
constructs from a close distance.
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There were ground crews driving around in their specialized vehicles that
towed carts filled with luggage while others transported crews and fuel to where
they were needed. With all the traffic they generated it was like a small city
during rush hour.
The small group took care to stay within the walkways marked by yellow
lines painted on the tarmac. Had they not done so the likelihood for an accident
would have been great indeed. A couple of times they had to dodge as a passing
by vehicle had to swerve to avoid oncoming traffic. Shouts and curses were
exchanged by the drivers as they passed each other.
Finally, they arrived at the launch pad where the Tibiniah was waiting for
them. They had to go through a building that surrounded the entire landing
platform, hiding behind it the craft waiting for them. The main function of the
building was to ensure the privacy of those entering and leaving the vessel. There
was a bar, a restaurant and other comforts there to ensure those who were only
making a short stop would not need to go far from their transport to have a
moment of rest and refreshment.
The saw some of the crew enjoying the offerings of the gift shop as they
passed through. Their green uniforms clearly labelled them as part of the military
forces maintained by the elven High Council. That, and all of them were elves.
Those that saw Nala and her companion made an effort to look sharp and give
her the appropriate greeting. She gave them slight nods in acknowledgement, but
other than that she pressed on, wanting to get on her way as quick as possible.
While the outside of the building had not had much in the way of windows or
other places to offer a view on the inside, the building was almost completely
glass where it offered a view to the landing platform in the middle of it.
And what a sight it was.
The Tibiniah barely fit within the round space in the centre and left an
uncomfortably small space between it and the building in places. Its near black
exterior was covered in runes that stood out subtly as dark grey. The craft was
shaped like a cylinder with a rounded tip with halves of several other similar ones
bulging out of the main portion of it. The trend continued towards the back of the
vessel, making it thicken up layer by layer. The two engines protruded out from
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its sides in the back of it and formed what looked like a battery of blue glowing
spheres when fired up.
Nala had to stop and admire it for a moment before stepping through the
doors that would lead her to the outside and to the ramp that had been extended
out from the belly of the craft. It was not a small craft by any means, but it was
not the largest either. Among those that could operate both in space and in the
atmosphere of a planet, it was one of the largest ones out there.
At over six hundred feet in length and well over three hundred feet at its
widest point the craft made the otherwise large landing pad seem small and
cramped. It pushed the limits of what could land there. With its landing gear
down it stood tall enough for some of its top parts to be visible over the structure
surrounding it and made anyone walking on the landing pad tilt their head all the
way backward to see it fully towering over them.
It was not the most beautiful vessel in the world, but it was functional and it
had proven itself through trials by fire many times over.
Not being beautiful was the only difference it had to its namesake, thought
Nala.
Ghardo opened the door for her and she stepped onto the landing platform.
She could see some of the landing crew making final inspections on the craft and
loading in supplies. What caught her attention was the captain of the ship
walking down the ramp leading to the ship and heading her way.
It had been a while since she had last seen him.
“Nala, it is good to see you again. I've missed your presence,” said the
captain as he came close enough. He was a good looking elf with nut brown hair
that was cut short – very unusual for an elf – and green, almond shaped eyes.
The green uniform he wore fit him well and the golden stripes on his sleeves
marked him as the captain.
“You flatter me, Taif, as always,” replied Nala with a small smile. Next to her,
Ghardo let out a small groan, but a stern glance from her shut him right up.
He did continue to eye the captain. He was much too familiar and all around
pleasing towards Nala for his liking. Of course, he did not expect her to spend the
rest of her life alone, she had after all been married several times now and
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brought many children to the world, but the captain just did not sit right in his
mind.
The captain returned Nala's smile. “We're almost done resupplying so we can
depart shortly.” He motioned for the two of them to follow him and shooed away
the guard that had still been trailing them. Sometimes curiosity got the best of
them and they followed people further than was strictly necessary.
Ghardo handed the travelling trunks to two crewmen who would take them
to their cabins.
“And here we were worried we might be delaying your departure,” said Nala
as they walked up the metal ramp. They entered a large hangar with smaller
fighter crafts in neat rows and crewmen rushing around to get the crates of
supplies into storage and out of the way. It was a noisy place with machines
humming and people shouting.
“Fortunately we were a bit late due to other issues,” replied the captain and
showed them off the hangar deck and into a quieter corridor.
“Nothing serious, I hope?” asked Nala.
“Just some raiders on the GordorNegada trade route,” said the captain in a
dismissive voice. “Chasing them delayed us quite a bit, but we made up most of it
on our way here.”
Nala nodded. Raiders were not that unusual on that route. It was, after all,
right at the edge of Union and Raider space. It was less costly to keep ships
patrolling the route and losing the occasional merchant convoy than it was to try
and root out the raiders from their position. Nala was uncertain whether that
could be accomplished even if the Union put its military might to it. The raiders
were masters of hiding and surprise attacks and they had few if any fixed
locations where they gathered.
It simply was not worth the effort.
“Was it Vasara?” asked Ghardo.
The captain gave the larger man a curious look. “Yes. Why do you ask?”
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “That's the raider name you hear the most.”
“True, and there's a good reason for it too,” replied the captain as they
continued through the corridor, passing door after door. “He keeps eluding our
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patrols and nabbing trader after trader. He's like a ghost. No one seems to be able
to give but an vague description of the vessel he uses and it's even more rare to
actually find someone alive after him.”
Taif shook his head. “Had I not seen the aftermath of his attacks first hand
I'd be inclined to say he's more legend than reality.”
“They say he is working to unite the Raiders to form a true force out of
them,” said Ghardo as they turned a corner and took the first door on the right.
They entered a room with chairs and couches, a table and other amenities any
passenger could hope for on a short voyage.
“If he does that, The Union will have trouble keeping the trade routes safe,”
said Taif.
Nala was ignoring their conversation and sought her favourite chair that
offered a view to the outside from one of the few windows on the Tibiniah. Even it
had a blast shield on it that could be dropped at a moments notice to secure the
space during battle.
The problems of The Union were starting to have little space in her mind.
“We can always hope they focus on the Fireborn,” said Ghardo as he took a
seat on a comfortable looking couch.
Taif snorted. “If they go to Fireborn space they're as good as dead.”
“I hear otherwise,” replied Ghardo. “I hear they've been causing them equal
trouble if not more than they do for us.”
“Well, if that is true, I hope they continue doing so. The more trouble the
Fireborn have the better it is,” said Taif. His attention was drawn by an officer
entering the room and whispering something to him.
“I must apologize. It seems I am needed in the control room. We will depart
shortly,” said the captain and gave Nala a slight bow out of respect. He left the
room to tend to what ever had been brought to his attention.
Nala barely noticed as she looked out the window. All she could actually see
was the building surrounding the landing platform, but even that was more
interesting than the room she had seen so many times before. Apart from the
furniture, there was nothing there but dull grey walls and the small stand with
cold beverages and snacks.
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“Are you all right?” asked Ghardo.
Nala turned to look at him. “Of course. Why do you ask?”
“You barely reacted to the talk about the Raiders. Usually you would have
taken great interest in it.”
“Knowing what we know, why do you care so much?” asked Nala. “We won't
be here for much longer.”
“Some will stay behind,” pointed out Ghardo. “They will have to deal with it.
As long as we're here we should care.”
“An admirable attitude to be sure, but we're working to save the elven race.
That takes priority over everything else in my mind,” replied Nala in a stern voice
even though deep down she could not really bring herself to fully agree with
ignoring the threat posed by the Raiders.
“I suppose you're right,” admitted Ghardo reluctantly.
Silence fell into the room only to be broken by the sound of the engines
spinning up. They could hear the ramp clanging shut and crewmen running in
the corridor to hurry to their posts. After the initial commotion died down a soft
roar began and the craft started its ascend. Nala watched as the building was
slowly left down below and the open sky replaced the view.
The force of the movement changed as the main engines kicked in and began
pushing them towards the sky. They found themselves sinking into the cushions
of their seats and moving their hands became a slight chore. For Nala, it was a
comfortable ride compared to the early crafts that had pushed its passengers to
their chairs so tightly it had been difficult to even breathe. Compared to that, the
current ride was almost luxurious.
Of course, actual passenger crafts were more comfortable than the military
vessel which were built for utility rather than comfort. In the case of the Tibiniah
some compromises had to have been made to allow such a large mass operate in
the atmosphere as well as space.
The accelerations did not last long and before she even realized it the blue
sky was transitioning into the darkness of space. Out of the window she could
see the horizon turn into a round slice of the planet below. Puffy clouds and blue
water covered most of her view, but there were portions of land as well whose
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shape had become familiar to her during the many trips she had taken.
The sensitive ears of an elf picked up the low hum that began to sound
throughout the ship. For most it would have gone unnoticed. It was the artificial
gravity generator kicking in to prevent everyone from floating around. It was
something that made space travel much more comfortable and made operating a
vessel much easier.
The shining blue orb was quickly left behind as the Tibiniah pushed
onwards, deeper into space. They passed a large station orbiting the planet. On
any other occasion Nala would have liked to make a stop there and meet a few
friends she had there, but there was no time for that now. She knew Ghardo
would have been even more eager to make that stop, seeing as his current object
of love worked there as a traffic controller.
Nala gave the man a glance and saw him looking at the station longingly. A
small image covered his right eye and she had no problem guessing who it
portrayed. Despite his outward appearances Ghardo could be quite the softy at
times.
“Don't worry,” said Nala. “She'll join us on the journey.”
“I know,” replied Ghardo and the image disappeared from his vision. He felt
slightly ashamed to have been caught daydreaming like that. Still, the thought
that he would not have to be alone on the journey relieved some of the anxiety he
had about it.
It would take them twelve hours to reach their destination. They could have
made it instantly by opening a portal, but the area where they were going to was
shielded from that sort of approach. Using traditional thrust was the safest and
least troublesome way to get there without being killed.
Security had its price.
Though, hearing the Tibiniah had only just arrived meant its engines would
not be recharged until they'd be almost at their destination anyway.
“I think I'll get some sleep,” said Nala and stood up from her chair. She was
familiar enough with the vessel to know there was a cabin reserved for her just
across the corridor. Ghardo had his own right next to hers.
“Sleep well,” said the large man and watched Nala exit the room. She would
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need the sleep. They'd been up much of last night finishing packing and it was
unlikely they would have time to rest once things really started rolling.
Ghardo remained in the room for a while more, watching the darkness pass
by the window, before taking the cue from his master and going to bed as well.







Nala woke up on the small bed as her alarm went off. She reached out to the
small table to shut down the racket and slumped back down against the soft
pillow. She looked at the time.
Eight hours had gone by.
A soft sigh escaped her lips as she sat up and let her feet dangle from the
edge of the bunk. Even a short sleep made her miss the luxurious bed she had at
her apartment; it was softer, more roomy and she had ample pillows to make the
sort of nest she really felt comfortable sleeping in.
Over the years a comfortable bed and good sleep had gotten a more
prominent place on her list of essential things to have. Years of sleeping on the
ground and in other less comfortable locations had convinced her of that.
She grabbed her trouser from the chair she had draped them on and put
them on. A shower would have been nice, but the facilities for that were shared
among all the crew. Rather than make her way there, she'd wait until they arrived
and make use of the private quarters she would have waiting for her. It was not
like she had ran a marathon with all the sweat and grit involved.
Grabbing her belt, she stood up and fastened it around her waist. The
swords needed a bit of adjusting before she was ready to head out once more. The
crinkly shirt she had slept in was no problem for her. Appearances were quite low
on her lists of things, especially when on a military vessel. Were she about to
represent herself in front of some important people, the story would have been
different.
She made her way to the room the captain had directed them to when they
had boarded. Her hopes were met as there was a basket on the table with some
apples and grapes along with an assortment of breads and toppings. Just as she
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was assembling her first sandwich a crewman entered – tray in hand – filled with
beverages, including a pot full of coffee. He looked a bit startled to see Nala sitting
there.
“Oh, I'm sorry. I thought I'd be in time with the drinks,” he said and put
down the tray in front of Nala.
She gave him a smile. “You're just in time.” She topped her sandwich with a
piece of sausage and cheese. The crewman meanwhile brought her a cup.
“Thank you,” said Nala and the crewman nodded before leaving the room. A
piece of sugar found its way in her cup along with a steaming hot splash of coffee.
It was her most recent weakness, even though recent with her could well have
meant centuries.
She took her breakfast with her and took the seat by the window. Outside
she could see nothing but darkness and the occasional star twinkling in the
distance. If only the window had offered a view forward instead to the side, she
would have had something more interesting to look at, though she had to admit
there was a certain allure to the vast emptiness.
Another bite of her sandwich and a sip of coffee made her feel like she had
finally woken up. She was interrupted by Ghardo entering the room and
assembling his own breakfast. They exchanged a few words of little importance
and mostly ate in silence.
It was much later that interesting things began appearing in the window
Nala was looking out of. First they were nothing more than small spots of light,
but as they got closer and closer there began to be more objects of interest.
It was an network of metal beams that stretched as far and wide as Nala
could see from the window. She saw men in white space suits lumbering around
and bright flashes of light as metal was being welded to metal. She could barely
see inside the metal frame, but what little she could see was enough to tell her of
the huge craft that was hidden inside. Even the little she could see dwarfed the
Tibiniah in size.
Next to the large wire frame was a space station large enough that they
would be able to safely dock inside its hangar. Beyond the station she could see
the grey surface of the moon that orbited the planet they had departed from
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earlier. If she focused, she could see lights on the surface – a tell tale sign of the
colony that was there.
“Never ceases to amaze me,” said Nala to herself. It was difficult not to forget
that once she had looked up at the starry sky and the glowing moon and
wondered what they were. Now, here she was, right by them with the knowledge
that they were no different from the world she had lived her entire life on. There
was nothing mystical about them.
“The more you know, the less wondrous the world becomes,” said Ghardo.
He had walked up next to Nala to look out the window.
“No,” said Nala softly. “It merely changes your perspective. There are always
things that will be wondrous, albeit the reasons will be different.”
“Maybe you're right,” admitted Ghardo and admired the view. The space
station dwarfed the craft they were on. The shipyard next to it dwarfed even the
station. He knew there were several vessels being built on the large area, but only
one was of interest to both of them. It was not visible from the window because it
was hidden as well as it could be given the size of it. Few outside the building
crew had had the privilege of seeing it.
“I know I am right,” said Nala firmly. “When I was younger the moon was a
wondrous sight you spent a night staring at. It was something the gods had made
and was beyond our comprehension.”
“And now that you know it to be nothing but a large rock?” asked Ghardo,
genuinely curious to hear her view.
“It is still wondrous for several reasons,” said Nala. “The fact we have people
living there now is one. That I can go and walk on its surface and experience the
lesser gravity of it. That I can go and pick up a stone and see the differences it
has to those of Balaria. There is beauty there when the sun rises over the horizon
and the shadows of the mountains grow long. It is a wondrous thing as a whole,
even if you understand that the sun is nothing but a ball of hot plasma fusing
hydrogen into helium. Just understanding the mechanism of it is wondrous in
itself.”
Ghardo had to think about it for a moment. He had grown up in a world
where science had figured out many of the mysteries to how things like the sun
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worked. It was hard to imagine a world where the orb of light was something
mysterious that could only be explained as the gods put it there.
Of course, that was still the case. There was no disputing that it was the
gods that had created the world. That the process with which the sun worked was
understood did nothing to dispute that fact.
Before he could formulate an answer to Nala, the captain entered the room.
“Ah, good, you're awake. I was afraid I might have to disturb your sleep,”
said Taif and grabbed a slice of cheese from the plate to nibble on.
“I take it we will be arriving soon?” asked Nala and pried her eyes from the
sight the window offered.
“Indeed we are,” replied Taif. “We just received word that council member
Stardancer will be waiting for you once we dock.”
Nala nodded. She had been expecting as much. The young Stardancer was,
after all, the one responsible for overseeing the daytoday affairs that kept the
construction going. Though now that things were on the final stretch, there was
little left to do but greet visitor like herself.
There wasn't much talk as they approached the space station and finally
entered its dock. It was humbling to see such a large craft dwarf in size as it was
swallowed up inside the structure and assigned a bay for docking. They had to
adjust the width of the two metal beams that would attach themselves to the
Tibiniah, but it was all by design and the craft had no problems fitting in between
them once the adjustment had been made.
Both sides of the craft had doors to which docking tubes could be attached
so the crew could exit and go enjoy some time off at the station. Nala and Ghardo
gathered what possessions they had with them and made their way to the door
that would allow them to step onto the station. The tube that led to the docking
structure had a grey metal floor, but see through sides which offered a breath
taking view of the entire docking facility and the various crafts present there.
It was a wide open, circular area that had room for a dozen or so craft at a
time, depending on the size of them. The Tibiniah easily ate up space for two
vessels that usually used the facility. Nala could see small maintenance crafts zip
around the empty space in the middle as they made their way to their targets
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with the repair tools, supplies or what ever it was that they were assigned to do.
The facility was buzzing with activity and it almost made her think back to
the old days of the central market of Ramyn. It was a different sort of activity, but
there were similarities to it that made her feel nostalgic.
The transfer tube led them to a wider corridor that pushed them towards the
outer rim of the docks. On her left she could see another vessel being serviced.
Bright flashes of light told of welding and other repairs being done. By the looks
of it it was an Gardless patrol vessel that was being serviced – painted black so
visual sighting of it would be more difficult and angular shapes designed to reflect
away any other forms of getting a lock on it made it look like an deadly, abstract
work of art.
“Well, that's a rare sight,” said Ghardo as they passed by the black vessel.
He stopped for a moment and Nala had no doubt he was taking as many pictures
of it as he could despite it being against regulations.
“Just don't take too long with it,” said Nala, forcing the man to follow her.
Standing in place too long would raise suspicions.
Two security guards stood on either side of the doorway that led to the
passenger lobby for the station. They asked to see travelling credentials from
everyone passing by. It was an high security station after all and they needed to
know who was on board at any given moment.
They gave no problems for Nala and Ghardo as their credentials were more
than in order.
They entered the large lobby. It was teeming with people of various races –
elves, humans, dwarves, gnomes, Gardless – even a few Albedo and Meresan.
Nala had known the Union was on good terms with both of them, but to see them
in such an high security facility made her realize they were approaching an
alliance quicker than she had thought they would.
“Nala Temera! It has been all together too long,” came a melodic female voice
speaking elven. Nala turned towards the voice and saw the young Stardancer
walking towards her.
“Ialye,” she greeted the woman with a smile. The young elf was dressed in a
green uniform that hugged her figure. Her long, nut brown hair was braided and
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flowed down her left shoulder to her front. Her green eyes crowned the entirety
and gave her a look of beauty only the elves seemed able to achieve with their
high cheek bones and graceful steps.
The two women hugged each other, disregarding completely any etiquette.
“And Ghardo,” said Ialye as he turned to the large man. “She still keeping
you too busy to meet that crush of yours?” There was an air of mischievousness
about her.
“I'm here because I want to be,” replied Ghardo somewhat stiffly. It was clear
he did not find the remark funny.
“Don't tease him, Ialye. I feel bad enough already dragging him all around
the Union,” chided Nala, though the corner of her mouth was twitching, trying to
keep the smile off her face.
“As well as you should,” said the young elf and turned back to face Nala.
“Keeping a young man from his love is a cruel thing to do.”
“We all have to make sacrifices,” noted Nala and gave the young elf a
knowing look.
A serious expression grew on her face. “Some more than most,” replied Ialye.
The wind seemed to have been knocked out of her sails with one simple remark.
Nala patted her shoulder. “I'm sorry. I did not mean to bring back bad
memories.”
Ialye gave her a small smile peppered with a bit of sorrow. “It's all right.
Come on, if we hurry we can still make it to see your parents tree being loaded on
board.” The young Stardancer motioned for two men from station staff to take
their travelling trunks to the quarters reserved for them.
“They're not done with that yet?” asked Nala in a surprised voice as they
began walking towards the transport rails.
Ialye shook her head. “They had some engine troubles on their way here.
They were delayed quite badly by that.”
“Is all the cargo all right?” asked Ghardo with concern in his voice. Nala
shared that concern, though had something happened to the tree she would
likely have known about it.
“The cargo's fine as far as I know,” replied Ialye and gave both of them an
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sympathetic look. She knew how important an Elf Tree could be to the family
whose it was and the concern was to be expected.
“That is good to hear,” said Nala with an relieved voice.
They arrived at the rails and waited for an white, capsule like transport to
arrive for them. It was the only practical way to get from where they were to the
actual construction site. Walking there would have taken them hours because of
the massive size of the area.
An empty transport capsule arrived for them and the small group took their
seat inside. There was enough room for ten or so people, but no one else got on
board. Ialye pressed the button that would take them to yard number five and the
capsule set off smoothly, but with increasing speed. It made several turns and
navigated through a maze of rails with other similar capsules whisking past
them.
It did not take long for them to pass out of the station through a series of
airlocks and over to the wire framed metal ways that expanded to the various
space yards where crafts were being built. Yard five was the largest of them and it
took a good fifteen minutes for them to arrive at the station on its end.
The group disembarked from the capsule and entered a large lobby with a
window that offered a view of the craft being worked on. From the vantage point it
was hard to tell the shape of it or the full size as only a small portion of it could
fit in the small window, but they all knew the full scale of it.
“It looks more complete from the last time I saw it,” said Nala as he admired
the vessel. From where she stood she could only see a piece of the hull that
curved up and down, telling they were looking at it from the middle of its axis.
She saw the large, white text naming the craft: Horizon.
She knew the vessel extended far beyond what she could see from there. The
plans had specified it to be seven miles long and at its thickest point nearly two
miles across. The front of it was narrower than the back of it due to the need to fit
the engine exhausts and that made the back of it a little over three miles wide
while the very tip of the front could be measured under half a mile. Much of the
surface area of the craft was taken by large biodomes that housed all the Elf
Trees that had survived until that day.
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“As well it should,” replied Ialye, pulling Nala from her observations. “It has
been two years since your last visit.”
Nala nodded and put her hands to the hilts of her swords.
Horizon.
It was her mother who whispered it with a certain amount of reverence in
her voice.
Horizon.
The vessel that would take the elves to their new home.







Tysgar looked up at the dome and the dark, star dotted sky it revealed above
it. He knew that above there, the Horizon was being built and it was waiting for
him. It would not be long before he'd have to depart with it, so he had come down
to the moon base to enjoy the last time off he would have in a while. While the
space station had some amenities, it lacked many things due to space
restrictions.
The moon base had a lot more to offer; bars, movie theatres, stores for
luxury items. Just about anything you would find on Balaria as well.
He had spent much of the evening at a bar, chugging down what ever he
could get his hands on. He had thought the dwarven spirits were bad, but it
seemed the galaxy had an ever expanding collection of vile tasting drinks that got
your balance messed up and your mind cloudy. The Meresan Liquor he had been
enjoying the most had tasted like rotten eggs and mouldy tomatoes, but at the
same time there had been a hint of crisp apple in its taste that kept him drinking.
It also helped that the more he drank it the better it tasted and the more he felt
like he was floating along a calm river on a hot summers day with no worries to
burden him.
As the night had progressed, he had began mixing drinks. Drinking them all
in combination made for some interesting tastes and an even more interesting
way to his hotel. Already he had stumbled on his own legs three times and twice
he had found himself taking a closer look at the metal floor that made up the
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main walkway along which all the bars and other stores were situated.
It was because of this drunken state that he did not notice the footsteps that
echoed after him even as he turned to a less used corridor that led to the hotel he
was staying at. It came as a complete surprise when strong hands pushed him
face first against the wall. He tried to fight, but another pair of hands grabbed
him, pinning him to the wall.
“Hello, captain Tysgar,” came a voice from behind him.
“Who are you? What do you want?” demanded the drunken man.
“We understand you are working together with the elves and you are to
captain their newest vessel, the Horizon.” It was not a question, more of a
statement of fact.
Tysgar fought through the dull the various beverages had brought about. No
one was supposed to know about that, besides the very top of The Union military
and the elves. “I don't know what you're talking about,” he said defiantly.
He heard a chuckle. “I'm surprised you know your name with all the drinks
you've had tonight, but I'm certain this is something you would not forget.”
A grim expression grew on Tysgar. He knew there was nothing he could say
that would change the minds of the men holding him. “What do you want from
me?” he asked.
“It's very simple. We want you to die,” came the voice along with a sharp
pain in Tysgar's back. He lost count how many times the pain hit him, but by the
time the men let go of him there was no strength left in his limbs and he slumped
down against the wall. He tried to focus to see his assailants, but all he could see
were dark figures disappearing behind a corner.
All he could do was let out one last breath and think he should not have
taken the job when it had been offered to him.
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Chapter 3

T

he walk through the superstructure surrounding the Horizon gave
them a much clearer view of what the massive vessel was like. The
top of it had several large, transparent domes that let in sunlight

when it was available. There was also an mechanism to shut the domes inside an
protective metal casing should any danger face the craft during its journey.
The overall design of it was a stark contrast to the very angular and abstract
appearance of the Gardless patrol craft they had passed in the space dock. The
Horizon was more subtle with rounded edges and soft inclines and declines that
gave it the surface contour of a sloping down hill. The runes that covered much of
it also gave it an exotic vibe that was lacking on many other vessels, though given
that it was already the largest craft ever built within The Union, they were a small
detail in the grand scheme of things.
At the bottom of the craft there was a large bay through which smaller
vessels could dock and unload passengers and cargo. Inside the bay there was
ample space to fit even the Tibiniah, though generally it was reserved for much
smaller passenger and cargo vessels. There was a contingent of interceptors there
as well. The journey would be long and would take them mostly through
uncharted space so having a means to defend themselves was crucial, especially
considering the valuable cargo they had with them.
Of course, the craft itself had weapons as well and quite a few of them as
well. There were missile batteries, the shielding provided by the runes,
countermeasures against incoming projectiles and all sorts of other systems that
would come useful in a fight.
Though for the moment Nala and her companions were more interested in
the delicate procedure happening before them. One of the domes had been
opened and several vessels were in the process of lowering down the large disc
that held dozens of Elf Trees inside it, including that of Nala's parents.
They could clearly see the green grass and the tall trees standing in the soil
they had been planted in after being lifted from their original habitat. While there
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were no large animals there, there were insects and all sorts of other small life
forms in the soil and everywhere else you'd find them in any normal forest, to
ensure the trees had as identical an environment as possible. Figuring out the
right ratio of things had been a painstaking process and had resulted in the loss
of more than one Elf Tree.
It was also why Nala had been worried over moving her parents tree.
For now, everything seemed to be moving along as planned. The disc had
been safely lowered in its place and the see through dome was in the process of
being closed.
“It would seem everything has gone according to plan,” said Ialye as the
dome closed shut and Nala let out a sigh of relief.
“I would like to go inside and verify that for myself,” said Nala and gave the
younger elf a questioning look. She had not been inside the Horizon before. All the
previous times she had visited the outer hull had not been complete yet, leaving
the insides of the craft without an atmosphere in which to breathe. Entire decks
had been missing on the one time she had gone out in a space suit to get a closer
look at the progress.
“But of course. Follow me,” said Ialye and led them towards the enclosed
walkway that connected to an airlock on the Horizon. It was a good ten minute
walk away from where they had been observing the operation.
“This'll be interesting,” said Ghardo with a hint of excitement in his voice.
Being a pilot made him especially eager to see the insides of the massive craft. He
had of course seen the plans and even had some input in the design, but it was
one thing to look at lines on a piece of paper and quite another to actually walk
inside the finished construct.
Nala gave the young man a knowing glance. “Just don't bother the workers
too much with your questions,” she reminded him. Ghardo let out a cough and
looked away.
Don't tease him. Too much.
Nala smiled at her mother's remark as her hand brushed against the smaller
sword. Even if she was only a spirit tied to the sword – as was her father – they
had been there right alongside her through the centuries. They had seen the
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world change just as much as she had and yet they still continued to offer advice
to her as if she were forty years old, just leaving home.
Not that she minded that. It was an anchor that held her close to reality and
had in the past saved her from being whisked away by the madness of the
elemental spirits on more than one occasion.
They walked onto the bridge leading inside the vessel. It was a wide enough
path that workers could still pass them while pushing carts full of equipment and
parts.
“There's still a lot to do,” explained Ialye as a couple of humans pushed a
cart full of computer equipment past them and towards the vessel. “Mostly it's
installing the computer systems and completing some of the wiring. You know,
the little things.”
Nala nodded. “How long until all of that is done?”
The young elf dug out a device from her pocket and began flicking through
pages with her finger. She looked at Ghardo. “Too bad I don't have those eyes of
yours. Have to use this old thing to keep track of things.”
“It's a good device for what it does,” replied the big man. He had used a
similar one for a long time. It had a small screen that reacted to touch and
putting in new calendar appointments and notes was easy enough.
“Sure, if you don't mind having to carry it with you,” muttered Ialye and
frowned at the small device. “Ah, there it is,” she finally said and quickly read
through the notes she had been looking for.
Nala rolled her eyes. The intricacies of small gadgets had never gotten much
interest from her.
“At the current work pace it'll be a month until everything is ready,”
continued Ialye. “That includes some of the testing we need to do before setting
out.”
They had to dodge as a particularly wide piece of equipment was pushed
past them on a cart.
“Hasn't everything been tested already?” asked Nala with slight concern.
With the Elf Trees already onboard she was reluctant to see any danger befall
them.
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“All the individual parts have been thoroughly tested, especially the engines,”
explained Ialye. “But everything together? There's always something that could
have gone wrong with the construction.”
“Shouldn't we have waited to load the Elf Trees after those tests were done?”
asked Nala with ever deepening concern in her voice.
“They're easy enough to unload for the tests,” said Ialye. “You saw how
simple it was to lower the disc in. It's not that much harder to pull it out for some
time.”
“But the trees. Will they handle that?” asked Nala, still concerned.
“It has been tested and should not be a problem,” assured Ialye. “You know
how long it has taken to get the trees here. Leaving it until the craft was
completely done and tested would have added years to the schedule.”
Nala could not deny that. It had been a long process to convince the elves to
go with the plan and it had been especially hard to get them to allow the moving
of the trees. It was understandable given the history involved with them. For each
family it was like a small piece of themselves being torn out and moved to another
location.
“Have there been any major problems so far?” asked Ghardo to direct the
conversation towards something that might put his masters mind at ease.
“Nothing too bad,” replied Ialye as they finally got to the airlock leading
inside the vessel. “The biggest threat we've had was that one worker trying to
smuggle in some explosives.”
“Right. The Deremoth worshipper.” Nala remembered that well. It had been a
moment of danger for the entire project. It was the reason why security around
the facility was so tight and every workers background had been thoroughly
researched. As they'd walked around the superstructure there had been guards
peppered at steady intervals and there were bomb scanners and other security
measures at important points of entry.
While most of the workers on the project were not elves, they had a lot
invested in it. There were entire families working on it and some even had a
second generation helping things along. That was what happened when
construction took the better part of a decade.
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Why the cult of Deremoth had tried such an attack was a bit of an mystery.
The elves were going to leave so it would have made sense to think that to be
welcomed by them, but then most people underestimated the dark side of them.
They did not want elves to leave. They wanted all of them to die.
It was also something they would have to worry about during the journey. A
lot of the crew were from different races – many of them human – which left an
opening for sabotage despite all the precautions that had been put in place.
The dark thoughts disappeared from Nala's mind as they passed through the
airlock. The door was not closed due to the amount of traffic and the fact the
superstructure was pressurized as well. They came into a large hall that looked
like it would be something found in a modern office building. There were
transport tubes lining the walls and to the far end of it there was the transport
rail that went vertically through the entire vessel. Walking was not practical due
to the scale of the vessel so it had its own transport network to make movement
as effortless as it was on the space dock.
The lighting in the hall was bright and there were some plants in pots to
bring some nature to the otherwise cold looking metal construct. There was even
a small fountain at the centre of the hall that brought the sound of flowing water
to soothe the passengers.
From the appearance of things it was very clear that elves had had a hand in
designing the vessel and even more it was apparent it had been built with a
degree of comfort in mind that was lacking on any military oriented craft.
“More than you expected?” asked Ialye as her two guests looked around with
an expression of awe on their faces.
“The plans don't do it justice,” said Ghardo as he admired the fountain and
the decorative elements embedded in the floor. The different coloured panels
made the shape of an oak leaf.
“It is a befitting vessel for the hopes of our people,” said Nala quietly as she
admired the work.
Ialye smiled and motioned for the two to follow her. Once more they waited a
moment for a transport capsule to arrive and climbed on board. The transport
whisked past several stations before stopping at one. Ialye led the two to an
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corridor that opened up to one of the domes.
It was like walking into an forest.
There was soft grass under their feet with real soil. Forest flowers and
bushes could be seen strew across and the majestic Elf Trees towered over
everything. Looking up high you could see the dome glisten in the small amount
of sunlight that came through. Artificial light augmented that, providing the
plants below with adequate lighting.
Nala forgot all of that as she walked through the forest that had been created
there. The trees she passed by had windows and doors on them, telling that they
had people living in them. She passed many of them without giving much
attention; what she was searching for was the tree of her parents.
It was with relief that she observed all of the trees being in good health. The
leaves were green, showing no sign of disease or drought and the bark had no
cracks in it. Her relief was even greater as a familiar tree came to view and looked
to be in perfect health, as if it had never been lifted from the ground it had been
feeding off from for centuries.
She pressed her hand against the rough bark and felt the life flowing
through the tree. Pressing her forehead against it, she smiled. Everything felt like
as it should.
“I take it everything is as it should be?” asked Ialye as she and Ghardo
caught up with Nala. Without realizing it she had taken on a brisk pace that had
left the two behind her.
“Yes. Yes it is,” replied Nala and turned to press her cheek against the tree
and embrace it as best she could. Doing so made her feel like a forty year old
once more, someone who had little to no knowledge nor experience with the world
around her, but who knew her home tree like the back of her hands.
Ialye and Ghardo gave her the moment she needed to bond with the tree.
When she finally parted with it, both of them looked at her with the sort of
reverence only her Guardian Spirit title brought with it. Even among the elves the
sort of affection she had demonstrated towards the tree was rare. The fact her
hair seemed to have gotten a deeper tint of green only served to increase that
perception.
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“It is much better than I expected,” admitted Nala finally as her eyes swept
across the small forest.
“These areas will be a great help during our journey,” admitted Ialye. “Once
you spend some time in space the yearning to see a piece of nature becomes
almost overwhelming. Here, all you have to do is take a few steps and you'll have
a piece of it.”
“Only thing missing are the large animals,” said Ghardo and looked around
himself. He could see some insects – bees and butterflies – but other than that
the forest lacked the many noises you would have in a true product of nature.
“Sadly, we can't have everything,” admitted Ialye. “Anything larger than a
bird would simply not be practical nor feasible.”
“It is still an oasis among the cold metal corridors,” said Nala softly and gave
her parents tree one last gentle caress with her hand.
Her two companions could not come up with anything to say so they just let
her take in the sights, smells and sounds of the environment.
“So, what's next?” asked Nala finally as she had spent enough time in her
own thoughts.
“We have nothing more on the schedule for today,” said Ghardo.
“So I can finally get a shower?” asked Nala with a hint of hope in her voice.
She gave the big man an almost pleading look.
“If you insist,” replied Ghardo and gave Ialye a look that seemed to ask for
her to step in.
“I have reserved quarters for both of you,” said the young elf with an
understanding smile. She was no foreigner to the challenges travelling posed for
ones hygiene a times. “Sadly you can't stay on board the Horizon just yet so you
will have to make due with what the station has to offer.”
“I'm sure the accommodations will be more than acceptable,” said Nala.
Ghardo gave a longing look at the various doors that they passed on their
way back to the superstructure. There was so much more he wanted to see, but
he realized they had been up for a significant time once more and the meagre
breakfast they had enjoyed on board the Tibiniah was starting to run thin. He
also found the thought of a warm shower an appealing one.
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“Don't worry, you'll have plenty of time to get to know the place,” consoled
Ialye as he saw the man glancing through an open door at the blinking controls
and flashing computer screens.
Ghardo realized she was right about that as he perused through the
calendar with his enhanced eyes. They would be at the station until the launch
day – save for a two day visit to the colony on the moon. Of course, there would
be meetings and other small things soaking up some of their time, but on the
whole there would be plenty of free hours which could be used to get to know the
Horizon.
The return trip to the station went by quickly and without incident. The
scenery was much the same and apart from workers returning to the station after
a days work, there was not much new to look at. Their small capsule was filled
with returning workers, giving them an opportunity to hear some stories about
what had happened during the day. They heard of the welding problem on a craft
being built for The Union, how the designers had not left enough room to install
the control systems on one vessel and about the problems associated with the
new version of the navigation software.
It was an refreshing look at the problems ordinary workers had to wrestle
with daily. Compared to the high level worries of Nala and Ghardo – and to a
certain extent Ialye – they seemed tiny, but at the same time they all knew
seemingly small problems like the ones heard could quickly turn into big ones.
They arrived back at the station just before the biggest rush and had little
trouble securing themselves a transport tube that took them up to the residential
levels of the station. A ten minute walk upon arrival and they were looking at the
door leading to Nala's quarters.
“My rooms are right down the hall,” said Ialye and pointed down the
corridor. There were some green plants lining the walls, differentiating it from the
vast majority of naked metal dominated areas of the station. “And Ghardo has his
rooms the next door over,” continued the young elf and pointed at the next door.
“Thank you so much for everything,” said Nala. The gratitude was evident in
her voice.
“It is always a pleasure to help out the Guardian Spirit,” replied the young
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woman with a smile. “Besides, you've brought a nice break from my daily
routines.”
“We'll keep you busy again tomorrow,” assured Nala with a wry smile. She
could not help but like Ialye. Despite her young age she got things done and had
bared heavy duties on her slender shoulders. The resemblance to her ancestors
in that regard was remarkable, but then again, the Stardancers had always
proven that when it came to it, they would stand up to any challenge posed.
Well, at least the female ones. The males of the family had not always shined
as brightly.
“I look forward to it,” replied Ialye and bid her farewells to them for the day.
She walked down the corridor to her own quarters.
Ghardo excused himself and left Nala to enter her rooms alone. She swiped
the card she had gotten from Ialye by the reader and the door slid open. The
lights came on as she stepped in and revealed the spacious room. What caught
her attention at first was the large window that offered a view of the moon they
were orbiting.
The couches and armchairs, the coffee table and walkin kitchen as well as
the soft rugs were only secondary things. The door closed behind her as she took
further steps inside. On the left, a doorway led into the bedroom. She could see
the large bed and the numerous pillows stacked on it. She could barely resist the
invitation of it. She noted that her luggage had been brought there as promised.
Nala walked up to the window and admired the view. While the moon was a
dull grey and peppered with craters, it was still a mesmerizing sight. It was
different seeing it up close than it was to look at from the surface of the planet it
orbited. If she focused hard enough she could barely see the lights of the colony
shine on its surface.
Nala rubbed her neck before making her way to the bedroom. She was
pleased to see the door leading to the bathroom and that there was indeed a
shower there. Wasting no time she shed her clothes and stepped into the white
tiled room and turned on the water. A content sigh escaped her lips as the warm
water gently caressed her. It was a long time before she exited the comfort of it
and headed for bed.
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Th next day would demand more of her, but for now it was sleep that
demanded her full attention.







The sight never ceased to make cold shivers run down Saon's spine. Even if
he knew the craft to be disabled and likely void of life a Fireborn decimator was a
fear inspiring sight, especially if you had seen one in action.
“Any sign of life?” asked Saon from the crewmen operating the sensors. He
wanted to be certain before committing his vessel to the task. While the Nidora
was a capable vessel and one of the prides of The Union, even it would have
problems against a fully functional decimator.
Though out of all the vessels that had drifted through the Desolate Zone,
none had been fully functional and even fewer had seen anything living survive
the journey.
“No signs of life detected, captain, though their reactor is creating a lot of
interference,” reported a young woman operating the sensors. Saon nodded and
surveyed the crew. The nervousness was evident on many of their faces, though
his second in command – a dwarf called Regor – seemed as calm as ever. He was
the only nonhuman on the vessel and being a dwarf brought with it a certain
mental fortitude. He was stroking his beard as if reading some interesting piece of
literature.
“What do you think?” asked Saon from his seat in the middle of the room. In
front of him he could see two rows of stations, ranging from weapons systems to
helm control, and beyond them was the large screen that offered him a clear view
of the outside.
“I think we should blast that thing to where it came from,” replied Regor and
gave the captain a meaningful look. Saon was a man in his thirties with clean cut
black hair and the blue uniform he wore revealed an athletic body build. His
brown eyes returned the look he got from the dwarf.
“But we could try and capture it,” suggested Saon and glanced at the vessel
occupying much of the realestate of the screen. It looked completely intact from
that angle, though there was a cloud of debris floating around its hidden side,
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making it possible the damage was just out of sight for them.
Regor snorted. “You know as well as I do that so far every single one of them
has selfdestructed as soon as someone has boarded the damn thing. Those
Fireborn aren't going to let us get access to their technologies. Just blow it out of
the sky before it drifts deeper into Union territory and some poor fool boards it.”
The dwarf was right. Ever since the Desolate Zone had formed during the
war with the Fireborn no vessel that had flown through it had been captured
successfully. It was rare enough for anything to survive through the area where
wild magic roamed and the elemental planes spilled over into the world. Both the
Union and the Fireborn had tried to explore the area, but so far none had
returned after venturing past the very edge of the area. Seeing as unmanned
Fireborn vessels occasionally popped out of the area it was a clear sign they were
not having any more luck trying to solve the mystery or navigate through it.
Saon gave the dwarf one last glance. His chubby figure was dressed in a
similar blue uniform as he was, though the dwarf lacked the three golden stripes
on his shoulders; he only had two, marking him as the second in command.
“Weapons, get a lock on the vessel,” ordered the captain finally and leaned
back in his well cushioned chair.
“Yes, sir,” came the reply from the gunner, a young man barely in his
twenties.
“Helm, take us to firing range,” instructed Saon further and received
acknowledgement for his order. He gave the surly looking dwarf a look that
seemed to ask if he was happy now and received a grumpy sort of eyeing in
return.
Everyone in the room felt the small push as the engines kicked in and
pushed the vessel forward.
“So much for routine patrol,” muttered Saon. They had departed from
Outpost #24 only a day before to patrol the edge of the Desolate Zone. As was
evident by their present situation, it was not a waste of time to keep an eye on the
seemingly impenetrable area.
“A little target practice never hurt anyone,” said Regor from his seat to the
right of Saon. They watched as the massive Fireborn vessel came closer and
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closer. It dwarfed the Nidora by several hundred feet in length and almost as
much in width and thickness. The one advantage the smaller craft would have
had in battle was its manoeuvrability as well as the fact it was packed full of
weapons and defences with the sole intent of taking out Fireborn vessels.
“Captain, the sensors are picking up something,” came the voice of the
operator.
“I thought you said there was no life there?” demanded Saon.
“There isn't. It's some sort of spike in heat,” came the reply in a voice filled
with uncertainty and apprehension.
“Heat?” wondered the captain and gave his second in command a
questioning look.
The dwarf shrugged his shoulders. “Maybe there's a fire on board. Wouldn't
be the first time something like that happened.”
It was then that a large explosion ruptured the hull of the Fireborn vessel
and a huge stone hand extended out from it. For a moment, the most everyone
could do was watch in awe as the earth elemental tore through the remains of the
vessel.
“Oh crap,” muttered Saon before pulling himself together. He pressed the
alarm button on the arm of his chair, which sent crewmen running around to
find their seats. “Helm, get us some distance to that thing!”
The craft tilted as the helm put it in a steep turn away from the monstrosity
that had appeared to threaten them. Saon watched in horror as the stony giant
extended its arm and launched a boulder at them. It looked large enough that it
would smash the Nidora into pieces despite the heavy construction of its hull and
the protective runes.
It also looked like they would be unable to dodge it.
“Weapons, target that rock and blow it out of the sky before it hits us!”
commanded Saon and watched the monitor as the boulder got closer and closer.
A momentary bright flash made him blink to regain his vision and as he did he
saw the boulder had been split into smaller chunks.
The lasers had done their job.
Glowing projectiles hit the smaller chunks, further turning them into
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nothing but gravel. Kinetic weapons were primarily used for shorter range
interception to protect from incoming projectiles.
Even deep in the core of the vessel they could hear the rabble peppering the
outer hull, but none of the pieces was large enough to cause any serious
problems. Still, the crew exchanged nervous glances with each other. It was
always unnerving to hear something hitting the piece of metal that separated you
from certain death.
“Where the hell did that thing come from?” asked Saon when it looked like
the most imminent danger had passed.
“It's the Desolate Zone,” replied Regor calmly. “It probably appeared right
inside that vessel and tore through the Fireborn like they were paper. Almost
makes me feel sorry for them. Almost.”
The captain couldn't really disagree with that. Strange things could happen
in the Zone and an earth elemental appearing was certainly among the least
exotic of them.
“Medeia, is there anything you can do about that thing?” asked Saon and
turned to look to his left where a red haired woman sat by a console. She was the
wizard responsible for maintaining the runes strewn across the vessel as well as
operating any magic powered functions.
The woman shook her head. “It's an wild elemental that has appeared
without a summon. It's far beyond my powers to calm it down and bring it under
control. There would need to be five of me to do that.”
She did have two assistants to help her maintain everything, but they were
much weaker and less experienced than her and would not be enough to help her
deal with the elemental.
Saon cursed. He had hoped they would have been able to just send thing
back to where it came from, but while it was rampaging there was no chance of
doing that. Maybe if they had been anywhere else but open space. “We'll have to
destroy it then,” he finally said. “We can't leave it drifting out here. It'll eventually
come across the trade routes or some unsuspecting vessel and wreck havoc.”
He turned to the weapons control. “Target the elemental. Destroy it!”
It took a moment to get a lock on the creature, but then bright flashes made
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anyone watching blink their eyes to regain their vision. The only sound heard was
the steady hum of the engines and the low chatter coming to the firecontrollers
earpiece. The monitor revealed the devastation the lasers had caused; small
chunks of rock drifted where before there had been the massive elemental. The
only thing left of the Fireborn vessel were pieces of metal that were drowned
under the sheer amount of rock that had appeared alongside.
“It's a shame to have to destroy something like that,” said Regor. Of course,
he was still a dwarf to the bone and earth still held a special place in the hearts of
his kind. The modern day had not changed their affinity to it and there were still
days when he longed to step inside the tunnels of his ancestors and admire the
craftsmanship put into building the underground kingdoms.
“Are the sensors picking up anything?” asked Saon, ignoring the dwarf. He
wanted to ensure the crew was no longer in any risk.
“Negative, captain,” came the reply. “Everything looks to be dead and gone.”
“Good,” said Saon as he pushed the button to shut down the alarm. He let
out a deep breath and leaned back in his chair. He was no stranger to sudden
situation and combat, but it never got easier for him. Knowing he was responsible
for the safety of the vessel as well as the crew was a large burden to carry no
matter how long or often you did it. It never ceased to burden him.
“Captain, there's a communication for you,” came the voice of the
communications officer.
“Who is it?” he asked. It wasn't the best of times for it. He still wanted to
take a closer survey to ensure the elemental had really been destroyed. Small
pieces were known to live on despite the majority of such a being having been
destroyed. With so much rabble floating around the sensors might not pick up
everything without circling around a few times.
“It's admiral Verdon,” came the reply.
“I'll take it in my quarters,” said Saon and stood up. He walked to a door on
the left and entered the small room that was his office. There was a desk there, a
chair, an couch for guests to sit on and for him to relax when alone. He took his
seat behind the desk and pressed a button, raising a display from within the
desk. A notice was flashing on it, indicating he had a call coming through. He
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pressed the accept button on the screen.
A man with white hair appeared on the screen, dressed in a blue uniform
similar to the one the captain was wearing. The older man however had four
golden stars on his shoulders, indicating a higher rank.
“Admiral Verdon,” said Saon. “For what do I owe this pleasure?”
“Captain Saon,” said the older man in a raspy voice. “There has been a
change in your orders.”
“There has?” asked the captain, sounding surprised. The routine patrol was
supposed to have been a priority mission due to the nature of the border. The
events that had taken place were clear proof that there was no room to slack.
“Captain, what I am about to tell you should not be spread idly,” said the
admiral in a serious tone of voice. “I am told that Captain Tysgar is a friend of
yours?”
Saon nodded. “We entered service at the same time. We've been friends ever
since.” The fact the admiral was talking about his friend made Saon worry.
Something must have happened. Last he had spoken with Tysgar he had been
involved in something secret that he could not share even with his long time
friend.
“I am sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but late last night captain Tysgar
was found dead. Murdered, to be precise,” said the admiral with an sympathetic
expression.
Saon took a deep breath and fought the tears that tried to come out. “Do we
know who did it?” he asked with as calm a voice as he could muster.
“It was The Blades,” came the reply in a grim voice.
The cult of Deremoth. Why would they want to kill another human? Weren't
they more after the elves? The captain shook his head. It made no sense.
“You are probably wondering why they would do something like that,” said
the admiral. “It's because of what he was involved in, or was going to be.”
Saon gave the admiral a questioning look.
“You know the troubles the elves are in with the air being toxic to them and
the forests getting cut down,” started Verdon. “They've come up with a plan to
move their entire race to the edge of the galaxy, to a planet that has, so far,
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proven to be void of the toxins that are affecting other planets without exception.
They've built a massive vessel called Horizon to ferry over the majority of the elves
and the Elf Trees they use as homes.”
“How was Tysgar involved in that?” asked the captain. The entire plan
sounded too fantastical to even believe. More so, how could something so large
have been kept secret? Building a craft capable of doing what he was being told
would take decades.
“He was to be the captain of that vessel,” said the admiral. “That's likely the
reason he was killed.”
“Why would the elves want a human to captain such an important vessel?”
asked Saon. It made no sense to him. There was no shortage of capable captains
among the elves.
“You know how the elves can be,” replied the admiral and spread his hands
helplessly. It was clear he had no better knowledge as to the reasons. “The Elven
High Council has been in contact with us over this issue. They have made a
request for us.”
“What do they want?” asked Saon.
“They want you to take Tysgar's place,” said the admiral with as serious a
tone as the captain had ever head him talk in.
The surprise was complete for the captain. This was the first he was even
hearing of such a plan and now they wanted him to play such an important role
in it. Combined with the loss of a dear friend over that very plan, it was just too
much. With an sorrowful expression he leaned back in the chair and pondered
what to say.
“This has been decided on the highest levels,” continued the admiral,
completely ignoring the captains reaction. “The elves have done much for The
Union and we are indebted to them. You will take over for Tysgar and captain the
Horizon. You are to stop your patrol and proceed immediately to the construction
yard orbiting the moon of Balaria. There you will report to Nala Temera for
further instructions.”
Saon started to argue, but the look the admiral gave him was enough to
make him stop.
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“Do not argue about this. This is an order and you will follow it,” said the
admiral in a stern voice.
“Very well. I will give the order,” conceded the captain with reluctance in his
voice. The admiral nodded and the screen went dark, telling the communication
was over.
Saon let out a sigh.
He did not want to abandon the crew he had now nor the vessel. Still, orders
were orders. He stood up and returned to the bridge to convey the new orders to
the crew.
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Chapter 4

T

he news were troubling. Nala sat at the table, trying to digest the
full implications of it. Ghardo and Ialye sat at the same table with
very similar expression about them.

“Is it possible it's just an random attack? A robbery gone wrong?” asked
Ghardo with deep concern in his voice.
Ialye shook her head. “None of his possessions were taken. Then there's the
mark that was left behind.”
They were in Ialye's office. It was a large room with a desk and a comfortable
chair for her to sit in, though right now they were sitting by the larger conference
table that could easily accommodate ten people around it. A window gave them a
view of the surface of the moon they were orbiting, the place where the worry
raising news had come from.
“Has the backup captain been notified?” asked Nala. She mourned the loss
of captain Tysgar, but at the same time she did not want the event affecting the
schedule. It was far too much effort from far too many people to let the loss of a
single man ruin it.
“I sent word as soon the news reached me,” replied Ialye. “He should already
be on his way here.”
“We should never have chosen a human captain,” said Ghardo. “It was just
begging for something like this to happen.”
“The Blades have no qualms with killing elves either,” reminded Nala. She
had been the one to push for a human captain when others had proposed several
names from within the Elven community. She had no doubts they would have
done a fine job, but this was more than just ensuring the safe arrival of the
Horizon. This was also about politics for those who were staying behind. The
Union had given a lot to the elves and to completing the vessel. They needed some
recognition in return and having the captains seat was just one of them. In
return there were measures being taken that would make the lives of those
staying behind safer as well as more pleasurable.
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“More importantly and of greater concern is the fact they were able to find
him. They know far more about the project than just the fact we're building a
large vessel,” said Ialye and brushed a stray hair back behind her ear.
Nala nodded. “That is a valid concern.”
“Have the local authorities found any suspects?” asked Ghardo. If they could
get one of the cultists to talk they might learn more about how much they knew
and what their plans were. Clearly, it was something more sophisticated than
smuggling a bomb on board.
“Sadly, no. They seem to be at a dead end with the investigation. There were
no eyewitnesses, no security cameras and nothing left behind by the assailants
but the mark they drew,” replied Ialye as she glanced through the report on her
memo pad.
“Perhaps we should make our visit earlier and see what we can dig up,”
proposed Nala. “I have some contacts there that the local authorities would be
unable to use.”
“Are you certain that's wise? We know the cultists are down there. You're a
prime target for them,” protested Ghardo with even greater concern in his voice.
Nala gave the man a calming smile. “Your concern is touching and not
completely unwarranted, but I've dealt with their kind far longer than anyone
else. I know how to protect myself from them.”
“Still, do you think it's really wise to go down there now?” asked Ialye. “It's
still a risk I'd rather you didn't take.”
“I have a much better chance of figuring out who was behind it than the
local authorities,” said Nala calmly. At times it annoyed her how protective
certain people had become over her. It was like they feared a pinch of a needle
would be enough to make her keel over and die. They seemed to have forgotten
that she had lived through centuries and times when danger had been around
every corner, unlike now when people were largely safe to walk down the street
without fearing someone with a dagger appearing to cut their throat.
“At the very least I will come with you,” said Ghardo. He was not about to let
her go down there alone, though that was unlikely to happen in any case. He
wanted to be certain it did not.
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Nala smiled. “When have I gone anywhere without you?”
It was true. Where she had gone over the last few decades Ghardo had
followed her loyally and sometimes stubbornly. Not that Nala had not tried to
shake him off a few times, but he had always found her or followed her from a
distance. She found it somewhat annoying at times. There were times she would
rather have some privacy, especially when there was the rare moment she could
go out to eat dinner with some special person.
“I can think of a few times,” muttered Ghardo and gave her a sour look. She
continued to smile back, as if mocking him. The expression on him grew even
more sour.
Ialye glanced at both of them and sighed. At times it was hard to believe Nala
was as old as she was and the Guardian Spirit on top of that. She acted like a
child at times. “Fine. I'll make arrangements for you two to visit the moon
colony.”
“If possible, I would like to leave today,” said Nala. “The sooner I get there
the less time the trail has to get cold.”
“I'll see what I can do,” replied Ialye with hesitation in her voice. The
transports were usually pretty full and you needed to buy a ticket days before
hand to ensure you got a seat. Then again, the Tibiniah was still docked with the
station. They would have a small transport that could take the two where they
needed to go.
In the end, that was what they had to resort to. Nala and Ghardo found
themselves in a small transport intended to land fast and hard to deliver troops
on the ground, not regular passengers. It was not the most comfortable ride as
the seats were hard and the harnesses pushed them in their seats like glue. On
the upside they had no atmosphere to punch through so the landing was not as
rough as it could have been.
As the vessel touched down, the two undid their harnesses and rubbed their
shoulders and chest. The harnesses had done their job, but at the same time they
had created some sore spots that needed a good dose of attention before they
developed into locked muscles.
The ramp lowered from the back of the craft, revealing the landing platform
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to the two. They were inside a large, enclosed hall with several similar platforms
in it. Ground crew were buzzing around, loading and unloading cargo and
passengers were walking inside the terminal and boarding transports headed out.
From past experience Nala knew there were two layers of walls separating
them from the dust laden outside that offered no chance of survival for any living
being. With no oxygen and the radiation from the sun blasting the surface at full
strength, you needed a very well made suit to venture out there and a well made
structure to stay in if you meant to live there.
So far the moon colony had proven up to the task and had grown from a
settlement of a few hundred to a sprawling city of tens of thousands. Some things
they were self sufficient on, such as energy, but much of the food, water and
other consumables had to be hauled in from other places.
The noises of the dock brought her back from her musings and a tug of her
sleeve from Ghardo had her headed for the terminal in no time. Passing through
the security checks posed no problems for either of them and just a half an hour
later they were standing at the plaza in front of the terminal. There were a lot of
people there, hurrying along with their daily chores. Across the plaza they could
see stores and other places of business ranging from bakeries and cafés to barber
shops.
Looking up, you could see the roof of the dome that protected the settlement.
During the day it showed a fake, blue sky to ease the feelings of everyone living
there. While it was a fake sky, it was a lot better than looking at the dull grey
metal or the artificial lamps that provided the light.
Both of them were holding on tight to the small suitcases they had. Not that
there was anything particularly valuable in them; just some spare clothes and
other things anyone needed if they wanted to stay the night somewhere.
The passers by gave Nala a few curious looks. She was a peculiar sight with
her greenish hair and the two swords strapped around her waist. She was a
breath of the past standing tall in the middle of the modern world.
“So, where do we begin?” asked Ghardo and eyed their surroundings. He
had his other hand close by to the pistol fastened around his waist. While the
moon colony was relatively safe, the events that had brought them there urged
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caution.
Nala seemed thoughtful for a moment. “Best we drop off our luggage at the
hotel and then go to that bar I mentioned during our voyage here,” she said
finally. Ghardo nodded and they started down the plaza, towards the area where
most of the respectable hotels were.
The plaza turned into a corridor wide enough to let tens of people walk side
by side with ease while small lorries weaved their way through the crowd,
delivering supplies to where ever they were needed. There were doors lining the
walls, some leading to office spaces while others had signs above them, indicating
them to be hotels or some other businesses.
It did not take them long to get to their hotel and get the keys to their rooms.
The reservation had been made and Ialye rarely got such things wrong. They both
had their own room on the second floor of the hotel. They were not much, just a
single room with a bathroom and barely room enough for the bed and a desk, but
seeing as they were there only to sleep, it was not bad.
They quickly stashed away their belongings and met outside the hotel.
“To the bar, then?” asked Ghardo as Nala came out of the hotel.
She nodded and started towards their destination, away from the central
plaza. Ghardo followed her, keeping a close eye on everything around them. As
they went on, the corridors got narrower and the signs on the doors changed from
businesses to residential ones and then back again as they passed through
different districts of the city. It was difficult to tell that they had come to the
worse part of town because the maintenance crews did as good a job there as
they did everywhere else.
There was no room to slack when the outside would kill as indiscriminately
as anything.
Nala came to a halt at a door that was not that dissimilar from any others.
They had arrived at the far end of the commercial lane that went through the
neighbourhood. There were plenty of people on the move and the fake sky above
still showed the sun above the horizon.
Ghardo looked around suspiciously. It did not look like the sort of place
you'd want to go to voluntarily. “Are you sure this is the right place?” he asked.
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Nala gave him a condescending look. “I may be old, but I still remember
where places are.”
“You know what I meant,” said Ghardo with slight annoyance in his voice.
Nala put her hands on control pad that would open the door. “Of course I'm
sure. Trust me,” she replied and pushed the button. The door slid open silently
and the two stepped inside.
They were greeted with loud music and chatter from the crowd in the bar.
Red and blue lights gave the bar an ambiance that made it difficult to see details
of anyone there and the tables were loosely spaced to allow the waitresses room
to move and avoid any hands that sought to make unwanted exploration
attempts.
The bartender stood behind the metal surfaced bar and poured drinks to the
people sitting on the stools in front of it. He had a few days worth of beard on his
chin and a complexion that made you think he had escaped from the morgue.
Nala walked up to the counter as if she were a regular in the place and
waved at the bartender to get some service. With Ghardo looming close behind
her the pair got a few curious looks and stares.
“Well, this is a surprise,” said the bartender as he got around to serving the
two. Clearly, he was familiar with Nala. “I did not expect to see you here.”
Nala gave the man a teeth baring smile. “And I expected you to be back in
the morgue by now.”
The man put down two glasses in front of them and filled them with a green
liquid. “We can't all have what we want,” replied the man and shoved the two
drinks towards Nala. She gave one to Ghardo and gulped down the other.
The big man gave the drink a sniff before pouring it down his throat. It had
not smelled like much of anything, but the burning it caused in his throat made
him cough and put down the glass quicker than was appropriate.
Nala gave the man a sympathetic pat on the back and put down her own
glass. “Should have warned you not to drink it.”
Ghardo coughed and waved his hand to tell her he was fine.
The bartender chuckled and put the glasses away. “So, what brings you
here?”
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“You heard about the murder?” asked Nala as she leaned forward.
“Which murder would that be? Lots of those here,” replied the man, clearly
wanting to avoid the subject.
“You would be hard pressed to forget this one. An Union captain, lots of
blood, a mark left behind at the scene,” said Nala and lowered her voice as she
revealed the details. Not that she expected anyone to be listening in. It was more
an habit than anything else and you needed a certain mood in dealings such as
this.
“Ah, that murder,” replied the bartender and busied his hands with cleaning
a large pint. He looked around like someone plotting murder would. “You really
shouldn't dig into that.”
Nala raised an eyebrow. “And why not?”
“You know the group involved. You of all people should know what they're
capable of,” said the bartender nervously. “And if they find out you are here the
body of the captain will not be the only one found.”
Ghardo's hand instinctively went for the pistol on his side as he heard the
man's words, but a hand wave from Nala made him ease down a bit. It was clear
she did not take the threat literally, but as a warning.
“Your concern is touching, but irrelevant. I need to know everything you can
tell me about it,” said Nala in a stern voice as her eyes narrowed. The stare of her
green eyes was enough to make the man shift weight from one leg to the other
and glance around cautiously once more. Over the loud music it was unlikely
anyone was sitting close enough to hear anything they said.
“You didn't hear any of this from me,” said the bartender as he leaned in
closer. “The Blades have been slowly but steadily growing in numbers here. There
have been some high ranking members visiting here and they've held meetings.
They were planning something big.”
“The murder?” asked Nala, hoping that was all they were planning.
The bartender shook his head. “That was just the first blow, or at least that
is what I have heard. They're up to something a lot bigger.”
The concern on Nala's face was evident and it soon caught Ghardo as well.
Neither of them had a good feeling about it.
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“All right, that's something we'll have to keep in mind. For now we're
interested in finding the people responsible for the murder,” said Nala and dug
out a gold piece from her pocket. It was not official currency any more, but gold
was still gold and it had a value. It was easy enough to pawn in a shop without
raising too much suspicion. She handed the coin to the bartender. “I hope this
jogs your memory.”
The bartender took the coin and inspected it. Looking satisfied, he stashed it
in a pocket and leaned in once more. “This is just what they're saying on the
streets and in bars. I can't say whether it's true or not. The word is the murder
was done by members of the security force, chiefly a couple of officers operating
in the district it happened in.”
“That's quite an accusation,” said Nala though the worry in her voice led you
to believe she did not think it entirely impossible. The Blades had an ideology
that could appeal to people no matter their station. It was based on religion which
threw rationality right out the window for many of its followers.
“Like I said, it's just what they're saying on the street,” defended the
bartender. “Whether it's true or not, I have no notion.”
Nala bit her lower lip. It would not be the first time the Blades had members
inside the local law enforcement and used them to get away with murder. The
problem would be getting their identity and bringing them to justice for what they
had done and hopefully getting information out of them on what their real plan
was.
With time it would not have been a problem, but it was something she and
Ghardo hardly had. They had two days and no more before they would have to
return to the space station to tend to matters that could not wait.
“Is there anything you can tell us about the men? What they look like? Their
names?” demanded Nala. She needed more to work with. Even a vague
description would allow them to peruse through the personnel files and pick out
people fitting the description. Getting access to such files would not be a problem
for her.
“All I've heard is the two men involved are partners and the other one has
red hair while the other one is built like an ox,” said the bartender, clearly
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nervous to be revealing as much as he was, which was still very little.
“That's not much to go on,” muttered Nala and glanced at Ghardo. The big
man shared a similar expression and it was clear he had doubts whether they
would be able to find anything more about the incident.
The bartender spread his hands. “You're lucky I've got this much to tell you.
They're very good at keeping things secret.”
“I know,” said Nala frustrated. She had been trying to wipe the Blades from
the world for centuries and every time it looked like she had managed to take
down an important part of it, a new one popped up like a mushroom after heavy
rain. She knew them better than anyone outside The Blades themselves, but even
then she had barely scratched the surface. She didn't even know who their leader
was these days. The previous one she had killed two decades ago during an
investigation into the abuses of an Union senator.
“You've been of great help, old friend,” said Nala finally and gave the
bartender a smile.
The man sputtered. “I wouldn't call what we have friendship.”
“It's better than what it once was,” said Nala with a wide grin.
The bartender shuddered.
“Well, we'd better get going. Still a lot we need to do today,” said Nala and
Ghardo could not help but agree. Their conversation with the bartender had
started to draw attention and they clientèle in the bar was starting to take note of
Nala and her large companion.
It was never good to draw too much attention when trying to investigate
something, especially if your target was The Blades.
Nala put a regular fifty credit coin on the counter as a last farewell gift and
the two exited the bar.
“Who was that man?” asked Ghardo as Nala took the lead and headed down
the commercial lane, clearly with an destination in mind.
“Just an old friend,” she replied dismissively.
“He didn't seem to think that,” pointed out Ghardo with a degree of curiosity
in his voice. He wanted an answer and would keep pestering her about it until
one came.
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“I've had dealings with him before,” said Nala and glanced back at the large
man. “They haven't always been as civil as this one was.”
“That much I could tell. What was the thing about the morgue?”
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “I once locked him inside one of those cooled
lockers they use to store the bodies at a morgue.”
Ghardo blinked at hearing that. “Why would you do something like that?”
“He had information I wanted and I knew he didn't like confined spaces,”
came the reply as they turned away from the main commercial lane and into a
smaller corridor that led towards the area where many of the administrative
offices were.
“Why were you two at a morgue to begin with?” asked Ghardo, ignoring the
method with which she had treated the man. More importantly he wondered
when had this happened? Was it before his time with her?
“It's a long story,” said Nala evasively. She hastened her steps.
“When was it?” asked Ghardo, knowing he would not be getting the full story
out of her.
“You mean was it before your time?” asked Nala and looked back. The
expression on the large man was enough to answer her question. “Yes it was.”
Ghardo considered it. The man had looked old enough for it, especially if he
had been relatively young when the incident had taken place. Finally, the big
man just shrugged his shoulders. Worrying about it would lead nowhere.
“So, where are we going now?” he asked.
“To the administrative building to get access to those personnel files,” replied
Nala and rounded another corner, which revealed yet another large, open area
before them. There was a fountain in the centre of it and the walls were lined with
doors and decorations that tried to make them look like buildings you'd find in a
city that had been frozen in time for a millennia.
It was an odd trait every local authority seemed to have. They wanted to
operate from buildings that were pompous and sometimes even ridiculous for the
purpose they were being used. Perhaps they hoped it instilled some respect to the
ordinary citizens.
“Will they really allow us to go through the files?” asked Ghardo. He knew
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civil servants could be difficult at times, especially when it came to investigating
the misconduct of their fellow colleagues.
“I've got my connections here. It shouldn't be a problem,” replied Nala as she
went for a door labelled Administrative Offices.
The big man followed her inside, trusting her to know what she was talking
about.







The Nidora thrust itself through the emptiness of space as the engines were
gathering enough power to open another portal. The moments of peace in
between star systems were unnerving to some. Knowing you were literally in the
middle of nowhere where even the faint hope of rescue should trouble appear was
dimmed to nothing more than an ember in a large pile of ash.
Saon, on the other hand, relished moments like this. There was something
soothing knowing that the nearest planets were so far away. Locking yourself
inside the observatory could give you a sense of isolation that even the hermits
who climbed tall mountains to live in caves would be jealous of.
The observatory was the only place on the Nidora where you could look
through an actual, large, window at the stars that sparsely dotted the blackness.
It was an necessity of designing any vessel looking to stay in space for long times.
A window was much harder to protect against radiation, much less the dangers of
actual combat. They were weak points just waiting to be ruptured and take the
entire vessel down with them. Still, even military vessels – especially those
designed for long patrols – had some sort of observatory to allow the captain to
look at the star with the naked eye so the vessels position could be calculated
should the outside cameras or navigation computers fail. Even so, there was a
metal cover that could be closed to give additional protection to the relatively
fragile see through dome.
The captain sat in one of the chairs, leaning back and looking at the stars. It
was a moment of calm on the journey to Balaria and the crew knew not to disturb
him unless it was a real emergency. That was why he was surprised when Regor
entered the room. Apparently he had forgotten to lock the door.
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“What is it, Regor?” asked Saon without taking his eyes off the stars.
The dwarf walked up next to him and turned his head upwards to take in
the sight. His beard looked ruffled compared to the usual tidiness. “About this
new mission,” he started hesitantly. “You've told the crew very little.”
“You know how it is sometimes,” replied Saon. “Not everything can be shared
immediately.”
“But not even to your secondincommand?” asked the Dwarf, sounding hurt
over the fact he had not been told everything.
“Believe me friend, if I could, I would tell you,” replied the captain and gave
the dwarf a consoling look. “The truth is even I don't know everything about it.
We'll all know more once we get to our destination.”
“You're not going to abandon your crew, are you?” asked Regor in a voice
that did its best to hide the emotion behind the question, but failed to do so fully.
“They might ask me to,” replied Saon.
The expression on the dwarf grew grim.
Saon laughed out heartily and reached out to give Regor a pat on the
shoulder. “You know me,” he said with mirth in his voice. “Am I the sort of person
who would abandon you all?”
The dwarf rubbed his large nose and gave the man beside him a glance from
under his furrowed brows. “You're the sort of person you never know for certain.”
There was no humour in his voice.
“True,” admitted Saon. He was hard to predict at times, though he had spent
many years with Regor so he should have known by now that he took his crew
seriously and seldom joked when it came to their safety and wellbeing. “But how
long have I been the captain of this vessel and the crew?”
Regor tugged his beard for a moment and looked up at the stars before
responding. “I reckon it has been five years now,” he said hesitantly. For someone
the age of Saon that was a long time.
“That long?” asked the captain and let out a low whistle. “Time really has
flown by.” He sat up in his seat and crossed his hands over his knees. “I honestly
like this vessel and her crew. If they try to order me to leave you all behind I will
fight it with everything I have.”
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Regord started to respond, but was interrupted by the announcement that
their engines had been recharged and everyone should take their position for the
next jump.
With no small amount of reluctance the two left the observatory to get to the
command room.







Be careful. There is treachery here.
The voice boomed inside Nala's mind and made her stagger. Ghardo was
there quickly to offer her support. For a moment the air around her felt thick and
electrified. They gathered some curious looks from the office workers buzzing
around the administrative offices.
“Are you all right?” asked Ghardo as she pushed herself away from him to
regain her footing.
“I'm fine,” she replied and shook her head. It had been a while since the
goddess had made such direct contact with her. Even such a brief moment had
made her head hurt and sapped a lot of her strength. The moments she could
enjoy real sunlight were few already in the environment she was in and moment
like this made her long for a few hours in it. She needed it to go on and retain her
Guardian Spirit powers. “The goddess just made a small visit.”
Ghardo gave her a concerned look. He knew how her visit could be at times.
“What did she want?”
“She had a warning to give,” replied Nala. Not wanting to dwell on it further,
she started towards the reception desk. There was no line which was a refreshing
change to how public offices usually were.
Ghardo followed her, looking concerned.
“Hello, how may I help you?” asked the receptionist, a young woman barely
in her twenties. She eyed Nala with some curiosity.
“Hello. We need access to the personnel files of the local security forces,”
said Nala and gave the woman a smile.
“I'm sorry, but that information is restricted,” replied the receptionist.
Nala dug around her pockets and slipped a document onto the desk. The
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woman took it and examined it for a brief moment before putting it down and
giving Nala an slightly smug eyeing. “I'm sorry, but I can't let you access the files
even with this.”
“Then I'd like to talk Mr. Helm,” said Nala, sounding slightly irritated that
her document had not been accepted.
“I'm sorry, but Mr. Helm is not to be disturbed,” came the reply with the sort
of voice only a receptionist could provide after being exposed to persistent
troublemakers for years.
“You tell him that Nala Temera of the Elven High Council is here. He will see
me,” her annoyance was evident from her voice alone, but the slight green glow
that had seeped into her eyes further warned of her temper running short.
The receptionist pushed her chair back a bit just to get away from her.
Finally, she stood up and walked down the corridor and knocked on a door. After
a moment she stepped in and a few moments later she came out with a tall man
behind her. The top of his head was bald with sparse hair on the side and a pair
of old style glasses rested on his nose, giving him a more refined look.
“Nala! It's good to see you again,” said the man and extended his hand. Nala
took it and glanced over at the receptionist who looked a bit sour after the turn of
events.
“It has been too long, Helm,” she replied and gave the man's hand an equally
strong squeeze. Ghardo had not seen the man before, but he got a hand shake
none the less and a small introduction from Nala. Helm then guided the two of
them into the office the receptionist had pulled him out of.
It was an typical office with a single desk and a few chair for quests to sit on.
The walls were lined with bookshelves filled with folders upon folders of papers.
“What is it that I can do for you?” asked Helm after taking his seat behind
the desk. Nala and Ghardo had found their seats as well.
“We need access to the personnel files of the security forces,” said Nala
without beating around the bush. She had exhausted her patience with the
receptionist.
“Why do you need access to them?” asked Helm. His facial expression didn't
really change in any way to give indication of what he thought about the request.
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“We believe a pair working for the forces is responsible for the recent murder
of an Union captain,” explained Nala.
Helm looked surprised. “That's not possible. We have a very thorough
screening process in place.”
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “That's where our information is pointing
towards so that's what we need to investigate.”
“And who gave you this information?” asked the man with an curiosity that
seemed out of place.
Nala's eyes narrowed as he eyed the man. The warning of the goddess
echoed in her mind and made her choose her words carefully. “You know how
sources can be, Helm. I can't reveal it or I'll get no information the next time I go
asking.”
“These are highly sensitive files,” countered Helm. “I can't just give you
access to them without some proof.”
The atmosphere in the room had changed completely with the exchange.
While at the start it had been a warm, meeting an old friend sort of feeling, now
there was tension in the air that you could have grabbed with your bare hands.
Nala had expected her old friend to be happy to help her, but he seemed changed.
It had been many years since she had seen him so that was to be expected, but
the change was more than just that. The way his eyes were beginning to dart
around, how the pearl of sweat ran down the side of his head, the way his hands
were rubbing against each other restlessly.
Something was not right about him and it put Nala on edge.
“We could give you the descriptions we have and you could go through the
files,” she offered, hoping that to be an acceptable compromise. No matter what,
they needed to go through those files if they wanted to find out who the culprits
were.
Helm seemed to consider the proposal, but shook his head. “I can't go
perusing through the files either without good reason.”
Nala glanced at Ghardo, who seemed ready to jump from his chair and grab
the man by the shoulders and slam him against the wall. The tiny lines of text
and images running in front of his eyes flashed by quickly and made her wonder
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what he was up to. He had been quiet for the entire time and did not even seem
to notice her glance.
“Is there any way to get the information we need? Is there some way you can
help us?” she asked, hoping for one last straw that would save them.
Helm never had the chance answer as the door to the office slid open,
revealing two security force men behind it. Even at a quick glance Nala could tell
they were the men she and Ghardo were looking for. The smaller, skinnier man
had red hair that made him look like a pasty candle while his parter was all
muscle and wide chested. Their involvement in the matter was further
underscored by the pistols they were pointing at her and Ghardo.
She wasted no time and began to immediately and discreetly draw runes
with one hand while keeping the other visible. Ghardo seemed oblivious to the
situation, but Nala knew better than anyone that what the large man seemed to
be was often misleading. The trust she had in his ability to act when needed was
unwavering.
“What's the meaning of this?” she demanded from Helm.
The balding man gave a pathetic smile.
“Don't you worry about him,” said the red haired man at the door. “You
should worry about us.”
Nala turned her attention to the two once more. They had entered the room,
making it a crowded place. There was not much distance to cover between them.
“And who might you be?” she asked, hoping feigning ignorance would buy enough
time to complete the runes she was forming.
“Don't play dumb. We hear you've been looking for us,” said the one with red
hair and waved his pistol at Nala. “To be honest the same goes for us. We heard
you had come here and we've been looking for you ever since.”
“I'm touched,” replied Nala dryly.
The ox like man grinned while his smaller companion chuckled. “We were
told you were a tough nut. You would need to be given how much trouble you
have caused us during all the years.”
“I've done my best,” said Nala. Just a little more and rune structure would
be ready. She had done it so many times she didn't even need to see it to know it
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to be perfect or how much was left to do.
The two men brandished their pistols. “You better come with us quietly. We
have no problem using these. In fact, we'd prefer it, but sadly you're wanted alive
if possible.”
Nala glanced at Helm. He did not look at all bothered by what was going on.
It saddened her to see an old friend turn to serve a black god. She drew the final
piece to the rune structure and turned to face the two men once more. “I don't
think I'll be going anywhere.”
She activated the runes as the expression on the two men grew angry. It was
quickly replaced by surprise as two crackling blue streams emerged from under
her chair and hit them in the chest. The blue strands sent them flying through
the wall behind them and into the corridor where they slammed against the
unforgiving metal wall.
It took a moment for her to recover from the fact there was now a gaping
hole in the office wall. She had expected it to be metal, but it seemed the rooms in
the area had been put it after the fact to partition a larger space into small rooms
and they had used cheap and fragile materials instead of metal. Still, it would not
be enough to kill them, that Nala knew, but it would buy her time to prepare for
the next step.
It was then that Ghardo exploded into action, jumped the desk and grabbed
Helm. The man tried to fight back, but it did not look like there was much he
could do.
“I'll take care of him. You go after the two,” said the big man, knowing full
well that Helm was someone they would want to question and that Nala was more
than capable of handling the two thugs.
She nodded and walked through the hole in the wall. There was dust in the
air which made it somewhat difficult to see what was going on in front of her. She
was prepared and had weaved a wall of protective runes in front of her. It proved
to be a wise choice as bolts of energy splashed against it. The air crackled with
electricity and the flashes of light as the bolts hit the wall were blinding, but the
protections held.
The dust had dissipated enough for her to see the two men crouching by the
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wall, firing at her. She drew a new set of glowing runes in the air and activated
them. Two shadowy fists appeared and hovered straight to the two men. The first
hit and the yellow shimmer that surrounded the red haired man was enough to
confirm her suspicions; the men had personal shields.
It was not surprising seeing as they were part of the security forces. It was
also the main reason they were not dead from the initial blow Nala's magic had
delivered. She wished the fight was happening somewhere with plants and nature
instead of inside a steel structure void of many of the things she usually used
when fighting. Using anything from the earth elements was also out of the
question since it might compromise the structural integrity of the portion of the
colony they were in.
The office workers had started to realize what was going on and screams
could be heard as well as calls for summoning more security forces. Nala knew
they were on a time limit. She and Ghardo would have a hard time explaining
why they were fighting the two men if reenforcements came.
Biting her lower lip, Nala drew yet another rune structure and released the
power it gathered. Pure white streams of energy shot out and surrounded the two
men. Their shield glowed yellow, but the white energy was relentless. Their shield
gave in and the attack found its targets. The cries of pain from them were brief as
they soon lost consciousness.
As soon as they did, Nala stopped the attack, not wanting to kill either one of
them. She walked up to the slumped bodies and took away their weapons. She
turned to look down the corridor to the reception area and saw the receptionist
speaking on a communicator. She had little doubt she was calling for help to the
two fallen men and that her description would soon be all over the colony screens
as a wanted person.
She ignored that and rummaged through the pockets of her victims. There
was not much there besides their official documents and other equipment the
security forces regularly had with them. Nala cursed for she had hoped for at
least something that might prove these two were not what they looked to be.
She stood up and returned to the office where Ghardo was standing guard
over the unconscious Helm. It looked like there had been a struggle and she gave
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the big man a questioning look.
“He bit my hand,” came the reply as the man showed the tooth marks on his
hands.
“So you beat him up?” asked Nala with an raised eyebrow.
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “I didn't hurt him too bad. What about
those two?”
“Unconscious,” replied Nala. “They're calling for more security forces. We'll
have a tough time explaining all this.”
“While you were busy talking with Helm here, I took the liberty of using my
eyewear to dig around what I could on their network,” said Ghardo. “I found
some interesting things.”
“Do we still need any of these men, then?” asked Nala with a small smile.
The fact the big man had used the time to gather information was not that
surprising to her. The fact he had actually found something was, however.
“We need Helm here to bring it all together,” replied Ghardo.
“All right. You grab him and we'll get out of here. We'll have a better chance
of explaining everything once we get out of the colony.” Nala dug out a
communicator from her pocket and started to type a message.
“What's the plan for getting out?” asked Ghardo as he heaved the
unconscious man on his shoulder. He did not seem to have any problems with
handling the weight.
“I'll ask the Tibinah to send down the transport. All we have to do is get to
the space port.”
“Easier said than done,” said Ghardo in a grim voice. He was right. Carrying
an unconscious man around would attract attention and their faces would no
doubt be strewn across every display in the colony within minutes. The security
at the space port would also be an issue.
“We don't have much choice,” said Nala as she finished sending off the
message to the Tibiniah. “I asked them for all the help they could give us so as
long as we get to the space port we should be all right.”
“Let's go then,” said Ghardo and crouched through the hole in the wall. Nala
followed close behind, ready to use her magic if needed. She got close enough to
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the big man to extend the protective runes around him as well. At least they
should be safe from any initial attacks that way.
The receptionist scampered out of their way as they made it past her desk.
She looked at them with wide open eyes that were filled with fear. It was a sigh t
Nala had grown accustomed to over the years and it always made her feel slight
sadness inside. It was not easy being something that people feared and it often
times ended up causing problems down the road.
She gave the terrified receptionist as calming a smile as she could before
walking out with Ghardo and their prisoner. No doubt the woman would interpret
the smile as an evil one, but at least she had made an attempt to calm her down.
Nala turned her mind to the more pressing problem of making it safely to the
space port. The two disappeared in the complex of corridors that made up the
colony just as reenforcements began to arrive at the scene.
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Chapter 5

“T

hey did what?” demanded Ialye from the crewman of the
Tibiniah who had come to deliver the report to her. She had a
hard time understanding why Nala would do something like

that, though it was not unheard of for her to pull an questionable stunt now and
then.
“They knocked down to security forces personnel and kidnapped a high
ranking official from the personnel records,” said the crewman again with an
uncertain expression on his face.
Ialye buried her face in her hands.
“They sent a message, requesting immediate recovery from the space port,”
continued the crewman.
“Has the transport been launched yet?” asked the clearly annoyed
Stardancer and lifted her head.
“They're preparing it as we speak and captain Taif has ordered a full squad
of commandos with it to ensure the safety of the two.”
“You go tell him that he sends down two transports with two squads of
commandos. This will get messy and we can not let anything happen to Nala,”
ordered Ialye and watched as the crewman saluted her and left to convey her
orders.
With a sigh she leaned back in her chair and collected her thoughts. The
officials down at the colony would be hard to appease after her stunt, though she
was certain there had to be a reason behind her actions. Ialye was reluctant to
pass judgement on her without having had the opportunity to talk to her in
person to find out the reasons. Given what she had gone down there to
investigate, it was more than likely the person she had captured had something
to do with the attack on captain Tysgar, but would she be able to prove that to
the satisfaction of the colony officials?
What ever the case, she realized it would never be too early to try and grease
some wheels on the colony end. Over the years she had built up a few contacts
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within its government and softening the blow was the only thing she could do
from her end. She had to trust Taif and his subordinates to bring Nala back
safely.
She pushed a button, causing a screen to rise from within her desk.
It was time to make a few calls.







Nala peered around the corner at the commercial street. The large display on
the opposing wall was showing footage of what had gone down at the personnel
office. She had to thank Loriel for the dust the knocked down wall had produced
as it obscured much of what went on and left much to be desired about the
details of their appearance.
Even more she thanked for the luck that there was no footage of them
entering the building, for what ever reason. There should have been cameras
there, but images from them were not being shown in public. Maybe the cameras
had been broken.
She ducked behind the corner as a passer by began to show too much
interest in her.
“Well?” asked Ghardo and shifted the still unconscious Helm on his
shoulder.
“They're not showing detailed footage of us so we might be able to just walk
through here,” said Nala and peered around the corner again. The passer by had
gone on and with no small amount of delight she noted there were not many
people around. She pulled back around the corner once more.
“If we drag him between us we can maybe pass him off as a friend who had
too many to drink,” pondered Nala.
“Can you keep the rune shielding up that way?” asked Ghardo. Going
forwards unprotected would not be wise even if there was not much attention
coming their way. All it took was a single man with a pistol and they'd be in
trouble.
Nala nodded. “It's no problem now that it has been weaved properly.”
“Best to move on then,” said Ghardo and lowered the man from his shoulder
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so Nala could push herself under one of his arms. Ghardo grabbed him by the
other shoulder with his large hand. “The more time we waste the closer our
pursuers get.”
They emerged from behind the corner looking no different from a party of
three whose single member had taken a few too many at the bar. To add some
credibility Ghardo acted as if he had been taking a few as well with the occasional
unsteady step that made Nala fumble as well to stay upright under the weight of
the unconscious man.
The group gathered a few looks as they pushed through the commercials
street and towards the space port, but none went beyond what a bunch of
drunken party goers would have gotten anyway. It was starting to look like they'd
get away without being harassed by anyone, but then a pair of security force
guards exited a store and nailed their eyes on them.
“Just act like we've done so far,” said Nala under her breath and feigned a
fumble and adjusted her position for a better grip on Helm.
They wobbled on under the watchful eyes of the two guards. Nala could feel
sweat making her palms slippery and making it hard to maintain her grip on the
unconscious man they were dragging along. It was difficult not to hasten her
steps.
Then came the shout she had dreaded for.
“Hey, you there!” one of the guards shouted and pointed at the trio.
“Run!” said Nala under her breath and hastened her steps. Ghardo hoisted
Helm on his shoulder as quickly and effortlessly as if he were a small child and
took off running as well. The two guards shouted after them and gave chase.
Thankfully Nala and Ghardo had a good lead on them and there were many turns
and nooks which allowed them to lose the two, though they were certain to give a
wider alert over the incident and bring down more search parties.
In their effort to lose the men chasing they found themselves further from
their destination than they had hoped and it took them a good while of dodging
patrols and hiding in small nooks and crannies to make their way to the space
port. It was a small miracle they were not discovered, but they still faced a large
problem; how to get inside the space port?
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There were guards at the entrances that were certain to raise an alarm the
moment they saw the three of them. There was no fence they could jump to gain
access as the area was surrounded by metal walls just as most of the rest of the
colony.
“How in the name of Loriel are we going to get in there?” asked Ghardo as he
swung the still unconscious Helm from his shoulder and propped him up against
a wall. They'd found a small maintenance room to hide in and give the situation
some thought. The dark, shelve lined cube offered little room, but it was better
than standing out in the open.
Nala's brows furrowed as she tried to come up with an answer. She wiped a
bit of sweat from her forehead as running around like they had had taken its toll.
Even more so on Ghardo who was breathing heavily and wiping sweat from his
forehead as well.
“Can you still access the network?” asked Nala as an idea began to formulate
in her mind. It would involve some careful position choosing and there'd be hell to
pay for it afterwards, but it was all she could come up with.
After a moment Ghardo nodded.
“Can you get a schematic of how the area around the space port is built?”
“I can try,” replied the big man and concentrated on working with his eye
wear. His eyes moved in small motions, but it was so quick that it made it look
like he was having some sort of an seizure.
Nala paced around as much as the small area would allow and tried to
ignore the smell coming from the dirty rags that hung by the sink. No telling what
they had been used to mop up. She examined Helm to ensure he was still
unconscious and wouldn't wake up on an unfortunate time.
“I have it,” said Ghardo. “What do you want from it?”
“Is there any place where the space port is separated from the rest of the
colony by only a single wall?” asked Nala.
She could see the image scroll by Ghardo's eyes as he looked for what she
had asked for. It was an large area to go through so it was some time before the
big man gave his hesitant reply.
“I think I've found such a spot.”
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“Is it hard to get to? How public is it?” asked Nala with great enthusiasm.
“It's an relatively out of the way corridor. Behind the wall there's an hangar
for servicing vessels,” replied Ghardo.
Nala could not help but grin. It was perfect for what she had planned.
“What do you plan to do?” asked the big man as he saw her grin. There was
concern in his voice.
“We'll get to that wall and I'll blast a hole in it with my magic,” she replied
with the sort of enthusiasm you'd expect from a six year old who had just
discovered the joys of fireworks.
“That'll be tough to explain later,” pointed out Ghardo in a grim voice.
Nala waved her hand dismissively. “That's not a problem we need to worry
about now.”
“You mean it'll be Ialye's problem?” said Ghardo with a small smile.
Nala gave the man a wink. “We should get going. We've stayed here long
enough.”
Ghardo grabbed Helm once more and hoisted him up on his shoulder. Nala
peaked out the door to ensure there were no security guards waiting for them.
She was happy to note the corridor was empty.
They sneaked out and started their way towards the spot Ghardo had found
in the schematics. The route did not take them through any heavily trafficked
ways and mostly they got to stay in maintenance corridors with the occasional
cleaner or service man passing them by without so much as a look. It felt like an
hour until they got to their destination, though the tension probably made the
time feel longer than it really was.
It was an abandoned looking, narrow corridor that barely allowed two people
to walk side by side. Judging by the flickering lights it was not often used so they
would likely not be bothered while working on making a hole in the wall.
“Where's the best spot? I don't want to tear through any unnecessary
wiring,” asked Nala as she examined the metal wall.
Ghardo took a moment to reexamine the schematic before pointing out a
spot just to the left of where Nala had been examining the wall. The green haired
elf nodded and began drawing runes on the spot that had been pointed to her.
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Blasting a hole was not exactly the correct word for describing what she intended
to do. More precise would have been melting; the runes would heat up the metal
enough to make it flow as if straight from the smelt. She could only hope there
would not be any important wires running inside the wall. Damaging a wall was a
serious offence in the colony and for good reason, but she was not about to let
the cultists get away with murder and possibly even worse things.
Drawing the runes took all her concentration so she trusted Ghardo to
ensure she could work undisturbed. She wished there had been some elemental
spirits around. That would have made everything so much easier, but she knew
full well she'd be lucky to find an Earth spirit outside the colony, much less
inside it.
The spirits did not come to places with people any more.
The runes glowed faintly on the wall, casting an eerie light in the dimly lit
corridor. Nala was thankful for the extra light, but at the same time hoped the
blue light would not attract any passers by to come investigate the reason behind
it.
She gave the runes a good look over to ensure she had gotten everything
right. Using too much power would have been catastrophic so she had to be very
careful with how she set things up.
“You ready?” she asked from Ghardo and received a nod in return. “We
better step back a bit. This could get dangerous.”
They got some distance between themselves and the runes before Nala
activated them. Good thing too as they felt the heat even from where they were
standing. Had they been closer their clothes might have started to smoulder.
They could see the metal wall start to glow red and finally begin to melt into a
puddle on the floor like an ice sculpture on a hot summer day. In ten minutes all
that was left were the glowing edges of the hole they had carved and the quickly
cooling down puddle of metal on the floor.
“Well, that worked nicely,” said Nala as she carefully made her way to the
hole. She chose her steps carefully so as to not step into hot metal, burn ing her
feet. Ghardo followed closely behind, dragging Helm with him. He did put as
much attention to keeping the unconscious man from the hot metal, but luck
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was on the man's side and he narrowly avoided getting burnt.
Nala peered through the hole, careful not to touch the still hot edges. It was
big enough that even Ghardo would fit through without problems. She could see
a large hall beyond the hole with tall shelves that towered over everything, almost
reaching the high roof. They were stacked full of boxes and crates of various
sizes, making it clear it was a warehouse instead of a servicing hangar.
“I guess they've changed up the purpose from the original schematics,”
muttered Nala. Not that she minded. A warehouse was less likely to have people
there and they could use a crate to hide the hole in the wall, giving them more
time to make their escape.
Carefully, she stepped through to the warehouse and helped Ghardo lift
Helm through. The big man followed close behind. It took both of them to push a
large crate in front of the damaged wall, but after doing so there was no evidence
left that something might be amiss.
“What now?” asked Ghardo. He looked around the warehouse they were in
and could see no door leading outside, though he was hard pressed to see the
other end of the narrow walkway left between the towering shelves.
“We find an exit, of course,” replied Nala sharply and started walking
towards the other end of the warehouse. It seemed logical the exit would be there
as it was the end facing the space port.
With an sigh, Ghardo hoisted Helm on his shoulder once more and followed
his master. So far she had led them well so there was no reason to start doubting
her.
There was not much to look at as they made their way through the
warehouse. It was nothing but shelf after shelf and crate after crate. The most
interesting thing to see were the labels on the crates, but even then there was not
much to get excited about; there were only so many crates of engine parts that
you could find interesting.
There were no people in the warehouse it seemed. The only things remotely
living that they saw were the gathering robots that navigated between the shelves
and lifted crates and delivered them to the front of the warehouse. More than
once they had to duck into an empty shelf to avoid getting run over by one of the
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robots.
It took them a good twenty minutes to walk through the entire warehouse.
Partly it was due to the size and partly it was due to having to dodge the robots
that had no care for what was in their way.
It was then that they saw the first actual living people; warehouse operators
inputting the requests for goods and people who had come to pick up the things.
Separating them from the rest of the warehouse was a tall counter. There was no
way to get through there without getting seen and questioned.
Luckily, they did not have to as they spotted an emergency exit on the side of
the warehouse. If they used the shelves as cover they would have no problems
getting unnoticed to the door and sneaking out without anyone the wiser.
It took a bit of effort to shift some crates so they had a clear path, but in the
end it was worth it. They made it to the door without getting noticed and to their
great surprise the door was not even locked.
Nala opened the door just enough to allow her to stick her head out to get a
sense of where they were. She saw ground crews going about their business and
a landing platform just to the left from the warehouse. Passengers were
disembarking from a craft that had landed there.
She had hoped they would be closer to the other platforms, but the
warehouse was far away from the main bunch of them. That also meant the help
coming from the Tibiniah would be further away. How they would get across all
the open areas was something she had not thought of. Mixing in with the
passengers would not be possible and even if they could, how would they explain
the unconscious Helm?
Someone like that would have prompted the crew of any responsible
transport to call for port security as well as medical personnel to check him over.
She pulled back to the warehouse and pulled out her communicator. A new
message had arrived, telling her which platform their pickup had landed on. She
frowned at the information. They would need to get past four landing platforms to
get to where they were supposed to go.
“Well?” asked Ghardo and shifted Helm on his shoulder. The man let out a
moan, causing both of them to give him a concerned look. If he woke up there
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would be even more problems to deal with.
They both settled down as there no more sign of life from the man.
“We'll need to get past four platforms without getting stopped,” said Nala
with concern in her voice. How would they accomplish that?
“There's not much to hide behind out there,” pointed out Ghardo. His
concern was clear and they both knew full well that they would not be able to get
there without being noticed.
“Run for it?” asked Nala finally and looked at Ghardo. The big man grinned
in return, providing her with the answer. “Let's go then.”
Nala pushed open the door and let Ghardo out first with Helm on his
shoulder. The big man started a steady jog towards the nearest platform and
those beyond it. Nala followed close behind and kept the protective runes
surrounding them both just in case. She doubted anyone would take an
unannounced shot at them in such an public place, but it never hurt to be
careful and prepared.
The passengers disembarking from the landed craft looked on with curiosity
as the two jogged through the line they formed and proceeded towards the next
platform. A few from the crew shouted after them.
It would not be long before security would be running after them.
Ghardo increased his pace and Nala followed along effortlessly. She did not
have the heavy baggage her friend did. They passed through another line of
passengers and on towards the second landing platform. As Nala glanced back
she saw two security guards run after them. Neither was waving a pistol as of yet
which was a promising sign.
“We've got company,” she told Ghardo. The big man simply grunted, not
wanting to waste his breath talking.
They passed the third platform and more security guards ran after them.
Slowly but surely they were gaining on the two and as time went by the less
energy Ghardo had to continue carrying the man on his shoulder.
As they approached the fourth platform Nala's heart sunk as she saw the
security forces waiting for them there. It frustrated her as she could already see
the transport from Tibiniah on the next platform.
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“What now?” asked Ghardo and began to slow down as the security waiting
for them began to raise weapons and point them at the two. Nala never had the
opportunity to answer as the shield around them flared up and blocked an bolt of
energy. Both of them ducked behind a crate that was waiting to be loaded onto
the vessel waiting on the platform.
The crate shuddered as bolts of energy hit it. On the other side the rune
shield flared up constantly as the guards chasing them opened fire as well. Nala
knew it would not hold indefinitely under such heavy fire.
Desperately, she took out her communicator and typed a quick message and
sent it along. Their only hope was that it would be relayed quick enough to those
waiting for them so they could come and help.
Ghardo had taken out his pistol and began returning fire, which made their
assailants disperse and ease the fire on the shield. The crate still held and offered
them protection from the other side, so Ghardo focused his fire on their
unprotected side.
Nala began to draw more runes, hoping she'd be able to do something with
her magic to get them out of the situation. It was unlikely, but with the amount of
weapons fire they were drawing, it did not look like they were wanted alive. She
had to wonder how much of an influence the Blades were to that.
It was worrying that they would be able to muster so many to support their
stance. Hopefully it was just a case of being fooled into action you would not
otherwise take.
She finished the rune structure and wasted no time activating it. It was,
once more, strand of white energy that shot out to lash against the men firing at
them from both directions. From afar it probably looked like a huge octopus had
appeared and was swatting at the men with its tentacles. The fire on them
lessened once more as the men scattered to try and avoid getting hit. Even
though it would not be lethal, it would hurt and render them unconscious.
The action of the day had taken a toll on Nala, which made it difficult for her
to keep such an powerful spell active for a long time. Usually it was a single
strand of energy, but she had divided it into nearly twenty which was nearly
unheard of. Maintaining so many took a great amount of skill and power.
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Ghardo glanced at Nala with concern. He knew full well the strain she was
putting herself under, but it was either that or they would be dead. He wished
there was more he could do for her. Firing another round and seeing the bolt of
energy hit one of the guards made him feel slightly better, though he feared it
would not be enough to stem the tide that looked to be wiping them with it.
The strands of energy disappeared and Nala slumped down against the
crate, breathing heavily. The protective shield remained in place around them,
but it looked like she would not be able to maintain it for much longer in her
condition. The offensive had taken too much out of her, though to her credit there
were unconscious guards strewn all across the space port floor.
It was then that they heard more weapons fire, but this time it was
accompanied by screams of pain from the security forces up ahead. Ghardo
braved the odds and took a peak from behind their cover and saw the familiar
sight of the elven commando unit.
“Help is here,” he said with an relieved voice as he pulled back to cover and
looked at Nala. “Can you move?”
The green haired woman nodded in response and Ghardo hoisted Helm on
his shoulder once more. The weapons fire from the front had died down so the
pair ran from behind their cover towards the friendly forces that had opened a
way for them.
There was still scattered fire coming from behind them, but now they were
under fire from the commandos so they tended to miss the two running figures
and some even aimed at the new threat.
“This is going to be a mess,” muttered Nala under her breath and worried
that their efforts might have turned into something all together more damaging
than she had intended.
The darkly clad commandos welcomed the two and rushed them towards the
waiting transports while retreating themselves. The fire fight looked to die down
as soon as the security forces realized their prey was out of their reach now. That,
or they were confident the transports would not be allowed to leave the space
port. Blasting their way out would not be an option since that would essentially
depressurize the entire space port and put countless innocent lives at risk.
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Nala sighed out of relief as she took a seat inside the transport and watched
the last of the commandos retreat inside. Ghardo had put Helm in one of the
seats and was busy catching his breath once more.
“Are either of you hurt?” asked a voice. Nala looked up to see the
commander of the squad that had helped them along. She shook her head in
response.
“It seems we got lucky,” she said.
“Well, we're not quite out of it yet,” said the commander. “They're refusing to
open the airlocks for us.”
It was as she had expected. “Do you have a medic? Our prisoner might be
able to give us some answers that might open a way out for us.”
The commander called for one and soon there was an elf fussing over Helm,
trying to bring him back to consciousness.







“This is an outrage! Completely unacceptable!” shouted the grey haired man
on the display. His wrinkly face was distorted with anger. Ialye did her best to
keep her composure though she was finding it difficult. The governor of the
colony was not taking the events lightly and he had been shouting at her non
stop for the past fifteen minutes.
“They've injured dozens of members of the security forces in their escape and
they've kidnapped an notable civil servant! And you dare ask the we allow them
to leave? She will pay for all her crimes!” the man's voice rose a pitch and made
Ialye cringe. She knew it was bad when his voice did that.
“I will remind you who it is we are talking about,” interrupted Ialye before
the man could continue his shouting. “This is Nala Temera, the Guardian Spirit.
She would not take such actions without good reason and I will further note that
the Elven High Council will not look at it kindly should something happen to her.
Nor will the rest of the elves.” Contrary to the raging man, Ialye talked in a calm
voice that got her point and emotions across just as well albeit with more impact
due to her demeanour.
Her words seemed to take out some of the wind in the man's sails. “Of
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course I know who it is, but that is no reason for her actions. She should have
surrendered to the security forces and we would have dealt with the matter
appropriately.”
“Perhaps she had a reason to doubt the fairness of your security forces,”
offered Ialye.
The man's eyes narrowed. “What are you implying?” He sounded offended
that there was even a hint against the reliability of his security forces.
“I have already told you why she was there in the first place,” replied Ialye
patiently. “The only reason why she would do this is that there was something
that had convinced her the security forces would not deal with her fairly.”
“You are saying the cult of Deremoth has infiltrated the security forces and
would have caused harm to her?” asked the man. The thought seemed to cause
some concern to him, despite his seemingly unwavering trust in his subordinates.
Ialye spread her hands in an effort to show she was just guessing. “That's an
possibility among many others. I don't know for certain. You don't either. The fact
is, we should hear what she has to say about the entire affair before we start
throwing blame and making threats.”
The man considered her words for a moment. “What do you propose?” His
voice had returned to normal conversation levels and the anger had melted away
from his face. He was not an unreasonable man and Ialye knew it. He had a
tendency to get caught up in the moment and let his emotions run wild, but
usually he calmed down pretty quickly and regained the use of his rational side.
The young elf leaned back in her chair and paused for a moment. She was
fully aware that Nala was now safely inside a transport and protected by the
commandos. The problem was the colony refusing to let them leave. Blasting their
way out would not have been a problem – the Tibiniah could have easily wiped
out the entire colony if need be – but the cost in lives would have been too great.
A nonviolent solution was needed.
“Why don't we get Nala on the line with us?” she offered. “She can fill us in
on her reasoning and explain the situation.”
The older man considered the proposal. “I suppose hearing her out won't
hurt anything,” he admitted grudgingly.
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“Good,” replied Ialye with a strained smile. At least they were getting
somewhere now. “Give me a moment and I'll patch her in.”
She leaned in and pressed a few buttons on the console and pretty soon the
image on the screen was split in two with the old man on the left and on the
right, the very tired looking Nala.
“Ah, Nala. Good. Can you see both of us?” asked Ialye and leaned back once
more.
“I can. Greetings governor,” said Nala in a calm voice. Behind her they could
see the hulking form of Ghardo and a few of the commandos inside the transport.
The old man gave an icy nod as acknowledgement.
“You've caused quite a stir,” started Ialye with a faint smile. “We're anxious
to hear the reasoning behind it all.”
“I'm sure you are,” replied Nala dryly. “This turned out far more laborious
than I had thought.”
“Can you cut the chit hat and get to the point?” demanded the governor
impatiently.
Nala gave the monitor a glare that was clearly directed at the man, but she
relented and told what had happened that day. She left out no details, though it
meant the solution to their problem remained a mystery.
“What did your friend find on the network?” asked the governor. The story
had given him time to calm down further and what had been told had been
enough to rouse his curiosity. “Has Helm told you anything?”
“What my friend found on the network were forged documents. Recruitment
files to be exact,” said Nala. “It would seem someone in the personnel office has
been slipping in people who lacked the proper training to act in the security
forces. More precisely, he has been letting in people who would otherwise have
been flagged and rejected because of their known ties to the Blades.”
“That's

impossible!”

exclaimed

the

governor,

clearly

upset

at

such

accusations. “There are procedures in place to stop such things!”
Nala nodded. “You are correct, governor. There are, indeed, processes in
place to prevent such a thing, but they do not work when the most important
piece in them is working to cover up everything.”
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It took a moment for her words to sink in. “Helm?” asked the governor,
sounding both curious as well as dumbfounded. He seemed incapable of believing
that someone had fooled the system and gotten away with something that could
well have been used to the detriment of the colony.
Ialye looked on with slight concern on her face. It was not so much for what
was being said, but for Nala. Even on the monitor she could tell her skin had
gotten paler and that she was strained to her limit.
“Indeed, it was Helm,” replied the Guardian Spirit in a voice void of glee. She
sounded more disappointed and betrayed than anything. “He was in the perfect
position to cover everything up. It was no wonder members of the Blades
appeared the moment we started talking with him. Given how many of their
members he had already slipped into the security forces it's a small miracle we're
still alive. They certainly did their best to kill us. And that is why things went the
way they did down here.”
“Well, governor. We have her story now. What do you want to do?” asked
Ialye, certain that adequate proof had been presented to ward off any further
problems.
“I need to see those records myself,” insisted the governor, giving an ominous
start to his reply. “But for now, I am willing to let her return to the spaceyard
provided she stays there and does not return.”
The relief was visible on Nala's face and it put a smile on Ialye.
“Of course, any damage caused by her will be paid for by either her or the
Elven High Council,” continued the governor. “No matter the circumstances, I
can't just let her get away without restitution on the colony and the men she
hurt.”
Both women started to object, but the governor raised his hand to silence
them. “Of course, any cultist will we exempt from receiving any compensation.
They will find themselves in prison for fraud and other charges.”
“Very well,” agreed Nala. She looked like she just wanted the entire thing to
be over and forgotten.
“One more thing,” said the governor. “I expect you to turn Helm over to my
personal guards. They should be at the space dock by now. I assure you he will
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be thoroughly investigated and everything that leads from him will be followed up
on.”
“Agreed,” said Ialye firmly and gave Nala a look that even she could not go
against.
“We'll turn him over,” agreed Nala and got a mischievous smile on her.
“Governor, you might want to send a maintenance crew to inspect the wall
separating one of your warehouses from the rest of the colony. I believe they will
find a hole hidden by a crate.”
She closed the communication channel, leaving Ialye to deal with the
irritated governor. A hole in the wall was not something anyone in the colony took
lightly.
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Chapter 6

T

he sunlight bathed the room in its yellowish light and lent its heat
like a warm blanket on a cold winter night. A content smile
lingered on Nala's lips as she laid naked on the soft carpet, soaking

in every last bit of the light like a cat. The events of the past day had taken its toll
on her and her room got only a limited amount of sunlight every day, so she had
to make the most of it every time in order to get even a little of the energy she so
needed.
When she had returned to the station her skin had been pale and the green
tint of her hair had faded so that it could barely be seen – all signs that she had
used too much of her powers and had not gotten enough energy from the sun.
Lack of sunlight wouldn't kill her, but she would lose the powers being a
Guardian Spirit brought with it.
She rolled over on her stomach and laid her head against her hands. Her
long hair flowed freely down her back. She had to brush it aside to allow the
sunlight to reach her skin.
Matters had progressed quickly after Ialye and the governor of the moon
colony had come to an agreement. Helm had not taken much convincing to start
telling details and the amount of cultist being arrested and detained rose steadily
until it looked like the holding cells of the colony would not be enough to handle
them all. The two men who had murdered captain Tysgar had managed to regain
consciousness and disappear, but they were quickly found and brought to
justice. The evidence against them was mounting up quickly and there was little
they could say in their defence.
All in all it looked like her trip to the colony had achieved its goal and solved
the murder as well as roused up many of the cults members. Helm was still
giving information so it was likely they would hear how much the cult actually
knew of the Horizon plan and what they intended to do about it.
Despite that, Ialye had given her and Ghardo a less than warm welcome. She
had been visibly upset and had given both them an earful about causing
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problems and being more diplomatic. It seemed odd to have someone as young as
her lecture Nala, but sometimes age did not mean you were right.
Ghardo had taken the lecturing more seriously than she had, but he was
still young and could use such a thing once in a while. Nala just let Ialyes words
go in through one ear and out the other while pretending to listen. She had
listened to enough lectures in her lifetime to know when she needed to listen and
when ignoring most of it was acceptable.
She rolled onto her back once more and let out a content sight as the
sunlight hit her face. She stretched herself and wiggled her toes. The sunlight
was already starting to move away and she knew soon it would be gone and she'd
need to wait until the next day to have another moment to enjoy it.
The schedule for the day weighed on her mind as well. There would be
meetings to attend, but the late afternoon looked like she would have free time.
Perhaps another visit to the Horizon could be arranged. She was certain Ghardo
would like that, if he had not already arranged it for himself.
The sound of an incoming call made her groan. She had asked not to be
disturbed, but no one ever seemed to listen to requests like that. Reluctantly, she
stood up and went to the screen embedded in the wall right by the walkin
kitchen.
It was Ialye calling so she accepted the call without thinking more about it.
The young elf looked a bit startled at seeing her as she appeared on the
monitor, but quickly composed herself. “I'm sorry to disturb you. I know you had
asked to be left alone.”
“It's all right. You wouldn't have called unless it was important.” The tone of
her voice was such that saying she did not have important news was evident to
bring about problems for the younger elf. Nala crossed her arms over her chest
and waited to hear the reason for the disturbance.
“It's about the replacement for captain Tysgar,” started Ialye. “He should be
arriving here some time tomorrow.”
Nala raised an eyebrow. “And this was important enough to disturb me
with?”
A quick smile passed Ialye's face. “No, of course not. The problem is the High
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Council. They're questioning whether it is wise to go with him. What with
happened with captain Tysgar, many are feeling it would be better to go with one
of our own as the captain. There are many who would be qualified for it.”
Nala sighed. “Have we not been through this enough times?” The frustration
was clear in her voice.
“More times than I'd like to recall,” admitted Ialye. “But some of the council
is still unconvinced and the latest event just sparked further doubts.”
“It's too late to start making major changes to the plan and how the entire
Horizon project is to be conducted,” said Nala in a stern voice. “They had their
chance to voice their concerns and we're well past that point now.”
“They are insisting,” said Ialye. Something about the way she said it made
Nala think there was something else going on as well, something she could not
say at that moment.
“What do they want? Another assembly?” asked Nala. She had no desire to
see the council assembled over a matter like this. She knew it would not lead
anywhere and she'd have to spend hours listening to boring speeches and pleas.
She had lived through all too many such meetings.
“Actually, no,” said Ialye. Even she seemed surprised about it. At the same
time Nala could tell the young elf was reluctant to continue.
“What is it then?” asked Nala.
Ialye looked around uncomfortably. “They want you to meet with Yeres
Enelma.”
Nala's arms tightened around her chest as she heard the name. Yeres was a
member of the High Council – the oldest after Nala – and the two never got along
very well. There were many old issues that strained their relationship, not least of
which being the personal relationship they once had. It had not ended on
amicable terms.
Why the rest of the council had chosen to send him to talk with her was
something she could not understand. There were members she would have been
more receptive towards. Yeres would be lucky if she even agreed to see him,
though given that he had the backing of several council members would likely
force her hand.
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“He is already on his way here and should arrive this afternoon,” continued
Ialye after the silence had stretched on for uncomfortably long.
Nala snorted. “They wasted no time, did they?” She reached to scratch her
neck.
“When they feel strongly about something, it is surprising how quickly they
can act,” admitted Ialye with an ironic smile.
“Only if there's political games to be played,” muttered Nala. The council had
no problem dragging its feet on simple things that could have been solved in a
single meeting by ordinary people. “I suppose I'll just have to meet him,” she
conceded with a sigh.
“I'll get Ghardo and we'll make the necessary arrangements,” said Ialye.
“Thanks,” replied Nala and cut off the communication. She turned back
towards the window only to see the last sliver of sunlight was just about to
disappear. She pursed her lips in a sign of annoyance. She had hoped there
would be time to soak in some more of it, but it seemed that was not possible.
With a sigh, she walked into the bedroom to get dressed.







Ghardo walked through the corridor on the Horizon. He had spent much of
the morning there, getting to know the vessel. There was a lot to learn for even an
experienced flyer like himself. The systems used were the best and the latest you
could get your hands on and they brought with them a learning curve compared
to the old ones. The navigation program alone was complex enough to take
months to learn properly, but at the same time the benefits it brought with it
were big enough to warrant it.
On top of that he had gotten to see the crew quarters, the various kitchens
that would be responsible for feeding everyone on board during the long journey
and he had even got to visit the command room deep in the core of the vessel.
What he had seen had only further solidified his view that the craft was one
of a kind and it was unlikely there would ever be another like her.
But now it was time to return to reality. Nala was likely done with her
sunbathing by now and there were things she would need him for. He had just
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stepped into a transport capsule that would take him to the entrance hall when
an notice for an incoming communication flashed in his field of vision.
“Yes?” he asked as he accepted the call. The face of Ialye appeared in front of
his left eye.
“There is something we need to make arrangements for,” said the young
woman, not wasting any time on greetings or banter.
“What is it?” asked Ghardo. To someone looking from the sidelines it might
have seemed like he was talking to himself as the voice of Ialye went straight into
the small earpiece he had.
“Yeres Enelma is coming here to meet with Nala,” said Ialye.
Ghardo blinked. The news was unexpected and worrying at the same time.
He had witnessed more than one meeting between the two and it never ended up
well. At times he had feared they would get violent with each other.
“You better alert the security then,” he said dryly.
“Is it really that bad?” asked Ialye with disbelief.
Ghardo chuckled. “No, not really. They've managed to stay civil until now. No
reason to think that might change.”
“It might given what Yeres comes to push for. He and some others of the
council want us to use an elf captain instead of the human replacement for
Tysgar,” explained Ialye.
Ghardo cursed. “I thought that was settled long ago?” He remembered well
how much arguing it had caused within the council. It had taken a toll on Nala
who was less than enthusiastic about politics and all that it brought with it. She
had been an irritable and cranky woman for a long time as things had been
ironed out.
“The recent events have raised some questions and objections,” explained
Ialye. It was clear she felt much the same way and would have preferred things to
move on as planned instead of being broiled up in more controversy.
“Well, not much we can do but prepare then. Just try to get them a meeting
place that's private, but not Nala's personal quarters. Make sure at least you or I
will be present the whole time to keep things from going off the deep end with the
two,” replied Ghardo. “I'm on my way back to the station from the Horizon. I'll join
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up with you in an half an hour.”
“All right. I'll be in my office,” replied Ialye and closed the communication.
Ghardo leaned back in his seat and looked outside. Why was it that every
time there were more and more complications, even if things had already been
agreed upon by everyone? It seemed impossible for the High Council not to make
up fires where there were none.
His thoughts continued to be dark ones as he made his way to Ialyes office.
From there the two began to arrange the details for the meeting.







Nala looked on disdainfully as the older elf appeared in the lobby. When he
was younger he had been charming and even managed to wrap her around his
finger, but it quickly became apparent he had done so only to gain power for
himself. He was perhaps the most manipulative and despicable elf Nala had ever
had the misfortune of meeting and he had a tendency towards violence when in
private with those he claimed to love.
It was something she had experienced first hand and heard rumours many
times afterwards, but somehow, even with her best efforts, the man had managed
to cling to his council position and remain a respected member of it.
It was with no small amount of satisfaction that she noted age was creeping
up on the man. His back was starting to hunch and wrinkles were appearing to
blemish his otherwise handsome face, his hair was turning grey and thinning
out, clearly announcing his high age to the world.
Nala was thankful Ghardo was standing right next to her. Otherwise she just
might have grabbed the swords in her hands and cut the old elf into pieces. It
had always taken effort to appear civil with the man, but now it was starting to
get intolerable.
“Ah, Nala, it is good to see you once more,” said Yeres as he got close
enough. There were two younger elves with him to assist him, both female and
both looked ready to jump in should the older man need help or lose his balance
despite the cane he had.
To her surprise the man tried to come closer and give her a hug. She took an
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instinctive step backwards and to the side which landed her slightly behind
Ghardo, which garnered a concerned look from the big man. He did not know the
full extent of the story between the two – all he knew was that Nala had issues
with the man.
A moment of disappointment took over Yeres's face before he recovered and
the expression was replaced by one of annoyance.
“Welcome, council member Yeres,” said Nala in a stiff voice while cursing
herself in her mind. How could she let such a moment of weakness come
through? Even after all these years, the man still managed to stir a fear inside
her that over rode her rational side. Yeres was perhaps the only man to ever have
her feeling like a twenty year old girl again; uncertain and fearful. She collected
herself and presented the front she had always intended to – cold, distant and
cordial.
“As cold as ever, I see,” mused the old man and grinned at her.
“Shall we go to the meeting room we have arranged?” asked Ghardo, hoping
his stepping in would stem any response Nala might given to the man. “Council
member Ialye is waiting for us.”
“Ah, the young Stardancer,” pondered Yeres with a wide grin. It was clear he
was not thinking of her in any way that would have been appropriate. “By all
means, show the way young man.”
In his mind Ghardo thanked the goddess for the small fortune that the room
was not far away and that they would not need to take one of the cramped
transport capsules. All they had to do was walk down a few corridors to arrive at
the room.
They were situated close by to the hangar and lobby as many meetings took
place on the station and few had the time to stay there longer than was
necessary.
The door opened, revealing behind it a room dominated by a large table with
chairs around it that could accommodate ten people. There were some plants in
the room along with a large screen on one of the walls for any presentations or
videos to be shown. Ialye was there, sitting at the end of the table, busily looking
through her organizer. She looked up as the small group entered the room.
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“Yeres, it is good to see you are doing well,” said Ialye with a smile as she
rounded the table and shook his hand.
The old man smiled. “Seeing you makes even an old man like myself feel
alive.”
Ialye returned the smile and showed everyone to their seats. Ghardo and
Nala sat on the opposite side of the table from their guest.
“Well then, should we start?” asked Ialye as she took her seat at the head of
the table. She had decided it would be best if she remained as a somewhat
neutral peace keeper during the entire thing.
Yeres nodded. “I am certain you know the basic reason why I am here. There
are members within the council who feel we should reopen the issue of having
other races involved in the Horizon project, mainly whether the captain should be
a human or not. Recent events have made it clear it poses an unacceptable risk
to keeping with the schedule.”
Nala rolled her eyes. “This was discussed to death over the years it took to
get the project even running. There's no reason to reopen the issue despite what
has happened.”
“Members of the council feel otherwise,” noted Yeres in a steady voice that
left no room to deviate from that position.
“What is it that you suggest, then?” asked Ialye, hoping to prevent the
discussion from devolving into a pointless back of forth.
“That we appoint one of our own as the captain and, as much as possible,
limit the participation of nonelves in the project,” said Yeres.
“And in the process ignore everything we have previously promised to the
Union?” demanded Nala. “You know as well as I do that the only reason we are
allowed to do this is because we made concessions to the Union. If it was up to
them there would be no Horizon and we would be forced to stay here.” She
sounded angry as the words came out. It had been a hard fought victory to get
the Union behind the project and now it was as if the High Council was trying its
best to get that support yanked.
Yeres shrugged his shoulders. “The Horizon is complete. They can not stop
us any more even if they wanted to.”
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“What of those who are staying behind? What do you think the Union will do
to them if we go back on our word? Do you think they will still protect them from
Deremoth and his cultists?” demanded Nala. Her jawline tensed as she bit down
hard not to say some of the things that were coming to her mind.
“By staying behind they have chosen their fate,” replied Yeres.
Nala's hand went to her swords. How could someone on the High Council act
so uncaring towards others of his race? Even Ialye seemed shocked at hearing the
words and Nala could see the same sort of anger boil inside the young elf.
She would have drawn the blades out were it not for the wave of calm that
both of them drowned her in. The feeling of her parents were clear in the matter
and neither wanted her to raise her hand against another elf. The calm made her
remember that the goddess would not look upon it kindly either. It was one of the
reason Yeres was still alive and not dead after the way he had treated Nala in the
past.
“Why do you think we would accept this course of action?” asked Nala after
calming down a bit.
“I don't think you would,” replied Yeres. “I know you and how you see things.
You'd never go back on your word. The other council members however do not
know you and insisted we try. So they sent me to try and convince you all.”
“How many, exactly, are there who feel the same way as you do?” asked
Ialye. If there were not too many, they could probably simply ignore the entire
matter and proceed as planned.
“There are four of us in total,” replied Yeres. His voice was enough to tell he
had not wanted to reveal the number. There were far too few to warrant this sort
of attention.
“So, what you have essentially done, is come here and try to bluff us into
changing our stance?” asked Nala, sounding surprised the man had admitted to
as much so easily. Four members out the the twelve that comprised the council
was not enough to bring change to such an important matter, especially not
when Nala was against it. She did still hold considerable sway in the council.
“No, this is just a warning,” said Yeres and gave both Ialye and Nala a stern
gaze. “The plan does not have the unwavering support it used to have. Expect to
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have voices of discord and opposition. You no longer have the luxury of doing as
you please without justifying your actions.”
Nala sighed. Nothing ever went easy with the council, but now things would
be even more arduous. It was not something the elven race needed at a time like
this. What they needed was unity and decisive action when warranted – not
discussion and arguments within themselves on how to proceed.
“Is that all you came to say?” asked Nala. She feared there would be more,
but at the same time she hoped the meeting would be over already.
“I believe I have said what I came to say,” said Yeres. “I will be staying here
on the station until the Horizon is ready to depart so we will have more chances
to speak,”
“Don't count on it,” said Nala under her breath as the old elf stood up with
the help of his two assistants.
Just as he was about to leave the room, the man turned back and looked at
Nala. “I do hope I will some day have the chance to see you enjoy the sun once
more.” The smile he gave her was as sleazy as anything she had ever seen.
Thankfully the door closed behind him before Nala could react.
Ghardo gave her a concerned look. He could see her clenched fists shaking
as she squeezed his fingers into a tight ball. He glanced at Ialye hoping for
something from her, but the young woman looked as shaken up as his master
did.
“How I hate that man,” Nala finally muttered and stood up to pace around
the room. She hoped walking would take away the worst of her anger.
“What happened between you two?” asked Ghardo. He hoped the question
would not upset her further, but he could not help but be curious what had
happened to bring the two into such an adversarial relationship.
Nala shook her head. “It's not something I like to talk about. Certainly not
now.”
“Given that he is staying on the station I think it is safe to say this will not
be the last we'll be seeing of him,” said Ialye. “He'll likely stick his nose into
everything he can just to annoy us.”
“Along with his three buddies on the council,” added Ghardo grimly. Though
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many things had already progressed too far to be interfered with, there were still
decision to be made and it looked like they just became much harder to get
through.
“We'll just have to deal with it,” said Nala. “We can't allow these four to derail
everything. Too much is at stake.”
Both Ialye and Ghardo nodded. Neither of them could bring themselves to
support Yeres or the position he had taken. It seemed almost as if they wanted
the Horizon project to fail which was as crazy an idea as anything.
“We should just focus on doing what we do,” continued Nala. “Face the
obstacles when such a time comes.”
“We can start by returning to today’s schedule,” offered Ghardo. There were
still many things waiting to be done.
Nala nodded, though she found it difficult to push the emotions that had
been stirred up to the background, but as she got back into the routine of things
her mood slowly improved and by the end of the day she felt like the meeting had
never taken place.







“Have you seen this?” asked Saon and handed his pad to Regor who was
sitting opposite to him in his cabin. It was a rare moment of downtime as they
orbited around Ardaw. Had they looked outside they could have seen the massive
crater that had once been but a valley in the mountains. It had been the first
world the Union had freed from the Fireborn energy gathering device, but not all
had gone as planned. The resulting explosion had nearly wiped out all life on the
planet, but with considerable conservation efforts and resources poured into the
matter they had managed to keep life going despite the lingering dust clouds that
blocked the sun.
At least the Gardless had regained the use of their magic.
Now, the planet was slowly recovering and the forests and fields of green
grass had returned already along with much of the population that had hidden
away in bunkers and cities carved inside mountains – remnants of the centuries
long war that had raged on the planet. Some had escaped into space, onto
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stations orbiting the planet and the colony that had quickly been formed on the
moon.
The dwarf grabbed the device and eyed through the report on it as well as
the short video clip. “Damn elves,” he finally muttered. “They always get the
interesting stuff.”
Saon smiled. “Still, to get video of Vasara's craft. The analysts will have a
field day with that. It looks a bit like an modified version of an Raven class
vessel.”
Regor snorted. “He's just an orc like the rest of the Raiders. Bunch of
opportunists who abandoned the front lines the second the fighting seemed to
stop.”
Strictly speaking it was not true as there were humans and other races
represented among the Raiders. What was true was the fact they had abandoned
the Union military and taken to their own corner of space as soon as the Desolate
Zone had formed and turned the war against the Fireborn from a heated war into
a cold one. They had taken with them enough military vessels and transports and
other equipment to make their own civilization and support a large population.
The Union had tried to negotiate with them about returning back, but the
differences in views had been too large and it had not taken long for the initial
peace to break down into raiding of commercial transports and other small
infringements on Union space from the Raiders.
“How do you know he's an orc?” asked Saon. “No one has ever seen him, or
at least lived to tell about it.”
“Of course he's an orc,” said Regor confidently. “When ever I hear the name I
get an itch in my arm to grab my greatgreatgrandfathers battleaxe and split his
skull open with it.”
Saon laughed, though he suspected there might have been a grain of truth
in the dwarf's confidence.
“Still, I have to admit he's a sneaky bastard for an orc,” continued Regor as
he handed the pad back to his captain. “Were it the olden days he'd probably
have carved a kingdom for himself just as he has now.”
“I wouldn't be so sure about that. The people back then did not look kindly
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on his kind,” replied Saon. The thought of an orc kingdom among the powerful
human kingdoms of the day seemed an unlikely occurrence. It was a small
wonder the race had even survived to this day. Much of that had to be credit to
how fast they could reproduce. On the other hands, that had been one of the
major reasons they had been extensively used in the war against the Fireborn.
They had been the first line of troops in every conflict and had taken the heaviest
casualties.
It was no wonder that, when the opportunity presented itself, they had taken
off and thrown away the shackles the Union had imposed on them.
“They're orcs. Of course they weren't looked kindly upon, just as they aren't
today,” said Regor. “There's isn't a person alive today who hasn't had one or more
ancestors killed by them. They're nothing but foul, blood thirsty monsters.”
“To be fair, we have given them little reason or opportunity to be anything
else,” said Saon. He had always thought the orcs had gotten the raw end of the
deal. They had never had a homeland of their own and had been forced to live
hidden in the mountains and forests and, if discovered wander, to another
location. Such an life could do nothing but bring out the worst side of anyone,
including dwarf and human.
Regor seemed to ponder his words for a moment. “Perhaps you are right, but
that doesn't change what they are now. Changing thousands of years worth of
injustice isn't something we can do.”
Saon was surprised to hear the dwarf make such a concession. He had
expected something more along the lines of 'the only good orc is a dead orc'. Then
again, Regor had seen a lot and that had made him open to ideas that any other
dwarf would have scoffed at and cut his beard before accepting.
“Maybe some day we can make amends with them,” said the captain and
grabbed the warm metal mug from his desk. The coffee was still warm despite
having sat there for a while.
“Hah! I'll dye my beard pink if I live to see that day,” replied Regor grumpily.
It was as if he had flicked an switch in his head and turned himself into the
stereotypical dwarf once more.
Saon smiled after taking a sip of the coffee. “I think pink would suit you.”
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Flustered, the dwarf glared at him and remained silent. The captain smiled
back at him the sort of enraging smile you'd see from someone who had just
insulted you without you realizing it.
“So, nine more hours until the engines are recharged?” asked the captain
just to get a conversation going.
Regor glanced at the clock on his wrist piece. “That's about right.”
“The last jump and we'll be in Balaria,” mused Saon as he leaned back in his
chair and sipped some more of the coffee.
They both knew what it might mean. This might well be the last jump they
would make together, though neither of them were willing to concede that
possibility. They would fight any attempt to separate the crew to the last recourse
possible.
“What do you know of this Nala Temera?” asked Saon of his second.
“What? You don't know anything about her?” asked Regor with an surprised
voice. It seemed incomprehensible how someone could not know that name.
“Of course I know her by name,” replied Saon slightly annoyed that the
dwarf had put him in such an ignorant category. “What I don't know is what she's
actually like. That's something I'd like to have an idea of since she's the one I will
likely need to convince to allow me to keep the crew together.”
Regor nodded. “The way I hear it she's quite strong headed so once she has
her mind set on something it's difficult to get her to change her mind. She is a
member of the elven High Council so she is used to getting her way.”
Saon pondered what he had heard about the woman. It was difficult to wrap
your head around the notion that she had been alive for as long as it was
claimed. He had dug up a picture of her from the Union database and she looked
just like any young elf would, though there were certain exotic features to her
skin and hair colour.
“She's touched by the goddess Loriel so she has certain powers to her that
are..unique,” continued Regor. “She's also a bit odd in that she carries two
swords with her where ever she goes.”
“Swords?” asked Saon. That was unusual in this day and age.
Regor shrugged his shoulders. “Her parents spirits are bound to them. At
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least that is what they say.”
“How did something like that happen?” wondered Saon. “How did she get
touched by the goddess?”
“It happened over two thousand years ago and she hasn't exactly been open
about it,” replied Gregor. “Not much is written about it, but the best I've heard
about is that her parents were slain inside their home along with her.”
“You're saying she died?” asked Saon with doubt in his voice.
The dwarf nodded. “That's when the goddess touched her and brought her
back along with her parents spirits in the two swords.”
“Sounds like pure fiction to me,” said Saon.
“I wouldn't tell her that,” advised Regor. He gave the captain a look that
stressed how serious he was about it. “No matter what you think of her past, at
the present she is one of the most powerful people in the Union. You do not want
to upset her or she'll have us all out of a job and cleaning toilets in some gas
mining colony.”
“You underestimate my diplomatic side,” said Saon with a small smile. Of
course he wouldn't be so stupid as to say something like that to her face.
The dwarf glared at him. “I have good reason to doubt your diplomatic skills
after that incident with the Fedyri vessel.”
“What? They refused to respond to us and they were crossing into Union
space without permission. Of course we needed to take action,” Saon defended
himself.
“Right, because blowing up their engines was the only thing to do,” replied
Regor sarcastically.
“At least I didn't order the entire vessel destroyed,” replied Saon as he sipped
the last of the coffee from the mug. “The review board cleared me of all charges of
wrongdoing,” he reminded lastly.
“But cleaning up the mess and repairing the damaged relations took a
considerable time and effort from a lot of people. From people with real diplomacy
skills,” countered Regor. He had advised the captain against taking such rash
action, but had been over ruled. He was not bitter about it – such things
happened all the time and often for the better – but it was always nice to remind
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the captain he was not right all the time. That was a reminder more people could
have used and a big reason for why Saon kept Regor around as his secondin
command.
Saon sighed. “You're never going to let me forget about it, are you?”
“It's a lesson that keeps on giving no matter how many times you hear it,”
replied the dwarf with a wide grin.
“I'll keep it in mind when we meet her,” said the captain and turned to
reading his pad for the latest news. The conversation had ended, leaving the two
to sit in silence, wading through the latest reports and waiting for the engines to
charge up for the final jump.
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Chapter 7

N

ala looked on as the Nidora slowly made its way into the dock.
Right next to it laid the Tibiniah, creating a contrast on the
design principles of the elves and humans.

Where as the elven vessel looked layered and natural with its soft corners
and engine wings, the humans vessel was based on practicality and sleek looks.
There was nothing fancy in the design of the cylindrical vessel. It was pure
function above everything else and the fact it was never designed to enter a
planets atmosphere meant there was no need to put in wings or many other
things air demanded with it.
“It is quite the vessel,” said Ghardo next to her. The large man looked on
with great interest as the vessel finished docking and the walkways were
extended to the doors on its hull.
“Looks like it has been through something,” noted Nala as her keen eyes
observed the scrapes on the nonreflective, black paint of the vessel. It looked like
it had been peppered by a meteor shower.
“They were patrolling the edge of the Desolate Zone,” reminded Ghardo.
Nothing else needed to be said about it. They both knew how the border region
could be. You never knew what might pop out and cause problems.
They watched in silence as the crew began to depart from the vessel. No
doubt they were happy to get some time to enjoy themselves and be away from
their duties. They had expected to be in space for a long stretch, but that had
been cut short and now they were at a space station that offered a considerable
amount of venues for entertainment.
“Shall we go meet the captain?” asked Ghardo as the amount of people
exiting the vessel dwindled down. Ialye had been down in the arrival hall to greet
the captain while Nala and Ghardo had chosen to take the scenic view of the
Nidora's arrival.
It was fitting that the young elf would have a bit of time to prepare the
captain and take care of some of the routines needed when docking.
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Nala watched the last crewmember depart from the vessel. She hoped
Tysgar had given a solid recommendation. Given the problems Yeres had brought
with him, the captain needed to be truly exceptional to make things even a tiny
bit easier.
“Let's go,” she said and turned towards the corridor that would eventually
lead them to Ialye's office. The walk went by quickly and they encountered only a
few people along the way, most of whom were too busy with their own affairs to
even give the two a quick glance.
A few corners later and a long hallway and they found themselves in front
Ialye's office. Nala pressed the doorbell and received permission to enter. The door
slid open and the two stepped inside to be greeted by Ialye and the human
captain.
Both Nala and Ghardo examined the man closely as they shook hands and
introductions were made. He looked young to be carrying so much responsibility
on his shoulders, but it also served as an testament to his abilities.
“Captain Saon, I hope your journey here was a safe one,” said Nala as she
took a seat in one of the chairs that formed a half a circle in front of Ialye's desk.
Ghardo took a seat next to her while Ialye sat in her own chair behind the desk.
“We saw the scratches on the Nidora,” added Ghardo, eager to hear what had
caused them.
“Ah, those,” mused Saon with a small smile. “We got those before coming
here. A Fireborn vessel drifted from the Desolate Zone and we were investigating
it when an Earth elemental ripped through its hull and tried to make us share
the fate of the Fireborn.”
Nala shook her head. “They are still trying to get through it?” Even after all
the years that had passed, the Fireborn were not giving up on trying to find a way
through the zone.
“I think it's more that they are trying to understand it,” said Saon with
furrowed brows. “It is after all leaking material from the elemental planes and
that's something they are very interested in. Perhaps they even hope to expand
it.” The concern in his voice shone through clearly.
“Well, let's hope they don't manage that,” said Ghardo. It was bad enough
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already having a small sliver of the galaxy an battleground for magic and the
elements. Had it engulfed the entire known space, the likelihood of anyone living
for longer than a few minutes would have been tiny indeed.
“Well, should we get on with business?” the captain asked. “The admiral was
less than specific on what you actually expect from me and my crew.”
Nala noted the man put emphasis on the crew. The way Saon was eyeing
them all made it apparent he was not about to part with those on the Nidora
without a fight. “I'm sure he told you the general gist of what we are going to do?”
Saon nodded. “You've built an massive vessel to ferry your kind to some
planet on the edge of the galaxy and you want me to captain that vessel.”
“That's a very rough description of it, yes,” admitted Ialye. “But that's not all
of it.”
The captain looked ready to get on with it so Nala began to explain things.
“There is a reason we are headed for that star system, other than the fact the air
there is still breathable for us.”
“Oh?” Saon looked ever more interested.
“We have calculated that the star system will be flung away from this galaxy
within the next thousand years or so,” continued Nala. “Getting us there is just
the first phase of a very long project to rid ourselves of this galaxy and its
problems. That is why some will remain within the Union to ensure we know
what is going on and to provide us with needed supplies, while the rest of us go to
ensure the planet remains habitable for us and will allow us to prosper there.”
Saon leaned back heavily in his chair. The sheer scale of what the elves were
trying to do was hard to comprehend, much less the time and planning it all
would take.
“We already have early scouts in the system as well as a few work vessels
that are setting up the basics of our security, such as sensors to cover the entire
system as well as field dampeners to prevent unwanted vessels from simply
portaling in,” continued Nala, forcing Saon from his thoughts back to listening.
“The system has eight planets to it, one of which has water and plant life as
well as small animals. That is where we plan to settle initially,” continued Nala
and gave the captain a stern look. “There is also one more planet that is barren
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yet relatively benign in its environment. With a little effort it can be colonized and
there are as well several moons that offer that opportunity. There are two gas
giants that will provide some mining and frozen worlds that have vast amounts of
ice on them.”
“That's quite an endeavour,” said Saon as Nala seemed to have completed
her explanation. It was no wonder they were getting started so early despite
having a thousand years left. Getting all of the things done that the woman had
said they wanted to do would take a long time; a thousand years started to seem
like a tight schedule in the face of it all.
“It is why we are moving on it already,” said Ialye.
“It's why we need you and the help of the Union,” said Nala.
“Sounds like you need a lot more than just me,” replied Saon and thought
the elves would need a lot of vessel to keep the star system safe from outsider s.
They'd need many escorts just to keep the Horizon safe while it travelled.
“Oh, don't you worry. There are plenty of people working on this,” said Nala.
“All you need to do is get the Horizon safely to its destination.”
“What of the Nidora and her crew?” asked Saon, finally jumping to the point
that was the biggest obstacle for him to take the job. The tone of his voice made it
clear the question was an important one to him and it garnered a look from Nala
that had a hint of growing respect in it.
“That's really up to the Union military commander,” replied Ialye, completely
missing the importance of her answer. Saon had to admit he liked the young
woman – the brief conversation he had had with her had been a pleasant one and
she was not bad to look at either. This time, however, she completely missed the
mark.
“The escort vessels have not yet been decided,” noted Ghardo in his deep
voice. The man had picked up on the captains concerns just as Nala had.
“It's clear you care for your crew,” said Nala. “While we may not be able to
allow them to come aboard Horizon, we might be able to request them to be one
of the escort vessels. I'm sure you would be relieved to know they're there to give
you a hand if need be.”
Saon nodded. “I know the people and having them close by would serve both
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your interests as well as mine. The Nidora is an very capable vessel and perfect
for the journey planned.”
“Then I take it you will be accepting the job?” asked Nala curiously.
There was only a brief moment of hesitation as Saon tried once more to wrap
his head around what he was getting himself into, but eventually he had to agree
and shake hands on it.
After that they dug in to the details of the entire affair. What route they
would take, what dangers they expected to meet and any problems that might
arise. They went through the plans for the Horizon and took the captain on an
actual tour the vessel.
Saon had a hard time believing they had actually built such an vessel, but
as he saw the massive thing for the first time he could not help but be impressed
and in awe of what the elves had already accomplished. The mere thought of
being given the power to command such a construct sent shivers down his spine,
further confirming to himself that his decision had been the right one. It was a
claim to fame few if any would have the opportunity to match.
The only bad thing on the tour was that they ran into Yeres and his
companions. The old elf gave Saon a look over as if he were a horse he was
looking to buy. For a moment the captain feared the elf might ask to see that his
teeth were in working order, but thankfully Nala seemed to be in a hurry to get
rid of him so they departed before Yeres could really get into dissecting Saon.
“What's his problem?” asked Saon as soon they were a safe distance away
from the man. “I though he'd stick a knife in me or something.”
Nala, Ialye and Ghardo all chuckled, but the captain could see they were
tense.
“Yeres is one of the few who are against the idea of having a human captain
the Horizon,” explained Ialye as they rounded a corner and headed towards the
control room.
“Ah,” replied Saon. “Well, I certainly hope he doesn't feel too strongly about
it. I'd hate to share the fate of captain Tysgar.”
“He may not like the idea, but he wouldn't stoop so low as to kill you,”
assured Nala. “The Blades would be happy to do that work for him in any case.”
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“I understand you captured the men who were behind it?” asked Saon.
“We

did,”

replied

Ghardo.

“But

there are still questions that

are

unanswered.”
“You believe they have something more planned?”
“They might,” replied Nala. “Saon, you need to be careful. We don't want to
lose you as well.”
“Don't worry, Nala. I have the crew of Nidora behind me. They'll keep me safe
until we depart,” assured Saon. He almost added the Council Member title before
Nala's name, but quickly remembered that the first thing she had said was to
drop the title and just use her first name. Apparently she was not big on titles
and preferred to call people by their names rather than titles. It was a trait Saon
could understand and even respect – it told a lot about her character and most of
that was good.
“Well, that is good to hear,” said Ialye as she pressed a button to open the
door in front of them. Behind it was the control room.
The door opened up to a walkway that went around the entire oval shaped
room. There were control panels lining the walls and two staircases on opposing
sides leading down to where most of the controls were. In the centre of the floor
was an holographic table that displayed everything the massive amount of
sensors on board told of the vessels surroundings.
“We're in luck. They're just testing the system,” said Ghardo enthusiastically
and led the group down the stairs and to the table. The technician working on it
gave the group some room so they could interact with the device and see its full
potential.
There were dots of green and red floating in the air, not really giving much of
an image of what they were looking at, but as Ghardo tapped one of the dots with
his finger the presentation zoomed in and a few more taps later they could clearly
see the Horizon as well as the space station and the other structures that made
up the space yard.
There was an control panel on the side of the table and Ghardo pushed a
button on it. The image zoomed towards the Horizon and displayed an internal
schematic of it. It lit up with thousands of small dots that were moving around,
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some were clustered tightly and blurred the outlines of the structure they were
inside of.
“Each dot is a person,” explained Ghardo. He had had the opportunity to see
the device working on his earlier excursion on the vessel. “It's getting the
information from the internal sensors. With the external sensors it can track
thousands of objects at the same time, giving us all the information we need to
operate the vessel.”
“Very useful,” admitted Saon and examined the image in front of him. He
had once been aboard an Union command and control vessel that had had a
similar device on it. He knew it was an indispensable tool to keep control over a
large fleet of vessels.
Ghardo zoomed out once more. “You get all the information here; weapons
locks from the entire fleet, readings from their internal sensors that indicate any
potential damage. There's very little you can't get access to with this device.”
“How's the range on the thing?” asked Saon after spending a moment more
examining the device. “I mean, it's huge. The amount of energy it needs to open a
portal must be massive.”
“One third of what the Nidora can jump in a single go,” replied Ialye.
“Recharging after a jump takes a full day instead of the usual ten hours.”
“Impressive,” replied Saon.
“There is the problem that when the engines are charging up the effect is
almost comparable to the collection structures the Fireborn used. There's very
little energy for other vessels to gather up so it slows them down as well,”
explained Ghardo.
“Well, that's not so big a problem. The escort vessel wouldn't leave without
their target,” said Saon. Still, it was impressive they had managed to squeeze out
so much.
“Well, keep in mind the engine has not been tested yet,” said Nala. The worry
in her voice was apparent. While she seemed to leave the technical stuff to Ialye
and Ghardo, it was clear she was not completely out of the loop and had her own
concerns.
“It has, but not when attached to the vessel,” corrected Ialye. “We know it
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can open a large enough portal – that much we've tested without having it on
board – but the full effects of the system are left to be discovered once we actually
use them for the first time in a real situation.”
“At one third the speed the journey will take quite a while,” said Saon.
Ghardo pushed a few button on the control panel and the image changed into a
map of the corner of galaxy they were in. They could see starsystems named and
a route plodded that the Horizon would take.
“It'll be a several months long trip,” said Ialye as she looked at the map.
“Assuming no delays.”
Saon examined the route. It would take them from Balaria to Ageal and then
to Grendl Tradepost. That alone would take them almost a month and they would
be only at the edge of Union space then. Looking at the route after that the
captain could not see how they would make the trip in less than six months. The
route took them through areas that were hardly explored so running into
problems was not that far fetched. There could be asteroid fields and all sorts of
other nasty surprises along the way that could ruin their day.
“I'd say half a year is pretty optimistic for the entire journey,” said Saon and
got silent nods in return from the rest of the group.
“That should not be a problem,” reminded Ghardo. “Horizon has been
planned to spend years in space at a time.”
“That's a lot of over engineering,” pointed out Saon. They could have made
the project move along faster had they dropped some of the over supply of things.
“Better to be safe than sorry,” replied Nala and gave everyone a stern gaze.
“What's at stake does not afford us the luxury of failing.”
“So, when do we depart?” asked Saon to steer the conversation to something
less controversial.
“A little less than a month,” replied Ialye. She dug out her memopad to check
the details of it.
“There's a lot to do still,” reminded Nala.
“Why don't we get to it then?” suggested Saon. With everything he had seen
and been told, he could not help but feel excited to be a part of it all.
The rest of the day went by as they further examined the Horizon and
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explained to its future captain the various functions of it and made him familiar
with the most important portions of the vessel. Fully learning the vessel and its
operations would take him the better part of the month, but then that was all he
had to do.
His daily routine formed easily. He slept aboard the Nidora just as if it were
still his vessel. In the morning he'd take the transport capsules to the Horizon
and spend the day getting to know what ever was on the schedule for that day;
from communications to the engine rooms and to the specifications various parts
were built to. In the evening he'd return back to his cabin and the next day would
be much like the previous one.
Compared to Nala and Ghardo, Saon had it easy. The two had the
unfortunate duties that brought them head to head with Yeres on more than one
occasion. Every time it happened Nala grew more and more angry at the man and
every time Ghardo had more and more trouble trying to keep her from slicing the
man in two. Even the calming effect of her parents spirits seemed to dwindle as
time went by and insults were traded between the two. By the end of the month
things had gotten so bad that neither Nala nor Yeres wanted to see the other one
and any exchanges between the two were handled by proxies.
It was as if the old elf had forgotten who she truly was.
That made Nala wonder whether she had been around for too long. There
were elves who had grown up in a world where they had always had a Guardian
Spirit around to solve issues and protect them. It looked as if though that had
made them take her for granted and that laid the foundation for the attitude she
was getting from some. Certainly, what Yeres was doing would never have been
accepted during her first century as the chosen one of the goddess. Back in those
days the old elf would have been thrown out of the High Council already, if not
outright made an outcast from the entire elven community.
But things had changed and that meant Nala had to adjust her attitude as
well.
For Ghardo this meant that he was now the one who had to deal with the old
man and that made him less than happy. He was no more nicer to him than he
was to Nala and the fact the man had managed to upset the otherwise reliable
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Guardian Spirit to such an extent only further served to chafe the relationship he
had with Ghardo.
It made the big man wonder what had actually transpired between the two.
He made attempts to get his master to reveal more, but they were all shot down
as mercilessly as anything he had ever seen. He could see Nala was in a terrible
mood most of the time and he did his best to ease that, but there was only so
much he could do. Most of the time he was forced to watch from the sidelines and
hope she would be able to meet the challenges by herself.
For Ghardo, it was an gruelling month mainly because of the helpless feeling
the conflict between Nala and Yeres brought with it.
Ialye returned to her duties of overseeing much of the work still needed to
complete the Horizon. At times it meant dealing with Yeres and those meetings
never left her feeling good about things and sometimes she left the conference
room outright angry and ready to pull out a gun and shoot the old man.
Luckily for her, those were rare moment and Nala took the worst of the
meetings. She worried how she and Ghardo were coping with the situation, but
alas she had little time to spare to meet the two and when she had to scramble to
arrange a replacement for a broken piece of equipment, she had barely enough
time to sleep.
Some parts were such that you could not just call the manufacturer and
have another one delivered. It took time to assemble some things and they were
usually ordered months – if not years – in advance.
She had to pull strings and call in favours to get the part pulled from
another Union project and delivered to them. She ended up owing favours to a lot
of people, but in the end what would it matter? She'd be gone with the Horizon
and such favours would lose almost all their meaning.
In the end the month went by so quickly for her that she felt like it was only
yesterday that Nala and Ghardo had arrived on the station. When the day for
launch came, everything was ready just as she had planned.







Nala looked on as the crew disassembled the last of the support structure
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around the Horizon. The dull grey hull had gotten a coat of black paint along with
some extra marking that identified it as an vessel of the Elven High Council. She
gripped the hilts of her swords and felt the calming waves of her parents spirits.
You've done well.
The voice of her father echoed in her mind.
“It has been a trial,” she whispered to herself. Only that morning she had
ran into Yeres and – as usual – the resulting exchange of words had set her in a
foul mood. She could not help but think that they were both much like two stray
dogs who happened upon the same thrash can filled with treats; there was bound
to be a fight.
Do not worry too much about Yeres. He may annoy you, but in the end he has
failed to change anything.
It was the voice of her mother. A faint smile passed her face – it was an effect
her mother often had. She was always so calm and the advice she gave her
usually proved to be spot on and helped her deal with what ever was bothering
her.
“Doesn't change the fact he's a bastard and should have been thrown out of
the council a long time ago,” she replied. Every time she encountered him the
memories came back. It had been so sudden and unexpected that she had not
known how to react to it and as a result she had suffered more than she should
have.
How relationships between man and woman worked had never been her
strong side, not after becoming the Guardian Spirit.
I know he has hurt you, but you are stronger than that. Do not let him get to
you.
“I know,” said Nala in reply to her mother. It was easy to say it, but much
harder to actually do it. Yeres had that quality about him that let him burrow
under your skin and nibble on your nerves until you just could not contain it any
more and burst out in a fit of rage.
She focused on the workers once more and saw them floating large metal
beams away from the Horizon. She knew it would be mere hours until everything
was ready for the first test with the complete vessel. They would make their way
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to the space station orbiting Balaria and start picking up passengers from there.
It was a short trip and would allow them to test everything about the vessel; from
regular engines to the portal opening. The space yard had agreed to disable the
fields that prevented portals from opening close to it and should anything else go
wrong, the Nidori and Tibiniah would be close at hand to render assistance along
with an assortment of other vessels.
She sensed the vague approval coming from her goddess. It was nowhere
near the strength of her usual visit, but it was there and she was grateful for it –
especially since it was coming in so discreetly that it had no ill effects on her.
There were few things she hated more than having to spend days recovering from
a visit by Loriel.
Usually the aftermath of such an visit was a pain to clean up as well.
“Ah, there you are,” came the voice of Ialye. The young elf walked up next to
Nala, dressed in her green uniform that clearly marked her rank as a council
member. Nala was wearing a much similar uniform, though it did have the extra
marking of the goddess Loriel to make it clear who she was. Both women looked
as official as they could, though the swords around Nala's waist always gave her
a bit of an odd look.
“You've been looking for me?” asked Nala. “You could have just called me on
my communicator.”
Ialye smiled. “I needed the walk. Too much sitting the past few days.”
Nala nodded. “I can understand that feeling. Sometimes I wish I was back in
my home forest, free to run on the soft moss bed and climb the tree branches.”
There was actual longing in her voice and her eyes seemed focus in the distance,
as if seeing what she was describing right in front of her.
“I don't think we'll be doing that in a while,” replied Ialye in a voice that
shared the same sort of longing.
Nala sighed. She was right of course, though the biodomes on the Horizon
did offer some relief, but they lacked the possibility of running into a deer or any
number of other creatures of the forest. That removed a large part of the fun that
running through a forest offered.
“But at the end of the journey we will have that opportunity,” consoled Ialye
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after seeing Nala's reaction. She could not fully appreciate how much it meant to
her, but she had an inkling of it.
“It is quite an different world,” replied Nala quietly. She had seen pictures
and video of the planet and the plant life there. While it was certain that Elf trees
would thrive there, they would not displace what was already there. The trees
there looked foreign and the grass had a deeper hue of green than it did on
Balaria. The animals were different and some had turned out to be extremely
dangerous.
“But it's safe,” reminded Ialye. There had been extensive testing to ensure
there were no viruses or other such things that could be lethal to any foreign
organism entering the planet. The most dangerous thing they had found, and
that did not seem to have a cure, was an amoeba like small creature that worked
its way to the victims brain and started eating the brain cells until the host died.
But even that was relatively easily avoided by not eating things pulled
straight from the ground without washing them.
“Still, it will take some adjusting,” said Nala and looked on as the workers
set a large beam floating towards the station. Space had its benefits. All you
needed to do was aim carefully and send an object on its way with appropriate
power and you didn't need to bother with it much until it reached its destination.
The workers who had been doing it all their life could get a lot done that way and
with little risk to themselves or others around, though you still had to be careful
and not get crushed or pushed around by the sheer mass of what ever you were
sending around.
“We'll have all the time we need,” reminded Ialye.
“I hope so,” replied Nala. “Things have a tendency go wrong, however.”
Ialye wrapped an arm around her shoulder. “Don't be so pessimistic,” she
said with an smile and gave her shoulder an encouraging squeeze. “We've
planned this too well and there are too many precautions taken for anything to go
horribly wrong.”
Nala turned her head and gave Ialye a faint smile. She was so close that it
almost felt too intimate for what they were to each other. “Even the best laid
plans can be derailed by pure chance.”
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Ialye sighed and let go of her. She gave Nala a stern look. “You're hopeless.”
Nala replied with the sort of grin you'd see an six year old boy give his
mother after being caught stealing cookies from the jar.
The stern look on Ialye melted into an helpless smile. “Come on, we should
board the Horizon. They're about ready to launch.”
Nala nodded and the two started towards the single walkway still leading
inside the massive vessel.
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Chapter 8

T

he Horizon made the space station orbiting Balaria look almost
tiny and the Tibiniah and the Nidora looked almost like toys as
they floated next to it. Everything had gone well on their first real

test of the finished vessel. The engines that pushed the huge mass of it forward
during normal travel hurled it to an respectable speed and the jump engines had
opened a large enough portal with little to no problems.
The only real problem they had encountered had been with some of the
computer systems and internal sensors during the operation of the conventional
engines, but none of them were serious and it looked like they could be fixed
easily enough so that during the next jump everything would work as intended.
While most of the time Ghardo would have been right in the thick of it, trying
to help fix the problems, that was not where he was. In fact, he stood in the
lobby, eagerly looking over the many faces passing by him. Many of the elves had
gathered at the station to board the vessel and there was one in particular he was
waiting for. A seemingly endless stream of transports was ferrying them onboard
and they all had to come through the lobby to be assigned their quarters by the
many crewmen who were there just for that purpose.
Many of them would be living in the Elf Trees that had been ferried on
board, but there were many of those who had no tree to call home. That was an
relatively recent development as the elves had spread across space. There simply
was not always an opportunity to plant a tree for a new family and tend to it as
was traditional.
“Ghardo!”
The man turned towards the gentle voice that had called for him. A smile
appeared on his face as he saw the slender, golden brown haired woman making
her way towards him through the crowd. The woman nearly jumped into his arms
and pushed herself against his body in a hug that seemed to last forever. Ghardo
wrapped his arms around her just as tightly.
“I've missed you, Alena,” the big man said. The woman barely reached his
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chest in height so he had to lean down to plant a kiss on her soft lips as she
looked up at him. It was a long and passionate kiss that created an small island
in the crowd for just the two of them.
“I've missed you too,” said the woman with a smile as they finally broke the
kiss. Her eyes were a deep blue and the high cheekbones gave her an elegant look
that made her an rarity even among the elves. The woman looked around the
lobby in wonderment. “I knew it was going to be big, but this..”
Ghardo chuckled. “It is pretty impressive, isn't it?”
Alena nodded and turned back to look at the man she loved. “I'm surprised
Nala could spare you to come and greet me.”
“She's not without a heart,” replied Ghardo. He had not needed to argue
about it and Nala had in fact told him to go greet Alena without even him
mentioning it. She cared enough about Ghardo to know how much seeing her
would mean to him.
“I know,” admitted Alena. “But combine her schedule and your dedication
and it's a small wonder I ever get to see you.” It was clear from her voice she was
only teasing him, but at the same time Ghardo could not help but feel a slight
sting of guilt in his heart over neglecting the love of his life.
“It is a long journey so we will have more time to be together,” assured
Ghardo and took hold of the woman's hand. It felt small in his large paw of a
hand.
Alena smiled and grabbed the duffelbag she had discarded to the floor as
the two had embraced each other. “It's a large vessel, but not large enough for
you to hide for too long.”
Ghardo chuckled as the two started walking handinhand towards the
transport capsules. He had already secured the key to her quarters. “Why would I
want to hide from you?”
“You never know. Maybe I'll wear you down too much,” replied Alena with a
mischievous smile.
Ghardo blushed a bit upon hearing her straightforward words. It prompted a
giggle from the woman and a squeeze of his hand. “I do so love teasing you,” said
Alena and pulled his head down for a quick kiss on his cheek.
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She was a stark contrast to the often reserved nature of Ghardo, but it was
one of the reasons why he loved her. She brought a bit of life and joy that was
often lacking in his life.
They took a seat in a transport capsule and waited for it to reach its
destination. They spent the time talking about Alena and her work as a flight
controller at the station. Her responsibilities were quite heavy as she ensured
every vessel had a clear path to its destination and that there would be no danger
of collision with another craft. She had lived through some near misses, but never
had she had the misfortune of witnessing a full on collision.
Her work had mostly been relaxed and her coworkers had been like a
second family to her, which made it hard to leave them behind. Most of them had
been human so they were not going to join her on the journey the Horizon would
be making. Still, she had Ghardo to keep her company along with her own family
that would be boarding the vessel later in the journey.
The two stepped out of the transport as it reached the desired station.
Ghardo led the way and showed her to her quarters. They weren't the largest, but
not the smallest either. The opening door revealed behind it a room with an bed,
couch, table and chairs and a walk in kitchen along with a door that led to a
bathroom with an shower.
It was plenty of space for one person and the bed was actually wide enough
that even two people would be able to sleep in it fairly comfortably. Alena dropped
her bag by the couch and made a round to get to know the place.
“Not bad,” she had to finally admit as she returned from the bathroom.
Ghardo had sat down on the edge of the bed to allow her the time to get
familiar with the place. “It is an average cabin on board,” he replied.
Alena let out a hum as she walked over to Ghardo. “Nothing average about
the person living in it, though.” She wrapped her arms around Ghardo's neck and
sat in his lap, planting a passionate kiss on him. The big man fell over to his
back, pulling the woman with him.







Nala glared at the old elf from across the command room. She thanked the
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goddess he did not seem interested in coming over to where she was. Saon had
the misfortune of dealing with Yeres so she could focus on seeing to it that all the
transports made it onboard as planned.
It would be a full day before they'd be able to move, but the problems that
had risen meant they'd spend an extra day at the station. While not the end of
the world, it was disheartening to start the journey with such an delay.
“Has word been sent onward that we will be delayed?” asked Nala from Ialye
who was standing next to her, looking intently at the holographic map that
showed everything that was going on outside the Horizon.
“It has been taken care of,” replied the young elf. She took a moment to
browse her memopad as it let out a noise, informing her of a new message.
“Well, this is interesting,” she said and handed the pad to Nala so she could
read the message as well.
It was from the governor of the moon colony, informing them that there had
been some new information gained from Helm and others they had tracked down
from the Blades. The further Nala read the report the more concerned she grew.
The plans the Blades had revealed were of such detail that they just might have
been able to pull it off.
“Interesting is not the word I would have used,” said Nala finally as she
handed the pad back to Ialye. “Frightening is the more accurate word.”
“I'll admit to that,” replied Ialye and put the pad away. “The question now is,
what do we do about it?”
“Is there much choice?” asked Nala. “There's no way we can find out who it
is now and if we start snooping around it will only drive him further into hiding.”
“How did the Blades manage to pull off something like that?” wondered Ialye.
“They're a resourceful bunch, that I'll have to credit to them,” said Nala and
glanced at a flashing light on the holographic image. Satisfied that it was nothing
to worry about, she continued, “They've had as many years to prepare as we have
spent building this all. Is it any wonder that they've managed to pull off
something, given their history?”
“Should we tell Yeres?” asked Ialye.
Nala shook her head. “Let's wait for the full council to be onboard. I don't
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want that old geezer breathing down my neck about this any sooner than is
absolutely necessary.”
“We should start some discreet investigations though,” suggested Ialye.
“Can't hurt to do something.”
Nala nodded. “I'll talk to Ghardo about it. He can handle something like
that.”
“You sure? He has that girl of his now,” reminded Ialye with an sly smile.
“Don't you worry about Ghardo. While he loves Alena and will want to spend
as much time with her as possible, he's not going to neglect his duties,” replied
Nala. She looked thoughtful. “Besides, Alena might be useful in this as well.”
“What do you mean?”
“She's just a normal person. No one is going to pay much attention to her if
she snoops around a bit,” replied Nala.
“It could be dangerous,” pointed out Ialye. The uncertainty in her voice
spoke to her reluctance to involve people who might not have been capable of
looking after themselves.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “We're all in danger as long as the plan by the
Blades is ongoing.”
“You can be quite cold at times, you know that?” said Ialye with a small
smile. She did not mean her words to be disrespectful of Nala, but it was
something she had come to notice during the month the two had worked closely
together.
“Sometimes you need to distance yourself from what ever you are dealing
with,” replied Nala with a hint of sorrow in her voice. The important lessons in
her life had seldom been pleasant ones and this was among the most important
ones she had learned. Caring about others was a fine attribute, but sometimes it
got in the way of things and caused more harm than good to a lot more people.
For an leader that was something you needed to learn to control.
“That isn't to say you shouldn't care,” she added and glanced at Ialye. “Some
day you'll come across an situation where you have to distance yourself from the
problem and look at it coldly and without emotion. I hope you will be able to do
that because many times not being able to means great loss of life.”
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Ialye had to take a moment to consider her words before accepting that she
was probably right. Until now most of the problems she had faced had been
pretty clear cut and the solution an easy one. “I'll try to keep that in mind,” she
replied. “Ghardo won't like your idea, though,” she pointed out. The big man
would be hard pressed to allow Alena to get anywhere near something that
smelled of danger.
“I'll talk to him,” said Nala confidently. She was certain that if she offered her
reasoning to him the man would see things her way. She was also fairly certain
Alena was not the sort of woman to let Ghardo decide what she could and could
not do.
“Just don't do anything too crazy,” said Ialye. She did not want a repetition
of the moon colony incident.
Nala gave her a smile. “Trust me.”
Ialye sighed and shook her head. She did trust her, just not enough not to
cause problems for her, but she left the matter at that.







Ghardo woke up the next morning feeling better than he had in days. The
fact he could feel Alena's body pressing against his own under the warm blanket
did nothing short of miracles to strengthening that feeling. He had not intended
to stay with her the entire day, but things had simply advanced to a point where
he could not say no to her, nor did he want to. It was a small miracle Nala had
not tried to call him.
Realizing that, he went through his call log just in case. The names and
times ran before his eyes telling of every time someone had tried to contact him.
He let out an sigh of relief when he did not see Nala's name on the list. Everyone
else could easily wait, but she might have actually had something important to
talk about.
Having satisfied his worries, he turned his head and saw the sleeping face of
Alena. He reached out and gently stroked her cheek, causing her to stir and press
closer to him. He quickly glanced to the corner of his vision to get the time. He
knew he should have been getting up and back to his duties, but it was just too
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comfortable for that. The schedule for the day flashed before his eyes and made
the decision easy for him. He was not needed until noon and it was still early in
the morning.
“Good morning,” came the sleepy voice of Alena and ripped him from
worrying about the schedule for the day.
“Morning,” said Ghardo with a smile and turned to look at the woman once
more. He got a gentle kiss as a reward.
“Shouldn't you be going to work?” asked the woman and gave him a stern
gaze.
“I was thinking of skipping some things this morning,” replied Ghardo.
“What ever will Nala think of you?” teased Alena with a small smile.
“She'll survive,” said Ghardo with a similar smile.
It was two hours later that the couple finally decided it was time to get up
and start the day. A few calls had distracted Ghardo, but for the most part the
two had been able to spend the morning wrapped up in a warm bundle and just
talk about everything that had been going on in their lives while they had been
separated.
The previous night had been spent doing things that did not involve talking
as much as it did touching.
It was with a smile that Ghardo watched Alena put on a skimpy nightgown
and head for the walk in kitchen to make some breakfast. He had ensured the
fridge had all sorts of ingredients ready in it before going out to meet her in the
lobby.
It was then that a call from Nala started to flash in his field of vision. With a
resigned sigh, he accepted it.
“Good morning,” he said as her face appeared in a small box. Alena turned
around, thinking he had said something to her but soon realized he was taking a
call.
“I see you have decided to take a bit of time off,” said Nala. There was no
accusation nor anger in her voice. It was simply a statement.
“The morning schedule did not look like it needed me,” replied the big man
with an apologetic smile.
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“It didn't, but I wish you had at least sent me a message,” replied Nala.
Clearly, she had been expecting him to be there. “Though I can't really blame you.
Alena's the sort of woman even I wouldn't want to leave alone in a warm bed.” A
wry smile ran across her face.
Ghardo looked a bit abashed and gave an uncertain smile in return. “I'll be
there for the noon meetings,” he assured her.
“Take Alena with you,” instructed Nala. It was clearly not a request, but
rather an order.
“Why?” asked Ghardo with a deep frown.
“I have something I need to talk about with both of you,” replied Nala,
sounding mysterious.
“Why her?” asked Ghardo with worry in his voice. Alena glanced at him from
the kitchen with an curious expression.
“Just take her with you and you'll find out,” replied Nala and closed the
communication, clearly not wanting to say anything more on the matter. Ghardo
blinked a few times before letting out an sigh.
“You don't have anything to do today, do you?” he finally asked the woman
who was busy warming up the frying pan for some eggs and bacon.
“No, not really. Why do you ask?”
“Nala wants you to come with me to see her,” replied Ghardo with an
apologetic smile.
“What would she want with me?” asked Alena sounding surprised. Clearly,
she had not expected her to pay any attention to her.
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders and got up from the bed. “She wouldn't say.”
“I hope we have not offended her,” worried Alena.
“No, it's nothing like that. She just wants to talk and she did not seem angry
at all,” assured Ghardo.
The woman shrugged her shoulders as well as she slapped a piece of bacon
on the hot pan and filled the small room with the sound of crackling grease. “I do
know one thing though,” she started and gave the big man a meaningful look.
“You should put some pants on before we go see her.”
Ghardo looked down and realized he was stark naked. “I suppose you are
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right,” he admitted and started to rummage for his clothes.
The two ate their breakfast quickly and then spent some time making
themselves presentable. Ghardo still had the same clothes he had worn
yesterday, but a quick ironing by Alena made them look a bit less used. Having
satisfied the need for appearances, they ventured out of the cabin and towards
the transport system that would shuttle them to the meeting place.
The transport capsule whisked them away towards the core of the vessel,
which was where most of the vital facilities and systems were located; from the
control room to the security force holding cells to meeting rooms and offices for
the people who kept the daily routines running. Horizon was, after all, almost like
a small country and as more people came on board it would have the same
problems as any other would. So there were services in place to meet the needs of
those on board, be it from medical emergencies to catching a pickpocket.
They travelled through the recreational area to reach the heart of the vessel.
There were bars, movie theatres and restaurants there – anything anyone
wanting to spend the night out would want and need. On an journey that would
last months it was important to have something to distract you from the boredom
of it. For most of the people onboard, there would be little to do besides wait for
the arrival.
The two exited the transport capsule as it came to a halt at the station.
There were a lot of people in uniforms walking around, further enhancing the
image that it was the core of the vessel. There were few if any civilians and even
Alena had her flight controllers uniform on, even though she had no such official
position on the Horizon. It had been the most official attire she could quickly find.
They walked through a few corridors and took a few more turns until they
reached the room they were looking for. Ghardo opened the door and Alena
followed him in closely behind. It was the office that had been given to Nala.
There were a few chairs there, a soft carpet to dampen the cold metal floor, a
large desk behind which the green haired woman sat in a comfortable looking
chair.
She looked up as the two entered the room and smiled. She got up and
rounded the table and walked straight to Alena. While she had not met her in
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person she had seen pictures of her and Ghardo had at times spoken of her.
“It's good to finally meet you, Alena. Ghardo has talked about you.
Occasionally,” she extended a hand and the young woman grabbed it hesitantly.
“He has spoken about you as well, Council Member,” said Alena much more
formally than Nala had greeted her.
“Just call me Nala,” she said with a small smile. She motioned for the two to
take a seat and returned back to her own chair behind the desk.
“What is it that you wanted to talk about?” asked Ghardo.
“No time for chit chat?” asked Nala with an wry smile. Partly she had hoped
they would be able to talk openly a bit more so she could get a feel for Alena, but
it seemed her long time companion had other plans.
“We can do that if you want to, but if you have something to discuss we'd
end up running late for something else,” reminded Ghardo. He knew full well
there were lots of things to do in the afternoon.
Nala sighed. “Very well. How much does Anela know about the recent events
that have taken place? The moon colony incident?”
“I haven't told her anything,” replied Ghardo and gave the young woman
next to her a glance. She looked intrigued.
“Why don't you fill her in,” suggested Nala. “She needs to know it all if she is
to understand what we're going to talk about next.”
Ghardo filled her in on the death of captain Tysgar and what had taken
place on the moon colony, on the betrayal of Helm and how they had escaped
from what looked to be certain death at certain points. By the end of it Alena had
a full picture of what had taken place.
“Why was it necessary for me to hear all this?” she asked, clearly a bit
shocked over what she had been told. It was not easy being ripped from the
blissful ignorance into the real world where things were not as good as it seemed
on the surface.
“I'd like an answer to that as well,” added Ghardo. He looked concerned and
glanced at Alena. It was clear he was worried what knowing all this would do to
her.
Nala leaned back in her chair and the two a stern gaze. “Yesterday, Ialye
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received an message from the governor of the moon colony. It would seem our
friend Helm has finally given out some information and that has led to some more
revelations on the plans of the Blades.”
“Well, what did he reveal?” asked Ghardo impatiently.
“Apparently, there is an agent of the Blades aboard the Horizon,” said Nala in
a voice that carried the full gravity of the situation. “His mission is to sabotage
our mission any way he can.”
“How can that be? We have been so careful in checking everyone's
background,” demanded Ghardo.
“We've focused on the humans and other nonelves,” replied Nala. “We never
really considered the possibility of an elf working with them.”
The declaration hit both her guests like a brick wall. They were stunned and
the disbelief was evident on their faces.
“Why would an elf have anything to do with them?” asked Alena in a weak
voice. “That's like tying a noose around your own neck and handing it to the
executioner.”
Nala shook her head. “There's always the possibility that the information is
false, but we can't really take that chance. We need to investigate this as if it were
real, which it well might be.”
“But who would do something like that?” asked Ghardo.
Nala shrugged her shoulders. “Not everyone is happy about the plan we're
using. There are those who'd rather we didn't waste our resources on something
like this, but rather tried to work out a cure to the air problem and remain within
the Union and this galaxy. There are those who have simply turned evil and have
nothing besides money on their mind. We're not the united force of good that we
once were..if we ever were that.”
“So he could be anyone?” asked Alena. “How are we supposed to find him?”
“We?” asked Ghardo and glanced at the woman. “Who said you'd be involved
in this?”
“I would assume that is why Nala asked me to be here. She wants me to help
find the agent,” replied Alena in a calm voice.
“That's is correct,” said Nala.
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“That's dangerous!” protested Ghardo. “I can't allow her to risk her life on
something like this. There are others who could do the work.”
“I want to do it,” said Alena in a stern voice. She reached out and put her
hand over Ghardo's. “If I can be of any help in this, I want to do it, no matter the
risk. We can't allow this single person to ruin a project that has been in the
works for such a long time.”
It was clear the big man wanted to protest, wanted to counter her points and
have her drop out, but the words never came to his lips as he saw the
determination on the face of the woman he loved. He sighed. “Fine, but I don't
want you involved in anything too dangerous.”
“I'm not completely helpless, you know,” reminded Alena.
“What do you mean?” asked Nala. She was curious about the woman and if
she had something she could use to defend herself with all the better.
“I know a bit of magic,” replied the young woman with a certain amount of
pride. “My mother serves onboard one of the High Councils' vessels, maintaining
the runes. She says I have the talent for it so she has taught me how to defend
myself.”
“Very prudent of her,” commended Nala with a small smile. It was rare these
days to find someone who knew magic when it was not their main profession.
Many chose to rely solely on technology for their own protection.
“Magic won't keep you safe from everything,” reminded Ghardo with concern
in his voice. He did not want Alena to get too confident about her ability to protect
herself. Magic would not protect her from getting shot in the back nor from
having her throat slit while sleeping.
“I have you to look after me,” reminded Alena and squeezed his hand.
“I can't do that for every hour of the day,” reminded Ghardo. “I'd feel much
better if you had someone with you at all times.”
“She can't do much investigating if there's always someone hovering around
her,” Nala pointed out. “There shouldn't be much danger in what I have planned
for her, at least not initially.”
“What do you have planned?” asked Ghardo with no small degree of worry.
“We know nothing of this agent; how he looks, his name, his full intentions;
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all a mystery,” started Nala. “So the first thing we need to do is try and find this
guy and figure out what he might try and do to sabotage our mission. For that we
need Alena. She's not part of the leadership of this expedition nor a well known
figure. She can mingle, get to know those onboard and point out anyone who's
suspicious.”
“That doesn't sound too dangerous,” said Alena with a certain degree of
relief. Despite her words, she had been a bit worried about getting involved in
something that might put her life at risk.
“Ghardo, I want you to try and figure out the weak spots he might try and
use for sabotage,” instructed Nala. The big man was more suited for trying to find
the weak spots anyone might try to utilize than for socializing with people. He
wasn't exactly a people person, but when it came to going through technical stuff
and blueprints he was as good as anyone.
“I still don't like her being involved in this,” said the big man and glanced at
the woman sitting next to him. The worry was evident on his face and Nala could
not help but feel a slight sting of jealousy. It had been a long time since she had
had someone who felt so strongly about her in the romantic sense. Still, the
feeling passed by quickly and was replaced with happiness for her long time
friend and the fact that he had found such a woman to be a part of his life.
“Stop worrying,” said Alena. “I'll be careful and if there's any sign of trouble
I'll tell you and Nala.”
Ghardo still did not look completely satisfied, but he let the matter rest. He
knew the young woman well enough to see that she had her mind set on helping
and trying to persuade her to do otherwise would be something few would be able
to accomplish. He was wise enough to know he was not one of those people.
“I'd like you to start with this as soon as possible,” said Nala. “Don't be hasty
though, take your time and make sure you're not missing anything. I doubt the
agent will act until we are out of Union space with everyone onboard.”
“That would make sense,” admitted Ghardo. “There's no point acting before
you can do the most damage.”
“I have tours of the vessel for the next few days,” said Alena. “They're
probably a good place to start getting to know people and seeing what they're all
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about.”
Nala nodded. “That's a good place to start, but you'll need to expand your
investigation to a wider area as things progress.”
“It'll be a lot of talking,” said the young elf with a hint of dismay in her voice.
Of course, alone she would not be able to find out everything about everyone one
the vessel, but she didn't need to. The agent was likely a member of the crew so
she could focus on them. The sensitive areas of the vessel were off limits to those
who were mere passengers so it was unlikely the Blades would waste their time
on just getting someone like that onboard.
“We might have to make you an official crew member so you can move about
more freely,” pondered Nala. “It should make the rest of the crewmen trust you a
bit more as well.”
“She is a flight controller,” reminded Ghardo. “Getting her to work as
someone’s backup shouldn't be too hard.”
Nala nodded. “Ialye and Saon can arrange it.”
“Have you told the captain about this yet?” asked Ghardo. It was certainly
something he needed to know so he could keep his eyes open for anything
unusual along with the rest of those who were in the inner circle of those running
the expedition.
“Ialye should have taken care of it by now,” replied Nala.
“Good. He's in a position to make some important observations.”
“Needless to say, none of what we've discussed here should be talked about
outside this room,” said Nala and gave both of her guests a stern look. “If the
agent finds out that we know about him we might spook him into hiding and
never find out who he is. We can not allow such a person to reach our destination
unhindered. There's no telling what he could do.”
Both Ghardo and Adela nodded in agreement. Nala was pleased to note the
determination on both their faces. If the agent could be found, she was certain
these two would be able to do it.
“Well, that's about all I had to talk to you about,” said Nala with a warm
smile. “Are you up for some lunch?”
The young couple gladly accepted her offer and they spent a warm moment
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in crew mess talking about less grave things.







“That is grave news indeed,” admitted Saon as Ialye had completed her
explanation of the message she had received. They were sitting in the captains
office where privacy was a certainty. There was plenty of space there with several
chairs situated around a small conference desk along with the captains desk,
chair and a few more for guests to sit on.
“Nala will put people on it to try and find out who he is, but you should keep
your eyes open as well,” instructed Ialye from her seat. She was wearing the same
sort of uniform that she had been using ever since the Horizon had departed from
the space yard.
“What do you think he will try to do?” pondered Saon. He had some ideas,
but wanted to hear what the young elf would say before making his opinion
known.
Ialye shrugged her shoulders. “Any number of things. Setting up an
explosive device in the right spot, contaminating the air onboard..there are so
many ways he could do harm to us.”
“Some are more likely than others,” Saon pointed out. “Contaminating the
air would be very difficult with all the systems we have at our disposal.
Something like that would be detected almost instantly and easily fixed.”
“What do you think he'll do then?” asked Ialye.
“The way I see it there are a few things he is likely to try,” started the captain
and crossed his fingers. “He could go after the biodomes. They're very easy to
launch into space. Add in some more mischief and he could kill off every Elf Tree
with little effort.”
Ialye had grown pale upon hearing what the man was suggesting. Such a
loss would have been the same as sticking a knife through the heart of the elven
race. She had serious doubts whether they'd survive something like that. “That
can not be allowed to happen,” he said, her voice furious. “What ever it takes,
that is to be prevented.”
Saon was taken back by her furious reaction. If the mere idea had upset her
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so, how would she react if the agent actually did as he had suggested? He hoped
he'd never get to find out. “I can increase the guard rounds on those parts of the
vessel, but that will raise suspicions,” he said in a consolatory voice.
“Can't you do it discreetly?” asked Ialye. “Slowly put in a patrol or tow more.”
“It'll take time,” replied Saon.
“Better that than immediately giving away that we know there's an agent on
board,” Ialye pointed out.
Saon nodded. Given her reaction, it was clear the trees needed extra
protection. “I will see to it.”
Ialye sighed and leaned back in her chair. The dismay she was feeling
reflected openly in her expression. “A single agent, even a hint of one being on
board, and we have already so many additional problems. Even if he doesn't
actually do anything they've caused us plenty of worry and trouble.”
“We can only hope Nala can uncover him quickly,” said Saon, hoping it
would bring the wind back into the young elf's sails. She looked like she had lost
a lot of the energy that usually bubbled out in her presence.
“I'm sure she'll do her best,” said Ialye, not sounding overly confident, and
how could she? They had very little to go on. The agent seemed to hold all the
cards.
The two spent a few more moments talking to each other about the situation
before parting ways. Despite the situation, they still had their usual duties to
tend to.
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Chapter 9

T

he problems they had encountered with the equipment took a full
day longer to fix than they had anticipated, but on a journey as
long as theirs an extra day was not that big a deal, especially

considering that rushing could have meant the loss of many lives, or in the worst
case, even an entire civilization.
It also gave time for the full escort to arrive and take form around the
Horizon. On top of the Tibiniah and Nidori, three more vessels joined in to provide
protection for the journey. There was the sister craft of the Tibiniah, Devor, that
was of similar design and capabilities. Then there was the Judiciator, the largest
of the military vessels doing escort duty. It was provided by The Union and its
original design had aimed it at taking on the biggest vessels the Fireborn had
used during the war. It could stand on its own against almost anything thrown at
it and marked a huge investment from The Union into seeing the project succeed.
And lastly there was the Berena, the smallest of all the vessels, but what it
lacked in muscle it made up in speed. It was to be the forwards scout for the
entire fleet and give warning if there was anything suspicious at their next jump
point.
The Tibiniah and Devor would remain with the Horizon at all times, while the
Judiciator and Nidori would jump ahead and assist the scout if the need arose. It
was a simple plan, but sufficient to satisfy the security needs for the journey.
Because the Horizon took such a long time to recharge its engines, the smaller
vessels around it had more room to move since most of them could jump twice
during the time the large vessel needed for a single jump.
For Alena the extra day went by taking part in the tours that showed off the
Horizon and its operations. She got to know many of her systems and where they
were located as well as some details of the security practices used at various
stations. All of it was information the agent she was looking for would find useful
and she could only hope he was not on one of the tours – or one of those giving
them.
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What she came to realize was that they were really dealing with a vessel the
size of a small city and that there were just as many places to hide and sabotage
as there were in a real one. There were thousands of crew members and once all
the passengers came on board there would be literally tens of thousands of
civilians onboard.
But she did not let that knowledge daunt her in her mission. She made
friendly conversation with the people on her tours and even managed to agree to
meet some later. It was slow, but with every person she met the circle widened
and led more people to her. Still, there was no sign of anyone suspicious.
Her investigation was somewhat disrupted by the jump from Balaria towards
their next destination. The tours were suspended as members of the crew focused
on ensuring everything went smoothly and there were no problems. On the
positive side, it meant she got to spend a bit more time with Ghardo once more.
While the big man had his duties, he was not actually a member of the crew
that operated the vessel. He was more an outside consultant and when the crew
got busy, he and Nala had little to do but stay out of the way, which meant the
man was free to spend time with her. Albeit he wanted to spend the free time
analysing where the agent might strike, Alena managed to convince him
otherwise. So when the Horizon made its jump the two were enjoying a home
made meal in her quarters. They had no windows to look through so they barely
noticed it, save for the little nudge as the vessel entered the portal and exited it.
“Have you found out anything yet?” asked Ghardo as he sat on a stool by the
kitchen counter and enjoyed the crisp salad with greens and pieces of creamy
cheese.
Alena was seated next to him on a similar stool. “It's a bit too soon for that.
I've barely gotten to mingle with the crew.”
“Nala said she'd arranged matters with the captain so that you will be made
a member of the crew. It should be done tomorrow.”
“That's good. It should get me closer to some more people,” said Alena and
took a fork full of green leaves from the plate and began chewing on them. It was
an simple and light meal, but the dressing she had made for it gave it that extra
something that made it tasty none the less. It seemed to satisfy even the big man
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next to her.
“How about you? Have you figured out anything?” she asked as the man fell
into silence. It was just how he was. There were times when it was difficult to get
more than a few words out of him, yet sometimes he could talk for a long time.
“The captain threw up the idea that the agent might try to go for the
biodomes. Eject them into space and blow them up or something along those
lines to destroy all the Elf Trees.”
The fork fell out of Alena's hand and hit the plate with a loud ring. “That's
horrible! That can't happen!”
“We're taking measures already to ensure it doesn't,” replied the man and
gave Alena an encouraging smile. “We know how much the trees mean to us all. It
would break the heart of the entire race if something were to happen to them.
We're not going to let something like that happen.”
“You'd better not,” said the woman firmly and picked up the fork once more.
Still, the thought had thoroughly shaken her and she could not shake the
horrifying though of losing those trees.
At the same time, it gave her more determination to carry out her own tasks.







“Is the Berena ready to jump?” asked Saon and glanced

at the

communications officer.
“She reports all ready, sir,” came the reply.
“Good. Wish them a safe journey.”
“Yes, sir,” came the acknowledgement.
Saon leaned in on the holographic table and watched as one of the dots on it
disappeared. The forward scout had taken its place and would report of anything
suspicious at their next exit point. The Berena was a capable vessel and due to
its configuration could store enough energy to conduct two jumps back to back.
That was the only purpose it had been built for and even though it would not fare
in battle as well as other vessels, the scouting it could provide was enormously
beneficial and vessels like it had played an important role during the war with the
Fireborn.
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“How many more jumps until we reach Ageal? Eight?” asked Nala from next
to the captain. Her green uniform meshed well with the hint of green in her hair,
though the swords that were fastened around her waist were as out of place as
always. Saon had meant to ask about them for a while now, but the opportunity
had never presented itself.
“Nine,” replied Saon. “From there it will be another ten jumps to the Grendl
Tradepost.”
“Sometimes you forget how huge the galaxy is,” said Nala and observed the
holographic image in front of her. There was not much to see on it besides the
dots reflecting the remaining fleet.
“It's an easy thing to do when you can move fast,” agreed Saon. “When you
have to go slow you start to appreciate it.”
“And you start to understand why the Horizon is not travelling out of the
galaxy itself,” added Nala. “Even if we took a straight path to the nearest
neighbouring galaxy, it would be hundreds of years of travel at the pace we're
going.”
“Hard to build a vessel that would last through a journey like that,” agreed
Saon. The military tended to service their vessels every three years, sometimes
even more frequently depending on use. Most of the time it involved things you
simply could not do while flying through the emptiness of space; you needed to be
at a space yard and have the vessel completely empty, save for the repair crews.
“Maybe it can be done some day, but now it was a stretch to get even this
built,” mused Nala. “It was pure luck the solar system we found looks to be flung
out of the galaxy and towards another. I wouldn't believe it if it hadn't been for
tens of scientists assuring me that to be the case.”
“Perhaps thousands of years from now, we will come after you to reunite
with the elven kind,” said Saon.
Nala smiled. “Perhaps.” She did not sound overly certain about that.
“Or perhaps it's best to leave you be?” asked Saon with a small smile.
“Given what has happened, perhaps,” agreed Nala. She could easily see such
an event going bad for the elves.
“What ever the case, I hope it all works out for you people,” said Saon. “I
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won't be there to see it, but I've done my best on my part.”
Nala gave the man a sincere smile. “Thank you. It's rare these days to hear
someone say such words.”
“You've been dealing with Yeres too much,” said Saon with a small laugh. It
was infectious and Nala found herself laughing as well. It made her feel better
about everything going on. She knew the captain would be there, doing his best
to see everything through successfully. It was comforting to know not everything
rested on her shoulders.
But her happy mood was interrupted by the arrival of Yeres.
“Nala!” the old man shouted loudly as he hobbled down the stairs towards
the centre of the room.
Oh goddess. I've served you well, haven't I? I haven't asked for much, have I?
Please, hear my wish and take this man's voice away from him. Turn him into a
turtle or something slow and easy to catch and set him free amidst that creatures
natural enemies.
The laugh that echoed in her mind made her shoulders slump. She knew
Loriel was, in general, on the side of good, but she had a cruel streak to her as
well. It seemed Yeres was one of those cruel things she liked to keep around to
test people with.
Not to be misunderstood, she still loved the goddess with all her heart. It was
just that over the years she had learned to see through the glitter and white wash
her followers had perpetuated over the years. It was true for most gods people
considered good. None of them was truly as good as their followers made them
out to be. There was cruelty to be found among them and tests that were as
unfair as anything in the world.
Still, they were not evil in the way the dark gods were.
“What can I do for you?” she asked as the old man got close.
“Why has the security been tightened?” the man demanded in a loud voice.
Nala gave Saon a quick glance. They could not allow the old elf to go around
shouting about things in the open.
“Esteemed council member,” said the captain. “I deemed the current security
practices insufficient so I am gradually changing to more appropriate ones.” He
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spoke in a quiet enough voice that few would hear them over the chatter that still
went on in the room as crewmen communicated with each other.
“Why was I not notified?” demanded Yeres. “I had to find out the hard way as
I saw more security guards walking around.”
“I did not realize you were so interested in the daytoday affairs of the
vessel,” said Saon with an apologetic smile. “I will make certain to send you a
report in the future if I make any changes.”
“Be sure that you do,” huffed the old elf and turned his attention to Nala.
“And you! Why did you not tell me? Is there something going on that you're trying
to hide from me?”
“I have no obligation to report anything to you,” said Nala coldly. She was
not about to let the man trample all over her.
“You forget who I am!” shouted the man.
“And you forget what I am!” replied Nala in an equally loud voice. They were
starting to gather some looks from the crewmen in the room.
Saon watched with no small amount of concern as the two continued to
exchange words in the sort of manner you'd expect two drunken sailors who had
a beef with each other to do. The language use quickly devolved to the same level
as well and the name calling turned into something resembling an art.
He could not help but notice that the air around Nala was starting to turn
somewhat wavy and he could feel the hairs on his arms standing up. Not knowing
any better, he reached out and put a hand on her shoulder to calm her down for
even he could see the woman was headed down a path that could put the entire
vessel at risk. As a reward, he got an electric shock that made him wonder
whether the tip of his finger was singed. Still, he did not pull his hand back, but
rather forced to put in on Nala's shoulder as he had intended.
“What?” demanded Nala angrily.
“I think the both of you need to calm down,” said Saon in a calm voice. “But
especially you. I don't want you going berserk and destroying this entire vessel.”
It was then that Yeres realized what was happening as well and took a quick
step backwards.
Nala gave the captain an apologetic look and took a moment to close her
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eyes and take in some deep breaths. “I'm sorry,” she finally said as she opened
her eyes. The air around her had returned to normal. “When I get angry things
can still go out of control..even after all these years.”
Satisfied that the woman had calmed down, the captain gave Yeres a stern
look. “I think it's better if you leave now.”
“Are you throwing me out?” the old elf asked in disbelief.
“Why yes, I believe I am,” said Saon in a calm voice and with a nod of his
head two security guards appeared on either side of the old man.
“This won't be the last of this!” said Yeres and turned around and hobbled
away with as much dignity as he could muster.
Saon let out a sigh of relief as the door closed behind the elf. He lifted his
hand from Nala's shoulder and examined the finger that had gotten the jolt.
There was a clear red mark on it.
“I'm sorry,” said Nala with a guilty look as she realized the man had gotten
hurt from touching her.
“A small price to pay for stopping what was going on,” said Saon with a small
smile, though deep down he was worried. If a simple argument could get the
woman next to him that riled up, what would she be like when truly furious and
determined to hurt someone? Would the Horizon even survive something like
that?
“You should try and remember where you are,” the captain said. “I'm not all
together certain this vessel is strong enough to contain your anger.”
Nala actually looked ashamed of herself.
Saon gave a pat on her shoulder. “Though I must commend you on your
vocabulary. Rarely have I heard such insults flung at someone.”
Nala gave him a faint smile. “Live as long as I have and you tend to pick up a
few things here and there.”
Their attention was drawn by a loud beep from the holographic table behind
them. Both turned to examine what had caused it, but they soon determined it
was nothing more than an allclear signal from the Berena.
“Start jump preparations,” ordered Saon. The communications officer
quickly read out the announcement to the entire vessel.
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“We really need to do something about Yeres,” said Nala as the preparations
went on. Outbursts like the one before were a great way for something to slip out
that would tip off the agent that something was going on.
“Wasn't Ialye supposed to handle him?” asked Saon.
“She was, but she's not a miracle worker,” said Nala. She doubted anyone
could really manage the old man well enough to keep him from sticking his nose
to where it didn't belong.
“I could order him locked to his quarters and put him under guard,” offered
Saon.
“As tempting as that sounds, I doubt it would work,” replied Nala with a
small smile. “I'll talk with the others. Maybe we can come up with something.”
As the preparations for the jump went on the room got busier and busier.
There were many things that needed to be done on a vessel the size of Horizon
before jumping. The potential for disaster was enormous and every time the
maintenance crew had to check all the energy gathering devices for possible
defects or cracks that could appear from heavy use.
It would be a bad ending for everyone if one of the devices malfunctioned
and blew up. The gathered energies would be enough to rip the vessel to pieces
along with its escorts.
“Everything's ready, sir,” came the report from the navigations officer. Every
sections reported to him whether they had completed their preparations and only
then would he notify the captain that everything was ready.
“Tell our escort that we're jumping,” instructed Saon the communications
officer. He watched as the Nidori and Judiciator disappeared from the holographic
display as they jumped on ahead to ensure they would have their weapons at the
ready and be in the right position to intercept any threats that might appear
despite the forward scouting.
“Jump!” ordered Saon and the crew did as they were told. The slight jolt and
the video feed of the swirling blue that appeared on one of the monitors was all
that told them they had entered the opened portal. It lasted only a moment and
with another jolt they were once more in normal space. The holographic display
quickly assembled the information from the sensors and built an image of their
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surroundings. Apart from their escort vessels that all appeared to be where they
were supposed to be, there was nothing but a loose asteroid at the very edge of
their sensor range.
“Empty as usual,” said Saon with no small amount of relief. They were in the
middle of an busy trade route, but most vessel could jump farther than they
could so it was only every three jumps or so that they risked stumbling upon a
commercial transport or other vessels that might pose a threat.
This was their first jump following the one that had taken them from Balaria
to open space so the next one would land them in an area where other vessels
might appear.
“And another day of waiting,” said Nala next to him. She was not a fan of it,
but at least it meant a bit of time to herself. There was no need for her to be in
the command room on the days they were not jumping.
She'd have time to sort some things out.







Ghardo sighed and put down the blueprints. For the past few days he had
spent most of his time going through everything about the Horizon – from
blueprints to actually going on location and assessing the threats posed to that
particular area.
Apart from the vulnerability of the biodomes that the captain had pointed
out he had not discovered anything that would pose a major risk or demand
significant change to ensure there was little chance for sabotage.
All in all his search for what the agent might do was not going that well. A
few small holes had been plugged, but he was certain something was being
missed and it was driving him crazy not being able to figure it out.
The big man let out a sigh of frustration and stood up. The small office he
had been given was comfortable enough, but he felt like he needed to take a walk
to clear his mind. Focusing too hard on something only served to sink you deeper
into the throes of frustration.
He made certain the door locked behind him as he left the room. There were
papers there that, if they fell into the wrong hands, could cause some problems.
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He was a bit nervous having them as paper copies, but that was the only way he
had access to them as of right now.
He walked down the corridor, past the many other small offices that were
there. He noted that Nala was not in hers and neither was Ialye, which was most
unusual for a day when there would be no jump. What the two women were up
to, he had no idea. There was nothing official scheduled for today so checking
their calendars offered little information.
He ventured out of the administrative section of the vessel and took a
transport capsule to the commercial section. With the passengers they had taken
onboard from the station orbiting Balaria there was already some buzz going on
there. There were people with nothing but free time and many were willing to
spend that sitting at an café under a fake sky, drinking coffee and chatting with
others in a similar position.
Ghardo took a moment to just stand there and watch as people went on with
their business. It looked no different from a normal city centre with people
carrying shopping bags and sitting by the small tables the various cafés and
restaurants had put onto the walkway.
Of course, there were limits to what one could do or buy, but in general
there was enough to go around for everyone.
The big man walked a stretch before taking a seat at a table. A waitress
quickly appeared to take his order of plain coffee and allowed him to lean back
and take in the sights and let his mind wander. What eventually caught his
attention was the conversation two women were having at the table behind him.
“Did you hear about the new flight controller, Arisyn?” asked the other
woman.
“What's there to hear?” asked her companion.
“She's not exactly a nobody,” said the other woman in the sort of voice one
might expect to be used in a meeting between a bunch of rebels about to storm
the kings bed chambers.
“What do you mean, Tiana?” asked Arisyn, sounding eager to hear more of
what her friend had to reveal.
“She's dating someone very important,” confided Tiana like only two women
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gossiping could.
“Who?” demanded Arisyn.
“Ghardo Temera,” replied Tiana in a hushed tone that Ghardo barely made
out. He couldn't help but smile a bit at hearing that he was part of the gossip.
“Temera? Is he related to the Guardian Spirit?” asked Arisyn with a degree of
respect in her voice. It seemed the family name was still well regarded among the
masses.
“He's her greatgreatgreatgrandson or something along those lines,”
explained Tiana. “You know how difficult it can be to say for certain with someone
like her.”
“Are you saying she got the job just because of her relationship?” asked
Arisyn.
“Goodness no,” replied Tiana with an surprised voice. “She's perfectly
qualified for the job and a welcome addition.”
“Then why did you bring her up?” asked the other woman, sounding
annoyed.
“Her dating a Temera is not special enough?” asked Tiana, sounding a bit
offended by the lack of enthusiasm her friend was showing towards the
revelation.
“Did she tell you anything about him?” asked her friend.
“She's been with us for a day. I haven't had time to get her to talk that much
yet,” confessed Tiana. By the sound of her voice though she'd make sure to try
her best to get as much out of her new coworker as possible.
“Your coffee,” said the waitress as she put down a cup on the table, forcing
Ghardo to take his attention away from the conversation happening behind him.
He was glad to hear that Alena had been making some progress in making friends
though he had to question the wisdom of making their relationship publicly
known. It would scare away the agent from making contact with her.
“Thanks,” said the big man and paid the waitress. He took a sip of the hot
liquid and tuned in to the conversation again.
“..he's such a creep!” complained Arisyn. Apparently the conversation had
shifted to another topic.
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“What did he do now?” asked her friend.
“I caught him staring at my breasts like some school boy. I'm sure he was
drooling!”
There were sounds of disgust from both women before Arisyn continued. “I
don't mind men taking a gander now and then, but he just openly stares in a
creepy sort of manner.”
“Have you reported him to the supervisor?” asked her friend with concern in
her voice. Ghardo could understand the worry and disgust. It was never good to
work in an environment like that.
“Several times, but they don't seem to care,” said Arisyn, sounding
frustrated. “They want proof and I seem to be the only one who cares enough to
report it.”
“Isn't he pretty new to the crew?” asked Tiana.
“He joined from the station orbiting Balaria,” replied her friend. “I'm not sure
how he got to be a part of the crew. He never seems to do anything but wander
around avoiding his duties.”
“And the superiors still won't do anything about him?” her friend wondered.
Ghardo had listened in on enough at that point and leaned forward to finish
his coffee. At least he had gotten a tip which he could pass on to Alena for further
investigation. At the very least it seemed there was a crew member that needed a
lesson taught to him.
He stood up, leaving the two women to continue their gossiping.
The walk had not offered a solution to his frustrations, but at least it had not
been a complete waste. He spent the rest of the day wandering around the vessel,
hoping to come up with something, but in the end he had to return to Alena's
quarters with empty hands.
He shared the conversation he had heard with her as the two ate supper and
Alena promised to try and find out who they had been talking about.
And that was how the days started to pass by.
The days the Horizon jumped were filled with official business while the days
spent recharging the engines offered much more freedom to everyone onboard.
The comfortable rhythm of it all soon settled over the entire crew and the fact
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they encountered no problems even when their jumps sent them to places where
other vessels stopped to recharge their engines as well, made it all seem almost
effortless. What finally broke the rhythm was their arrival to the Ageal system.
It was a system with an planet much like Balaria, though it had three small
moons instead of a single large one. It had been void of intelligent life until the
colonists had arrived and there was now a thriving community that mixed in all
the races of The Union. Mostly the planet was known for its white sand beaches
and warm climate around the equator, though some argued the cold mountains
of the north were a more worthy spot for a bit of relaxation. What ever the case,
both brought in streams of tourists that fed the local economy.
As it was a hub for many other worlds trade and tourism, a significant
amount of new passengers boarded the Horizon from there. Suddenly the
corridors in the commercial section started to seem crowded and waiting for a
transport capsule could take you minutes instead of being almost instantaneous.
It looked like the design would hold up fairly well to the amount of people on
board even after their final stop from where they would take in the last of those
coming along in the first phase.
Perhaps more importantly, four High Council members were among those
coming aboard, which left only five missing from the full composition. They would
board at the Grendl Tradepost after which it would be time to hold a meeting to
reach some final decisions.
The Horizon spent two days in orbit, stocking up in supplies and waiting for
the passengers to finish boarding, before departing onwards. During that time the
escort vessels formed a strict zone around the massive craft to prevent any
unwanted vessels from approaching. It was more than a few times that some
transport ventured too close and had to be warned off by stern words, but luckily
none dared to argue against the military vessels and the transports usually
corrected their course so they'd pass a safe distance away.
That always roused a sigh of relief from the entire fleet as they were prepared
to use deadly force to enforce the safety zone.
For Nala those moments were always stressful. While the decision rested on
captain Saon's shoulders, she could not help but feel a degree of responsibility
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over the entire affair and every time a vessel ventured too close unannounced she
hurried to the command room so she could be there to offer her opinion – or
witness the situation turn into a disaster.
Her only consolation was that Yeres had gotten too busy to bother her. Two
of his supporters from the High Council had come aboard and they had been
meeting nonstop. Nala had no doubt they were scheming something that would
end up bringing her grief, but for the moment she was happy to be left alone to
worry about what was going on around the fleet.
For Alena the days were busy as well. Having been made a member of the
crew she was one of those people responsible for directing the traffic going to and
from the Horizon. There was an almost constant stream of transports coming in
and leaving, making the need for traffic control quite significant. It also meant
she didn't really have time to pursue further the information Ghardo had given
her. During the flight she had managed to find out the name of the man and in
which section he worked, but getting closer to him had been put on hold by the
busy schedule she was now under.
She knew she'd be able to return to it as soon as they jumped away from the
planet, but at the same time she was slightly bitter that some of the crew got to
make a visit on the planet, but she did not. Spending a day on the beach with
Ghardo would have been something she'd like to have had a memory of.
Ghardo on the other hand had plenty of time to focus on finding targets the
agent could strike and he made considerable progress in that. By the time the
Horizon was ready to jump away, he had several targets that needed a closer look
at to plug any vulnerabilities in them.
When the Horizon finally did jump, some were relieved for the lessened work
load while others liked the fact they now had something to do once more.
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Chapter 10
(Jump 13 After Departure)

A

lena could not help but feel disturbed under the gaze of the man.
His eyes seemed to have trouble looking at her face and rather
wondered around the rest of her body as if seeking to caress every

curve of it. Ghardo had relayed the entire conversation to her, but it had not done
full justice on how unnerving the man could be.
He was part of the maintenance crew that was responsible for ensuring
everything on the vessel remained in good order and operational. Mainly they
focused on keeping the lights running in the corridor, the toilets from clogging up
and other basic things like that. The more complex systems were maintained by
the people running them, but at the same time his position granted him access to
almost everywhere on the Horizon.
That was always the problem with letting someone else do the cleaning and
maintenance. You ended up having to trust them with the key to almost all of
your facilities.
Right at that moment the man was busy fixing the toilet that was situated
near the work area where Alena spent most of her days. She had actually broken
the thing on purpose and used some of the connections she had made to ensure
the man had been assigned to do the repairs. It was the only way she could think
of getting some initial contact with him.
He was an elf, though Alena had to admit there was something off about him
besides his personality. Everything about him just seemed too generic. His ears,
the structure of his face, the way he talked and acted – all of it seemed like it had
been stitched together from tens of different sources to produced what was, quite
possibly, the most unforgettable looking man. The only thing that drew attention
to him was his sleazy glances at women.
“Do you think it will be long to fix it?” asked Alena, speaking elven.
“Just a few minutes,” replied the man and once again glanced up at Alena
and her bust. He licked his lips. The way he pronounced some of the words made
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his elven sound almost overly groomed and raised suspicions whether he had
some sort of speech disorder or whether he was trying to hide a foreign accent
and took extra care to pronounce everything as correctly as possible.
What ever the case, the man was suspicious enough to warrant further
attention.
“First time I'm seeing you here. Are you new?” the man asked as he grabbed
a tool and began to wrestle with the toilet. He had to lay down flat on the floor to
reach the place he was going for.
“I just started a few days ago,” replied Alena.
“Oh..what do you do?”
“I'm a flight controller.”
“Ahh..so you're the one who keeps all those vessels from colliding to each
other,” said the man as a loud pop emanated from the toilet seat. Whether that
was a good sign or not, Alena could not say.
“I suppose so,” she replied evasively. She did not want to give the man any
reason to think she was being kind to him or giving any hints for something more
than casual conversation.
“Isn't that sort of work a bit stressing?” asked the man.
“I suppose it can be,” replied Alena, suspicious as to where the man was
taking the conversation.
“I bet you have your ways of relaxing,” said the man and peaked from behind
the toilet seat to give Alena a sleazy wink.
“My boyfriend and I find ways,” she replied coldly and put a lot of emphasis
on the boyfriend word. The expression on the man was enough to tell her the
message had been received and the rest of the repairs went on in silence.
“There, it should be as good as new,” said the man after pouring in some
more liquid into the toilet bowl. It was an elven vessel after all so the toilets were
of the same sort of design that had been used in Elf Trees since they were first
introduced.
There was a liquid in the bowl that smelled like a forest after a brief summer
rain and it absorbed the waste put into it and converted it into energy that the
vessel could use to charge up its jump engines.
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“Thank you,” said Alena as the man gathered up his tools.
“Feel free to call me any time,” said the man and handed Alena a card with
his private number. “In case your boyfriend runs out of ideas.”
The man walked away before she could bring herself to answer.







Why do you let him bother you so much?
Nala considered the question her mother asked as she laid on the floor of her
old room. She had come to her parents Elf Tree for some much needed time
alone.
“You know what he did,” she replied, not wanting to discuss the case of
Yeres any further.
It was so long ago.
“Some things can't be forgotten nor forgiven,” she said firmly. It was not
something she wanted to discuss even with her parents spirits, though it did
make her wish she was still only thirty and living together with her parents. It
had been such a simple time and having so little to burden her had given her
great freedom in what she could do every day.
Perhaps even more than that she longed for some real sunlight. The artificial
lights could do only so much and were no replacement for the real thing. Knowing
that they were days away from the nearest sun made her feel slightly depressed
and worried at the same time. By the end of it her powers would not be what they
were supposed to be and that might pose a problem should the need arise to rely
on them.
Make preparations for it.
This time it was the voice of her father. He had always been prudent and
prone to planning ahead. She could not really argue against it. There were simple
things she could do to ensure she'd be almost as safe as if she were full strength.
Technology offered various solutions that were discreet yet powerful.
Nala decided she'd need to have a talk with the arms officer of the Horizon.
He'd be able to give her what she needed.
With a sigh, she sat up on the floor and stretched her arms. There was a
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loud pop from one of her shoulders that made her wince.
“Maybe age is finally starting to catch up with me,” she said quietly to the
empty room. Her bed, table, and other belongings had long been carried out. Still,
the room never failed to bring back memories of cold winter nights between the
blankets nor the warm summer nights spent looking out the window. If she
closed her eyes, she could actually smell the food her mother often cooked
creeping up from the kitchen, so strong were the memories for her.
With a longing sigh she pushed herself up from the floor and started towards
the door. She had thought there would not be time to linger in her old home, but
it had been a pleasant surprise to find the time for it. Her duties, it seemed, were
rather diminished during the journey and only shot up when a planet appeared
and new passengers came aboard, though she expected that to change once the
full High Council was onboard.
She feared there would be no end to the meetings and debates.
Nala made her way downstairs to the room where the fateful events that had
changed her life forever had taken place. Strangely enough she found that the
bad memories were largely absent as they were simply overwhelmed by the warm
memories of her parents and the visit by Skander and all the other events that
had taken place there.
It had not always been like that and in the beginning she had even avoided
staying there, making up excuses to travel the world if there weren't any
emergencies that would have given her reason to be away.
Now, she regretted having spent so much time away from there. A sigh
escaped her lips as she made her way to the door and stepped outside to the
biodome.
A flock of small children ran past her, laughing and shouting at each other
as they chased an holographic creature of some sort – it passed by too quickly for
Nala to get an accurate view of it. The energy the children were showing was
something Nala had missed and she could feel the tree emanating its silent
approval at the lively environment it had been brought to. For far too long it had
sat alone in the forest, only visited by woodland creatures and the birds nesting
in its branches.
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Elven children were something all together different and they had a habit of
changing the atmosphere where ever they went.
There were of course adult elves there as well. Nala could see watchful eyes
following the children where ever they went, be it their own parents or simply
neighbours looking on. Not that there was much danger running around the
biodome, but it was a force of habit for every elf who had ever had children.
All in all, as she looked around, she got the feeling that she might as well
have been walking though the edge of the capital of the elven kingdom of old.
There were shops open and people walking along with their purchases in small
bags. The craftsmen had stocked up on their supplies before their trees had been
transferred so they had plenty to work with to continue producing quality items
to meet the demand of the passengers.
The whole atmosphere was much more to Nala's liking than on the
commercial sector that had also been built. It seemed almost redundant to her,
though she understood that the biodomes just would not be able to handle the
volume of visitors that would go through if there was no separate area for it.
She walked through the group of trees and everywhere she went the elves
bowed to her in respect. She had never asked any of them to do that, but most
did it anyway because of what she was and perhaps more importantly because of
what she had done for all of them.
There was no elf that didn't know who she was.
She smiled at everyone who greeted her and nodded her head in recognition.
The attention used to bother her – and it still did – but she had learned to live
with it. There was no way she could convince everyone to stop doing it, but at
least those who she had closer contact with could be persuaded to drop the
courtesies.
As she walked by, carpenters stopped their work and seamstresses halted
their needles. While the occupations were rare these days, the respect for them
had not dwindled among the elves and they were the few who you could go to to
get something truly hand made with love and precision the machines could not
compete with.
Much to her surprise she spotted an familiar figure walking towards her.
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“Captain Taif. I'm surprised to see you here,” said Nala as the man got close
enough.
The man smiled. “The captains decided to have a face to face meeting.
There's only so much talking to someone via a monitor can do. Meeting in person
is all together more effective at building relations.”
“That doesn't explain what you are doing here,” said Nala, curious to hear
why the man had taken such an detour.
“My family has a tree just like the rest,” replied Taif and looked around
appreciatively. “It has been all together too long since I last visited it.”
“Oh. I didn't know that,” said Nala. She was certain she would have known
about it, though a single tree slipping from her mind wouldn't have been that
unusual, despite her attempts to remember all the families whose trees were on
board.
“So you're not all knowing, despite all the rumours?” a small smile appeared
on the man's face. It had a certain charm to it that appealed to Nala immensely.
“You know better than to listen to rumours,” Nala chided the man while
struggling not so smile.
“But you have to admit that most of the time they're much more entertaining
than official reports,” the captain replied and scratched his chin.
“Perhaps, but it is a bad habit none the less.”
“Then I must bow down to your wisdom and cease listening to such vile
things,” said Taif and made a somewhat mocking bow towards Nala. She burst
out laughing because of it.
“Thank you,” said Nala as she finally regained her ability to speak. “I haven't
had a good laugh in days.”
Taif gave her a somewhat concerned look. “Are you all right?”
“Certain people just keep getting on my nerves,” Nala admitted and the two
started walking towards the exit together. Neither of them paid much attention to
their surroundings any more.
“I know the High Council can be tiresome sometimes, but have they gotten
that bad?” asked Taif.
“Only a few members,” explained Nala. “Mostly a single one I have a history
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with. We always seem to get in a fight no matter what we're discussing and it
doesn't help that he's pretty much of different opinion from me when it comes to
just about anything.”
“It's Yeres, isn't it?” the captain kept his voice as neutral as possible, but
Nala could detect the hint of disdain in his voice. It seemed she was not the only
one who had problems with the man.
She nodded in response.
“Then I can understand your frustrations,” the man said and gave her an
encouraging smile.
“What did you and the other captains talk about?” asked Nala, hoping to
steer the conversation away from Yeres. Just talking about him made her feel
angry.
“This and that,” replied Taif. “We took a look at our route once more and put
our heads together as to what might await us. We talked about how the current
arrangement of jumping was working for everyone and whether there was
something we could be doing better. We had a nice dinner together and we talked
about things that had nothing to do with what we're currently involved in. Shared
some old service stories and things like that. You know how us military people
are.”
Nala gave the man a small smile. She did indeed know the fondness people
in the military had for sharing experiences with others in the same line of
business. “How are things aboard the Tibiniah?”
Taif shrugged his shoulders. “About as you'd expect. They're used to long
trips so the crew is handling well. It helps that many of their loved ones are right
here on the Horizon so they're close by and within instant communication range.”
“That's the hardest part about long trips in space,” admitted Nala. She knew
instances where the lack of communication to their loved ones had driven
crewmen insane. For elves it was especially important on a long journey. Another
problem for the elves was the lack of anything natural aboard a space faring
vessel, though with the Horizon that was not as much a problem.
She remembered the first long range exploration vessel that had had an elf
onboard. At first things had gone along without problems, but after several
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months, the man had began to act strange and in the end he had suffered a
complete breakdown. The other crewmen had had to lock him in his cabin and
turn back to the nearest outpost. From there the elf had been transported back
home and after spending a few years in the forests of his childhood the man had
almost returned to normal.
At the very least, he had no longer tried to kill himself nor the people around
him.
“How did you find captain Saon?” asked Nala to take her mind off from the
unfortunate elf.
“He's competent,” replied Taif. He sounded a bit reserved and Nala expected
him to say more, but the man remained silent.
“I take it you don't approve of him, then?” asked Nala.
“I don't see why we needed to choose a human as the captain,” said Taif
without reservations. It was always nice to meet someone who spoke their mind
clearly.
“Politics has its way of seeping into everything we do,” replied Nala. “As is
the case here.”
“It is the decision of the High Council. They have chosen him so there must
be a good reason for it.” Despite his words, Nala could sense the matter bothered
him. Perhaps he had hoped to be the one to captain the Horizon, in which case
Nala could understand his attitude in the matter. It was never easy getting
overlooked.
“There are reasons and they were enough to persuade me to support the
decision,” said Nala, hoping it would be enough to put the matter to rest with the
man. It was not good carrying around feelings like he no doubt had.
“Then that is good enough for me. I trust your judgement enough for it to
settle any doubts I have,” replied Taif and gave Nala a smile.
The two had talked and walked long enough that they had exited the
biodome and walked through several corridors and ended up at the transport
platform.
“So, where are you headed?” asked Taif. There were no transport capsules at
the station so they had a moment to wait for one to arrive.
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“Back to my quarters,” replied Nala. “This is one of the few days when I don't
have much to do and I intend to enjoy it to the full extent of my abilities. I've got
some really nice Elf wine stored up and some good reading that has nothing to do
with any official business.”
“You're lucky,” said Taif with envy in his voice. “I'm expected to return to the
Tibiniah in a few hours.”
“What do you plan to do until then?” asked Nala.
Taif shrugged his shoulders. “I suppose I'll walk around. There's a lot I
haven't seen.”
Nala struggled with her decision. She had enjoyed talking with Taif and
leaving the man alone did not seem right to her. She pondered about asking him
to her quarters, but dismissed the idea as inappropriate. There would be rumours
– no matter what they did – and that was something she could not afford at the
moment, mostly due to Yeres breathing down her neck about everything. At the
same time she did not want to completely wreck her own plans by going with the
man on his walk around the vessel.
It was a tough decision, but in the end she left Taif on his own and
continued with her day as she had planned. They boarded different transport
capsules after saying their farewells.
Nala could not help but feel she had made the wrong decision as soon as the
capsule departed.







“How are thing onboard the Nidora?” asked Saon from Regor, who was
sitting in the chair in front of him. The dwarf had been given command of the
vessel for the duration of the Horizon mission and as such he had come onboard
with the rest of the captains to discuss matters. All in all it had been a successful
little gathering and had served to strengthen the trust and bonds between all of
them.
They had even come up with a few things that could be done better and that
would improve things even further.
“The crew misses you,” said the dwarf and gave the man in front of him a
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stern look. “The faster we get this mission over with and you can return to your
captains post the better.”
“This isn't going to be a short mission no matter what we do,” replied Saon
with a hint of sadness in his voice. It was clear he wanted to get back to his
normal crew and duties, but at the same time the look of determination on his
face told he was not about to stop half way with his current duties.
“Aye. Of that I am certain as well,” replied Regor and leaned back in his
chair. He stroked his beard for a bit.
“What did you think of the other captains?” asked Saon, curious to hear
what the dwarf though. He had always had a knack for getting a honest
impression of anyone he had the opportunity to meet even for a brief moment.
“That Taif fellow..” started Regor and looked around himself a bit unsure. “I
got a bad feeling about him. He has something stuck between his teeth and it
seems to be directed towards you.”
“Could be he wanted to be the captain of Horizon,” offered Saon. He knew
full well there were many elves that thought he should not be handling the
responsibilities he had been given.
Regor shook his head. “It's something more than that.”
Saon shrugged his shoulders. “He did not seem to let it bother him when we
talked.”
“He's an elf. He can fake his feelings much better than humans can,”
reminded Regor. “Even I could barely notice the small changes in him as he
spoke with you.”
“What about the other captains?” asked Saon, wanting to move on. He did
not consider Taif a problem. If he proved to be one he was certain Nala could
bring him under control quite easily.
“They're what you'd expect,” said Regor dismissively. “Nothing special about
them, just good men and women who have earned their spots and who view you
as suitable for the job, especially after the conversation we had today.” Saon had
impressed even Regor with his few suggestions and the way he managed to bring
all the captains together. He had proven he could be diplomatic when the
situation called for it.
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“That's good to hear.” Saon took a peanut from the small bowl that was on
his desk and munched it down. “With what is going on it's comforting to know the
captains are trustworthy.”
“For the most part,” muttered Regor, not wanting to completely dismiss the
impression he had gotten of Taif. It continued to bother him and he promised
himself that he'd keep an eye on the elf captain as much as he could.
Saon ignored the dwarfs mutters. “What do you think about the elves plan?
Do you think they'll be left alone, as they wish?” He had his own doubts whether
things would go as the elves planned. Securing an entire star system was no
small job and there were lots of things that could allow unwanted guests to get
through even the best of sensor fields.
The dwarf had to take a moment to consider his answer. Saon had filled him
on the full plan as he had heard about it and even then Regor had had a hard
time believing it would succeed. Now that they were on their way his feelings had
not really changed, though this was the first time the captain asked his opinion
about it.
“It's a typical elven plan,” he started tentatively. “They paint an optimistic
image of it like they always tend to do. They assume everything will go as
planned.” The dwarf shook his head. “There are so many things that can still go
wrong that I seriously doubt the plan will end up as they have intended.”
“Still, it's our job to ensure it does, so that puts us in a tough spot, doesn't
it?” Saon grabbed another peanut.
“We can only do our best and pray to the gods,” replied Regor. When the
dwarf said they'd need to pray to the gods, you knew he expected bad things to
happen that he had no control over. Generally he'd prefer saying they'd be able to
handle it since gods were fickle. You could not really rely on them to come and
solve your problems nor to save your life.
“I fear the gods may turn a blind eye to this,” replied Saon, reflecting the
same thoughts as the dwarf had. “Loriel might be the only one interested, but
even that's questionable.”
“Nala is here. I'm certain the goddess will have an ear to her prayers,” said
the dwarf. His voice lacked the confidence that his words should have reflected.
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Saon chuckled. “From what I've heard, she'd rather the goddess was deaf to
her, Her attention isn't exactly the gentle kind for her.”
“What ever the case, a prayer won't hurt us,” said the dwarf grumpily.
Saon just nodded. He had gotten what he wanted from his secondin
command. They talked some more about other matters before Regor had to
depart back to the Nidora and the duties called for the captains attention.







“He's such a sleazy man,” said Alena with deep disapproval in her voice. She
ladled some of the soup she had made to the large bowl in front of Ghardo. The
scent of it was enough to make his mouth water.
“Sure sound like it,” replied the big man. He was not exactly paying full
attention to what she was saying. The soup in front of him with the carrot cubes
and potato wedges and pink sausage bits was much more appealing.
“You should get him fully investigated,” advised Alena as she ladled a last
large ladle full of soup in the bowl. She started filling her own serving. There was
some dark crusted bread and butter on the counter and Ghardo took a moment
to butter a nice, big slice of it for himself.
“Even if he isn't our agent, it certainly sound like he needs a good talking to
from his superior, if not outright dismissal,” agreed Ghardo as he took a bite out
of the bead and took big spoonful of the soup. “This is really good,” he said and
gave the woman a big smile.
“Why thank you, sweetheart,” replied Alena and smiled at the big man as he
continued to spoon the soup with a happy expression on him. Alena thanked her
mother in her mind for teaching her how to cook. Not only was it a good skill to
know just so you could enjoy good food yourself, but the happy expression on the
man she loved was more than enough to convince her that there were few things
that could make him as happy as a meal cooked by her. Besides, she actually
liked cooking quite a bit. It was relaxing after dealing with all sorts of stuff at
work the entire day.
She put the ladle back to the large pot she had used for cooking the soup
and walked around the counter to her seat next to Ghardo. Taking a spoonful of
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the soup, she had to admit it had turned out pretty tasty.
“How are thing going on your end?” she asked and reached out for a piece of
bread.
“I've made some progress,” admitted Ghardo. “There are a few places that
need attention, but nothing too serious nor anything we can't fix discreetly.”
“That's good to hear. I'm afraid I haven't been making much progress besides
that man,” said Alena, feeling a bit down that her efforts had not born more fruit.
Then again, there were an awful lot of people onboard and she had barely
scratched the surface.
“We might get some help once all the members of the High Council are on
board and have had time to consider the situation,” said Ghardo and reached for
another piece of bread. His soup level was getting dangerously low as well.
“I wouldn't count on fast decisions from them,” said Alena.
“True, and with Yeres and his faction throwing in hurdles, it will be even
more difficult to get anything useful decided upon,” agreed Ghardo. He spooned
in the last of his soup and looked at the plate a bit sorrowfully.
“You don't think they'd oppose anything that would prevent harm being done
to the Horizon?” asked Alena as she stood up and rounded the counter so she
could ladle some more soup in the big man's bowl.
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “Who knows what the old man is capable
of?” He smiled as his bowl was filled up.
“I heard he and Nala had quite a row in the command room,” said Alena as
she retuned to her seat. She didn't mind giving Ghardo a bit of service. It made
the man happy and wasn't such a big chore.
“I wish she'd tell me what's chafing their relationship so much,” muttered
the big man as he started to spoon the soup once more.
“She'll tell you when she's ready for it,” said Alena. She could understand a
woman’s need not to tell everything. The past could hide painful things and
sharing them might not do any good for anyone.
“Maybe you should try talking to her,” suggested the big man. “She quite
likes you.”
“Me?” asked Alena, surprised by the suggestion. “You've been with her for
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decades and she won't tell you what it is that took place. What makes you think
she'd tell me, whom she has met scarcely ten times and has no reason to trust?”
“I suppose you're right,” admitted Ghardo, sounding a bit ashamed.
A moment of silence passed before Alena dared to ask, “You said she likes
me?”
The big man nodded. “She said as much the other day. Said I'd landed
myself a lady I should try to hold on to with all my might.”
Alena smiled. “She is right.”
“I know,” said the man and smiled back at her. “You can rest assured I'm
not going to let you go.”
The wry smile of Alena seemed to promise him a reward for the words he had
just spoken. “Finish up your soup,” she said and started to nibble at her piece of
bread while occasionally tenderly glancing at the man next to her.







The corridor was empty. Only the sound of humming machines broke the
silence and the lights were dimmed down, indicating they were in night mode and
would only light up if motion was detected. It was much like any other corridor
on the Horizon, with the sole exception that it led to the waste recycling plant.
A dark figure moved in the shadows, almost as if glued to the wall. The lights
did not turn on despite him moving through the sensors that should have
triggered them.
The figure made its way to the door leading inside the plant. It was where
everything aboard the vessel eventually ended up after being used. As much as
possible was reused and put to new use – from dirty water to used packaging. It
was a highly efficient process that ensured the vessel would not end up full of
garbage and it also extended the time it could spend in space by quite a
significant amount.
The darkly clad shadow knew it full well and that was why it was headed
there. The door opened and revealed behind it the massive area that made up the
plant. There were tanks filled with liquids, large bales of packaging material
waiting to be reprocessed, crushed aluminium cans and everything inbetween.
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Large machinery and conveyor belts took a lot of the space besides the raw
materials. The machinery was running, much of it being automated, and there
were few if any people around. The only one to worry about was the lone
watchman that was there to push the stop button if anything went wrong.
No one had considered the place a target for sabotage.
The shadowy figure slipped between the various production lines and
conveyor belts. He stopped in certain places and disappeared for a moment under
the lines and emerged shortly after. It dug into what looked like a pocket and
pulled out a small device of some sort and fastened it to a place no one would
look at unless they had a specific reason for it. At the same time those spots were
clearly important for holding together the entire facility.
The shadowy figure made his way through the entire facility and its most
important parts that way. The man who was on watch did not notice anything in
the monitors, so well hidden was the creeper.
It slipped out the door unnoticed and pleased that it had accomplished its
mission. The lights in the corridor did not react to it this time either.
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Chapter 11

T

he Grendl Tradepost was a massive structure that rivalled the
Horizon in size. If you added in all the expansions that had been
constructed next to the main body over the years it certainly

dwarfed even the massive vessel.
It was an oddity since it was essentially in the middle of nowhere. There were
no planets or star systems nearby and the only reason the station was there was
because it happened to be close to the border with the Osf controlled space. It
was a busy point in space as many trade vessels stopped there and it was a
popular place to iron out deals with others. It had grown into a place where – if
you were a serious merchant – you needed to have an office as well as a
representative to be taken seriously at the negotiation table.
It was the last stop for the Horizon before leaving Union space. It was also
the place where the last of the High Council got onboard. That alone was enough
to give Nala and the others a schedule that turned from pleasantly busy to hectic.
Not the least cause being the demand for a full meeting of the High Council to
discuss the current situation.
The seemingly endless stream of small transports from the station to the
Horizon was enough to keep Alena and her colleagues busy around the clock.
There were a lot of supplies to be gotten onboard along with a sizeable portion of
the remaining passengers. They knew it would be several days to get everything
onboard which at the same time gave them the opportunity to set up a work
schedule that wouldn't end up killing them all due to lack of sleep.
It was the second day after their arrival as Nala and Ghardo made their way
through a corridor and towards the biodome that had been set aside for the High
Council and their Elf Tree to use for their meetings. Special care had been taken
to ensure no one would be able to listen in on the conversations and there was
extra security all along the corridor leading to the large seethrough dome.
Nala knew the meeting would be a long one and that there would be quite a
bit of controversy involved. Informing them that there was an agent of the Blades
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onboard was bound to raise concern as well as objections. The fact Ghardo and
Alena had made little progress in uncovering the identity of the agent did nothing
to help the matter. The only consolation was that they had finally buttoned down
all the vulnerable places that they could come up with.
“Yeres is going to have a field day,” muttered Nala. She dreaded the reaction
the old man would have along with his supporters. They'd do everything in their
power to make matters difficult and no doubt they would want to let everyone on
board know of the threat. Of course, that would be the last thing that would help
them actually catch the agent.
“Others will oppose him as well,” reminded Ghardo, hoping the fact she
would not be alone would be enough to take off some of the dark clouds that
seemed to have hovered around her the entire morning. “Ialye will be there right
alongside you.”
The presence of the young council member was certainly a comfort, but
would it be enough to keep her from ending up in a shouting match with Yeres?
Of that Nala had her doubts.
They entered the biodome that had barely enough room for the large tree
that filled it up. It was the oldest of the Elf Trees and the largest. Nala
remembered well the first time she had entered it with Gareth and Cheid and the
rest of their small group.
She could not count the years she had spent there after that.
Still, even now, she felt a sense of wonder take over her as she watched the
massive tree. You could fit entire houses, side by side, within its large trunk. The
height of it rivalled some of the buildings that stood in the city of Ramyn. It was a
small city in its own right with all the offices and chambers and people that
worked inside.
Nala walked inside the tree and took the familiar path to where the councils
meeting chamber was. She was happy to note the tree seemed to be doing fine
despite the transfer. There had been fears the large tree would not be able to
handle the change in its environment. It had stood in its place for tens of
thousands of years, after all.
The large wooden doors opened to let her in the chamber. The half circle
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shaped table was largely empty as were the seats arranged behind it. She could
see a few of the council members huddled together in small groups of two or
three. Seven members were still missing. Those that were present gave her
respect filled nods and bows as she walked by them to her seat. None of those
present seemed to be ones who supported Yeres.
Nala took her seat with Ghardo standing slightly to the side behind her. It
was uncommon to have people other than the council members present when a
meeting was held, but Ghardo had a lot to add to the information that would be
passed to those who were unaware of recent events. He might be needed to
answer some of the questions that were certain to be raised.
Ialye entered the room and a few minutes after her came Yeres and the rest
of the council members. It looked like the old man had taken the opportunity to
try and sway a few more members to his side, though whether he had succeeded
remained to be seen. He took his seat at the far right end of the table. Nalas seat
was pretty much in the middle of the half circle so there were several people
between her and the man which suited her just fine. Ialye sat right next to her on
the left.
“All right. Everyone seems to be present so let's start the council meeting,”
said the man sitting on the right from Nala. He did not look that old, but he was
the third oldest member in the council, right after Nala and Yeres. His hair was
cut short which exposed his pointed ears and he wore the green of the council
with the golden leaves. His name was Darlor.
“A lot has happened since the last time we met. Some of you have no doubt
heard things from various sources, but we're here to get the official point of view
from the people involved,” continued Darlor as the council members took their
seats and settled down. “To that end, I will give Ialye Stardancer the turn so she
can bring us up to speed.”
As Darlor sat down, Ialye rose up and started her explanation of the current
situation. She started with how the trip to the tradepost had gone and how many
of the elven kind had come aboard so far. She touched on the condition of the Elf
Trees in the other biodomes and from there she continued on to explain what had
happened to captain Tysgar and how Nala and Ghardo had survived the moon
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colony. She told of captain Saon and eventually she got to the part about the
agent the Blades had apparently managed to slip aboard and the efforts to find
out who it was.
Nala examined the faces around her to determine everyone’s reactions to the
news. She did not bother with Yeres nor his closest cohorts – she knew their
reactions all too well. What interested her the most were the reactions of those to
the immediate right of her and the entire left side of the halfcircle.
There were looks of shock and worry on many of the faces and that was
quite understandable. Yet she could not see signs of giving up nor of being
disgruntled. None seemed to judge their efforts so far to be inadequate nor did
they seem upset that they had not been immediately informed of the situation.
There was nothing they could have done about it anyway, so the delay in
information was not that big of a deal.
Still, she could hear mumbling from the direction of Yeres. He was busily
whispering to the people sitting next to him as Ialye continued to explain their
efforts thus far to uncover the agent. Nala was surprised the man had not stood
up the moment he had heard of the agent and protested that he had not been
informed immediately despite being onboard. It made her worry the man had
something planned or perhaps he was simply waiting to hear more before ripping
into the efforts that had been put forward so far.
Ialye referred to Ghardo a few times to get the details right and the big man
answered truthfully.
Nala continued to observe the other council members and mostly she was
pleased by what she saw. Save for the Yeres faction, there did not seem to be
much in the way of anger or disgruntled faces.
Finally, as Ialye finished her report, Darlor stood up and thanked her for the
information. “Are there any questions or comments?” he asked of the rest of the
council. Nala felt like burying her face in her hands as Yeres raised his hand and
was granted a turn to speak.
“My esteemed colleagues,” said the old man as he wrangled himself up from
his chair and leaned on the table in front of him for support. “It is clear a lot has
happened and while I commend those involved for their effort to resolve the
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problems that have risen, I must question their ability to see this through.
Therefore I propose that we replace Ialye Stardancer and Nala Temera from their
positions of leadership in this expedition so we may choose people who are better
capable of dealing with the situation.”
Nala was stunned to hear his proposal. The sheer disrespect of it was
enough to make her anger boil, but even more than that she worried who the
council might choose in their stead if they went along with it. If they chose Yeres
they might as well have handed a selfdestruct button to the Blades agent and be
done with it.
She turned to look at Ialye and saw the anger twisting her face. She could
understand the feeling. The young Stardancer had, almost all on her own,
managed the construction phase of the Horizon and done a superb job of it. Now,
the old man dared to try and rob her away from it and hand it over to someone
else who had not spent countless hours ensuring the vessel got the best parts
and builders.
“And who do you propose to take over for them?” asked Darlor without a hint
in his voice as to what he thought about the demand.
“Myself along with council member Tirul,” replied Yeres. Tirul was one of his
biggest supporters, a young elf that had his head in the clouds and clung to every
word his senior whispered in his ears. Nala knew both of them all too well and
there was no doubt in her mind that they would see everyone dead if they were
given the power to lead the expedition. It was an absurd thought.
Despite the seriousness of the situation, she burst out laughing. Her
laughter echoed in the chamber like a bell calling children to dinner and garnered
deep frowns form everyone in the room and a concerned look from Ialye and
Ghardo. It seemed to take some of the wind out of Yeres's sails and after a
moment of confusion anger twisted his face.
“Will you silence her?” the old man barked out at Darlor.
“Guardian Spirit, do you have something to say in this matter?” the man
asked and he used her title with great respect in his voice. Yeres started to
protest, but a stern gaze from Darlor shut him up. He was the appointed leader of
the council and as such wielded full power during the meetings and anyone
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arguing with him could quickly find themselves out of opportunities to present
their ideas to the rest of the council.
It took a moment for Nala to gather herself and stifle the laughter before she
could respond to the question. “Why yes, I do believe I have quite a bit to say on
this matter,” she announced in a loud voice and stood up. “I find it extremely
funny to hear council member Yeres demand he be put in charge of the Horizon
project when only a month ago he was sitting with myself and Ialye in a meeting
room, asking us to break the promises we have made to the Union. Upon
explaining to him what that would mean for those of our kind who are leaving
behind, he said he did not care and that those people had chosen their own fate.”
You could have cut the air with an knife as everyone’s eyes focused on Yeres.
The council may have been a web of political games, but in the end everyone
there had the best interests of their race in mind. To have someone so brazenly
say they cared little for them brought shame on them as well as raised questions
whether they should be in the council in the first place. Even the most ardent of
his supporters looked shocked and seemed to distance themselves from the old
elf.
“You were opposed to this entire project from the beginning,” continued
Nala. “Why do you now want to take control of it when it is well under way? I can
not help but think that there must be something behind that desire besides
wanting to see everyone arrive safely at our destination because I can assure you
that I have much more experience in dealing with the Blades and their agents
than you do.”
She knew that to be true all too well. Yeres had never been one to get
involved in matters like that and had spent much of his life playing politics within
the Union. He'd have no clue where to start with hunting down an spy.
“Further more, you have made it abundantly clear you do not get along with
captain Saon nor do you wish him to remain in his post. Replacing him now
would not only be detrimental, but it would break our agreements with the
Union. At the very least that would prompt them to recall the vessels they have
provided to escort us and that would greatly increase our vulnerability.”
That much was true. If the Union withdrew the vessels they would be a
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much easier target for anyone looking to attack them. Nala was pleased to note a
few of the council members nodding their heads in agreement. They were not
fools and they knew full well how much irreplaceable culture was onboard the
Horizon. Exposing any of it to any additional risk was something that weighed
heavily in everyone’s mind.
“I have full confidence that myself and council member Ialye will get to the
bottom of this agent business before he has a chance to do any meaningful
damage. Therefore I propose the motion by Yeres be disregarded.”
There was some approving mutter as she took her seat.
“Well spoken,” said Ghardo quietly as he leaned in closer to her.
“I hope it's enough,” she replied and examined the council members once
more. She was pleased to note that there was uncertainty on the faces of those
who were in Yeres' camp. She doubted they would change their minds, but if she
had gotten something through to even them then the rest of the council was sure
to see the wisdom of her words and heed them.
Yeres looked about ready to blow up with all the rage he was keeping bottled
up. Nala gave the man an infuriating smile as he glanced over at her and it
seemed to make him even angrier – if such a thing was possible.
“Don't over do it,” whispered Ialye from next to her. Her words were wise. It
was never a good idea to corner someone or drive them over the edge unless you
really needed to. Usually such things ended up coming to haunt you in the
future.
Darlor stood up and motioned for silence. A general mumble had started
after Nala had finished and it had grown into a stream of words. It quickly died
down. “Council members, this is clearly a difficult matter, but we must come to a
decision. We are at a place where we can not afford to spend days debating
matters. I ask that any of you who might wish to comment on this issue, do so
briefly and then allow another to take a turn. Before the end of the day we must
decide on this matter.”
There were two hands raised, seeking time to comment, which was a
surprisingly low number. Nala had expected everyone would want to get their
opinion in, but it looked like they had heeded Darlor's words. If only two spoke
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they might indeed get a decision made that day.
The first turn was given to Cisuri Ashen, a relatively young female with
auburn hair and blue eyes that surveyed the room and everyone in it in a calm
manner. Nala knew her to be one of her supporters and she quite liked her. She
had a sensible head on her shoulders and she was not afraid to seek advice from
those wiser than her if something called for it. There were those whose pride
would prevent them from admitting that they needed advice, but Cisuri knew full
well her own limitations and did her best to live with them.
Cisuri had a soft voice that was soothing to listen to even when she was
talking about serious matters such as what they had on hand now. She
expressed her support towards Nala and Ialye which made both of them feel a bit
better about the situation. They could see others nodding as the woman made
her case and called for the council to vote for continued support for the two.
After she had finished, the turn was given to Delem Tenbel, a man reaching
his fourth century. His dark brown hair was long and his brown eyes examined
the faces in the room with much more energy than Cisuri's had. He was a difficult
man to get an angle on and his alignments were often shrouded and came out as
surprises. On the whole you could count on him to do what was best for the
elves, but sometimes the methods he proposed were a bit radical.
This time, however, he came in support of Nala and Ialye quite strongly and
even went as far as to admonish Yeres for his ill considered words about the fate
of those who were staying behind. After he was finished, no one else raised their
hands seeking for a turn to speak.
No one wanted to stand up for Yeres and his proposal, not even his usual
cohorts.
The vote was a quick and decisive one with four in favour of Yeres and his
proposal and eight against it. Nala and Ialye had the support of the council and
would be allowed to continue with their duties. There were a few minor matters
that demanded the councils attention before they disbanded for the day and
those were dealt with as quickly as the major decision that had just been taken.
“Yeres can't be happy with how that turned out,” whispered Ialye to Nala as
the two walked out of the council room along with Ghardo.
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A quick smile passed Nala's lips. “Hopefully that will be enough to put him
back in his place. The support from the council was quite firm.”
“It was worth coming just to see his expression,” said Ghardo from behind
the two. The big man was not very fond of the council meetings, but this one had
been an entertaining one. He was certain Alena would enjoy hearing what had
transpired that day.
“I doubt he'll give up just because of this,” said Ialye. The young Stardancer
sounded slightly worried about that fact.
“Oh, he'll think of something else eventually,” admitted Nala as they walked
down the corridor and towards the exit. “But for now he has been demolished and
there is very little support for him in the council. He can't make bold demands for
a while unless we make some major mistakes.”
“Like let the agent go undiscovered and accomplish his mission,” said
Ghardo. He was genuinely worried that might happen, though he suspected the
council and Yeres would be the least of their problems were that to happen.
“Don't you have a promising suspect?” asked Ialye and turned to look at the
big man. That had not been mentioned to the council just yet since there was no
certainty that the man was who they were looking for. All the council had been
told was that they had a few promising leads, which was a bit of a rosy picture of
the situation.
“We do and I'm going to have a talk with him with his superior once we're
done here,” replied Ghardo. There had been enough complaints lodged against
the man by crewmembers that he was indeed in need of a talking to from his
commanding officer. It helped that Ghardo had done a bit of leaning towards
having that outcome come true.
“Try not to spook him too much,” instructed Nala. She knew seeing the big
man in the same room could scare some people quite a bit, especially if he got
nasty with them. He was an imposing figure after all.
“And don't be too obvious that we're looking for something,” added Ialye.
“I'll try my best,” replied Ghardo. Though he appreciated the advice being
given, he was perfectly aware of it all himself. Tipping their hand now would only
make matters worse.
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“How's Alena doing?” asked Nala suddenly. She was genuinely interested in
the young woman and the fact she had asked her to be part of the investigation
only made her worry that much more about her.
“She's doing fine,” replied Ghardo. “She seems to actually be enjoying this
secretive stuff. I worry she might not want to quit after we're done with this.”
Nala smiled and gave the man an mischievous look. “An inquisitive mind has
been awakened then. Perhaps I'll find more use for it.”
“Perhaps,” replied Ghardo.
A few hours later Ghardo found himself in a small room with perhaps the
most decadent elf he had ever encountered. Even when put into a room with his
superior and a complete stranger, he continued to tell stories that were – if not
out right inappropriate – bordering on it with their sleaziness.
“Taiet, do you understand why you are here?” asked his commanding officer,
a respectable looking young man called Sastkal who wore his uniform as if it was
a second skin.
“No, not really,” replied the man from his seat and smiled. They were in the
office of his superior and there was a small table around which they had
gathered, Ghardo and Sastkal on one side and Taiet on the other.
“There have been several complaints about you,” said Sastkal in a stern
voice. “We can't take such things lightly.”
“Complaints? What complaints?” asked the man in a careless voice. He did
not seem to realize the seriousness of the situation, or if he did, he did not care.
“Several female members of the crew have lodged complaints about you. The
stories you tell have offended them, you have made inappropriate remarks,
suggestions to some, and you've made them feel uncomfortable near you because
of the way you look at them,” explained Sastkal with the patient voice of a parent
scolding his child over spilled milk.
“Ah, not very thick skinned the women of the crew, are they?” the man
asked, trying to shift the blame on his victims instead of owning up to his own
behaviour.
“What you need to understand is that these complaints are serious and
action will be taken over them,” said Sastkal completely ignoring the man's
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words. “It is my hope we can avoid relieving you of your duties, but if you
continue to display the attitude you have until now, I don't think we'll have much
choice in the matter.”
That seemed to finally wake the man up that what was being said was
important and he should listen. “Perhaps I have been a bit too forward,” admitted
Taiet and tried to look pensive, but only managed to look insincere.
“Yes, you have,” said Sastkal bluntly. There was no need to sugarcoat
things here and it seemed only the raw truth reached the man's brain. “Thus I am
suggesting you see the mental health professional for an evaluations as well as
sign up for a program to deal with the issues you have about choosing
appropriate anecdotes to tell.”
Taiet glanced at Ghardo. The expression on his face told he wondered what
the big man was doing there. “I suppose that's acceptable,” he agreed with a
grunt.
“Good. Now, onto another topic. I see you glancing at Ghardo here and
you're probably wondering what he's doing here,” said Sastkal and motioned
towards the big man.
“I sure am,” admitted the man and looked at Ghardo with a mix of fear and
curiosity.
“He is here to investigate an incident you might have information about,”
explained Sastkal. It was, of course, a ruse to keep the man from finding the real
reason for the questions that were about to be asked. They'd come up with some
questions relating to a made up incident that might offer some insight into what
the man knew and perhaps even lay out a trap for the man.
“What sort of an incident?” asked Taiet, sounding indifferent. “I haven't
heard of anything big happening.”
“We're trying to keep it out of general knowledge,” replied Ghardo. “Our
reports indicate that you were working close by when it happened so you might
have seen something, though at the time it might have been something you did
not think was important at all.”
“What sort of an incident are we talking about, then?” the man asked again,
now with curiosity in his voice. He had taken the bait.
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“Yesterday, one of the members of the High Council was walking back to his
quarters when he was attacked,” said Ghardo in the sort of voice someone would
use when conveying a great secret none should hear. “He escaped unharmed, but
the assailant is still on the loose.”
“Thank the goddess for that,” said Taiet, though he sounded less than
sincere in his outburst of emotion.
“Indeed,” said Ghardo. “Now, I understand you were servicing an air
condition vent near the quarters of said council member. Did you perhaps see
some strange people lingering about or quickly running away? Anything you can
remember could be of great help to us.”
“Don't you have security camera footage and sensor logs for that?” asked
Taiet.
Ghardo conjured an embarrassed and secretive look on his face. “We should,
but we don't.” He let out a disappointed sigh. “You know how large this vessel is
and you've seen how often you're called to repair something. Some of the systems
are not exactly reliable yet and need repair and constant adjustment. It so
happened that the sensors and cameras in that area were under recalibration
during that time and nothing was recorded. We have to do that in many areas of
the vessel which leaves us at the mercy of eye witnesses should something
happen.”
It was all a lie of course. There were no problems; the sensors were working
as intended as were the cameras. What they hoped it might do was prompt some
action from the agent onboard and perhaps that would lead him to reveal
himself as Taiet or someone else. What ever the case, they could count on the
man to spread the word, despite demanding his word on not doing so.
“That is quite unnerving to hear,” said Taiet and glanced around the room
nervously.
“It is not something we like to announce to the world, so I trust you will keep
what we have told you to yourself,” instructed Sastkal. He gave his subordinate a
stern look.
“Of course,” replied the man.
“So, did you see anything suspicious that day?” asked Ghardo.
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Taiet looked thoughtful for a moment. “I can't say that I noticed anything out
of place. Then again, I had my head inside that airconditioning vent so someone
could have easily ran past me without me noticing it.”
Ghardo frowned. “That is unfortunate. You were our best hope for
information.”
“Sorry I couldn't be of more help,” said Taiet and gave Ghardo a grin that
was less than apologetic. “I mostly have eyes and ears for the women.”
Sastkal gave the man a stern look.
“All right, all right, I'm sorry,” said Taiet and raised his hands. “I hope that
shrink of yours is patient 'cause he's got his work cut out for him.”
“You better take this seriously or you'll find yourself a mere passenger,”
Sastkal reminded the man.
“Is this all?” asked Taiet, sounding eager to get out of the room.
“For now,” replied Sastkal and motioned for the man to leave. Taiet got up
and rushed to the door as if chased by an angry guard dog.
“What do you think?” asked Ghardo as he was left alone with Sastkal in the
room.
“I doubt he's anything more than he seems. A man with low morals and a
dirty mouth,” came the reply. “Though I suppose he might be good at distributing
the information you gave him.”
“We'll find out soon enough,” said Ghardo and stood up. There was another
meeting he had to go to.







Nala let out a groan as she saw Yeres head towards her. She looked around,
trying to desperately find some place to escape to. The commercial street was
quite busy and the mass of people gave her the opportunity to disappear and take
refuge inside a clothing store. She watched through the large display window as
the old elf and his entourage passed by, clearly confused as to where she had
disappeared.
A sigh of relief escaped her lips as they passed and disappeared into the
crowd.
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What the man wanted from her was beyond her. Perhaps he had some words
to exchange after the humiliation in front of the High Council. He kept
bombarding her with calls and since that had not worked he had clearly decided
it was time to get his hands on her in person.
“Nala?” came a voice from behind her. She spun around and saw Alena
standing there, wearing a dress that revealed her shapely legs up to the knees
and hugged her figure the rest of the way. The black dress glittered ever so
slightly and suited the woman who wore it quite well.
“Alena,” replied Nala with a smile. “That dress looks good on you.” She
figured the young woman must have just gotten off duty and was spending a bit
of time shopping.
The woman smiled in response. “What are you doing here?”
“Hiding,” said Nala grumpily and glanced out the window once more. She
feared Yeres might start going through the shops if he realized she had slipped
into one.
“The council meeting didn't go well?” inquired Alena and took a step that
landed her next to Nala so she could peek out the window as well.
“It went well,” replied Nala. “Perhaps too well on my part. Now there are
some angry people looking for me.”
The younger elf gave her an appraising look. Compared to the elegance of the
black dress she was wearing, Nala's green uniform looked worn down and out of
place and the swords fastened around her waist further strengthened that
impression.
“You really should considering trying on a few dresses here,” said Alena and
measured Nala from head to toe. “That uniform may be official, but it's not very
womanly.”
“I'm not that big on dresses,” replied Nala. “I can't even remember the last
time I wore one.”
“All the more reason to try some on now,” said Alena firmly and grabbed
Nalas arm. “Besides, you can hide in the changing room if someone comes
looking for you.”
“But I have meetings to get to,” protested Nala as the younger woman
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dragged her towards the changing room.
“You weren't going to go anywhere in the first place,” said Alena and chose a
dress from the rack and shooed away a store assistant that had offered to help.
“Besides, trying a few dresses won't take longer than you would have used to hide
here anyway.”
In the end the young woman managed to talk Nala into trying on a few
dresses. Much to her surprise she ended up enjoying the time spent together with
her. It was not so much the trying on clothes that was fun, but rather exchanging
opinions with Alena on trivial matters such as what colour would best go with the
shade of her skin and hair. It was the sort of fluff that cushioned ones brain
against the hard facts of daily life and made you relax.
By the time they were done Nala walked out of the shop with a bag that had
two dresses folded inside it. She doubted she'd ever have the chance to wear
them, but the price had been small to pay for the company of Alena. The younger
woman walked out with her, dressed in her work uniform now and the black
piece she had been trying on in a bag on her arm.
Nala dug out her memopad and glanced at the schedule for the day as well
as the current time. She had missed most of the meetings and there were several
calls that had gone unanswered, though she noted most of them were from Yeres
so it was not such an big deal. Most of what was left she had planned to skip
anyway.
While her presence was often asked, it was not always strictly necessary and
there were people who could cover for her.
“Why don't you come to my quarters?” suggested Alena. “I have some good
Menedorian tea I've been wanting to share with someone.”
“Sure, why not?” replied Nala. She had already wrecked her schedule for the
day. Might as well wreck it completely, she thought.
The two hopped onto a transport capsule and headed for the residential
areas. All the way they kept talking, mostly about things of little significance, a
little bit about the relationship Alena had with Ghardo and the relationship Nala
had with Ghardo. The two were family, so of course there was nothing romantic,
but there was a working relationship that had an effect on the personal
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relationship that Alena had with the man. The talk served to remind both women
what their roles were in the man's life and it gave them some perspective as to
what the other meant to him.
All in all it was a conversation that brought the two closer.
Nala put her bag down to the side of the door as the two entered Alena's
quarters.
“Have a seat. I'll get the tea going,” said Alena and walked over to the
kitchen.
Nala paced around for a bit before taking a seat at the counter, by the
kitchen. She was a bit surprised to see the size of the room. She had expected it
to be one of the smaller ones, but apparently Ghardo had pulled in some favours.
She couldn't really bring herself to blame the man for it.
She watched in silence as Alena made herself busy in the kitchen by putting
some water in a kettle and digging out the package of tea as well as cups for both
of them. There was something very calming about her and Nala could not help
but compare her to the way her mother had worked in the kitchen.
“What are you staring at?” asked Alena as she finally turned around and
leaned against the counter behind her while they waited for the water to boil.
Nala gave her a sorrowful smile and leaned her chin against her hands.
“Even after all these years there are times when something reminds me of my
mother. Often times it is the smell of food or something else that has to do with
cooking.”
Alena examined the woman in front of her with some curiosity. It was hard
to claim her to be as old as she was in the shape she was in. She looked more like
a young elf of under one hundred years old if you disregarded the scars and
missing ear tip.
“Do you not have her with you still?” asked Alena after some consideration.
She did not want to step into an uncomfortable territory with her, but it still
interested her.
“Her spirit is in our home tree and connected to one of the swords,” replied
Nala. “But it's not the same. She can't come out and start cooking a dinner. All
she has is her voice.”
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“That's more than many others have,” pointed out Alena and turned to the
stove. The water had started to boil so she lifted the kettle from the fire and put
in some of the tea leaves and closed the lid to let it brew for a while before
serving.
Nala sighed. She knew the words to be true. Others had lost their parents
and had much less to console them. She had to count herself lucky to have as
much as she did. “You're right. I'm being selfish.”
“No one can blame you for it,” said Alena. “We all want as much as possible
of our loved ones to remain with us when they die.”
Their conversation was interrupted as the door opened and Ghardo stepped
into the room. The big man looked startled to see Nala sitting by the counter.
“So this is where you are,” he finally said as he recovered from the surprise.
“You won't believe how many people have been trying to get a hold of you.”
“Yeres being the most eager of them?” asked Nala.
Ghardo grimaced. “Even I had to deal with him several times.”
“I'm sorry,” said Nala quietly.
Alena dug out another cup from one of the cabinets and set it down next to
Nala. “We're about to enjoy some tea. Why don't you join us?”
“Don't mind if I do,” replied Ghard and sat down next to Nala.
“Did my being absent mess up anything important?” asked Nala with slight
concern.
“Nothing too serious, though Ialye will most certainly be irritated with you,”
replied Ghardo. “She had to do most of the filling in for you and Yeres got on her
nerves as well.”
“I'll have to smooth things over with her tomorrow,” pondered Nala. She
hated that her selfishness had caused the young Stardancer further worries.
“All right you two. That's enough work talk,” interjected Alena and poured
some tea in both of their cups. “Forget about those things and let's have a nice
family moment.”
Nala smiled and grabbed the cup that had now warmed up. She had nothing
against the idea.
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Chapter 12

S

moothing thing over with Ialye had proven a more difficult task
than Nala had anticipated and more time consuming – five jumps
had gone by since they had departed the Grendl Tradepost. The

young Stardancer had some strong words to share with her the day she had gone
to make things up. The warm feeling that had taken over her insides during the
time spent with Ghardo and Alena quickly fluttered away as the storm of words
washed over her.
Still, she could not blame her for it.
In the end she had to make some promises she was certain she'd regret later
on, but keeping on the good side of Ialye was far more important than a little
inconvenience for Nala. The young council member had become nearly
irreplaceable in keeping everything running and she was the perfect person to
cover up for Nala when her deficiencies in certain areas started showing
themselves.
She could only hope that she had done enough to mend things with her.
Though right at that moment she felt that perhaps she had agreed to too
much. Ialye had dumped the inspections visit to the waste processing section on
her and had taken the day off for some personal matters. So there she was now,
walking down a corridor that had a certain less than appealing scent to it that
only grew stronger as she got closer to the door.
“I'll remember this,” she muttered to herself, despite everything. While Ialye
was useful it did not mean she would stop causing her grief and this was
certainly a reason to add a little something on the list to get her back for.
The door opened to reveal behind it the large hall that housed all the
equipment that handled the waste produced by the people onboard as well as
the machines that recycled almost all of it into reusable form. There were
conveyor belts and bridges crisscrossing the large room and Nala could see all
sorts of things being moved from place to place.
The manager of the plant was there to greet him. He was dressed in blue
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overalls that were nothing short of practical.
“Guardian Spirit,” the man said with audible respect in his voice.
“Hello,” said Nala, trying to sound like she wanted to be there, though she
feared she failed at it. “Council Member Ialye sends her apologies that she could
not make it here today. Some important matters had come up for her.”
Apparently it did not take much to rise above the importance of the waste
disposal unit, though to be fair, few gave it the credit it deserved. Without it, the
Horizon would have been a heap of garbage when it arrived in its destination – if
it would even make it that far without the constant work of the machines that
sorted all the waste.
“That is quite all right,” replied the manager. “I know she is a busy person
and the fact you have come instead tells that she valued our invitation to come
for an inspection.”
If only he knew the truth, thought Nala.
“The work of this place can not be overstated,” said Nala. “Without it the
Horzion would be in trouble.”
“Your words are too kind,” said the manager, though his voice revealed the
joy her words had brought out in him. It was likely a rare thing for someone to
come and praise his work as important. “Shall we begin the tour?” he asked.
“Sounds like a good idea,” replied Nala. She wanted to be done with it as
soon as possible. Though her nose had gotten used to the smells, she knew she'd
have to change clothes and take a shower as soon as she got back to her
quarters.
The man showed her around the various machines and processing lines.
Nala bet Ghardo would have found it all very interesting, but it held little appeal
to her. What did appeal to her was the voice of the goddess as they walked
through some of the mazes that the conveyor belt system created.
See!
The voice of the goddess boomed in her mind and her vision got a bit blurry,
but at the same time it sharpened on some things that would otherwise have
gone unnoticed. She staggered for a moment and took note of the things the
goddess had wanted her to see. The moment passed as quickly as it had begun.
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“Are you all right?” asked the plant manager with concern in his voice.
“I'm fine,” said Nala as she arranged her thoughts. “What is that thing
attached to the support beam of that conveyor belt?” She pointed to the nearest
steel pillar.
The manager looked at it. “What thing?”
“Right there, behind the fold. It looks deliberately hidden,” said Nala and
pointed out the place she meant.
The plant manager moved to investigate it. He let out a gasp and quickly
took a couple of steps back. “I think..I think it's a bomb,” the man said with a
shaky voice.
Nala's heart seemed to stop as she heard the word bomb. Had pure chance
not led her there and had the goddess not told her to look, they would have gone
unnoticed. It took a moment for her to gather herself and take a look for herself.
The manager had been right.
The device was a timed bomb and it still had fours day left until it was
supposed to explode. That would have put them a fair way away from Union
space and made repairs that much more difficult. Likely they would have been
unable to return to Grendl Tradepost before things got out of hand.
Nala took a few steps away. “All right. Let's just stay calm and alert security.
We need to do a thorough sweep of this entire area. There could be more of these
devices.”
The manager had already dug out his communicator and started making the
call. It did not take long for the experts to arrive and start dismantling the device.
Luckily the plant could continue its normal operations despite people swarming
all over the place.
It took the whole day for all of them to sweep through the entire facility and
examine every nook and cranny. They discovered more than thirty similar
devices, carefully hidden so they wouldn't be discovered unless specifically looked
for. The good news was that the devices were not that hard to disarm so the
threat they posed was quickly neutralized as the experts went through each and
every one of them.
Nala looked at it all from the sidelines until Ghardo showed up along with
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Ialye. The news had spread quickly among the leaders and there was little doubt
in her mind that the news would reach the passengers sooner rather than later
as well.
“Quite a mess,” noted Ghardo as soon as he and Ialye had been brought up
to date with the latest news by Nala.
“We're lucky you found these devices before they could be put to their real
use,” said Ialye.
“Luck had little to do with it,” replied Nala, her head still pounding from the
visit by the goddess. Brief as it had been, the intensity had been something she
had not experienced in a long time, not even on the moon colony. “The goddess
pointed them out to me.”
Ialye and Ghardo exchanged looks.
“What ever the case, this does raise a problem for us,” noted Ghardo. “The
agent will now know we're onto him. At the very least he'll realize we know
someone is onboard to do us harm. That will make it that much harder to find
him.”
“Your little trap hasn't produced anything?” asked Ialye. She looked on as
the specialists piled up the devices in a crate for safe transportation to the
hangar. From there they'd be launched into space. No chances were taken that
who ever planted the devices would have some sort of a mechanism to set them
off remotely or that there would be some hidden reactivation routine in them.
Only a few would be spared for further study and evidence collection, though it
was unlikely they'd find anything that would give them a suspect.
The big man shook his head. “Sadly, so far all we've gotten is proof that the
man isn't taking his punishment too seriously and surprisingly enough he has
not told about my little lie to that many people.”
“I think we need to summon the council together,” said Nala. “Yeres is
certain to make use of this so we need to have the council aware of what has
transpired.”
“We also need the council to issue a statement about this,” said Ialye.
“Rumours will start going around and it's best to put such things to rest as soon
as possible.”
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Both Nala and Ghardo nodded. If the rumours went unchecked there would
be a lot of frightened people onboard and frightened people could be
unpredictable. They needed to be assured that everything was under control and
that they were safe right where they were.
“It might also be wise to set up a sweep of other important facilities,”
suggested Ghardo. He had gone through the blueprints for Horizon ten times over
and knew there were many places which could have been set up in a similar
manner with explosives and if they went off they could do just as much damage –
if not more. Given the nature of the devices found it was entirely possible they'd
go undetected as they had here unless specifically searched for.
“Shit,” muttered Nala to herself. Ialye looked at her with a raised eyebrow
and even Ghardo seemed surprised.
“What?” demanded Nala under the inquisitive look of the two.
“That's a word rarely heard from you,” pointed out Ghardo.
“Well, the situation called for it because we're starting to be knee deep in it,”
replied Nala with no small amount of bitterness in her voice. She was bitter over
all the years of planning that had gone into the project and the years of trying to
keep it all a secret. All of that effort had been washed down the drain and now
they had the consequences of that to deal with. All of that mere days after the
council had given its support to her and Ialye to continue leading the expedition.
Would they do so again, after the newest events?
“We'll just have to deal with it,” said Ialye in a firm tone. The expression on
her told of her determination not to give up just because a few explosive devices
had been found. She was not about to throw in the towel over something like this,
she had spent too much time and effort to making things happen the way she
wanted.
“Well, it seems the next few days will be interesting,” said Ghardo.
“And busy,” added Nala.
“We'd better get to work then,” said Ialye. “I'll go summon the council. Why
don't you and Ghardo go fill in our captain over what has been discovered?”
“We'll do that,” agreed Nala and the three parted ways there.
It was a hectic couple of days for all three of them. Saon took the news in
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stride and arranged some effective sweeps to go through all other areas of the
Horizon that might have attracted similar measures from the agent. The sweeps
found nothing unusual in any of the other areas which was a huge relief for
everyone onboard.
The High Council took the news with less grace. Yeres kicked up a storm
because of it and renewed his demands of removing Nala and Ialye from positions
of responsibility. After all, it was under their watch that the agent had slipped on
board and the explosive devices had been planted. It was rightly pointed out that
without Nala the devices would have gone undiscovered and that her connection
with the goddess Loriel was the only thing that had saved them all.
The matter was put on hold so the council could formulate a public
statement about the matter. Even Yeres realized that assuring the passengers of
their safety took precedence over shifting the leadership. They ended up going
with a statement that portrayed the finding as part of normal security checks
rather than pure luck. It was better to give everyone the impression that the
devices were always destined to be found and that placing such things in similar
places would have the same result. The security on the vessel was working as
intended and there was nothing to worry about.
While the statement put some concerns to rest, it could not completely bury
the worry raised by the fact that someone onboard had tried to sabotage the
vessel. Walking through the commercial sector one could still hear concerned
voices whispering to each other, wondering when the next problem would arise.
The atmosphere onboard had shifted towards the gloomy from the excitement
filled that it had been in the beginning of the journey.
Once the council had settled the matter of the statement, they returned to
the matter whether Nala and Ialye were competent to continue in their positions.
Yeres, of course, took the opportunity to hold a speech decrying them as
incompetent, dangerous and all sort of other qualities that made them less than
perfect for tending to their duties.
The debate went on for what seemed like an eternity as everyone wanted to
have their say and then they wanted to offer retorts to points others had made.
Even Darlor was unable to stem the tide and was eventually forced to call for
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a stay in the discussion so that the council members would have the evening to
tend to other matters as well. They would reconvene the following day once more
to continue the discussion.
Nala exited the council chamber in a dark mood and she wasted no time
taking the shortest way out and towards her quarters. She met Ghardo outside
the council tree and the big man gave her a concerned look.
“How did it go?” he asked as the two walked on.
“As you'd expect. Lots of talk, lots of political manoeuvring, lots of grief over
nothing,” replied Nala sounding frustrated.
“Did they reach a decision?”
“You know the council, Ghardo. They can't reach a decision unless someone
forces their hand and in the matter of me and Ialye no one is forcing them
enough,” replied Nala.
They walked on in silence after that, until the big man remembered
something. “Are we still on for that late supper?”
“What?”
Ghardo smiled. She had forgotten all about it, it seemed. “Alena invited you
to have supper with us in a restaurant, remember?”
“It was today?” asked Nala. Clearly, she had no recollection of it.
Ghardo nodded.
Nala had to take a moment to think. Was she really in the mood for
something like that after everything that had happened? She had to commend
Alena for the thought, though. If she remembered correctly the restaurant they
were going to had a dress code so she'd have to put on one of the dresses the
young woman had managed to convince her to buy. No doubt Alena had
suggested it so she could show off the black dress to Ghardo.
Still, maybe it was exactly what she needed. “Of course we're still on for that.
When was it?”
“In three hours.”
Nala nodded. “I'll meet you there then.”
The two parted ways at the transport capsules and when Nala arrived at her
quarters she noted she still had almost an hour and a half to get ready. She took
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a quick shower and then spent the rest of her time brushing her hair and getting
herself otherwise ready for the occasion. The green dress she had bought was as
elegant as anything she had ever worn and left her shoulders bare as it was held
up only by a flimsy, almost invisible piece of fabric than ran over her shoulder
and to the back of the dress. On one side the hem reached down almost to her
ankles while on the other it stopped just shy of her knee.
Even after she strapped on the elaborately decorated belt that held her two
swords around her slender waist, she still managed to look worthy of the finest
party. There were things she would not compromise on and one of them was
leaving her swords behind.
She didn't bother putting much effort in her hair, opting to just leave it
flowing freely down her back.
You look beautiful, dear.
“Why thank you, mother,” replied Nala as she inspected herself in the
mirror. That much she had to admit to herself as well, but still she did not feel
overly comfortable in the dress. She grabbed the small bag from her nightstand
and ensured she had her communicator with her before heading out the door and
towards the recreational area.
She gathered quite a few looks as she walked the corridors and took the
transport capsule. She did her best to ignore them, but at times she felt too many
eyes on her and felt a slight blush rise to her cheeks. She was not unfamiliar to
being watched, but the looks she got now were very different from what she was
used to.
She let out a sigh of relief as she found the restaurant and stepped in. There,
she did not stand out as much as everyone else was finely dressed as well and
most were too focused on their companions to even give her a glance.
“Good evening, madam. Do you have a reservation?” asked a young elf
dressed in a black suit and white shirt. It was very much a human style of
dressing, but somehow it had seeped into almost every culture they came into
contact with. The man gave her swords a glance and a slight frown appeared on
him.
“I'm meeting some friends here,” replied Nala.
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“And do they have a reservation?” asked the man.
“They should. Under the name of Ghardo Temera.”
The man moved to a small stand on the side and flipped through pages in a
book. Nala would have expected such a thing to be electronic by now, but
apparently they wanted to preserve a certain atmosphere.
“Ah, yes, here it is. If you would please follow me, madam, I will show you to
the table. Your friends have already arrived.”
“Thank you,” said Nala and followed the man into the large hall that served
as the dining room. It was dimly lit and there were actual candles burning on
every table to create an atmosphere that could not be replicated by any fake
candles.
Many of the tables were occupied by groups of two to four people. Nala saw
families and couples on double dates, but there were no small children there. It
was not the sort of place you brought them to. Some groups already had food
while others were still enjoying a bit of wine before getting their first course.
Nala spotted Ghardo long before her guide got her to the table. The big man
was not easy to miss even when sitting down. He of course rose up as soon as he
saw Nala headed his way, which made it that much harder to miss him.
“Nala,” the big man greeted her with a slight bow as her guide pulled out one
of the two chairs that were still free.
“I knew that dress would look good on you,” said Alena from her seat with a
wide smile. As Nala had predicted she was wearing the black dress and she had
to admit that it looked good on her, especially since she had gone to a bit of
trouble with arranging her hair to suit it. It also meshed well with the black suit
Ghardo was wearing.
“I will ask a waiter to bring you your menus,” said the man that had guided
Nala to the table after settling her in the chair and ensuring she was comfortable.
There was a bottle of wine at the table and Ghardo poured some for Nala and
handed the glass to her. “I have to say, it is a bit surprising to see such a place
onboard,” he said and looked around at the candle lit tables around them.
Perhaps even more surprising was how many people there were enjoying the
evening.
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“People need their own time,” reminded Nala. “Life onboard can be quite
stressful at times, even if you're only a passenger.” She took a sip of the wine and
found it to be of surprisingly good quality.
“And for others there's more stress than should be allowed to pile up on a
single person,” said Alena from behind her wineglass. She knew full well what
Nala had been dealing with the entire day, Ghardo had made certain of that. She
could sympathize with her and hoped the evening would offer a moment of peace
for her.
“Well, we're here to forget all about that tonight,” said Ghardo to take the
conversation away from the events of the day. They'd return to those tomorrow
and this evening was supposed to be all about a fun time with friends and family.
“Your menus, ladies and gentlemen,” said the waiter as he arrived at the
table. They thanked him and started to examine the offerings as the man gave
them some time to make up their minds.
It was an expensive restaurant to be sure, but that didn't really matter. It
was good to indulge once in a while. They had soups and salads along with main
courses that ranged from steaks to vegetarian dishes and to deserts that looked
so sinfully good and naughty that they made you think you'd need to do some
penance rituals once you got home.
It took a while for their group to put together their orders, but once they
were done the waiter appeared quickly and took their order. Then they were left
to wait for the food to arrive. The conversation started off slowly, but soon they
were sharing stories of their childhood and even Nala let her guard down and
shared memories of her parents with the young couple sitting opposite to her.
She figured they deserved to know some of those things as it was looking like
they would be the ones to continue on the family name in this day and age.
“Well, well. Look who it is,” came a familiar voice just as Nala was finishing
up the story about her father and the bear. Almost instinctively she leaned away
as the source of the voice took a seat next to her. Such rude behaviour was
deeply frowned upon and the disapproval was evident on both Ghardo and Alena.
“Council member Yeres,” said Ghardo in a cold voice. “We are trying to have
a family supper. Your presence is not needed.”
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“Oh, I'm certain it isn't,” replied the old elf and eyed Nala. There was a
moment of longing that passed his face as he took in her attire, but it did not last
long. “You have been avoiding me and there are thing I need to discuss with you.”
He directed his words to Nala.
“Then make an appointment and let me enjoy the evening with my family,”
replied Nala in as cold a voice as she could muster. She glanced at the two
escorts the old man had with him and both of them looked uncomfortable with
the situation.
“This can not wait,” the man protested loudly enough that he garnered a few
disapproving looks from near by tables.
“Council member Yeres, have you no manners?” demanded Alena in her soft
voice, but there was a steel hard bone to it. “What ever your issues with the
Guardian Spirit are, it is no excuse to barge in on our evening. A man of your age
and stature should be aware of this.”
Yeres seemed to notice her for the first time and turned to give the woman a
cold stare. “I am perfectly aware of what I am doing, young woman.”
“Then you should know it was time for you to get your old bones off that
chair and have your companions carry you to your proper place,” replied Alena
and stared down the old elf. There was a tense moment of silence before Yeres
surprised them all by chuckling.
“Fine, I will go,” he said and with the help of his cane wrangled himself up
from the chair. “But I will make that appointment and you'd better show up to it.”
Nala let out a long sigh as the old man scampered away to his table, which
thankfully was a fair ways away from theirs.
“You may have just made an enemy for yourself,” said Nala and gave Alena a
small smile.
The young woman shrugged her shoulders. “He may be a council member,
but that doesn't excuse his behaviour. That was rude by any standards.”
“He never has any manners when it comes to dealing with Nala,” said
Ghardo.
“What happened between you two to make things that way?” asked Alena
and sipped some of her wine. Ghardo gave her a glance, warning not to probe
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further in the matter, but she did not seem to notice it.
“I'd rather not talk about it,” replied Nala. She turned around the wineglass
in her hands and made it look like it was the most interesting thing in the world
to her.
“It's not going to make things any worse,” said Alena in the sort of voice that
Ghardo had learned to recognize as something she used when she was not about
to give up on something. When she got like that, she could be as stubborn as
anyone. “On the contrary, it might ease your own feelings. You know Ghardo and
you know a bit about me. Neither of us is going to judge you no matter what
happened.”
Nala struggled. On the one hand it was not something she wanted to
remember nor was it something that would make their evening any more
enjoyable. At the same time she wanted to share the story so others might better
understand why Yeres had the effect he did on her.
“It's not a happy story,” she warned the two and gave them a serious look.
The surprise Ghardo felt was evident on him and the smile on Alena was
nothing short of encouraging. “I don't think either of us was expecting it to be a
happy one,” the young woman said.
Nala took a long gulp from her wine glass, leaving it only half full. “I have a
hard time even remembering how long ago it was,” she started in a quiet voice.
“Yeres was the newest member in the High Council at the time, a mere youngster
approaching the half way of his second century of living. He was a charming one
back then and he could wrap you around his finger just like that.” Nala snapped
her fingers. “You'd think I'd have been immune to it, but I wasn't.”
Alena and Ghardo exchanged looks. They had figured it to be something
personal, but for it to seemingly go so far was a bit of an surprise.
“At first I paid him no attention, besides as a fellow council member, but
over time he grew on me. He seemed to be impossible to keep away from and
eventually I relented to his efforts. We began to see each other and I have to
admit that romantic feelings developed even on my part.”
Nala grabbed her wine glass and took a sip before continuing. “And it was
wonderful for a while. He was good to me; considerate and always supportive, but
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then something changed. He became cold and distant and then I began hearing
rumours of what he was doing behind the scenes.”
“What did he do?” asked Alena as Nala fell silent for a while. Her voice was
gentle and encouraging.
Nala looked up at the two with pained eyes. “He was going around using the
fact he was sharing my bed to gain political favours. It was how he built his
support base that has allowed him to continue in the council to this date. He did
not seem to actually care about me at all apart from the physical pleasures he
could enjoy with me.”
“What did you do when you heard all that?” asked Ghardo. He had to take a
sip of wine as well as his throat had dried out on hearing the story.
“I was hurt by it all, of course. My feelings for him were real. So one day I
confronted him about it. He laughed at me and when I further pressed on the
matter he hit me.” Nala fell silent for a moment. “A single hit did not satisfy him,
so he hit me again and again. I was so shocked that I didn't really put up much of
a fight. I had been in a bad place emotionally to begin with and his betrayal just
paralysed me. It was not until the next morning that I could get away from him.”
The stunned silence at the table was so profound Nala lifted her eyes from
the wine glass she had been staring at intently almost the whole time. The mix of
anger and sympathy on Ghardo's face was as she had expected and feared. What
she had told him now would forever change how he viewed Yeres and perhaps
make him do something rash when in his company. Alena on the other hand had
nothing but sympathy in the look she was giving her. Perhaps she understood
part of the pain such events could give a woman.
She saw the unasked question and continued to explain. “Not that I could
have done much against him even if I had had the presence of mind to do it.
Loriel has been crystal clear to me in the past that I am not to hurt any elf unless
she so deems suitable.”
Nala sighed. Sometimes the restrictions placed on her made her frustrated.
“Of course, after I recovered from the shock I did everything I could to rid the
council of him, but he had built himself a base of support that even I couldn't
break. Even the authorities I reported the abuse to could not touch him in the
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matter. I even pleaded with Loriel so I could settle the matter myself, but she was
firm in denying me that right and said I would understand some day. The
centuries that have passed have not made me any wiser in that matter. I still
want to sink a sword through his chest.”
“I can now share that feeling,” said Ghardo. His hands were clenched in fists
and he gave murderous glances towards the table Yeres had gone to. “And I'm not
bound by restrictions put on me by Loriel.”
“Just let us eat first,” said Alena. “I'm starving. Then we can go deal with
that old man.”
“Neither of you does anything to him,” said Nala in a stern voice and stared
down the two youngsters. “I did not share this story with you so you could
become criminals. It's my problem and I'll deal with it.”
She was interrupted by the waiter arriving with their first course of the meal.
He made apologies for the order taking so long, but the group had not really
noticed the time passing. Still, they were grateful to have something to eat at last.
“I won't do anything,” promised Ghardo as he began dissecting the salad
with grilled chicken breasts. Clearly, it was a hard promise for him to make.
Nala turned her gaze to Alena.
“I promise,” the young woman said as she dug into her own salad.
Satisfied that neither of the two would end up causing further trouble, Nala
dug into her own entrée of sea scallops and mushrooms. Seafood was something
she rarely got to eat so she made full use of the opportunity to do so.
They ate in silence for quite a while before the conversation started once
more, this time on lighter topics. They did their best to ignore the weight of what
Nala had told and as the evening progressed it seemed that heavy burden was
lifted and there was laughter once more at the table.
Nala got back into telling stories of her parents – mostly the good and light
hearted ones – and Alena had some similar stories to tell of her parents. Ghardo
remained silent much of the time, simply observing the two women as their
laughter bubbled out and lit their faces. A smiling Alena was something he could
have spent an eternity looking at and it made him happy to see Nala enjoying
herself as much as she was. She had had a hard day and what she had shared
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with them was something neither of them would forget. It gave them an
understanding on the source of her issues with Yeres and perhaps that would
allow them to help her somehow.
If outright revenge was out of the question, then perhaps there was
something more subtle they could do, something that would not land any of them
in trouble.
Their desserts arrived quickly after their main course. It seemed the kitchen
had gotten its act together and servings were coming out as they were supposed
to.
Nala enjoyed the rich chocolate mousse despite its simplicity. Sometimes
such things were the best in life and you could never go wrong with chocolate in
her opinion. Ghardo and Alena had elected to go with the same dessert and both
looked to be enjoying it just as much as Nala was.
They lingered at the table for a while after finishing their desserts before
finally paying and tipping the waiter as they left the restaurant. They walked to
the transport capsule together, with Ghardo having one arm wrapped around
Alena. The young woman leaned against the big man and looked happy. Nala
walked next to the pair with a small smile on her as she watched them walk
along.
Their happiness offered her some consolation and reminded her why they
were doing all this. She could not allow Yeres or anyone else take over and lead
the project to ruin, as she was certain that would happen if she and Ialye were
removed from the lead.
It was with a bit of sadness that she parted ways with the happy couple.
Nala knew tomorrow would be a bad day and she did not really want the evening
to end, but in the end she realized a good night of sleep was all she could do to
prepare for the day.
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Chapter 13

“T

hat is why they must be replaced,” Yeres finished his speech
and sat back down. Nala sighed and rested her forehead
against the palm of her hand. Her patience was stretched to

its limit after sitting in the same chair for hours, listening to the other council
members making speeches in favour of her and Ialye, as well as in opposition.
The young Stardancer sitting next to her looked just as frustrated with the
situation and the fact that they were being tied up by the endless debate instead
of being allowed to proceed with their duties. It was a jump day and there would
have been a lot to do, but instead they were forced to sit and listen to people
making arguments everyone had already heard several times before.
Goddess, now would be a good time to make an appearance and put the
council in its place, thought Nala. I won't mind the headache.
Don't bother the goddess with such trivialities.
The voice of her mother scolded her and made the corner of her mouth
twitch as she struggled to keep the smile off her face. It might have sent the
wrong signal to the council.
You have to admit that they're boring enough and a visit by the goddess
would probably stop a few hearts due to shock.
Nala grabbed the hilt of the sword and sent her thoughts to her mother.
When will you grow up?
The voice of her mother had a hint of resignation in it.
It has been more than two thousand years. I think it's a safe bet to say never.
The reply made her mother laugh.
Just let them talk, the voice of her mother said. They enjoy it so and it's one
of the few things they have to do.
Nala sighed. The rest of the council might not have had much in the way of
other duties during the journey, but her own schedule was full and every hour
spent listening to their inane babbling meant one more thing that would be
waiting for her the next day.
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She gave Darlor a pleading look and received a sympathetic nod in response.
She could tell even he was getting tired of hearing the same arguments over and
over again. Whether he would be able to force the council to take the vote and
deny further speeches was another thing all together. He had the power, but at
times the council members were so taken in by the matter at hand that they
would vote and over rule his decision.
Darlor stood up and called for silence. The mutter that had started died
down. “Esteemed colleagues, we have been hearing fine speeches and important
points have been made.” His gaze went around the halfcircle of people. “But as
important as this matter is, we must come to a decision. We can not afford to let
this matter burden the leaders of the expedition any longer. We must let them
continue their work in peace or replace them, if that is the will of the council.
Therefore I call for the vote to be held now.”
A few members began to voice their objections as they still had speeches
they wanted to make, points they wanted to bring up despite the fact most
anything relevant had already been brought up by at least two people before
them.
Darlor did his best to squash the demands and received support for it from
many others in the council. Some wanted to silence them because they supported
Nala and Ialye, while others simply wanted the entire matter to be dealt with
already. In the end the side that supported a vote now had their way and so the
council voted once more.
Nala could not help but feel anxious over the result of the vote. She knew it
would be a tight one. She and Ialye had done their best to retain the support they
had, but she feared a few had slipped to the side of Yeres. The old elf had been
very convincing in laying the blame squarely at their feet while ignoring
everything they had done right, and the fact there had been little they could have
done to stop the explosive devices from being placed.
She was right to have feared the loss of support. Yeres had five votes
supporting his proposition while Nala and Ialye received six votes in their favour.
One council member abstained from the vote completely, where as before he had
voted in support of Nala. It was clear that should there be any further trouble, the
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vote might well swing Yeres's way.
Still, it was a relief that the matter had been settled. Nala and Ialye walked
out of the council room as soon as it was appropriate and headed towards the
control room. There was still time for them to make it there to observe the jump.
On the way they had the opportunity to do some catching up in regards to recent
events and exchange thoughts on them.







“I can't believe he has gotten away with it for so long,” said Alena and leaned
back against the kitchen counter. Her green shirt tightened against her chest,
giving Ghardo a good glimpse of what was underneath.
“At least I can now understand why she always seems ready to sink one of
her swords in him,” said the big man and sipped some of the juice from his metal
mug. It was lunch time and the two had just finished eating. Both had elected to
take a long one that day and now they had a little bit of time before they needed
to head back to their duties.
“I wonder why the goddess restrains her so?” pondered Alena. “If it were me,
the man would already be dead after doings such a thing. Maybe not by my own
hand, but I'm certain someone would have done it for me by now.” She gave
Ghardo a small smile.
He knew she was right. Had anyone done something like that to her, he
would have made sure the price for it had been paid in full. Now, she was
restricted by what Nala had demanded and would not be able to do a thing.
Worse yet, he'd have to continue dealing with the man as if nothing had
happened.
“Who knows why a god does something? Maybe it amuses her to see the
conflict between the two,” replied Ghardo. He had been around Nala long enough
to know the goddess was not above playing games with her followers nor causing
a bit of suffering to them. In general you could say she tried to act in a way that
served the good of the elves, but there were times when she could be as cruel as
any of the other gods. As a consequence of that he was no longer under the
delusion that the goddess was the paragon of goodness that her priests made her
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out to be.
Alena examined Ghardo with a curious look. They had never really talked
about matters of faith, but the tone of voice the man had used told her something
had happened that had put the man's faith to the test. “Perhaps she has some
future use for Yeres,” she suggested. “Maybe there is something he needs to do
before his death.”
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “What ever the case, we have to live with
him for now.”
“Do you plan to tell Ialye the story?” asked Alena. She knew the Stardancer
would be just as interested in hearing it as they had been.
“I don't know,” admitted Ghardo. “Nala didn't exactly say we couldn't tell the
story to people, but it just seems wrong to do so. She trusted us with it and you
saw how hard it was for her to even start telling it. If she heard we'd told someone
about it..” The man shook his head.
Alena walked over to the man and wrapped her arms around him from
behind. “I know it must have been hard for you to hear her tell something like
that. She is your family after all. I think the best you and I can do is keep the
trust she has shown us and try to do what we can to support her. She has a lot
on her plate and I doubt she has room for much more.”
Ghardo nodded and swivelled around on the bar stool like seat to face her. “I
have a hard time remembering how I ever got along without you.”
Alena smiled at him. “Poorly,” she said and leaned in to give the man a soft
kiss on the lips. Ghardo reached out and wrapped his arms around her and
responded to the kiss. Slowly he moved to her cheek and towards her ears, softly
kissing her all the way. As he reached her right ear, he gently nibbled on the
pointy tip of it and caused her to let out a gasp. The hair brushing against his
face smelled like spruce that had been brought inside during the dead of winter
and was a reminder of what sort of a forest she had grown up in. It was not an
unpleasant smell at all and brought back so many memories for Ghardo.
Flustered, Alena pushed the man away from her and gave him a wry smile.
“As much as I'd like that, I don't think we have time for it now.”
“I'm sorry,” said Ghardo and looked penitent.
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“Maybe in the evening,” suggested Alena and gave his cheek a gentle stroke
with her hand. The look on her seemed to promise a lot and made Ghardo feel
even more sorry he had started the whole thing. Now he'd have a hard time
thinking about anything else for the rest of the day, especially when he still held
his arms around her and could feel the curve of her hips and the arch of her
lower back.
“In the evening then,” said Ghardo and looked at Alena with such affection
that it was hard to face him without blushing. Reluctantly, he let go of her and
stood up. A reminder had started flashing in his field of vision, telling him that it
was time to return to his duties.
“Duty calls?” asked Alena and looked up at the man. Sometimes the size
difference still got to her and had her feeling out of place by his side, but that
never lasted long, especially when he turned to look at her. It washed away all
doubts she might have had about their relationship.
Ghardo nodded. “Sadly so, but I will certainly hold you up on your promise
for the evening.”
“Oh? Did I promise something?” asked Alena with a small smile.
Ghardo gave her a look that made her laugh out loud. The big man smiled at
her and gave her a quick hug before wishing a good rest of the day and leaving
the room.
The corridors felt cold as he made his way through them all and to the
transport capsule. The warmth that had nestled inside him slowly faded away as
he got closer to his destination. He was so engrossed in his thoughts that he
barely noticed the Horizon had made its jump, despite the announcements that
were blaring in the background, telling of its progress.
He got off at his stop and started his way towards the office area for the ship
crew. He found Ialye in her office and the young Stardancer happily invited him
in. With her green jacket half open it looked like she had just arrived from
observing the jump.
“How is everything going?” she asked after Ghardo had taken a seat.
“I feel like I should be the one asking that question,” the big man replied. He
was interested in hearing what the council had decided.
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Ialye gave him a feint smile. “Nala and I are still in charge, though it was
only by a one vote margin. Yeres can be convincing when he sets his mind to
something and he did manage to swing some votes from the last time.”
Ghardo looked grim at hearing it. “Let's just hope there's no more reason for
these questionings of your leadership.”
“I hope so too,” agreed Ialye before jumping into what the two had met up to
discuss about. “How is the investigation going?”
“The investigation into the explosive devices has not given us much to go on
by,” he replied, feeling frustrated that there had been so little to be found on
them. They had not recovered even a single fingerprint or strand of hair from
them. It was like they were brand new, straight from the assembly line, without
anyone having touched them.
“Why didn't the sensors pick them up?” asked Ialye.
“They were designed specifically to avoid detection,” said Ghardo. “As far as
we know the Union is the only entity capable of building such things. Hiding
explosives is not exactly easy because of their very specific combinations.”
“So it's someone in the Union military?” asked Ialye with concern.
“I wouldn't jump that far with conclusions,” said Ghardo. “Though this is the
Blades we are talking about. I'm certain they have members who work at military
ammunition storages that could have easily slipped some to their comrades. So it
could still be anyone onboard.”
Ialye leaned back in her chair and a moment of silence passed. “What about
that Taiet character? Has he led you anywhere?”
“Apart from producing more disgruntled female passengers and crew
members, he has done nothing of note. I fear he might be a dead end since he
hasn't even spread the rumour about broken sensors that much,” replied Gareth.
“What about Alena? Has she made any progress going through the crew?”
Ghardo shook his head. “She's done her best, but so far nothing has really
seemed out of place.”
“There are many people in the crew,” admitted Ialye. “A single person can't
be expected to go through them all quickly with any sort of accuracy.”
Ghardo nodded. “But we can't just put more people on it, at least not very
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quickly. We'd first have to find reliable people and then they'd have to slowly start
asking questions. It would take time and there would always be the risk of the
agent finding out.”
“What do we do then?” asked Ialye. Her lips formed a tight line and wrinkles
appeared on her forehead.
“We must be patient and let the things that we have set in motion reach
their goal,” replied Ghardo even though he shared much the same frustrations as
she did.
“I suppose we have no real choice,” admitted Ialye. Truthfully she wanted to
send the security forces to round up everyone onboard and search through every
quarter with a fine comb, but she knew that such rash action would only serve to
anger people and there was no guarantee it would flush out the agent. For all
they knew the agent could have been one of the people investigating others.
“How's the trip going over all?” asked Ghardo to steer the conversation away
from the topic. They'd talked all they could about it for now.
“Quite well,” replied Ialye with a slightly more optimistic tone in her voice.
“The passengers are doing fine and there have been no problems with the jumps
we've made. We'll soon arrive in the Espera system so we'll have a bit of time to
rest.”
“Espera..hasn't the Union been trying to get the people there to become a
part of it for a long time?” asked Ghardo.
Ialye nodded. “The Esperans are reluctant to do so. They're not a major
power in any way as they only have their home world and a fledgling colony at a
near by star. The Osf and Meresan have tried to get them into an alliance as well,
but have had as little luck as The Union. They seem to want to be left on their
own and not take sides in anything major.”
“How will they react to our convoy appearing in their home system?” asked
Ghardo.
“Don't worry, Ghardo. We've secured the needed permits. Despite their cold
attitude towards aligning themselves with others, they have no problems being
civil towards others, and they were happy to let us stop for a bit to catch our
breath.”
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“Is it true that they're reluctant to let others see them?” asked Ghardo.
Ialye shrugged her shoulders. “I've never had problems with seeing them face
to face. They are very fragile looking, what with the opaque skin and slender
build. Their arms are likes branches on a ten year old tree in that they look
fragile, but bend to sustain an amazing amount of power. You'd think they'd be
unpleasant to look at with their skin being the way it is, but in actuality they're
quite mesmerizing.”
“So they're like some of the fish dwelling in the depths of the sea? Lights
running under their see through skin and all that?” asked Ghardo. He had never
seen an Esperan, but he had heard stories from some traders that had visited
them.
Ialye nodded. “That's a very apt comparison. The ones I've talked to have had
some red and blue sources of light under their skin and across their faces. It
made them look quite interesting.”
“Well, it'll certainly be an interesting stop,” said Ghardo. He was always
interested in seeing a new form of life in person, though he doubted he'd have a
chance to interact with one in person.
He frowned.
“What is it?” asked Ialye. The expression on the man's face was enough to
make her worry something was wrong.
“I feel like I am forgetting something,” replied Ghardo and looked
concentrated. “Something to do with the Esperan's.”
“We don't know that much about them,” admitted Ialye.
“It was something I heard from one of the traders that had had more
dealings with them,” said Ghardo. “I just can't quite..” The sudden realization lit
up his face. “That's it!” he said excitedly.
“What is it?” asked Ialye, curious what had gotten the man so worked up.
“This trader I talked to. He had a problem with one of his crew stealing stuff
from others. Try as he did, he could never figure out who it was. Searching the
entire vessel never turned up the belongings that went missing. He finally got fed
up with it and reported it to the Esperan authorities in the hopes that they'd be
able to conduct a more thorough search of the vessel. He was not about to spend
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the way home worrying about a thief onboard and the rest of the crew was
starting to get cranky about it.”
Ialye watched on with curiosity as Ghardo continued his excited explanation.
“The captain expected them to send in squads of people to tear down the
ship, but instead they sent in three people. They had the entire crew gathered in
a single room and this one Esperan simply looked at them all and a few crewmen
were summoned closer so they could be touched. Within fifteen minutes the
Esperan declared the guilty crew member as well as how he had hidden all the
things he had stolen. It was like the minds of the crew had been read and the
culprit betrayed by his own thoughts.”
“How can that be?” asked Ialye.
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “Beats me, but if it's true and we could get
a few of those onboard for a day or two to go through everyone here..” He left the
thought hanging in the air. It might have been the only chance they'd have for
uncovering the agent on any sort of sensible time frame.
“It's certainly worth considering,” admitted Ialye after a moment of thought.
“The hardest part will probably be convincing the Esperan's to lend us the aid.”
“And selling it to the High Council,” reminded Ghardo.
“They don't need to know,” said Ialye. “It's fully within the authority of Nala
and me to arrange it. And the fewer people that know the real reason for
Esperan's walking aboard, the better. Provided, of course, that the story is true.”
Ghardo shrugged his shoulders. “It's a story from a trader. It could be true
or it could be just a drunken story he heard at some trading post.”
“I suppose we'll find out when we arrive,” said Ialye. “In any case, asking
won't hurt anything.” She had her doubts about the whole thing. Reading peoples
minds

without

touching

them

was

something

even

magic

had

trouble

accomplishing. Usually you needed physical contact with the target to get
anything specific out of their mind. Surface thoughts were much easier to nab,
but even that needed an amount of concentration that would have made it hard –
if not impossible – to perform it on more than a single person at a time. Going
through a room full of people would have been an exhausting task that would
have taken hours and even then there would have been no guarantees as to
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whether what had been picked up was true.
At times Ialye was thankful reading minds was such a difficult art, but right
now she wished it would have been as simple as glancing at someone. Perhaps
the Esperan's would make it so.
“I'll mention this to Nala,” said Ghardo to break the long silence. “I'm seeing
her next anyway so it's no trouble.”
“How is she doing?” asked Ialye. While she had seen her just that day it was
not under circumstances that would have allowed the two to get into much of
personal business.
“I suppose she's doing all right. We had supper with her the other day and it
went well even though Yeres made an appearance,” replied Ghardo.
“Oh? Do tell.” Ialye looked curious.
So Ghardo shared what had happened that night, though he did leave out
what Nala had told them. It was not something he would ever share with anyone.
“That old man just gets more bold every time,” huffed Ialye as the big man
finished telling of the events. “How rude can you be without actually walking up
to someone and hitting them in the face? That's the limit he seems to be testing
for.”
“He is an annoyance, of that there is no doubt,” said Ghardo in the sort of
voice that tended to promise bad things for someone. It caught Ialye's attention
immediately as Ghardo had seldom used that voice when talking about Yeres. He
had been annoyed, for sure, but the outright hostility and malice in his voice told
of new found hatred for the man.
“Did something else happen that night?” asked Ialye. Clearly something had
happened to change the man's view of Yeres and she doubted his stunt at the
table was enough to cause such a change.
“Nothing besides what I told you,” replied Ghardo, getting his voice under
control once more. He met Ialyes eyes with a steady gaze that revealed nothing.
“You would tell me if something happened that I needed to know, wouldn't
you?” Ialye pressed on, not wanting to let the man off the hook that easily.
“Of course,” assured Ghardo with as straight a face as he could muster. He
did not feel good about lying to Ialye, but the loyalty towards Nala was still
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stronger and she'd have to find out for herself what Nala had told them.
Ialye eyed the man suspiciously. She was certain something was being kept
from her, but she knew Ghardo well enough to know that it would not be held
without good reason. Perhaps he had promised not to tell in which case she could
not really fault him for it. “All right then,” she said finally. “We've gone through
everything we came for, haven't we?”
Ghardo nodded. They were both now up to date on what was going on.
“Then I won't keep you any longer. Nala must be waiting for you already,”
said Ialye and turned her attention to the display in front of her. She had work to
do still.
Ghardo said his goodbyes and left the room feeling relieved that the young
Stardancer had not pressed any further with her questions.







Saon examined the holographic display with great interest. It was rare to run
into something in the vast emptiness between star systems, but it was exactly
what had happened to them. Several small objects streaked across the display,
though none of them were on a collision course with the Horizon or its escorts.
“Comets?” asked Nala from next to him.
“Seems so,” replied Saon. “Though it's unusual to see more than a single one
going the same direction.”
The forward scout had warned them of the objects even though they had
been determined to not be a threat.
“I'd say it's unusual to run into such things so far from any star systems,”
replied Nala and examined the display with equal enthusiasm. Despite
everything, space still got her excited and unusual things always peaked her
interest.
“Many things drift in the darkness,” replied Saon. “We'll probably never see it
all.” He had spent a lot of time in space and he'd been surprised more than once
to discover rocks floating in the middle of nowhere where there, by all logic,
should have been none. Things got flung from star systems every day, but the
sheer vastness of space ensured it was rare to encounter such things.
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“It's a vast world,” said Nala quietly. “I used to think the journey from Ramyn
to the elven capital was long. Of course, at the time it was. Even on a good horse
it took you weeks. How short that distance now seems.”
Saon chuckled and shook his head. “Horses? Sometimes you forget what
people had to make do in those times.”
“There's nothing wrong with horses,” said Nala defensively. She had learned
to enjoy the rides during her long life. At times they did make places hurt, but
now that she looked back on it, the horse rides were more of an adventure than
flying around on one of the many vessels that occupied the skies today.
“I'm sure there isn't, though you'd be hard pressed to find someone who
actually used them for travel these days,” replied Saon and continued looking at
the display. Around them the control room continued to operate as usual with
crewmen looking after the various tasks they were assigned with.
“You'd be hard pressed to even find a horse,” said Nala with a degree of
sadness in her voice. It was true that horses had become somewhat of a rarity
outside the dedicated stables that still held them for the delight of the rich who
could afford the upkeep and had the time to take a leisurely ride now and then.
“True,” admitted Saon and rubbed his chin. “How does it actually feel?”
“What?” asked Nala, confused as to what the man was getting at.
“Having seen the world change so much. Seeing habits change, society
change, the environment – everything?” Saon turned to look at Nala with genuine
curiosity.
Nala had to take a moment to consider how to respond to it. There were so
many things at play with it that forming a clear answer was more than a little
difficult. “So many things have changed and gone away that you can't help but
feel some sadness because of it,” she started her reply with a thoughtful
expression. “But at the same time there has been a flood of new things and
increased understanding of our surroundings. Does that make the losses of the
past more bearable?” Nala shook her head. “I honestly can't give you a definitive
answer to that. There's just too much to consider and I tend to have a habit of
living in the now.”
“I'd imagine remembering all the past would be mind crushing,” said Saon
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with a sympathetic look.
Nala nodded. “Sometimes it's better to forget..or at least push things to the
back of your mind.”
Their conversation was interrupted by Ghardo entering the room and
walking up to them. The big man looked like he was having a good day and he
smiled widely as he greeted both of them.
“You look like a cat who has just discovered how to open the milk bottle,”
said Nala as the greetings had been exchanged. “Did something happen?”
“You could say that,” Ghardo replied and grinned.
“Is he always like this when he finds something new?” asked Saon.
“All too often,” replied Nala and stared down the big man.
“You'll definitely like this,” assured Ghardo. “Though we probably shouldn't
talk about it here.” The man looked around, drawing attention to all the crewmen
buzzing around. Far too many ears that might listen in on what they were talking
about.
“We can go to my office then,” offered Saon, confident that he was to be
included in what ever the man was about to share. Ghardo did not seem to mind
him tagging along so they did as the captain suggested and retired to his office.
Ghardo shared with them the story about the trader and the Esperans as
well as what he and Ialye had considered. Nala and Saon both had trouble hiding
their eagerness to give the plan a try, but they had their doubts as well.
“I must admit I find it hard to believe they would have such an ability,” said
Nala. “My mind has been read and I can say it was not a pleasant experience nor
did it happen without me noticing it.” She shuddered as she remembered the first
time it had ever happened. She could still feel the hand sink into her forehead.
“You have to admit, the galaxy is filled with all sorts of wonders,” reminded
Saon. He snagged a peanut from the small metal bowl that was in front of him on
his desk.
“What do we have to lose by asking them about it?” asked Ghardo. He could
not really see a downside to the plan.
“Nothing. I just don't want you to get your hopes up,” replied Nala. “All we
have is a traders story. It could well prove to be false.”
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“So we're going to give it a try?” asked Saon.
Nala nodded. “I don't see why we shouldn't ask about it. If it proves to be
false, well, then we continue with our current plans to find the agent.”
“We'll arrive in their home system with the next jump so we won't have to
wait too long for it,” added Saon.
“Good. The sooner this gets resolved the better,” said Ghardo and his two
companions could not help but nod their heads in agreement. Too much time had
already been spent on dealing with the matter.
The meeting went of for a fair bit after that, though the issues that were
discussed had more to do with the daytoday problems that arose. That did not
make dealing with them any less important and a few of them needed a bit of
thinking so the meeting ran long.
It completely wrecked Ghardo's schedule for the rest of the day along with
the new things he needed to do. The day had gone by with a few meetings and
some arrangements for what they had planned for the Esperans. It never hurt to
be prepared even if their idea was shot down by it being based on false
information. He knew he was running late when he finally got away from work
and towards a well deserved evening of rest.
He made his way down the corridor and towards Alena's quarters.
Absentmindedly, he opened the door and stepped inside. He was surprised
to find the room dimly lit and only a few mood increasing lights shedding their
dim glow to stave off the worst of the darkness. He blinked to try to adjust his
eyes to the dim light that was a stark contrast to the well lit corridor he had come
from.
“You're late,” came the accusing voice of Alena. As his eyes got used to the
reduced light, he could see her figure sitting on the couch.
“I'm sorry,” said Ghardo. “A lot came up today.”
Alena rose from the couch and walked towards him. The dim light revealed
her to be dressed in one Ghardos' favourite pieces – a lace laden black shirt that
stopped just half way to her thighs.
“Enough to make you forget about my promise?” asked Alena as she stood in
front of him.
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“I thought you said you didn't make any promise,” teased Ghardo and put
his arms around her.
“I may have lied,” admitted Alena and looked up at him. The gloominess that
had followed him around for the past days seemed to have disappeared. “You
seem very happy.”
“Why wouldn't I be?” asked Ghardo with a small smile. “I may have solved
our agent problem and I have you in my arms. There is not much more I could
ask for.”
“You've solved the problem?” Alena was surprised to hear that, but at the
same time she was happy about it. So many things would be simplified if the
threat of the agent was removed.
“Possibly,” said Ghardo as he leaned down and planted a kiss on Alena's
lips.
“Tell me,” demanded Alena as they broke the kiss.
Ghardo chuckled. “Later.”
Any response Alena might have had was drowned in a gasp as Ghardo began
to nibble on the tip of her ear while caressing the other one with his hand. It was
not until late that evening that Ghardo actually got to explaining the events of the
day to her.
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Chapter 14

“W

ell, what did they say?” Ialye had only just broken
communications with the Esperan's and entered the
small conference room, but Nala had no patience to wait

to hear the news, despite feeling a bit drowsy after spending hours worshipping
the real sun. She had to take every opportunity to enjoy it while there was time.
Though to her defence Saon and Ghardo looked equally eager to hear the
news.
“It seems the story Ghardo heard was not entirely without merit,” said Ialye
and took a seat. She had spent hours talking with the Esperan consul, trying to
get to the bottom of it all, but she was unsure whether she had even scratched
the surface with the information she had gained.
The Horizon had arrived in the system only six hours ago and the fact she
had been able to make such quick contact with the consul was nothing short of
encouraging. She had spoken with him on previous occasions over the details of
their visit to the system and so far everything had gone as agreed. The Esperans
were naturally cautious so there were several of their war vessels keeping an eye
on the Horizon and her escorts. While it might have caused uneasiness in many
situations, here it seemed nothing out of the ordinary.
After all, it had all been agreed on beforehand.
The consul had been a bit surprised to hear from Ialye so quickly and had
worried that something was wrong. The red and blue lights under his opaque
skin had been pulsing in a way Ialye had never seen before, though as she had
explained the situation the lights had calmed down to what they usually were.
The consul was called Asiss. The location of the lights were distinctly unique
to each Esperan and he had a red one just where his cheek bone pushed high
against his skin and a blue one just above his left eye. Compared to humans and
elves, the Esperans had a more spherical head and in the case of Asiss it was
covered by blue hair that ran down to his lower back in long, thick strands. His
large eyes were a deep black and oval in shape while his nose and mouth were
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not that different from those of a humans. Instead of five fingers he had four and
each one ended in a suction cup like circle.
How the rest of him looked Ialye did not know for she had never seen him in
person and the communications had always focused on his face.
“So they have people who can read minds?” asked Ghardo eagerly.
“I'm not quite sure what they do,” replied Ialye with a sigh. Asiss had been
less than forthcoming on what it actually involved, but he had been very clear it
was not mind reading per say. At least he had confirmed they might indeed be
able to help out in identifying the agent. “But it looks like they might indeed be
able to help us flush out the agent.”
“So what do they need to do?” asked Saon. “And more importantly, how long
do they need for it?”
“They proposed to send five teams aboard. They call them Searchers. All
they need is to walk around the vessel and meet people. The problem will be
ensuring they get to see everyone onboard,” explained Ialye. That was what had
her worried. How would they ensure that everyone onboard got seen and tested
by the Searchers? The crew members would be easy enough as they could be
ordered to appear where needed, but the passengers would be a different story.
“That won't be easy to arrange,” agreed Nala. “The passengers especially,
though I suspect curiosity will get many to appear voluntarily. It's rare to get to
see Esperan's in person.”
“Counting on curiosity alone will not be very reliable,” Ghardo pointed out.
His mind was already working on something to ease the situation, but he needed
a bit more time to get all the pieces in place in his mind.
“There is also the issue that the process is quite taxing on the Searchers.
They'll be able to work only a few hours per day so it might take quite a bit of
time to get through everyone,” added Ialye.
“Then we'll have to extend our stay here,” said Saon and grabbed some
peanuts from the cup he had brought with him. He always seemed to have some
with him where ever he went. Only in the control room did he go without them.
“The Council won't like that,” pointed out Ghardo. They had hoped to keep
the High Council out of the entire matter, but if they were to delay the schedule
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they would start asking questions and not having an answer would be seen as
unacceptable. Given that Nala and Ialye were already treading on thin ice with
them even a small thing like that could end up costing them.
Ialye sighed. “Leave the Council to me. I'll deal with them.”
“I'll make the final arrangements for accommodations for the Searchers,”
offered Ghardo. He had already made preliminary arrangements yesterday, but a
few things needed to be settled still.
“When can they come aboard?” asked Nala. The sooner the better was her
opinion, but it was entirely possible the Esperans would need some time to
arrange it all.
“The consul started to arrange it all once we broke off communication,” said
Ialye. “They should have everything ready in a few hours.”
“Will we have everything ready in that time?” asked Saon.
“We'd better,” said Nala in the sort of voice that left no room for counter
arguments.
It was three hours later that Nala found herself standing in the entry lobby,
dressed in the green uniform that clearly marked her as the Guardian Spirit. She
had arranged her hair to cover the missing ear tip and had done her best to make
herself as presentable as possible.
The full High Council was there as well. How Ialye had managed to convince
them to accept the plan so quickly, Nala could not even begin to understand.
Perhaps their curiosity had gotten the better of them and made them forget all
the politics that surrounded the decision. Even Yeres seemed intrigued.
Ialye was there as well, of course, as was Ghardo. Both were standing on
either side of Nala, dressed in similar green uniforms and looking as official as
they could.
There were security personnel peppered all around the large hall and extra
precautions were taken by restricting access to the area and by making extra
searches on anyone coming in to ensure they were not carrying anything that
could be used to harm the people gathered there.
Because of the security there was not a large crowd of passengers looking
on, though some had made it there and were standing on the sidelines wondering
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what was going on. There had been no official announcement about the visit by
the Esperans. It had been decided that they would likely want a bit of time to get
used to being onboard before being exposed to large masses of people. Given that
they were already delaying their departure from the system, there would be plenty
of time for searching for the agent.
The High Council had actually been quite eager to try the solution. It seemed
they weighed the opportunity to catch the agent quite heavily on the scale.
There was a loud chatter in the hall as people discussed with their
neighbours about what was going on, but they all fell silent as the doors leading
to the hangar opened. All eyes turned to see who was so important to have
gathered the full High Council to greet them.
The Esperan's walked in, standing tall and slender. In the room only Ghardo
was taller than them and even in his case many of them were but a palms width
shorter. The lights pulsed under their skin, creating a show of their own. There
was a total of twenty of them. Five of them wore blue robes that covered even
their faces and those figures were flanked on two sides by what were clearly
guards as they carried weapons of some sort on the belt that tied their trouser
and neatly tucked their shirt underneath it.
The group of fifteen Searchers was led by a group of five dressed in what
looked to be more formal apparel. Their thin arms were left exposed, and the
vests they wore were clearly well made and had many valuable gems embedded in
them. Their large, black eyes looked around the room as they stopped for a
moment to take in everything. Even on their alien faces it was clear they were
impressed by what they were seeing.
“I didn't expect this,” muttered Ialye next to Nala.
“What?” she whispered back to her, doing her best to look like nothing was
being said between the two of them.
“Consul Asiss himself is leading the group,” replied Ialye in a similar sort of
whisper.
That was indeed surprising. Nala would have expected someone in such a
position to send someone else over a matter like this, but she suspected the
consul might just have been as curious as everyone else involved. It was, after all,
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one of the rare moment that elves and Esperans had been in the same room.
“Consul Asiss,” Ialye greeted the tall man as he stepped closer with his
group. She made a square with her fingers and bowed slightly. The consul did the
same. She had shown Nala the greeting as well as to the other members of the
High Council.
“Ialye Stardancer,” said Asiss as he bowed. His voice seemed eerie, almost as
if he were a ghost in a haunted house, whispering during the night to keep the
occupants awake. The light over his left eye pulsated quickly a few times before
calming down.
“I must admit we were not expecting you to come personally,” continued
Ialye.
A brief smile passed the thin, colourless lips of Asiss. “I could not pass up
such an opportunity to come and see this wondrous vessel you have
constructed.” His common tongue was nearly flawless, though there were some
words that seemed awkward for him to pronounce.
Ialye returned the smile. “I can fully understand that sentiment. May I
introduce you to everyone?”
Asiss gave a graceful nod.
“Then let us begin with the woman next to me. It is my great pleasure to
introduce to you Nala Temera, the Guardian Spirit.” Ialye motioned towards Nala,
who gave the consul a similar bow and formed the box with her fingers, though
she was a bit less graceful in doing so than the young Stardancer.
Asiss returned the bow. “The honour is mine to meet a person such as
yourself.”
“I am flattered you have even heard of me,” replied Nala with a wry smile.
Though it made sense because Ialye had been in talk with them on several
occasions. She must have mentioned her and from there gathering information
about her would have been easy for the Esperans.
“Do not sell yourself short, Guardian Spirit,” said Asiss before Ialye moved
on to introduce him to the rest of the High Council and any others that had been
deemed important enough.
Nala took the opportunity to examine the reactions of the crowd and the
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others that had come along with Asiss.
She could see many whispering to each other and watching the Esperan
delegation in wonderment. Many looked curious and there were those who were
taking pictures so they could share them with their friends later.
It was not hard to guess what the hot topic of conversation would be on
board for the next few days.
The members of the High Council were as she had expected them to be. They
all did their best to look as important as possible and several tried to hog the
consul by giving an overly long and tiring greeting, but Ialye usually cut them off
mercilessly by appealing to the lack of time and others waiting.
All in all they spent nearly an hour in the entry hall, going through the
motions that every official state visit would have. By he end of it Nala was feeling
like it had been three hours instead. She had never been much good at such
official events.
Ialye and Ghardo went ahead to show the Esperans to the quarters that had
been reserved for them. Nala made her way to the conference room that had been
reserved for them. She knew full well that the consul and the leader of the
Searchers would come there to go through the plan.
Saon was the second person to arrive in the room.
“Never expected them to be that tall,” he noted as he set down his little bowl
of peanuts on the table and pretended to be interested in the painting that was
decorating the wall. It was a sea themed painting of a small fishing boat and two
men struggling to pull in the nets.
“I was surprised too,” agreed Nala. “And the way those lights flash under
their skin. It's a bit creepy at first, but then you start to appreciate them and how
they make each one of them unique.”
“Do you think this will work?” asked the captain and turned to look at her.
“It has to,” replied Nala and gave the man a small, sad smile. “If it doesn't, I
don't think we'll find the agent on our own.”
“True. We haven't had much luck by ourselves so far,” admitted Saon. Before
he could say any more he door to the room opened and Ialye stepped in, followed
closely by Asiss and one of his robe covered companions. The last to enter was
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Ghardo who closed the door behind himself. They all took a seat around the table
after exchanging a few pleasantries, as was usual before starting a meeting.
“Before we begin, allow me to introduce to you Isris,” started Asiss and
motioned towards the robed figure next to him. “She is the leader of the
Searchers that have come to assist you.”
Isris pulled down her hood, revealing her face for the first time. A cluster of
tiny red lights dotted her right cheek, creating the illusion of freckles. Her hair
was a similar shade of blue as Asiss's, but it had a more feminine cut to it as it
flowed down her back and framed her face. There were many small features
about her that made it apparent she was a female. Somehow she was more
delicate looking than the man next to her.
“It is a pleasure to meet you all.” Her voice was soft yet held the same
eeriness as the voice of Asiss. It took a moment for all of them to realize her lips
had not moved during her greeting. “My apologies for having to communicate this
way. I do not know your language well enough to do it on my own so I am merely
nudging your minds to understand me. Do not fear. I can not read your minds
even though I am capable of doing this much.”
Some nervous glances were exchanged around the table despite her words.
“I suppose I should explain how the Searchers powers work so you can feel
at ease,” said Asiss as he noted the atmosphere in the room.
“That would be good,” Ialye agreed.
“It is true that the Searchers can have an influence on other peoples minds.
Isris has just provided you with an example of it. However, as much as she might
try, she would not be able to dig through your memories and with little effort you
can prevent her from reading even your surface thoughts – the things you're
working on with your mind right at that moment.” The consul crossed his hands
on the table in front of him.
“How can they help us find the agent, in that case?” asked Nala.
“While reading thoughts directly out of your mind is out of the question, the
Searchers do get general sort of feelings and sometimes straight out images of
past deeds reflected to them,” explained the consul. “It all really boils down to
how the mind work. A sinister one, that has done horrible deeds, tends to revel in
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them and relive them continuously – this seems to be true no matter what race
you are. Usually the Searchers are able to grab a portion of that and thus find the
culprit.”
Very fascinating.
“I'm trying to concentrate,” replied Nala in her thoughts to her mother.
I'm sorry, but it really is quite interesting.
Nala sighed. She knew the tone of voice her mother had used. She'd linger
around and listen in on every bit of the conversation and she'd continue to make
remarks about what was being said. While she appreciated her presence and the
points she would raise, it was still distracting.
Even more than that, it seemed like Isris had noticed something as she was
looking intently at Nala with narrowed eyes. Had she been able to hear her
mothers voice? Nala gave her a smile hoping it would convince the Searcher
nothing out of the ordinary was going on. She was not just yet ready to share
with the Esperans the relationship she had with her parents.
“All right then. We'll trust that your assessment is true,” said Ialye. “How do
you want to proceed with the search?”
“We can start by having your people give the Searchers tours of the vessel, ”
suggested Asiss. “That way they get to see a lot of people without raising too
much suspicions.”
Saon nodded along with the rest of the people around the table. “That will
get you close to a lot of the crew and a good portion of the passengers, but that
will still leave many who will not have had contact with you.”
“We could host some events and invite people who have been missed,”
suggested Ghardo. “We are playing this off as an official state visit, are we not?
Those always involve parties and other such events and arranging even common
people to be a part of them should not be too hard.”
“That might work, but it will take a lot of time,” admitted Ialye.
“I don't think time will be a problem,” said Nala. “The way the members of
the High Council reacted to our Esperan friends coming onboard, they'd be
happy to stay here for weeks if need be, as long as they get to meet the consul
from time to time.”
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Ialye sighed. “You're probably right. They didn't put up much of a fight with
me over the issue.”
“So I take it we have our course of action ironed out then?” asked Saon and
popped a peanut in his mouth.
“I take it we have the security side of things under control?” asked Ghardo. It
would not be good if any of the Searchers got injured, though they did have their
own guards with them, but it never hurt to be safe. Of course, there was also the
issue of capturing the agent should he be uncovered. The arrest would fall upon
the security forces of the Horizon.
“I've made the necessary arrangements,” assured Saon as he chewed down
his little treat.
“Then we should start our work tomorrow,” said Ialye to conclude the
meeting. The Esperans stood up and gave their customary bow before leaving the
room with Ghardo as their guide.
Nala and the rest didn't really have much more to do that day and it was
getting late to begin with so they spent a little time talking about smaller things
and honing a few rough edges from their plans before retiring to their quarters for
the day.
The morning came all too soon for Nala and with it her job for the day. She
dressed up in the same kind of uniform she had worn yesterday, ate a quick
breakfast of fruit and coffee, and then headed out to meet Isris and her four
guards.
Don't worry. If she finds out we're here, what's the harm?
“The harm is that I don't want people to know about you,” replied Nala in her
thoughts to her mother. “If they knew what sort of a connection we have, they
might try to exploit it somehow.”
Plenty of people already know about us.
It was her father speaking this time, pointing out what she already knew.
“Only those very close to me,” reminded Nala. “What if someone who wants
to harm me finds out? They could go after the tree just because of it. They might
try and destroy these swords.” She grabbed hold of the hilts of the two wooden
blades. They were made of Elf Tree, but that didn't make them indestructible.
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You worry too much. As always.
“Worrying about such things is what has kept me alive,” Nala countered her
mother. It was true that a less pessimistic person might have fallen for some of
the traps and dangers she had faced because they would never have thought
anyone capable of doing such things.
“Besides, these Esperans are a complete mystery to us still. No reason to let
them know things that are not necessary,” added Nala as she boarded an empty
transport capsule. She was glad no one was around. Even if she was responding
in her thoughts, she must have looked so absent minded that others would have
started to worry.
Isris did notice me yesterday, despite your efforts.
“And why is that, mother?” asked Nala, frustrated. “Because you started
talking when you shouldn't have.”
There you go, being childish again.
“Just..both of you. Promise me that you won't appear today unannounced.
Please?” Nala pleaded. She did not want to have to explain her parents to Isris. It
was not exactly a topic she felt comfortable sharing with just anyone and the
Esperans were still an unknown she did not fully understand and that made her
even more weary about telling them anything too personal about herself.
If you insist, dear.
“Yes, I insist,” she replied to her mother. The slightly insulted tone of her
voice made her cringe, but what else could she do? Leaving the swords and thus
her parents spirits behind was not something she was even willing to consider.
Fine. We'll be careful.
“Thank you, mother. And I'm sorry,” replied Nala. She hoped an immediate
apology would smooth things over even a little.
We know you are.
Somehow, the remark did not make her feel better about having demanded
what she had. Nala shook her head and exited the capsule and continued on
towards the meeting place. She would be leading Isris and her guards through
the commercial sector of the Horizon so that they'd get to assess some of the
passengers.
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Nala rounded a corner and landed in front of the quarters assigned to the
Searchers. They had insisted on all being in the same space so they had been put
in one of the larger accommodations available on the vessel. She pushed a button
on the side of the door and waited. Much to her surprise it was Isris that stood
behind the door as it opened. She was not dressed in her robe, but rather in a
low cut shirt that revealed her feminine figure and a short skirt.
“Thank you for coming, Guardian Spirit,” her voice echoed in her mind.
“It's my pleasure,” replied Nala.
“Just let me put on my robe and we'll be ready to go,” said Isris and turned
around. Nala got a glimpse of the room and saw the guards standing there, ready
to jump in if the need arose. Why they had let Isris answer the door baffled her
for a moment, but eventually she realized that the woman had probably known
who it was. She did have the ability to touch peoples minds after all.
It did not take long for the Esperan to return to the door with her robe on. It
covered her slender figure completely and hid her face as well. Why that was
needed, Nala could only guess. Perhaps it allowed her to focus on people without
revealing who her target was.
They did not speak further as they walked along the corridors and towards
the transport capsules. They gathered some curious looks as they stood on the
platform waiting for a transport. Guards from the Horizon would meet them at the
commercial sector. The Esperans had insisted their own security would be
sufficient, but once told they might need to arrest any suspect they pointed out it
was agreed that such action would be better handled by the vessels own forces.
They secured a transport capsule all to themselves and sat down to enjoy the
ride.
“May I ask you something?”
“Of course,” replied Nala to the ghostly voice of Isris. They were sitting in
opposing seats while the four guards had taken position on rows in front and
behind them.
“What happened to you?”
“What do you mean?”
“That scar on your face, that missing ear tip,” Isris pointed out.
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“Oh, those,” a faint smile crossed Nala's face. “There were times when the
world was much more dangerous and there were enemies that were as ruthless
as anything you've ever met. These are the reminders they have left me with,
reminders that taught me important lessons.”
The hood covering Isris shifted a little. “There is something very odd about
you.”
“What do you mean?” asked Nala. Not that she'd deny it nor was she
offended to be referred to in such a way. She was quite odd indeed by the
standards of any race.
“At times it seems like there are three minds inside you. At other times it's
like there's a fourth one that is so vast and boundless that it makes me shiver
inside just seeing a glimpse of it.”
It was not the answer Nala had been expecting, but at the same time it made
sense. With her parents spirits around it probably looked like she had three
minds. The fourth could be nothing else by the goddess. “I have been touched by
the goddess Loriel,” replied Nala. “Perhaps what you are seeing is a piece of her
mind.” She completely neglected the portion about her parents.
“Perhaps,” admitted Isris. She shifted in her seat, as if uncomfortable
discussing such matters. “I should not push that fourth mind, I think.”
“I think that would be a wise decision,” admitted Nala. “She's not evil, but
she can be grumpy if disturbed. I'm not certain how she'd react to a nonelven
mind poking at her. Maybe she'd be curious for a while until she got bored.”
“Perhaps it is wiser not to find out,” said Isris in her ghostly voice that
somehow managed to convey how uncomfortable she was feeling about the entire
matter.
There was a moment of silence before the Esperan had gathered enough
courage for her next question. “What are those things on your belt?”
Nala had hoped to avoid the topic, but since it had been brought up she had
no choice but to answer. “They're weapons that were used a long time ago. We
call them swords.”
“Admittedly I have not seen many of your kind, but you seem to be the only
one who wears them,” Isris pointed out.
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Nala nodded. “It's unlikely you'll find anyone else doing so. These swords are
precious to me and I don't feel comfortable leaving them anywhere, so I carry
them with me.”
“Can I see them?” asked Isris. She sounded curious. Hesitantly, Nala drew
out the shorter blade and presented it to her. Nala noted the faint red light on the
back of her right hand as she grabbed the dark ebony handle of the sword and
marvelled at its light brown blade and the runes carved in it. It was hard to tell
from under her hood what she was thinking as she examined the blade, but
clearly she was taking her time with it.
“It's very light,” her voice echoed in Nala's mind.
“It's made of Elf Wood,” she replied. “It's very light yet very strong. The age of
the blades should attest to that as they've survived without a hint of
deterioration.”
“And how old are they?” asked Isris as she returned the blade to Nala.
“Over two thousand years,” said Nala as she sheathed the sword and pulled
out the longer blade and handed it to Isris. The longer blade was a bit more
difficult to handle in the space they had, but she spent as much time examining
it as she had with the shorter blade.
“By the sound of things you are their first owner,” noted isris as she handed
back the blade. “Does that make you as old as them?”
“A few decades older, actually,” replied Nala and sheathed the blade.
“Do all of your kind live as long?”
“I'm a special case,” replied Nala with a small smile that conveyed all the
mixed feeling she had about it.
“A special person with special swords,” echoed the voice of Isris in her mind.
The Esperan sounded amused despite the eeriness of her voice. “I sensed the
minds that are connected to those swords. Who are they?”
Nala sighed. She had so hoped Isris would not have noticed it. She tried to
think of something to say besides the truth, but couldn't really come up with
anything that would convince the observant woman in front of her. “They're my
parents,” she finally said.
Hello. It's nice to meet you.
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Isris gasped as the voice of Nala's mother sounded in both their minds.
“Didn't I ask that you wouldn't make an appearance?” demanded Nala.
She already found out about us. What's the harm?
Nala let out a frustrated noise. “Nothing, I suppose.”
“It is a honour to meet you,” replied Isris, completely disregarding the minor
squabble the two had entered into. She sounded fearful and at the same time
there was deep respect in her voice. “In our culture the spirits of the dead are
revered more than anything and to speak with one is considered a blessing. You
have truly blessed me today.” Even sitting down she managed to make a slight
bow to Nala.
See? That is how you're supposed to act towards us.
The approval in her mothers voice was apparent. Nala scowled at Isris as the
woman let out what sounded like a small laugh.
“Don't encourage her. She's already too nosy at times,” muttered Nala.
It's a mothers duty to be nosy.
“I've left my children well enough alone and they've turned out just fine,”
reminded Nala.
Only because I was the one nosing around for you.
“It is good to see you getting along so well despite everything,” said Isris and
broke the bantering between the two. “It is not easy being a spirit and remain
connected to this world as you have.”
Nala started to respond, but their transport capsule ground to a halt and
they had to depart. They were met by a squad of Horizon security personnel as
well as a growing crowd of people anxious to get a glimpse of the mysterious
guests.
“Are you ready to start?” asked Nala as they prepared to move onto the main
commercial street.
“I am,” replied Isris.
“Let's go then,” said Nala and led the way. The security personnel kept their
distance and spread out loosely around them. The personal guards of Isris stuck
close to her and kept away anyone who would stumble too close.
Nala occupied much of the time introducing the shops and other aspects of
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the area to Isris. It was all part of the act to keep up appearances and Isris did
her best to nod and look interested while she scanned the crowds for any signs of
the agent. As time went by it became apparent Isris was getting tired, though she
assured Nala there was nothing preventing her from continuing. Still, Nala
decided it was time for a bit of rest and led them to a small café for some
refreshments.
A table was cleared for them and the guards following Isris stood by her on
either side as she took a seat. The guards did not seem to have any intent to find
a seat.
“Would you like something to drink?” asked Nala.
“Some water would be nice,” admitted Isris in a strained voice. It was clear
her work was taking a toll on her. Nala motioned for the waitress and ordered a
glass of water and some lemon flavoured drink for herself along with an
assortment of small, sweet pastries.
“How is the search going?” asked Nala as the waitress went to get their
order. The other customers at the café were not too close to them for anything
they discussed to be over heard.
“I have learned a lot about your kind today,” said Isris and adjusted her
hood. “But I have not sensed anyone who would fit the person you are looking for.
The minds I have touched have been busy with ordinary things and even then
most of them have been happy.”
“Well, it is good to hear the passengers are not gripped by fear,” said Nala in
an effort to find something positive out of it all. Not that it was a small thing.
“No, though some did have worry in their mind about their safety,” said Isris.
“Let's hope we can put their minds at ease,” said Nala as the waitress
returned with their order. They spent a moment in silence as they enjoyed the
refreshments and the sweet pastries. They then continued with their mission and
walked around some more.
By the end of the day they had gone through thousands of minds and found
nothing. The other groups were reporting similar results, though given the size of
their task it was not surprising that the first day did not bring results.
What was distressing was that on the third day they had not found anything
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either and they were starting to run out of peoples minds to dig through. They'd
thrown a large party that had had a large portion of the passengers take part in it
and even there they had found nothing. The entire crew of the Horizon had been
tested, of that they were certain, some even several times, but nothing had raised
a red flag.
They had gathered to hold a meeting to discuss the lack of progress. Ialye
was there, as was Nala and Ghardo in addition to Isris and Asiss. They were
using the same conference room as they had on the day the Esperans arrived on
board.
“Clearly we're missing something,” said Ialye. They had hashed out
everything they had done during the past three days, trying to figure what they
might have missed. The pool of people that had not been investigated was
running dry quickly.
“Maybe there is no agent,” suggested Ghardo.
“Don't be silly. Who would have set those explosive charges then?” Nala
pointed out. “There is an agent, of that there is no doubt.”
“Perhaps we are searching in the wrong place,” suggested Isris. She still
used the mind trick to communicate with others, though she had started to pick
up words here and there and could now say some things with her own mouth.
Surfing the minds of people apparently had a tendency to rub off some things on
you, language being one of the most prominent of them.
“What do you mean?” asked Ialye.
“Perhaps the person we are looking for is not onboard this vessel, but one of
your escorts.”
Nala and the others looked surprised. It was something they had not
thought of. It warranted further investigation and they began preparing for it
instantly.
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Chapter 15

I

t all started with the captains of the escort vessels being called on the
Horizon for a meeting. The issue was something that needed to be
hashed out in person and it was the most secure way to ensure none

of the crew got wind of it.
Saon made most of the arrangements for it and it was the next day after Isris
had suggested the other vessels be scanned that the captains arrived for the
meeting. Many of them had been curious and even eager to come onboard so
they could meet the Esperans as well. Some had been cursing their luck and the
fact they were missing the opportunity to meet their kind. Anyone who had spent
time traversing the vast emptiness had heard of Esperans, but few had had real
contact with them.
So it was with a certain amount of eagerness that they arrived on board and
gathered in the conference room. It was the first time Nala was seeing some of
them in person.
There was the captain of the Judiciator – grey beard and all around the sort
of figure you'd have expected to find in the captains cabin of sail ships of old. His
voice boomed around the room and his laughter almost drowned out everything
else.
Next to him was the thin man who was captain of the Berena. He looked
uncomfortable next to his noisy comrade, but he did his best to be polite to him
and go along with the stories being told. His brown hair was cut short and he was
much younger than his companion.
Then there was the captain of the Devor – the only woman in the bunch.
How old she was was impossible to tell, but she was graceful in the way many
elves were. She had golden brown hair that she had tied behind her so it wouldn't
get in her way, which exposed her finely shaped ears for everyone to admire. She
was sharing her thoughts with Nala and Taif as the Esperans made their
entrance.
The room fell silent as Isris and Asiss entered it along with Ialye. The
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captains eyed the two Esperans with curiosity. Just as the silence was about to
pass, Isris lifted her hand and pointed one of her slender fingers at Taif.
“He is the one,” her voice declared in the minds of everyone in the room. “He
is the agent!”
The silence in the room turned stunned. No one dared to move or speak.
“What is this nonsense?” demanded Taif finally. He looked furious as he
stood there next to Nala.
“It is not nonsense,” the eerie voice of Isris declared. “I can see it clearly in
your mind. How you planted the devices in the waste processing plant. Your
hatred is clear and the target of it..” she became hesitant. “Nala, watch out!” Isris
cried out, but it was too late.
Taif had pulled out a small weapon from its holster hanging from his belt
and wrapped an arm around Nala's neck. He pointed the weapon straight at her
temple and used her body as cover.
“No one moves or I'll blow her brains out!” the man declared in a loud voice,
void of the usual finesse the elven language had with it. He sounded like a crass
human.
“Taif, what are you..” started Nala, but was cut off by the man holding her
hostage.
“You shut up!” Taif shouted. “You have no idea how much of my work has
just gone down the drain and killing you would be a fitting compensation for it,
but sadly I need you to get off this cursed ark of yours.”
“What do you want, Taif?” asked Ialye. She seemed to be the first one to
recover from the shock. No one had even dared to suspect the long time captain
of the Tibiniah. He had been a friend to Nala for a long time and to many others
in the room.
Taif tightened his arm around Nala's throat and started to drag her towards
the door, all the while glancing around to ensure no one had a clear shot at him
nor tried to jump him. Many of the captains had pulled their own weapons now,
as had Ghardo. His face was a twisted mask of rage.
“Let her go!” the big man demanded.
Taif laughed. “I don't think so. She's my ticket out of here. You just keep cool
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and everything will go just fine. She and I are going to leave this room and go to
the docks where I'll take a vessel and fly right on out of here.”
“We can't let you do that,” said Ghardo as he tightened his grip on the pistol
and took aim. Taif dodged behind Nala with a wide grin.
“If you shoot, you'll hit her,” he reminded Ghardo and inched towards the
door. The people in the room had no choice but to look on helplessly as he
dragged Nala with him and left the room.
“And don't you try anything,” hissed Taif to Nala as he dragged her through
the corridors. The people they encountered looked surprised and shocked, but
none tried to interfere as they saw the weapon pointed at Nala. Ghardo and the
rest of the captains and a growing number of security personnel followed the two
from a respectable distance.
Nala wanted to grab her swords and slice a piece out of the man, but she
realized the man would have time to pull the trigger several times and at that
distance he wouldn't miss. The goddess had also forbidden her from harming
another elf, which made it all the more impossible to do anything. As frustrating
as it was her only choice was to go along with him.
Please, goddess, grant me permission to deal with this man. He has
abandoned our race and is a threat to its very existence.
Her plea went unanswered.
“Why are you doing this?” she demanded form the man. She realized they
were getting close to the transport capsules. The man would have no choice but
to take one. That would leave them alone for at least a bit of time and maybe
she'd have a chance then if she struck up a conversation.
“Why? You need to ask that?” the man huffed in her ear and let out a laugh.
“You have no idea how long I've worked for the Blades. No idea how much I've
given to them and how much they have given to me.”
There were some surprised screams as the pair entered the platform,
followed by the group of security men and the captains – all of whom were
pointing their weapons at the pair. The crowd scattered quickly to give way to the
drama that was unfolding right in front of them.
Nala didn't really notice any of it. She was too deep in her own thoughts,
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going through every encounter she had had with Taif over the decades they had
known each other. She tried to think of something that would have given her a
sign that he was working for the enemy, but try as she did there was nothing she
could remember. Taif had always acted with the best interests of the elves in
mind and he had never disobeyed an order.
He had enjoyed the trust of many of his superiors.
Of course, now it was clear it was all part of keeping him in a position from
which he could provide the Blades as much information as possible. It explained
how they had known so much about the Horizon project. It explained the
explosives that had been placed. She had to wonder if Taif would not have placed
them if she had invited him to her quarters that day. At the same time she had to
wonder whether she'd be alive if she had done so.
“Get in,” ordered Taif and shoved Nala inside a transport capsule. He
followed closely behind and waved at the gathering of security guard on the
platform. Nala caught a glimpse of the desperate faces of Ghardo and Ialye as the
two watched the transport lunge forward.
“What now?” asked Nala as she stood between the rows of seats.
“Now, you take those swords off,” said Taif and waved his pistol at her. He
had taken a seat and looked like he had no cares in the world.
Reluctantly, Nala undid the belt and put down the swords on a seat next to
her. Taif waived the pistol again, ordering her to take a seat opposite to him.
There was only a few feet separating the two. They both knew the transport
capsule would take a bit of time to reach the docks as it would need to go down
several levels as well as travel nearly the entire length of the vessel.
“You council members really have no clue what's going on,” said Taif and
gave Nala a cold stare. “You live in your won world, making grand plans and then
force them upon us rest. You never thought to ask what we wanted.”
“It's not much of an choice,” replied Nala. “Either we move or suffer a slow
death as a race. Besides, no one was forced to board the Horizon. Those that
wished to stay behind had the option to do so.”
“Yet you put their money in this project just as you did everyone else’s,”
accused Taif. “You just don't understand it. The High Council, you – you're just
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relics of a past time and it was high time the Elven kind were rid of you.”
“Even if that were the case, why work with the Blades? They don't care about
these things. They just want to see every last one of us dead,” Nala pointed out.
What the man was saying made little sense. If he wanted to change things there
were legitimate avenues he could have taken. Jumping into bed with the greatest
enemy of his own race was certain to ensure no one would listen to him, no
matter how much sense and reason he put behind his words.
Are you listening, goddess? He is working with the enemy! Give me
permission to act!
“They're not as bad as you make them out to be,” said Taif with a small
smile. “You see, they have changed as well. When the air got polluted and our
kind had to start wearing masks, they changed. Getting rid of us was no longer
their main priority.”
“What do they want then?” asked Nala.
“The galaxy,” said Taif with no small amount of admiration. “The Elves are
just a small stone in a large pile of rocks. They've played with our kind long
enough and have taken aim at larger things. Their main interest has been the
Fireborn for years now.”
“At least they've taken up a sensible enemy this time,” muttered Nala.
Taif laughed the sort of mocking laugh that would get peoples blood boiling.
“You misunderstand. They're not working against the Fireborn. They're working
with them!”
The declaration stunned Nala into silence. How anyone could work with the
Fireborn was beyond her. Their ultimate goal was the destruction of the world as
it stood; they would rip the very fabric of it and turn it into something else all
together, and the upheaval would bring about the demise of everything.
The Desolate Zone was just a quick taste of what would occur and thankfully
it was isolated in such a small area.
Do you see his madness now, goddess? He can't be allowed to continue with
his work. He must be stopped. Give me permission.
“Have they completely lost their mind?” Nala finally asked as her pleas to the
goddess went unanswered still.
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Taif chuckled. “Maybe they have, maybe they haven't. What ever the case,
they were more than happy to support my cause since I didn't need much from
them. All they had to do was catch you on the Moon Colony, but they failed in
that. At least they didn't fail with giving me the explosive devices.”
The more Taif talked the more Nala began to feel like she didn't know the
man at all. He had been the one who arranged the Moon Colony débâcle? What
more had he done?
“Did you arrange to have captain Tysgar murdered?” asked Nala in a cold
voice.
“Oh? You figured that out? I'm impressed,” replied Taif with a smile. “I was
hoping you would see the light and make me the captain, but alas, you were
stubborn and had to cling to the promises made to the Union. Everything would
have been so much easier if I'd been the captain of Horizon. All of this would have
been over already.”
“Damn you Taif!” Nala shouted, letting out much of the frustration she was
feeling. The man had been right under her nose for much of the time, scheming
and putting into motion his own plans to ruin everything she had been working
for. The feeling of betrayal was utter and complete.
Please, Loriel. Answer me. Give me permission.
“No, it's you who should be damned!” the man shouted in reply. “You and
your goddess have been playing with the elven race like we're your personal toys.
It's time to end it and start anew.”
Nala snorted. “You've been found out. What do you think you can still
accomplish? Do you honestly believe they'll even let you leave this vessel?” As she
said that, the transport capsule ground to a halt in the middle of a portion of the
track that was far away from any station.
Taif glanced around nervously.
“See?” asked Nala. “They've cut the power. They won't let you even get to the
docks.”
“No! They must!” shouted the deranged looking captain. Nala was hard
pressed to even recognize him as the man who she had known for so long. He
rose from his seat and paced around the capsule. “They can't do this! I have you
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as hostage!”
Do as you must, my chosen one. This man is not one of mine any more.
The voice of the goddess echoed in Nala's mind. It was a gentle and discreet
voice and did not strain her in any way.
Thank you, goddess.
Knowing she was free to act now gave her confidence and strength.
“They know I would rather die than let you escape,” said Nala in a calm voice
as she stood up. Unfortunately for her, Taif was standing between her and the
swords, but the main part was that the gun was no longer inches away from her.
Taif looked up at her with desperate eyes and pointed the pistol at her once
more. “Sit down!”
Nala shook her head. “I don't think I will. You've had your fun and it's time
to end this. ” Behind her she was drawing runes with her hands as discreetly as
she could.
“Don't be silly. I can kill you with a single shot!”
“You make the same mistake so many others do,” said Nala and continued
the rune assembling. “You assume I'm stuck in the past just because I carry
around swords, but I wouldn't have lived to this day if I had not embraced new
things.”
“What are you on about? Shut up and sit down!” Beads of sweat ran down
Taif's temples.
A smirk appeared on Nala's lips and she took a step forward. “You've lost
control of the situation,” she noted and took another step forward.
“I don't think so,” said Taif and pulled the trigger. A bolt of energy launched
towards Nala. She made no effort to dodge, but rather she started to run towards
it. Taif's eyes widened as the bolt hit a yellow field of energy around her and the
woman continued towards him. He tried to squeeze off another round, but it was
too late. Nala crashed into him with all her weight and the speed she had
managed to build up. The two elves tumbled down on the floor in a struggle. Nala
knew her strength would not be enough to overpower the man so she evened the
odds by quickly completing the runes she had started. There was a crackle of
electricity and a jolt of it went through Taif as she laid her hand on him.
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The man shuddered and let out a groan, but somehow managed to land a
solid punch on Nala's jaw. It made her grimace and shake her head. It was not
the hardest punch she had ever received, but it was solid enough to give her
opponent a moment to recover from the electric shock.
On pure instinct Nala took her elbow and piled it down with as much
strength as she could. There was a satisfying sounding crunch and another groan
from Taif. He shoved Nala off of him and tried to get away. He was looking for the
fallen weapon, but the broken nose and flowing blood hampered him.
The capsule nudged forward again, causing both of them to lose their
balance. The hits that had been exchanged had taken a toll on their sense of
balance and both tumbled down to the floor and struggled to get up once more.
Nala knew that if Taif reached the weapon it just might be over for her. The shield
she had was not meant to take more than one or two such bolts due to its small
size.
She struggled forward and grabbed hold of Taif's leg. The man started
kicking to try and get her off him, but she held on with all her strength and
ignored the painful hits she took to her chest and shoulders. All the while the
man continued to inch forward and as Nala glanced up she saw him wrap his
fingers around the weapon.
She let go of his leg and tried to get some distance between them by throwing
herself back. She was too close for the shield to work, but by the time Taif had
managed to turn his bloodied face to take aim, there was enough of a gap
between the two that the shield had time to react. The yellow field of energy
flashed as the bolt hit it, but it was not strong enough to block it all. Some of the
weapons energy got through and struck Nala in the left shoulder, singeing her
shirt and sending a jolt of pain through her body.
Nala yelped in pain and dodged between a row of seats.
She tried to move her left arm, but found it to be numb and unresponsive. It
was like someone had sown another persons arm to her shoulder. It was just a
useless pile of meat. Her thick skin had probably saved her from a mortal wound,
but clearly damage had been done. She could smell her own burned flesh and
skin. She started drawing runes with her right hand, all the while grimacing as
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jolts of pain pulsed from her left shoulder and coursed through her entire body.
If only she could get the runes done before Taif got on his feet and squeezed
off another shot.
She could hear as the man struggled to his feet and fumbled.
“Damn you Nala!” the man shouted and she could hear unsteady footsteps.
“You really are a royal bitch, you know that? But it's all going to end now.” The
footsteps came closer and stopped. Nala glanced back and saw the man standing
there, pistol pointed at her back. His face was a mask of red as the blood had
flown from his broken nose and his attempts to stem it had smeared it all over
him.
Nala drew the final rune and activated it.
At the same time Taif pulled the trigger once more.
The flash blinded both of them and sent the former captain staggering back.
Nala thanked the goddess she had not made any mistakes in drawing the runes
and that the spell had had enough time to block the bolt of energy. She clawed
her way up and rested her back against the wall and stared murderously at Taif,
who was busy getting up himself and trying to regain his vision.
With her other arm useless, she had her doubts whether the fight was a
winnable one for her. Defensive runes were simple and easy and you could get
them done quickly with even a single hand. Offensive spells were an entirely
different matter and many of them were complex, taking time and effort even with
two hands. In such close quarters she wouldn't have time to finish one with only
one hand.
Her only consolation was that with the protective spell up Taif's weapon had
become useless unless the man got really close to her, but that put him at equal
risk of getting injured.
“You and your accursed spells!” yelled Taif and rubbed his eyes. He squinted
and apparently began to see something as he raised his weapon once more and
pointed it in Nala's general direction.
Nala breathed heavily and looked on as the man tried to get a clear fix on
her. With no small amount of relief she noted the transport was starting to slow
down. Glancing out the window behind Taif, she could see they were arriving at a
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station. No doubt there would be security personnel waiting there to rush in as
soon as the transport came to a halt.
All she had to do was survive until then.
She tried to find some escape, but the only way open to her was to crawl
under the seats to another row. Grimacing, she squeezed under the row of seats
and wiggled through. A bolt from the weapon hit the seats above her. She
thanked the goddess it had held and that she was almost through to the other
row.
The transport had slowed down noticeably and it finally came to a complete
halt. The doors opened automatically and Nala made a desperate attempt to get
to one of them. She didn't get far as security personnel rushed in from every door.
They quickly shoved her behind them to the relative safety their armoured bodies
offered.
Shouts filled the air as they surrounded Taif and ordered him to put down
his weapon. The man looked confused, as if wondering where they had all come
from, but that was quickly replaced by anger and dismay which turned his blood
covered face into a mask straight from the worst nightmares.
“Put your gun down Taif,” shouted Nala from behind the security guards.
They tried to take her further away, but she remained in place and even extended
the protective spell to include those near him. “You can't escape.”
The man looked around frantically. His only escape route was a window to
the left of him, but even that would not give him much of an escape since there
were more security guards swarming outside it. He turned to give Nala a cold
stare. “You may have caught me, but it's too late. The wheels are already turning
and you will get run over eventually. Mark my words.”
Having said that, he raised the weapon and turned to point it at his temple.
“Stop him!” ordered Nala and the guards rushed forward to overpower the
man, but it was too late. Taif pulled the trigger. Blood splattered all over the
window next to him along with white pieces of bone and other, softer, matter.
Some of the guards that had been rushing toward him got their share of the gore,
bringing about curses and shouts for a medic, but anyone who saw the body
knew instantly there was nothing to be done to save the man.
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Nala stared at the dead body, feeling numb. She had hoped the man would
surrender so that he might be properly interrogated and tried, but having failed
at that did not weigh on her too heavily. In the end she had not even had to kill
him.
She allowed the guards to lead her out of the transport and to the care of the
medics. The wound on her shoulder had barely bled – the only blessing of the
energy based weapons. What damage it had done underneath was hard to tell
before a closer examination could be done by more capable equipment than what
the field medics had with them. Nala hoped there was no permanent damage and
that the fact the arm was seemingly paralysed was only the result of her nerves
getting a disorienting shock from the bolt of energy. It was not that uncommon an
occurrence for those who survived getting hit by it.
Her mood got slightly better as she saw the familiar, tall figure wade his way
through the crowd that had gathered on the platform. The crowd parted ways and
let the concerned group through and soon Nala found herself surrounded by her
friends – Ghardo, Ialye, Saon.
“Are you all right?” asked Ghardo and eyed her bandage wrapped shoulder.
To the credit of the medics they had not torn her clothes too badly, only cutting
where it was needed so she wasn't half naked in front of everyone. They had laid
her out on a gurney and were busy trying to cart her off for further treatment, but
they agreed to let her talk with her friends for a bit.
“Could have been worse,” replied Nala with a faint smile and glanced at her
useless arm. “Hopefully the damage isn't too bad.”
“I take it Taif didn't make it?” asked Ialye and eyed Nala with similar concern
as Ghardo had.
Nala shook her head. “He took his own life.”
“Damn coward,” muttered Saon.
“He said something that raises concerns,” continued Nala. “He said it was
too late, that the wheels were already turning and we would get run over.”
“A final threat?” asked Ialye.
“Or a final bluff?” asked Ghardo.
“No way to find out,” replied Nala. She couldn't help but feel like she had
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failed now that she thought about things a bit more. Capturing Taif alive would
have been preferential in all sorts of ways and letting him kill himself robbed
them of so much information. Their only hope now was that he had held some
sort of log of his activities and that they'd be able to find them in his quarters
aboard the Tibiniah.
“Ghardo, can you please get my swords?” asked Nala, suddenly realizing
they were still inside the transport capsule. She glanced back at the capsule with
concern. It would have been easy for someone to snatch them in the commotion.
“I will,” assured the big man and gave her good hand a firm squeeze before
heading towards the capsule.
“He was quite distressed when Taif left with you,” said Ialye and looked after
the man. “I'm not sure how he would have taken it if you'd been killed.”
“I'm glad we don't have to find out just yet,” replied Nala with a smile. She
got a faint one back from Ialye.
“We better let the medics take you now,” the young Stardancer said. “Don't
worry, I've got everything under control. The Tibiniah has been notified and his
quarters have been isolated and put under guard until our investigators arrive.
I'll inform the High Council and tell them the agent has been found.”
“Remember to thank our Esperan friends,” reminded Nala. Their help was
the only reason the situation had been resolved. Without them they'd be walking
in the dark still.
“I will and I'll tell them you will be all right. Isris was quite worried about
you,” replied Ialye and patted Nala's good shoulder. The medics carted her off for
further treatment and she laid back to rest.
You did well.
“I didn't get him alive,” replied Nala to the voice of the goddess in her mind
even though there was no sign of disappointment in Loriel's voice. She waited for
further word from her, but there was none to be had.
It took the medics almost fifteen minutes to get her to the closest infirmary
and from there it was a long evening of tests and procedures by the doctors. The
wound caused by the bolt of energy was treated quickly and scans showed the
damage to her internal parts was minimal. She began to regain feeling in her arm
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later that evening and the tingling sensation kept her awake long into the night.
Finally, the exhaustion won over and she fell asleep in the private room she
had been placed in.
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Chapter 16

“I

s she all right?” asked Alena from her seat next to the kitchen
counter. Ghardo was busy working in the kitchen, preparing a
meal for the two of them. It was a welcome change of pace for the

two and Alena certainly had nothing against having food prepared for her once in
a while.
And it seemed to do wonders to keep the big man's thoughts from dwelling
too much on the recent events.
“She got shot,” replied the big man as he cut the piece of meat into slices. It
was well seared on the outside, yet retained a nice redness in the middle. “It hit
her in the shoulder and did some damage, but the doctors say she'll make a full
recovery.”
“She's still at the infirmary?”
“They should let her out tomorrow,” said Ghardo and placed the sliced meat
onto the salad bed he had prepared. It was a large plate with everything on it so
they'd both be able to just stick in with their forks.
“That's good.” Alena leaned against the counter and placed her head against
her hands. “I still can't believe that Taif was the agent.”
She was not the only one having trouble coming to grips with that piece of
news. Word had spread quickly about the incident as plenty of people had seen
the events unfold right in front of them. The High Council had been convened and
official statements about the matter had been issued, but there were questions
they could not provide an answer for and it was looking like they'd never get the
answers.
The search of Taif's quarters had yielded nothing of note. His logs had been
all about the Tibiniah and her daily operations and nothing in them even hinted
at his betrayal. Even after three days there was nothing to explain any of his
actions.
“Well, he did,” said Ghardo and drizzled a bit of oil on top of the meat and
salad. He grabbed the large plate and placed it in front of Alena and grabbed two
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forks from a drawer. He remained on his side of the counter and opted to eat
while standing. He looked on as Alena took in the first piece of meat and salad.
The smile that appeared on her face was enough to tell him he had not messed
up the dish. “I just hope there's nothing more waiting to jump out at us.”
Alena chewed down the tender piece of meat and the crunchy salad leaves
and pieces of onion. “He is dead. There's not much he can do to harm us any
more.”
“Before killing himself he implied something had already been set in motion,”
reminded Ghardo. They had not really had time to properly discuss what had
happened. The days following had been hectic and at its worst he had gone
without sleep for almost two days while dealing with all the fallout from the
incident.
“He could have lied,” offered Alena as she went for another fork full. “His
words have already managed to make a nest in your mind and they'll keep
nagging at you until our journey is over. Maybe that was his plan when uttering
the words.”
Ghardo considered that possibility as he chewed down a piece of meat. He
leaned against the counter and swished his fork in the air like a snake ready to
strike. “You could be right,” he finally admitted. “But if we don't consider his
words carefully we might end up getting an unpleasant surprise down the road.”
“It's all well and good to be cautions. Just don't let it consume too much of
your thoughts.”
Ghardo nodded. Her words were wise and truth be told, he was ready to
move on from the agent business and start making the journey to their new home
as it had originally been planned.







Nala sighed and gave Ialye a pleading look. The nurses fussing around her
were getting on her nerves. She had been ready to leave the infirmary for two
days now, but the doctors had insisted – as had just about everyone else as well.
Now that it was finally time to leave everyone was taking their sweet time getting
everything ready. Why they needed to cart her out in a wheelchair when she
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could walk perfectly well was beyond her, but somewhere along the line someone
had decided that was a good policy to have.
Maybe they feared she'd slip and fall.
“Are you ready yet?” asked Ialye of the people fussing around Nala. She had
seen her pleading look and decided the woman had suffered enough in recent
days. They had seated her in the chair now and were simply gathering some of
her belongings.
“We are, esteemed council member” replied one of the nurses and started to
push Nala out of the room. Ialye followed closely behind.
“About time,” muttered Nala grumpily and resisted the urge to jump up and
run away. The only positive thing about the stay in the infirmary had been the
abundance of sunlight they had let her enjoy. Every day they had taken her to a
private place where she could get as much of it as she wanted to.
Even though the walk through the corridors took only minutes, it felt like an
eternity to Nala. As soon as they made it out of the facility, she jumped up from
the chair and stretched with such devotion her hearing was blocked for a few
seconds. The wound on her shoulder was almost completely healed, all thanks to
the sunlight and thick skin Loriel had blessed her with.
“So, what have I missed?” she asked and turned to face Ialye. The young
Stardancer was measuring her from head to toe. It was odd seeing her without
the swords, but despite her demands they had not been allowed to be brought to
her room. Ghardo and Alena had been safeguarding them for her and no doubt
that would be her first stop now that she had gotten out.
“Not that much, to be honest,” replied Ialye as the two began making their
way to the nearest transport station. “The investigation into Taif and his activities
hasn't given us anything new. The High Council has been busy keeping everyone
onboard informed and assured of their safety.”
“How's the crew of the Tibiniah taking it all?” Nala had no doubt it had been
tough on them. They had spent a lot of time with Taif as their captain. The trust
that had been built had been broken in a sudden and cruel manner and it was
bound to have the crew feeling betrayed and angry.
“As well as you'd expect,” said Ialye. “It took us all by surprise, but the crew
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there have a lot of self blame going on. They're wondering if they should have
seen something was going on. After hearing what the Esperans can do they all
volunteered to be seen by them and we figured there was no harm in it. They all
passed without problems so that helped ease some of the stronger feelings among
them.”
Nala nodded. It also laid to rest one of the fears that had been nagging at
her. There was always the possibility that some of the crew had been working
with Taif. Given that they were operating a military vessel they might have been
able to do something dangerous now that their leader was gone.
“Speaking of the Esperans, they have returned to their home world now that
the situation has been resolved,” added Ialye.
“I was hoping I'd get to say farewell to Isris at least,” said Nala in a
disappointed voice. She had wanted to thank her for all that she had done. She
had tried to warn them, even if it had been a bit too late, but it was thanks to her
that the agent had been revealed and the situation resolved.
“Oh, I wouldn't worry about that,” said Ialye with a small smile. They arrived
at the transport platform and got inside a capsule. “The Esperans have made a
request of us.”
“Oh? What do they want?”
“They want to send a delegation with us to our destination. In the interests
of building up relations between us and ultimately the Union.”
“That's surprising,” noted Nala as she made herself comfortable in her seat.
As far as she knew the Esperans had been less than welcoming in starting deeper
relations with the Union.
“The High Council has already agreed to it,” continued Ialye. “Even Yeres
was not against it.”
“I take it Isris will be the one coming with us?” asked Nala.
“Her and the guards,” confirmed Ialye.
“Well, I'll get to say my thanks then.” The fact that the High Council had
convened and made decisions without her was not bothering her that much. It
wasn't the first time nor would it be the last and seeing as she agreed with the
decision there was no problem.
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“She should return today and we'll make the next jump immediately after
that. We've been delayed long enough already.” It was clear from her tone of voice
that the young Stardancer was eager to move forward and leave behind the mess
that had consumed the past few days.
“About time we get to make our journey as we had planned,” agreed Nala.
The transport came to a halt and the two departed towards Ghardo's
quarters, though originally they had been only Alena's. It seemed that the big
man stayed there more often than in his own, official lodgings. Neither of the
women could really blame him for the shift nor did it cause any problems so they
saw no reason to do anything about it. Not that it was any of their business in
any case.
It was no surprise to either of them that it was Alena who opened the door
and welcomed them inside. She had even gone as far as preparing something to
eat for all of them.
“I figured you would want some proper food after the days in the infirmary,”
the young elf said and motioned for both Nala and Ialye to take a seat by the
kitchen counter.
“Thank you.” Nala had to admit the food had not been bad, but neither had
it been good. “Where's Ghardo?”
“He went to get your swords,” replied Alena and kept herself busy in the
kitchen with taking out plates and a large serving platter.
“You mean they're not here?” Nala's heart skipped as she thought of the
swords being somewhere unsafe, but the initial reaction was quickly stashed
away. Ghardo would never put the swords in a place where they could be easily
taken.
“Ghardo hid them somewhere safe,” explained Alena and gave Nala an
apologetic look. “We're not here all day so it would have been very easy for
someone to sneak in and grab them.”
“I understand,” said Nala with no small amount of relief in her voice.
The conversation moved on to other matters as Alena continued to prepare
the food. Ialye told some more about the events that Nala had missed, though
none of them were really that important – mostly consisting of meetings about the
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future and how to manage certain matters. Most of it Nala was already aware of
and she was glad to note much of the preliminary preparations had led to the
outcome she and Ialye had desired.
Ghardo entering the room interrupted the conversation and the bear hug the
man gave Nala was nearly enough to send her right back to the infirmary. He
broke the hug only to hand her the package he had been carrying.
It's good to see you are doing well.
“Thank you, mother,” replied Nala in her thoughts as she unwrapped the
swords from the piece of cloth Ghardo had wrapped them in. She was relieved to
see both blades in their scabbards, untouched and as she had left them. She was
quick to fasten them around her waist with their usual belt.
“And now I feel whole again,” she declared to the room with a smile.
“And now it's time to eat,” said Alena and put down a large platter on the
kitchen counter. There were crispy potato wedges on there along with a large
roast and carrots, rutabaga, onion and other vegetables that one usually roasted
in the oven. There was plenty of food for everyone and they spent a memorable
hour enjoying it all.
They completely missed the Horizon making its jump.
The following days were much more relaxed for all of them. With the agent
business laid to rest Alena could stop her investigations, though she insisted on
staying in her job despite it. She claimed not doing anything would only make her
miserable and she enjoyed the company of her new coworkers.
Ghardo returned to his old duties of being Nala's shadow. Despite Taif being
dead, he took that duty more seriously now and there was rarely an occasion that
he let her out of his sight.
Nala got her opportunity to thank Isris for her part in the events. The two
spent a lot of time together. Mostly it was spent talking about the history of their
races. Nala had a lot to say on that subject, having lived through a good portion
of it. She even showed Isris the home tree of her parents which was something
she had allowed very few to experience.
The toughest thing she had to do during the days was meet with Yeres. The
old elf had made an appointment and dodging him was starting to be more time
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consuming and aggravating than simply confronting him. To her surprise he was
there to offer some ideas that were actually worth considering and the meeting
ended in an unusually agreeable mood. He had done little to push her buttons,
perhaps because of what she had been through recently, or perhaps simply
because there was little left to fight over. With the events that had transpired
Nala and Ialye had firm support from the High Council.
Life settled into a comfortable rhythm that Nala had hoped the entire journey
would consist of. Saon managed most of the daily operations of the Horizon, and
pretty soon Nala found that she didn't even want to go to the control room to
witness every single jump they made. The captain was perfectly capable of
handling what ever came their way, which usually wasn't much, especially now
that they had ventured far enough that even commercial transport were a rare
sight. It would be weeks before they landed in their second to last star system
before arriving at their ultimate destination.
Perhaps the biggest challenge during those days was getting a new captain
for the Tibiniah. There were those who still did not fully trust the crew and
wanted to appoint someone from the other vessels, mainly her sister vessel.
Others felt it to be important that the crew be captained by someone who knew
them well so promoting the secondincommand to full captain seemed like the
thing to do. Both sides had their points, but in the end it was the side that
pushed for an insider to take command that won.
A small ceremony was held for the promotion during one of their many
engine recharge days. It was a sign that everyone onboard was looking for even
the smallest reason to do something out of the ordinary to break the everyday
rhythm that had taken over. As much as Nala hated official ceremonies, even she
had to admit it was a refreshing break and served to boost morale among the
passengers and everyone else.
When they finally arrived at the Therlye system Nala went to bed knowing
they were welcome to charge their engines in the system, even if some special
demands had been made. She was fast asleep in her cabin when she was roused
from her sleep by the insistent ringing of her communicator. Sleepily, she
fumbled for the device and activated it.
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“What is it?” she demanded.
“Please come to the command room immediately,” came the voice of Saon.
He sounded tense and the fact he had neglected the usual greetings raised her
concerns.
“Why?” asked Nala, still fighting the remnants of her sleep.
“Just do it. I have no time to explain it now. Just know this is as serious a
situation as we have had so far.”
“I'll be right there,” replied Nala. The captain sounded serious and worried,
which was enough to rip away the last shreds of sleep that clouded her mind. She
got dressed quickly in her usual uniform, strapped the swords to her waist and
headed out without giving her appearance much more thought. Her ruffled hair
did not seem like an important enough reason to delay her arrival.
The control room was abuzz when she arrived and even after quickly
glancing around she could tell something had everyone rattled pretty badly. The
tension that masked many of the faces she saw was enough to tell that much.
She walked down the staircase to where Saon was standing, next to the
holographic display. Ialye was there along with Ghardo and both of them looked
like they had been pulled out of bed as well.
“What's going on?” asked Nala.
“We've got company,” replied Saon and pointed towards the red dots that
appeared on the holographic display. Nala counted almost fifty of them. Some
were gathering near the asteroid belt that served to divide the system they were in
while others were taking position towards the third planet orbiting the sun – the
home world for the Therlyean.
“Do we know who they are?” asked Nala.
“Not yet,” said Ialye. “They're too far away to make a positive identification
and our position is not the best for getting accurate information.”
“Have they seen us?” Nala knew the Horizon and her escorts were orbiting
one of the larger moons of a gas giant that was the fifth celestial body from the
sun. The combined effect of all that made it likely sensors would not pick them
up from a long distance.
The Therlyeans had insisted they not orbit their home world so they had
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retreated there. Now it looked like it had been a wise decision. Had they been
orbiting the planet it was possible they'd have been under attack already.
“They haven't made any moves towards our position,” noted Ghardo. “I'd say
we're safe for now, but how long that will last..”
Nala nodded. No matter how hard you tried, you could not stay hidden for
long in space if someone capable of traversing interstellar space was looking for
you. Eventually they'd notice the extra heat sources or strange objects orbiting
the moon. You could buy yourself time with some tricks, but they were just that –
tricks to buy you time.
“I was thinking of sending the Berena to take a closer look,” said Saon.
“How long do we have until we can jump again?” asked Nala.
“Seven hours,” replied Ialye.
It was plenty of time for who ever it was to find them even if they were just
doing normal sensor sweeps of the system.
“In that case it might be better to announce our presence and see who we're
dealing with. Trying to remain hidden won't serve us well if they have to come
after us,” said Nala.
“I'll tell the Berena to go take a look and instruct the rest of our escorts to
get ready for possible battle.” Saon looked tense as he said that. The reason for it
was obvious – if who ever had assembled that fleet turned out to be hostile, they'd
be hard pressed to stand against it.
Then it was a long wait as the small scout vessel got into position and
started sending back information to the Horizon. Finally, information started to
come in about the vessels gathering in the system. Saon and Ghardo went
through the information they were getting and tried to figure out who they were
dealing with.
One thing was clear fairly quickly; the fleet was there to attack someone. The
vessels near the asteroid belt were gathering up rocks and the sensors seemed to
indicate some of the vessels would be capable of hurling the stones forward with
great speed. Such horrible weapons were not unknown to the Union, though their
use had been phased out as the need for them had declined.
The only reason you'd have them was to completely wipe any and all life from
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the surface of a planet.
“We have positive identification on the vessels,” reported one of the officers
working on the data they were getting. “They're Rad'Sul.”
“What are they doing here?” wondered Ialye. “We're far away from their
territory.”
The Rad'Sul were a mystery much like the Esperans. Though they had a
larger empire, they had had little dealings with the Union besides some very high
level diplomatic visits. They kept their space tightly wrapped so any private
entrepreneurs looking to start trade with them often found themselves sent back
home without even getting close to an inhabited planet. If they were unlucky,
they'd simply get blown out of the sky.
“Maybe they've decided it was time to expand,” said Saon. “The fleet they've
got out there looks to be primed up for an assault.”
The Therlyeans were still only occupying a single planet. They had not
ventured deep into space and most of their contact with the outside came from
traders who dared to venture so far into deep space in search of exotic items that
would yield a profit.
They had no chance against such a fleet.
“There is not much we can do,” said Nala, even though it pained her to think
they would have to sit there and watch an entire civilization be destroyed or –
best case – enslaved. The safety of Horizon and her passengers took precedence
over everything else. Best they would be able to do was send a message to the
Union, informing them of the situation. It'd be too late to help anything, but at
least word would get out.
“Captain, one of the vessels in the fleet is not Rad'Sul,” came a report from
the same officer that had made the initial revelation.
“What is it then?” asked Saon.
“It matches the profile the Tibinah got for Vasara's vessel, sir.”
“What the hell is going on?” muttered Saon. Having the leader of the Raiders
working together with the Rad'Sul? Nothing good could come out of it.
“Maybe they just hired him for something specific,” suggested Ghardo. The
Raiders were known to take on odd jobs here and there as long as you had the
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money. Calling them mercenaries would have been a bit of a push, but they were
not far from it. Mostly you could call them smugglers and thugs.
“What ever the case, it looks like they've spotted the Berena.” Nala pointed at
three red dots that had departed from the main force and were headed towards
the blue dot that was the small scout. It would not be long until they'd spot the
Horizon and the rest of her escorts.
Vasara would be the least of their worries if things turned sour.
“All right. No need for us to hide any more then. Tell the Berena to route
communications to us and try and hail the approaching vessels,” instructed Ialye.
Saon nodded.
Tense moments passed as they waited for the message to reach the scout
and further for the approaching vessels to acknowledge the hails being sent to
them. For a brief moment fear gripped Nala, that the hails would be ignored and
they'd be attacked without even having the chance to try and convince they were
no threat nor had any intention of intervening in what was going on.
“They've responded to our hails,” reported the communication officer.
“Put it through,” instructed Saon and turned to look at one of the monitors
on the wall beyond the holographic display. A crimson hooded figure appeared on
it, spouting gibberish. It was impossible to tell what it looked like underneath the
clothing and perhaps even more impossible was figuring out what it was saying.
“Load the translation package,” ordered the communication officer and one
of his underlings quickly saw to it.
“We have that for the Rad'Sul?” Ghardo sounded surprised.
“There have been some high level diplomatic meetings with them,” explained
Nala. “They've given the Union the basics of their language. We've done the same
for the common language. We should be able to understand each other.”
“Package loaded,” reported the underling that had seen to it. The effect was
immediate.
“..walking meat bags from the Union, you have entered Rad'Sul territory. Be
gone or we will use deadly/lethal force.” The crimson figure spoke with the
computers voice. It was clear the translation package was less than perfect, but
at least the general message got through. The best they could hope for was that it
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wouldn't be distorted beyond its original meaning.
“Let me handle this,” said Ialye and stepped in front of the monitor so her
image would be sent back. No one argued against it. Out of everyone there, she
was the most diplomatic and experienced in handling events like this.
“Esteemed Rad'Sul. It has not been our intention to violate your territory. We
were under the impression that this system did not fall under your rule, but that
of the Therlyeans.” There was no sign of giving in Ialyes voice and the confidence
shone through.
The delays before the hooded figure responded was worrying, but it was
likely due to the Rad'Sul having to make similar adjustments as they had for the
message to be understood.
“Therlyeans will soon be one with the rocks. This is Rad'Sul territory now.
You must leave.” It was hard to make out any emotions from the computer voice,
though hearing the original words offered as little to grab on to.
Ialye spread her hands. “We have no intention of interfering with anything
that is going on. We are only passing through. We will leave as soon as we can,
but right now our jump engines are still recharging and we can't leave for several
more hours.”
“Meat bags leave now. Head out of the system. Jump away as soon as you
can.” It was only a slight change in the figures stance, but it was clear there was
little patience left for discussion.
“We can start heading out using our conventional engines,” said Saon. “No
need to irritate them further and with the fleet they've got here I see no reason to
play with fire.”
Nala nodded, as did Ghardo. No one wanted to put the Horizon in danger.
There was far too much at stake.
“We will do as you say,” said Ialye to the figure after the decision had been
made. “We will start to head out of the system and jump away as soon as we can.
Our apologies for this incident.”
“Good. We will monitor you.” The communication was cut off and the
monitor went blank.
“Contact the Berena. Tell them to return in formation. Inform the rest of the
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fleet that we will be heading out.” Saon barked out orders and the command
room came to life as everyone got to accomplishing their assigned tasks.
“Best we stay on high alert,” suggested Nala. “We don't want to be caught
with our pants down at a moment like this.”
Saon nodded. “We'll take a defensive formation and put as much distance
between us and that fleet as we can.”
The three Rad'Sul vessels that had come to investigate remained at a
respectful distance from Horizon and her escorts, but they were there and kept an
eye on them as they began their journey towards the edge of the system. Nala had
no doubt that they would have opened fire had they turned back.
It was with no small amount of concern as they followed the situation
develop on the holographic display. The vessels that had gone to the asteroid belt
were starting to advance on the third planet. The few vessels the Therlyeans had
had were already destroyed and the planetary defence system seemed to be the
only thing keeping the invaders away from the planet.
Then the vessels from the asteroid field arrived and started their work.
They hurled asteroids at the planet at incredible speeds. Some the planetary
defence system blew into smaller pieces, but it was not enough to stop them all
from hitting. Feeling helpless, they watched as the ground stations started to go
dark and less and less fire shot up from the surface to stop the devastating rocks
from finding their target.
“I wish there was something we could do,” muttered Ialye. But they all knew
there was nothing. All they could do was helplessly watch a civilization get wiped
from the galaxy.
“I don't get why they're using such a destructive method. They won't be able
to get any use from that planet in a long time,” said Saon and watched the
asteroids being flung on the monitor.
“You don't just invade a planet,” reminded Ghardo. “If they tried they'd be in
a decades long guerilla war anyway and wouldn't get much use out of the planet
while they'd lose many lives. It's just better to bomb them out of existence and
come back later. At the very least you'll have a lot fewer people with guns to worry
about.”
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“The world can be a cruel place,” said Nala silently.
None of them wanted to leave the room so they spent hours watching the
bombardment go on. They listened in on what communications and broadcasts
they could and recorded it all to be sent back to the Union. What they were
witnessing was certain to make any relations with the Rad'Sul be on less than
friendly terms.
“Sir, a vessel is getting closer to us,” reported one of the crewmen.
They had focused the holographic display on what was going on near the
planet and were thus missing what was going on near their own vessels. Saon
immediately zoomed out to get a view of what was going on. The three escorts
they had attracted were keeping their usual distance while following them, but a
fourth vessel had passed them and was headed straight for them.
It was the Raider Vasara.
“Now why is he coming after us?” wondered Saon.
“We could try and ask,” suggested Ialye.
“I doubt he'll respond,” said Ghardo. “No one has talked with him. We're
lucky to have even caught a glimpse of his vessel.”
“Why then would he come after us?” asked Nala. “There's nothing we'll lose
by hailing him.”
Saon nodded. “Try hailing him.”
They waited for a response to their signals.
“He's responding,” reported the communication officer. “Putting it on
screen.”
The monitor embedded in the wall flickered and showed a blank image. It
looked like they were not going to get more than audio.
“Greetings to the Horizon,” came a voice speaking perfect common language.
It was impossible to gleam any information about the speakers race from it.
“Are you Vasara?” asked Saon.
“Indeed I am. Who am I speaking with?”
“My name is Saon. I am the captain of the Horizon. With me is Nala Temera,
Ialye Stardaner and Ghardo Temera.”
“Ah, a most prestigious audience.”
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“What do you want with us?” asked Saon. He had little patience for talking
with someone who was responsible for literally hundreds of merchant vessels
being destroyed along with killing hundreds of crewmen onboard them. Were the
situation any different he would have already blown his vessel to tiny pieces.
“It is rare to see Union vessels this far away. I thought I'd stop by and say
hello,” the voice said, sounding amused.
“Well, you said your hello,” replied the captain. “Is there anything else?”
“I see the Tibiniah is among your escorts. Give my regards to captain Taif.”
“How do you know him?” Nala jumped into the conversation.
“Just give my regards to him.”
“I'm afraid that won't be possible. He is dead.” It was a risk, but Nala
thought it would be worth it. She had a nagging suspicion something more was
going on here.
There was a long silence before the voice replied. “Well, that is a shame. We
had so many good conversations about the state of the Union.”
Everyone in the room looked as shocked at the direct admission. The
treachery of Taif ran even deeper that they had thought. Not only had he betrayed
the elves, but the Union as well.
“So when the Tibiniah caught a glimpse of your vessel it was all part of the
plan?” asked Ghardo.
“Of course,” the voice laughed. “It was the perfect opportunity to slip a
hidden message to him.”
“Why are you admitting to this so openly?” asked Ialye.
“Why not? He's dead. I knew that already since he didn't reply to the
messages I've been sending ever since you arrived in this system. He'd never
allow himself to be taken prisoner.”
“Why was he working with you? He was already in bed with the Blades, so
why work with you?” asked Saon.
“He was?” Vasara sounded genuinely surprised. Then he laughed. “That
clever bastard. I knew he was not telling me everything. Well, no matter. I
provided him with certain assets that he needed to carry out his plans.”
“Why are you here? Really? Why are you working with the Rad'Sul?” asked
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Ialye.
“They're our neighbours. They needed a bit of help so we gave it to them in
exchange for certain things. It's all business.”
The openness of the Raider was suspicious at best. Why was he telling
everything so willingly? Was it that he didn't care about those things being found
out or was there something else behind it? Was he just planting false
information? Those were the questions running through everyone's mind as they
listened to him.
“As far as my real reasons go..well, they're nobody else's business.”
The small group exchanged looks. None of them were fully convinced by his
words.
“Oh, don't be so suspicious looking,” Vasara said. He had a full view of all of
them so he could tell by their body language what they were thinking. “I am what
I say I am. While I may detest the Union and how they used us during the war
with the Fireborn, we're free from that now. We make our own choices.”
“Is that supposed to reassure us?” asked Saon with an ironic smile.
Vasara laughed. “Of course not. I expected you will spend a lot of time
thinking about what I've said and try to find what I was really getting at. That's
all part of the fun.”
“Sir, our engines are fully charged. We can jump when ever you're ready for
it.” The navigator made certain to be discreet about the information so that
Vasara could not hear.
Saon nodded. “While this little conversation has been enjoyable, I'm afraid
we must be going now.”
“So soon? I was hoping we could talk some more. Oh well, another time.”
The Raider did not sound overly disappointed despite his words.
“Any other time and your ship would have been blown up already,” muttered
Saon as the communication was cut off.
“Jump as soon as you can. Let's get away from this rodent infested star
system,” he ordered. None of the people around him objected.
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Chapter 17

T

he encounter with Vasara continued to shadow every discussion
Nala had over the next few days. While the raider had not really
said anything threatening, the revelation that Taif had worked with

him left room to think something more was afoot. Perhaps he was the wheel the
elf captain had referred to before taking his own life.
She had a nagging feeling that they were playing straight into the dead
captains plans, but there was no evidence to support that feeling. It was
frustrating and made her want to break things just so she could feel a
momentary relief.
Talking with Isris turned out to be the better course of action. The Esperan
had a knack for seeing things in peoples words others did not. Perhaps even more
importantly, she had topics to discuss that had nothing to do with the raider.
They were a great distraction from what otherwise was the dominant topic of her
every conversation.
After the fourth jump away from the Therlyea system the topic finally started
to be forgotten. It looked like the rest of their journey would be uneventful and
that suited everyone onboard just fine. There had been enough drama and
troubles already.
It took them nearly a month to reach the final star system they would stop at
before their final destination. They knew for a fact this one was not inhabited by
any other civilization and it was far away from the Rad'Sul territories so it seemed
unlikely they would be there to give grief.
Not much happened during those days of travel. The routines of the vessel
were the only things keeping everyone busy and that left a lot of free time in the
hands of almost everybody. The commercial street and its various shops and
restaurants saw a spike in use as the crew had more free time on their hands and
spent it with their families.
Nala spent much of the time in the home tree of her parents. Despite it being
void of most furniture, she still felt more at home there than she did in her actual
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quarters. Isris was often there with her and they sat beside the fireplace or at the
large, round table that took up much of the space in the large ground floor room.
They exchanged stories and Nala learned a lot about the history of the Esperans.
The fact they had been the only intelligent race on their planet was
intriguing. Nala had grown in a world where there were dozens of races competing
for the living space so it was exotic to hear how things could go when there was
only a single intelligent race. Though she quickly found out that did not change
certain things at all. There were still wars, kingdoms rose and fell. The single race
found ways to divide itself and use those as excuses for massacre. It could have
been something as simple as a piece of land or a different faith that triggered a
conflict that cost hundreds if not thousands of lives.
But over time the Esperans had come to understand each other and the
divisions had started to erode as a larger galaxy was revealed to them. It was also
one of the reasons why they were so reluctant to align themselves with anyone.
Only relatively recently had they learned to get along with each other, so how
could they hope to get along with an entirely different race, let alone a multitude
of them under a single governing body.
“How did the Union come to be?” asked Isris one time as they sat on the
chairs and looked at the empty fireplace.
“Out of necessity,” replied Nala. It had been a while since she thought about
the events that led to its formation. “I've told you about the Fireborn, haven't I?”
Isris nodded.
“The Fireborn had bases and completely controlled almost half of the space
The Union now occupies. They were sapping magic for their own purposes and
robbing others of its use. Knowing their plans for it, it could not be allowed to
continue. For that reason an effort was made to unite against them amongst the
races that were suffering due to their actions.”
Nala took a sip from a wooden cup that was on the small table in front of
them. “It was hard. We were scattered across many systems. Some of the races
involved were stuck with technology that was no match for what the Fireborn
could bring to bear. In some ways the Union is still lagging behind them, though I
suppose that is understandable given the difference in size. The Union may have
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a hundred systems under its control, but we don't even know where the
Fireborns territory stops. For all we know they might control the whole northern
half of this galaxy.”
Nala had a habit of flattening the galaxy in her head into a map resembling
that of times old where north and south had meaning.
“How did you fight them off then?” asked Isris. “I'd imagine they'd have so
many resources to throw at you that you wouldn't stand a chance.”
“Our greatest advantage was that we used magic and the Fireborn did not.
We pushed them far from the territories they had claimed. To be honest I don't
think they took us very seriously before then. They seem to have a bit of an
arrogant side and they're not that concerned with what the creatures of this
plane do. But we caught their attention. Then they started using magic as well.”
“I take it things did not go well after that?” asked Isris as she grabbed her
own cup from the table.
“It was catastrophic for both sides.” Nala shifted in her seat. “There was so
much energy focused in a small area that it broke something. When I say
something I really mean it – we still do not know exactly what happened. What we
do know is that there's a large swath of space between us and the Fireborn that
neither side can get through. Anything we send there never returns, at least not
with anyone still alive. The elemental planes are spilling over in the area and
other phenomena make it a place nothing survives through.”
“Is the area expanding?” Isris sipped some of her drink and put the cup
down back on the table.
Nala shook her head. “It has remained constant ever since it formed.”
“Why don't the Fireborn simply go around it?”
“I think they are more intrigued by the Desolate Zone than they are
concerned with the Union,” replied Nala. “Periodically, we get Fireborn vessels
emerging from the area to our side. It's clear they're spending a lot of resources
investigating it.”
“And the Union is happy to take the time to strengthen its position,” noted
Isris.
“It's the only prudent thing to do. The conflict will reignite at some point in
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the future.”
“But you won't be here then,” Isris pointed out. “Will the Union survive?”
“Only if it gains new support, even though the weapons have advanced
greatly,” replied Nala. “With the Raiders taking with them a lot of equipment and
manpower, the need for more is great.”
Just mentioning the Raider brought back what Vasara had said and all the
doubts and worries that came with it. She shook her head to rid herself of the
thoughts.
Her communicator beeped. She apologized to Isris and took the call. It was
Ghardo.
“I'm sorry to disturb you, but we've just arrived in the Pairtur system. There
doesn't seem to be anything out there that would pose a threat to us.”
“That's good news,” said Nala.
“Do you want to come to the control room to see for yourself?”
“Do I need to?”
Ghardo hemmed. “Not really. Yeres is here so..”
“Then I'll stay where I am,” Nala said quickly.
“I figured you would.”
It was hours later that she retired to her own quarters for some rest. The
talk with Isris had gone on for longer than she had thought and they'd touched
on subjects she rarely talked about with anyone. Still, she felt the day had been a
good one. The last leg of their journey was only a few short jumps and then they
would be safe. The construction crews at their destination had several military
vessels there to protect them and patrol the area so it would take truly an
extraordinary force to cause real problems.
She had a moment of dejavu when she woke up to the sound of her
communicator alert. She fumbled around for it and answered.
“What is it?” she demanded.
“Please come to the command room immediately,” came the voice of Saon.
He sounded tense.
“What is it this time?” she asked, not wanting to leave the warmth of her
bed.
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“Our Raider friend has appeared again and this time he has friends with
him.”
“I'll be right there,” she replied in a sleepy voice and hung up. With a sigh
she crawled out of bed and got herself presentable. The usual trip later she
entered the command room. The usual gathering of people was there.
“Morning,” she said and got the same sort of pleasantries from Ialye, Ghardo
and Saon. “So, what does our Raider friend want now?”
“No idea, but he brought ten others with him,” replied Saon and pointed at
the red dots on the display. They were still a ways off.
“Rad'Sul?” asked Nala.
Ghardo shook his head. “Raiders all of them.”
“How long before we can jump?” asked Nala.
“A little over an hour,” replied Ialye.
It seemed unlikely they had come all they way just to talk. As Nala looked
around her she could see the others were thinking the same thing. This time they
would probably have to fight.
“Sir, they are responding to our hails,” reported the communication officer.
“Put it through,” instructed Saon and everyone turned towards the monitor.
This time, they got more than sound.
“Greetings, again,” said Vasara and smiled at them. The greenish skin of the
bald orc and his slightly protruding corner teeth gave him a vicious look even
though he was dressed in a clean, white shirt that would have been fitting for a
wealthy merchant. A large, golden chain hung around his neck.
“What do you want?” asked Saon.
“Why so hostile?” the orc spread his hands. Several rings glittered on his
fingers.
“Because you have followed us and brought others with you?” suggested
Nala.
“Ah, yes..those. All right. I will admit it. We do plan to attack you.”
“Why?” asked Ialye as Saon walked off the area the Raider could see and
started to give orders for battle preparations. He cursed that the raiders were
already too close to deploy the drones.
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“Because that's what we're getting paid for,” Vasara replied. “That, and such
a large amount of elves in a single place is a tempting target for simple revenge of
past deeds.”
“Revenge? For what?” demanded Nala.
The orc laughed. “You really have to ask that? After the tens of thousands of
years your kind has hunted us with the help of the humans? After the way you
used us as fodder in the war against the Fireborn?”
Nala couldn't really bring herself to blame the orc for his reasons. The view
on them had changed over the years from simply labelling them as evil beings
that needed killing on sight to something more moderate, but that was still far
away from seeing them as equals. They were used as fodder in the war and they
were given the most laborious of tasks. You could say they were nothing short of
slaves.
While the history was muddy as to what exactly had happened to start it all,
there were indications that the orcs had in fact ruled magnificent cities that
rivalled those of the elves. Then the humans had appeared and together with the
elves had driven them out to live in caves and forests, wandering as homeless
tribes across Balaria.
“With reasons like that, trying to talk you out of this is probably a waste of
time,” Nala finally said and looked at the orc.
“The time for talking has long passed in my view,” Vasara replied and closed
the communication.
“Better get ready then,” said Ghardo.
Saon was already giving orders and soon the alarm went off across the entire
vessel. Announcements blared out, urging everyone to get to shelters and
evacuate the most vulnerable areas of the vessel, such as the biodomes.
Nala watched the holographic image and noted the escorts were already
positioning themselves between Horizon and the Raiders to give cover. The large
vessel was far from being defenceless – the double shield from technology and
magic would be able to withstand a pounding and the weapons it had rivalled
those of its escorts – but the main concern was still taking damage. There were so
many people on board that even a single hull breach would spell the end for
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many lives.
“What do you think our odds are?” asked Ialye.
Both Ghardo and Saon looked thoughtful for a while and they pulled up
some sensor data on the sort of vessels they were facing. The numbers advantage
the raider had was not that significant when you took into account the
capabilities of the crafts involved. The Judiciator alone was worth three of the
strongest vessel the Raiders had, at least on paper. What modifications Vasara
and his comrades had done was a big unknown and they might well have done
enough to cause some problems.
“It'll be tough,” admitted Saon. “We can probably buy enough time to make
the jump away from here, but we're slow to charge. They'll catch up to us again
and every time they will have more and more time to cause us grief.”
“Should we consider sending the Berena forward to get help?” asked Nala. It
would take days even for the fast vessel and even longer for the help to arrive and
even then, it would be only a few more vessels. Would that be enough to turn the
tide?
“That's something to consider,” admitted Saon.
“They've started firing,” said Ghardo and pointed to the red dots that were
swarming towards them. It was hard to get a feel that you were in battle. All you
could hear was the communication traffic between the escorts and Horizon. The
Judiciator reported taking heavy hits, but that its shield were holding. They were
returning fire and reported scoring hits. Similar reports flowed in from all the
other vessels as well.
The first real sign of battle was a hit that made the entire vessel shake. It
was the first one that reached Horizon, past its escorts. Judging by the force of it
it must have been a missile or kinetic weapon of some sort.
“We're good, we're good,” said Saon as he looked through the reports that
were coming in from all around the vessel. “The outer shield held.”
Horizon had a double shield. The outer one was one produced with science
while the inner one was one powered by magic. Getting through both of them
would require quite a bit of effort and damage output as generally vessels tended
to have only one of the shields. Mostly it was due to space considerations, but
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there was plenty of it to go around on the Horizon.
“What's going on?” demanded a familiar voice from the control room door.
Nala sighed. Of course Yeres would see it his place to come and start questioning
everything at a time like this.
“We're under attack, in case you've gone completely blind and deaf,” said
Nala.
“I can see that,” the old elf huffed as he made his way down the stairs. “But
by who? And why?”
“Raiders,” replied Ialye. She glanced at Ghardo and the man took the hint.
He inched closer to Nala and put himself between her and the old elf as discreetly
as he could. “More specifically, it's Vasara.”
“But why?” Yeres looked confused.
“Perhaps now isn't the time to talk about that,” said Nala as the vessel shook
once more, forcing everyone to grab a hold of anything they could for support.
Ghardo grabbed her hand to offer her additional support.
“How many more of those can we take?” asked Ialye as she pulled herself
upright once more. The shock had been enough to make her fall to her knees.
“The damage so far has been negligible,” said Saon as he got back to reading
the reports. “Our escorts are holding their own. One Raider vessel has been
damaged badly enough that it's retreating from battle.”
“How much longer until we can jump?” asked Nala. She decided it was best
to ignore Yeres even though he was trying to ask questions and get attention. He
was simply a distraction at that moment and they had far more important
matters to deal with.
“Fifteen minutes!” came the reply from one of the crew responsible for it.
She turned her attention back to the holographic display. The red dots had
now completely surrounded the green ones and it was clear the fighting had
broken down into an chaotic mess. Most concerning of all was the situation the
Berena was it. She was not built for fighting and it was clear the three vessels
that were targeting her had the upper hand.
“Saon, the Berena needs some help!” she shouted over the loud bang that
shook the Horizon once more. The captain struggled to the display and took in
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the situation.
“Order the Nidori to assist!” he ordered and a communications officer
acknowledged it. Everyone gathered to look as the larger vessel broke off to assist.
The warnings flashing near Berena told of damage to some of her outer layers and
a couple of her weapon ports were damaged as well, cutting down the fire power
that was not that great to begin with.
The first volley from the Nidori got in a lucky shot and one of the Raider
vessels harassing the scout went up in a brief ball of flames. The others turned
their attention towards the new threat and gave the small scout a much needed
breather and opportunity for some quick repairs without fear of getting shot at.
“We should tell the Berena to jump away,” said Ialye. “We'll follow her soon
enough. She can't fight now so no point keeping them in danger.”
“Now hold just a moment..” Yeres started, but was promtly ignored by
everyone.
“You're right. I'll give the order,” replied Saon. It did not take long for the
Berena to disappear from the display.
The Raiders seemed to realize that their targets were about to get away so
they all focused on the Horizon. The amount of fire that rained on it in the form of
lasers, missiles and plasma was devastating and made everyone onboard think it
was the end, but somehow the shields held, even though the outer one collapsed
and the magic powered shield had to step in.
“Sir, we're ready to jump!” came a report.
“Then don't waste time telling me! Jump!” snapped Saon. Sweat was running
down his forehead and it wasn't because of the room temperature. Everyone let
out a sigh of relief as the jump started and another one escaped their lips once
they exited the portal and saw all their escorts did the same.
“Let's hope we don't have to fight them again.” Everyone turned to look at
Yeres. The old elf clearly did not understand the situation, though he had not
been there to hear what Vasara had said.
“They'll follow us,” said Ialye. “They're not going to leave us alone.”
Saon nodded. “I better get some damage reports and come up with some
plans.” He went to his subordinates to tend to things and left the elves to
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themselves.
“Why would they follow us?” demanded Yeres.
Ialye sighed and took the old elf to the side to explain the situation to him.
At least now there was time for it and keeping him in the dark would only result
in pointless questions being asked at the wrong time.
“How long do you think we have?” asked Nala. She noted Ghardo was
looking at Yeres with less than approving eyes and decided the man needed some
distraction. It looked like the way the old elf had treated her was bothering him
more than it was her. Then again, she had had years to deal with it.
“Maybe eleven hours,” replied the big man and turned his attention towards
her. “Could be much less if they can complete their calculations on where we
went before then. They won't need to fully charge their engines to catch up with
us. If they think we followed our original route, it might buy us more time.”
It had been an automatic precaution. The point where they had jumped had
been something completely different than their original route called for. You
needed a skilled wizard in order to calculate where an already closed portal had
taken something and even for someone like that it would take hours to do the
calculations.
Following someone in space was not as easy as tracking someone on land.
The vastness of it ensured there were many places to go to.
“They probably know our ultimate destination. Maybe they'll go straight
there,” said Nala. The thought was a disturbing one. What they had to defend the
star system with would be hard pressed against what the Raiders had, even
though a couple had already been weeded out. Nala had thought the defences
strong, but in the face of the raider force it seemed woefully inadequate.
“We can hope so,” said Ghardo. “If they come straight after us we won't be
able to outrun them. Not with Horizon.” He knew the star system and the people
there would have a better chance, despite everything. Enough time had passed
that they should have had the sensors set up fairly comprehensively and some
defence systems should have also been deployed by now. By the time everything
was in place the star system would be an impregnable fortress, but sadly only the
foundations for it were ready.
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“The possibility of it means we can't send for help,” reminded Nala. “We can't
weaken the defences in the star system.”
“So we go at it alone.” A grim expression grew on Ghardo as he flipped
through the holographic display and examined what their escorts were reporting.
The good news was none of the fighting vessels had really taken any significant
damage, but the Berena raised some real concerns. Its hull had taken damage
that would be impossible to properly fix while under way. The temporary fixes
that could be put in place wouldn't hold up in a fight and they'd be quickly back
to their almost crippled state after a few hits.
Nala wished there was something she could say to counter the man.
“What utter nonsense!” Yeres burst out, drawing looks to him and Ialye. The
young Stardancer continued to explain to him, patiently, what had transpired,
but the old elf seemed so worked up that a lot of what she said probably went in
one ear and out the other without his brain processing any of it.
“You should get some sleep,” suggested Saon as he returned to the two. “I
doubt any of us will get much of it in the coming days and this is one of the few
moments that might give a chance for it.”
“I just woke up,” reminded Nala. “I'm not feeling like sleeping.”
Saon shrugged his shoulders. “It's your choice. Even I'm going to take a
quick nap.”
“I think I'm going to talk to Ialye and try to come up with some notice that
we can give to the passengers. They must be scared out of their minds over this
and not knowing what's going on,” said Nala and headed towards her and Yeres.
“Best I go with her,” said Ghardo and quickly followed. Saon couldn't but
agree.
It took them less time than Nala had anticipated to get out a message
explaining the situation. The passengers were mostly huddled in their quarters
and other sheltered areas. The fear could almost be tasted in the air, but being
informed of the situation dissipated a lot of it. The unknown was still a greater
fear than a bunch of Raiders.
The High Council was brought up to speed on the situation as well. It was a
simple announcement to them so Nala and Ialye did not need to stick around for
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debates over the matter. Even the Council understood when the situation was
better off without their interference and given how many votes of trust they had
recently had over the expeditions leaders there was no room to argue that they
didn't have the Council's support.
Still, Yeres tried, even to his own detriment. His obsession with replacing the
two women seemed to have reached a point where it made him look bad and if
you looked carefully you could see even his stout supporters start to have doubts
when he really got into it.
Having done what she could to ease everyone into the new situation they
were in, Nala took Saon's advice and went for some sleep.
Ghardo went to Alena's quarters. Upon entering he hugged the woman
tightly and told her everything that had happened, though she had heard much
of it already. All either of them could do was hold tightly to the other one and try
and get some sleep. They knew a new attack could come at any moment.
But no attack came.
Nala was surprised that when she woke up the clock said she had slept for
nine hours. Perhaps even more surprisingly it was not a call from Saon that woke
her up nor was it the alarms telling people to get to shelters. The calmness was
perhaps more worrying than if a full out attack were under way.
She quickly got dressed and ate a bit of something left over from the
previous night and made her way to the control room. She found Saon there
along with a surprisingly calm crew. It was almost as if no attack had happened
earlier.
“Ah, Nala. I hope you slept well,” said Saon as he saw her coming down the
stairs.
“I did, though I'm surprised I was able to. I was expecting to be woken up by
you or the attack warnings,” replied Nala and glanced at the holographic display.
All she saw there was Horizon and her escorts.
Saon smiled. “It seems we have finally had some luck. We can thank the
vastness of space for that.”
“Or their poor wizards,” noted Nala. Any skilled one would have already
traced where they went. A less skilled one might have gotten a general direction,
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but that would still have left far too much area to cover for a fleet the size which
Vasara had brought with him.
“Either way, we're almost ready to jump so they'll have an even harder time
catching us.” The captain had black pouches under his eyes, telling how little
sleep he had gotten and how much the stress was weighing on him.
“Let's hope so. We can't hold out against them if they catch us right after a
jump.” A full day of battle would see one side completely destroyed and even then
the winning side would not escape without serious losses. For the Raiders the
losses might have been acceptable, but those on board Horizon did not have the
luxury of thinking like that. Too much was at stake.
“Don't worry. Even if they catch us, the crews on our vessels are experienced
and skilled. We'll come out on top,” said Saon. He looked confident enough with
his words.
“But at what price?” asked Nala. Even if they won the battle, the losses
might have been too much to call it anything but a loss.
“I promised you I would get you to Adlye safely and I intend to keep that
promise. I will get everyone there safely.” The determination with which the man
said the words was enough to convince Nala that he would indeed do as he said.
She knew the man was a skilled captain and that their escort vessels were
capable of doing what he said. The captain had a knack for doing that; saying
things that calmed others and gave them faith in what they were doing. It was a
quality any good captain needed.
“I know you will,” said Nala with a small smile. Saon smiled back.
The jump went smoothly and as soon as the sensors got a view of their
surroundings everyone let out a sigh of relief. There was no sign of Raiders or any
other vessels near by.
There was a certain amount of disbelief in the room over it, but given the
situation they were happy to take the bit of luck they had stumbled upon. Still,
there was the lingering tension in the room as well. It reminded them that the
hunt was still on and that any moment they might find themselves in the midst of
a battle.
“Let's keep our guard up,” ordered Saon and everyone in the room did as he
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said. The sensors were put to maximum use, the weapons were ready to be fired
up at a moments notice and the shields remained up and fully charged. They
would not be caught unprepared.







Ghardo woke up with the sort of warm feeling that tried to drag you back to
sleep like a pool of quicksand. He gave the clock a quick glance and saw that he
still had hours more before he was needed anywhere. Nala would be up and in
the control room, his turn to take a shift there would not be until much later.
Alena stirred next to him and curled up closer to him. Ghardo gently stroked
her hair and let out a content sigh before falling asleep again. When he woke up
again Alena was gone, but the tempting smell of food that flowed in from the
bedroom door told him where she was. It also drove away that warm feeling that
wanted him to sleep more.
He had expected to be ripped from sleep by alarms going off, but the fact
that had not happened was a welcome surprise. A good nights sleep was always a
nice thing and it was even better if you didn't wake up to someone shooting at
you. He hoped the Raiders had lost them.
“Good morning,” said Alena as he stumbled out of the bedroom and took a
seat by the kitchen counter. The woman smiled at him over her shoulder and
turned her attention back to the frying pan.
“Good morning,” replied Ghardo in a sleepy voice. He took a moment to go
through any reports that had come in during his sleep. The text flashed before
his eyes. The room was over taken by the sort of comfortable silence a married
couple can come to enjoy after years of living together. The only sounds were the
ones that came from Alena's cooking; the sizzle as meat hit the hot pan, the
crackle of grease, the sound of her knife chopping up vegetables and the clang of
pots hitting together as she rummaged through the cabinets for the right one.
“No attack. That's a good sign, right?” Alena finally asked as her cooking left
her with nothing else to do but wait.
Ghardo closed the document he had been looking at. “Seems we've lost
them, for now. I fear we will see them try to take us on again.”
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“I heard some of the passengers talking. They were really scared.” The young
woman did not look so calm herself. She tried to put on a brave face, but Ghardo
knew her well enough to see through it and saw the fear that was welling
underneath.
“It's all right,” assured Ghardo. “You know the people we have protecting us
all. You know they will do everything they can to keep the people onboard safe.”
“I know, but can they really do it?”
“We must trust them,” said Ghardo in a firm voice. “If we start to doubt them
now it will do no good. We must show them we support them.”
“You're right,” said Alena, though she sounded less than convincing. She
turned back to her cooking and Ghardo examined her back in silence. He wished
there was some magic pill he could give her that would take away the fear she
was feeling, but the only one he could think of was actually getting them all to
their destination safe and sound. The passengers would have to endure the
uncertainty for a while.
“Breakfast is ready,” said Alena and turned towards Ghardo once more. She
gave him a smile.
They enjoyed the food in an uncomfortable silence.
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Chapter 18

“C

aptain! They've found us!”
“Shit,” muttered Saon and rushed out of his office. The luck
had been too good to be true.

“How many are there?” he demanded even before he had had a chance to
run down the stairs to the holographic display.
“It's not the full fleet. Only five vessels!” came a report.
“For now at least,” muttered Saon and took a moment to examine the
display. The Raider vessels were still too far to start shooting. He glanced at the
timer and saw there was but an hour left until the jump engines would be
charged. Against five vessels they wouldn't have any problems. He figured the
Raiders must have split up to cover more area and they would quickly gather
once they'd located the Horizon.
Even so, the opportunity to take out five vessels from the fleet was
something they could not pass on.
“Get everyone ready for battle! We're charging in!” he shouted and his
underlings started to make the preparations. Alarms sounded and the escort
vessels took their positions. Drones were launched and they formed a cloud of
metal and deadly weapons in front of the fleet.
The five Raider vessels continued to head towards them, launching their own
drones and counter measures.
“Deploy the weapon drones in front. We'll get the first shot in!” ordered Saon.
There were two kinds of drones sent out, those carrying shields that would
protect the weapon drones, who were the ones capable of shooting. The lasers on
them were not as powerful as the ones mounted on Horizon and her escorts, but
they were enough to take out the enemy drones and cause some minor damage to
the larger vessels. Unmanned, they were agile and could do manoeuvres a piloted
vessel would have been unable to. A piloted fighter was a rarity after the drone
technology had really taken off.
On the display a line of green and red appeared, telling where the wall of
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drones from each side was. Satisfied that everything had been deployed and in
their place, Saon gave the order to fire and focus all of it on the lead vessel. He
glanced at the monitor that was giving a live camera view of the outside. Contrary
to what many would think, a battle in space was not much to look at. There were
bright flashes of light and the occasional bursts of flames, but other than that
you could not really see much. The laser shots were too fast for the eye to really
see.
Then the drone wall parted to let through the shots from the larger vessels.
The Raiders responded with their own fire. They had timed it well and the holes
in the wall allowed some of their shots to get through, though at the same time
they had exposed themselves to danger as well.
The shields held on the Horizon side, but the lead vessel of the Raiders took
a pounding. Its shields failed under the concentrated fire and its hull was ripped
apart. Momentary flames burst out into space as it was ripped to pieces.
“One less to worry about.” Saon smiled and continued to give orders. The
focus fire seemed to be working so he chose the next target for a similar tactic. He
glanced at the timer. Even if it said there were only twenty minutes left, it felt like
an eternity in the heat of battle. The seconds seemed to slow down to minutes
and the minutes into hours.
“Sir, five more vessels have appeared behind us!”
Saon cursed and examined the new situation. They were sandwiched
between two Raider fleets and their drones were all at the front, completely
exposing the back of the fleet. Had that been their plan all along? He also noted
they had somehow replaced the vessels lost in the earlier battle.
“Order the Tibiniah and Nidori to turn around to protect our back! Send half
our drones to the back as well and order the rear weapons to target their drones
as they come out!” Out of the corner of his eye he saw Nala and Ghardo enter the
control room. His main focus was watching the display. He saw his order was
being carried out and that the new Raider fleet was still deploying their own
measures. With luck the two escort vessels would get there in time to shield them
from the first volley. Neither of them was stopping nor changing direction. They
merely flipped on their axis and continued the same way with the inertia, only
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that their front was now facing the direction they were coming from.
“How bad is the situation?” asked Nala as soon as she arrived by the
hologram. She eyed the dots and tried to make sense of the situation.
“If we survive the first volley from that group that got behind us, we'll be all
right,” replied Saon. If they survived, they'd be able to jump away. The fire from
the rear weapons was slowing down the formation of the drone wall on the Raider
side and many had already gone down, but they had their entire arsenal focused
on it from five vessels. It would be hard for the small group to defend against.
The only concern after that would be how fast the Raiders would be able to
follow the fleet. This time they would likely keep a closer eye on the sensor
readings and monitor any portal the moment it opened, making it that much
quicker to find where they jumped.
They watched as everything moved into place. The palms of Saon's hands felt
sweaty as the moment drew closer when the first volley would hit them. Then it
came. The drone wall could not contain all the weapons fire and a lot got through.
This time it was enough to make even the Horizon shudder as the hits came in
and made everyone worry. The damage reports started to flow in from the other
vessels. The only saving grace was that the Berena had not been hit that hard
and the repairs the crew had done held up so far.
It was becoming difficult to keep up with everything that was going on. The
group of four Raider vessels in front of them continued to offer resistance, but
with their diminished numbers they were looking like they'd all be destroyed if
Saon so decided. The worry was with the fleet at their back. A lot of the fire
coming from them continued to get through and the resistance the two vessels
directed towards them could offer was not enough to even do much damage
against them.
Saon let out a sigh as the timer reached zero. “Pull in the drones then jump!”
It was a moment of vulnerability, but it could not be helped. The last battle
had gone without the drones due to its abrupt nature, allowing for a fast jump,
but this time they had to pull them in and wait for it.
The Raiders made full use of it.
The Horizon shook as they concentrated a lot of their fire against it. The
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outer shield started to give in.
“All drones have been recovered!”
“Jump!”
The calm that followed was eerie after all the action, but the moment passed
as soon as they came out of the portal and saw that there was nothing in the area
they had arrived in.
“Another survival,” said Nala. She looked concerned even though the battle
had gone well for them. There did not seem to be any major damage and they had
taken out another Raider vessel. The odds were evening slowly but surely, or so
she thought. She had not noticed the vessels the Raiders had lost earlier had
been replaced.
“Let's hope it takes them as long to find us as it did the last time,” said
Ghardo.
“We can only hope.” Saon looked at the report coming in with a furrowed
brow. A lot of drones had gone down and in the next battle they might not be able
to create the full wall that had done so much for them in the last battle. There
was a limited amount that Horizon could manufacture as replacements, but it
wouldn't be nearly enough to make up for the loss – not with the time they had
on hand.
He got to work on making everything as ready as possible for the next
encounter.







No one expected it to go as it did. Everyone was certain they would have to
fight the entire rest of the way to the destination.
But they didn't.
Mysteriously, the raiders never caught up to the fleet again. Some chalked it
up to them being unable to locate where they had jumped. After three jumps it
seemed impossible that they'd be able to find where they had gone.
Others feared they had jumped ahead right to their destination. It was a
valid concern, but given the defences that were in place there and after the losses
the Raiders had suffered, it was not as worrying as it would have been in the
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beginning.
By the time they jumped for the tenth time everyone was starting to relax.
The only tense moments were the few seconds after every jump that it took for the
sensors to chart the area they were in. The Berena was no longer a forward scout
because of its damage so the entire fleet made the jump together.
Even the passengers started to relax and if you walked down the commercial
street and listened in on the conversations you would have thought there had
been no attacks. The few mentions that the events got were mostly praise at how
well the Raiders had been fought off and how there had been few if any
casualties.
By the time they made the final jump to Adlye, the mood was almost
celebratory. No one was worried about the Raiders any more. With the fleet
together with the defences, there was no way they would be able to cause much
harm even if they tried. They would suffer a devastating loss.
Nala smiled as the sensors started to feed their information to the
holographic display. Planets appeared, asteroid belts, and many green dots
indicating friendly vessels. There were satellites and defence platforms along with
sensor outposts and construction vessels and military crafts all throughout the
system.
The Horizon and its escorts had come out only a short distance away from
the habitable planet that was to be the elves new home. The monitors fed images
from the outside cameras and showed a blue orb with dotted landmasses of
brown and green, telling of the very similar environment it had to Balaria.
“We made it,” said Nala with no small amount of relief in her voice as she
looked at the monitors.
Ghardo put his hand on her shoulder and gave it a gentle squeeze. He had
Alena under his other arm, leaning against him with a happy smile on her face.
“I told you I'd get you all here safely,” said Saon with a smile of his own.
Around them the crew was chattering and there were even isolated cheers.
“That you did,” admitted Ialye who was standing next to him. The young
Stardancer did not smile, though the relief on her face was evident to anyone.
“All right. Let's get ready to take a stable orbit,” said Saon.
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“Captain! We have a problem!” announced one of the crewmen.
“What is it?”
“The biodomes..they're being ejected!”
“What?” demanded Nala. A cold hand gripped her heart. It wasn't supposed
to happen yet.
“Who's doing it?” demanded Saon.
“I don't know, captain. I can't access the system! It's acting on its own.”
“Can it be shut down manually?” asked Ialye.
“Not after they've been released.” Ghardo was digging up details for himself.
“The clamps have already been released. Best we can hope for is dragging them
back in after they've been cleared. The speed they're going at shouldn't send them
too far.”
“How many people are in the biodomes?” asked Nala. She knew there would
be entire families there.
“Thousands,” said Ialye. “If we're lucky, most were away, gathering to see our
arrival.”
“What about the trees? Will they be all right?” The cold grip tightened
around Nala's heart.
“As long as nothing too drastic happens,” replied Ghardo. “The biodomes are
built to detach after all.”
Helplessly, they watched as the outside cameras zoomed in on what was
happening. The domes were slowly lifting from their places and floating away
from the Horizon. Had the situation been different, it would have been a sight to
behold with a joyous heart, but now it was simply terrifying.
Then there was a bright flash and one of the domes exploded.
The stunned silence that took over the control room was complete. Every elf
felt the sting in their heart as they watched the remnants of many beloved homes
drift in the empty vacuum. How many lives had been extinguished?
The silence was broken by a communication that started playing on all the
monitors.
“If you're seeing this, then that means I am dead.” It was the familiar face of
Taif doing the talking. “It also means Vasara has succeeded in the mission I gave
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him.”
Everyone in the room had their eyes on the monitors. No one dared to speak
in fear of missing a word.
“You never undertake this sort of thing without several backup plans. It is
sad that things had to get this extreme,” Taif continued. “I had left a little back
door on the Tibiniah. Vasara was to deliver the final components to it. I assume
you've had a few fights with him.” The man grinned.
“Those were just decoys to give him the opportunity to deliver my package.
From

there

on

the

Tibiniah

became

my

secret

weapon.

The

constant

communication line between it and the Horizon allowed the program to be
transferred and take over the biodome subsystem.”
The dead elf captain grinned on the recorded message. “Now I will destroy
them all. There will be no more Elf Trees to enslave us to Loriel. Do not blame the
crew of Tibiniah for this. They have no control over the vessel.”
The communication ended and the monitors returned to showing the view
from the outside. Another one of the domes flared up and disappeared into a
cloud of debris.
“You must stop this!” pleaded Nala. The pain in her voice was enough to
make people cry.
Saon did what he could. He ordered the drones to be launched so they could
form a shield around the escaping domes, he ordered the escorts to take
protective measures and to disable the Tibiniah, but it was all too late. In a
matter of minutes the powerful war vessel had shredded all but one of the
escaping domes.
As the last one of the domes exploded into a brief burst of flames, Nala felt
the sting in her heart. She knew that her parents tree had been in that dome and
now it floated in the empty vacuum. Not even an Elf Tree would survive that,
especially as the explosion was likely to have caused damage already.
With tear filled eyes she looked around the room. She was not the only one
in such a state. Many were openly crying, some had an expression of deep
disbelief on them, but it was clear that everyone was shaken up.
The pain in her chest grew with every moment that passed. The entire
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journey, it had bee for nothing now. With the trees gone, what was there left of
the elven race and their culture? So much history, so many emotional ties had
been severed, that it might well have been enough to undo everything that tied
the race together.
She saw Ialye leaning against a railing, as if she had no strength to stand.
She was openly crying.
“Disable the Tibinah before it can do any more damage!” shouted Saon, still
trying to regain some measure of control over the situation. “And go though every
single subsystem! Make sure we're not caught by another gift from that bastard!”
Nala paid no attention to the man. The pain in her chest was starting to turn
unbearable.
Why, goddess? Why have you allowed this to happen?
The cry of pain that escaped her lips was enough to drown out everything
else in the room. All eyes turned on her as her screams continued.
This is the way it must be.
The voice of the goddess boomed in her mind, only adding to the pain she
was already feeling. It was too much and she fell to the floor, unconscious.
Ghardo was not there in time to stop her from taking the full brunt of the fall.







“What's going on?”
“The biodomes. They were all destroyed!”
“It's all gone?”
“The Elf Trees are gone?”
“All destroyed!”
“What will we do?”
“How could they let this happen?”
“What will we do now?”
“Where's my husband? He was going to get something from our tree..”
“Where's the High Council? How will they take responsibility for this?”
“Why haven't we been told anything?”
The chatter in the corridors and on the commercial street was deafening as
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everyone tried to wrap their heads around what had happened. The celebratory
feel of arriving at their destination had been replaced by fear and shock over the
loss of such important pieces of their culture. The trees had been a large part of
the identity of the elves for thousands of years. Now it seemed all of them were
gone.
Those that were asking questions were the exception. Most were simply
crying because of the loss or wandering around, stunned at the event.
The security forces did their best to keep up order, but even they were in
shock over what had happened – at least the elves who were part of it. They had
much the same questions as the normal passengers. All of that made it that
much harder to organize everything. The plan had not changed. The passengers
would still have to be ferried over to the planet. Staying onboard in the current
situation was more dangerous.
Alena had a hard time making her way through the crowd. More than once
she had to wipe her own tears from the corner of her eye. The call had come in for
her to return to active duty to help organize the flight schedules. It did not help
that some of the people she passed by recognized her. They knew who she was
involved with and stormed at her, hoping to get some answers, but she had to tell
them she knew nothing more than what had been publicly said.
It wasn't strictly true. She knew Nala had collapsed, but that was kept under
tight wraps. Other than that, she didn't really know much more. She had not had
a chance to talk with Ghardo which made her feel even worse about it all. She
couldn't quite comprehend the magnitude of what had happened and how it
would affect the entire elven race.
“Alena!” yet another voice called out for her from the crowd. “You know
something, don't you? You're seeing Ghardo Temera after all.”
She didn't even try to remember who the person was that was calling out for
her. She didn't even bother to look at him that closely. “I don't know anything
more than what they've said in public,” she replied and pushed on in the crowd
in an effort to get to the transport capsule.
“Come on. You must know something!” the man persisted and walked
alongside her.
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“I don't know anything.” Alena used her elbows to clear a path for herself.
How everyone had managed to crowd into that particular area was beyond her.
“Don't lie!”
“I'm not lying. Now stop bothering me so I can get to work!” she snapped at
the man and continued onward. She had her own concerns that needed
addressing and seeing as it looked unlikely that that would happen any time
soon, she was in a less than hospitable mood. The man finally got the message
and left her alone.
The transport capsules were swamped and she had to wait a good while
before one arrived that had room for her. Even then she had to stand and be
squashed against a bunch of other people. The discussions and questions were
the same as they had been in the crowd gathered near the platform.
Alena was relieved to see that the section she worked at was not as crowded.
There were security guards all around keeping civilians away and everyone who
tried to exit the transport platform had their identity checked. As she made her
way past those hurdles she witnessed several civilians being turned away. They
were arguing with the guards and demanding to get information on what was
going on.
She shook her head and continued on.
Why the High Council was giving out so little information was a mystery.
There was no doubt in her mind that things were being hidden and that the next
step to be taken on the journey had already been decided. She doubted they were
going to abandon the original plan. They still had a perfectly good planet right
beside them that would offer a hospitable environment for the elves to live in.
Trees or no trees, elves would need to live on.
“Hey, Alena. Good to see you made,” greeted one of her coworkers as soon
as she entered the room. The room was hectic with people running around,
carrying papers and shouting orders.
“Was close that I wouldn't have, Estil,” Alena replied as she took her seat by
the console. “You wouldn't believe the crowds that are gathered in places.”
The woman sitting next to her smiled. “I had my own problems getting here
as well.”
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“They tried to stop me and ask questions. Why do they think I know
anything more than anyone else?”
“Maybe because you wear that uniform and you're dating Ghardo,” offered
Estil. It was a sensible enough proposition.
“Neither means I'd know anything more than you,” replied Alena and scrolled
through a list of transports and their schedules. Arranging it all on such short
notice would be difficult.
“But you have to admit it gives that impression,” said Estil as she looked at
her own display.
“I suppose it might.” Alena sighed. “It's just that I've got my own worries too.
I don't know anything better than the rest and I have just as many questions, if
not more.”
“Well, I think we're all plenty worried,” said Estil. “I think we all felt it. Like a
piece of us had died inside as the trees were destroyed.”
Alena would never forget it. She had not even seen it happen, but she had
felt the loss. It had stung her like a swarm of angry bees. Judging by what she
had seen on her way over, she was not the only one to have felt it. She doubted
anyone who had experienced it would ever forget it. She felt a certain emptiness
inside her, like a piece had gone missing and the things it had supported were
now starting to tumble and find new places for themselves. Had anyone asked
her how she felt she would not have been able to give an answer.
“There were people asking what we should do now, will we survive. I
completely understand why they're asking such questions.” Alena turned to look
at Estil. “I wanted to join them in asking those questions. I want those same
answers.”
Estil had a sympathetic face, but even she looked more lost and worried
than some of the people that had been blocking Alena's way. There was little
comfort to be had from her. “I know how you feel,” the woman said. It was a
platitude that did little to help anyone.
“So..can we arrange the transports in time?” asked Alena, hoping that
drowning herself in work would make her feel slightly better.
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“Will she be all right?” Ghardo looked at Nala, who was laying in her bed,
covered in a blanket. Her skin was pale and the green tint in her hair was fading
away.
“I don't know,” replied the doctor as he packed away his things. “The best we
can do is let her rest.”
Ialye put a hand on Ghardos shoulder to give the man some strength. He
had carried Nala to her quarters and summoned the doctor. He had found
nothing particularly wrong with her, though the big man had his own suspicions.
With her parents home tree gone, she was probably losing her powers as
Guardian Spirit. The initial shock of it must have been too much for her to
handle and that's why she was now laying there unconscious.
The only thing he could hope for was that she wouldn't die because of it.
Ghardo stood up from the edge of the bed as the doctor left the room. “We
should get her onto the planet surface.”
“Do you think that's wise?” asked Ialye.
“She'll have plenty of sunlight there. That should help.”
Sunlight had always helped her.
“But can she handle the transport?”
Ghardo looked at the pale woman once more. He hesitated, but only for a
moment. “It's the best we can do for her right now.”
The black pouches under Ialyes eyes told of how the events had taken a toll
on her. What had happened had been just as much a shock to her as everyone
else onboard. “I'll go and arrange it then,” she said and turned to leave the room.
Trusting Ghardo to know best how to help Nala was the only thing she could
do. No one else knew her better than him. She just hoped his feelings were not
getting the better of him and that transferring Nala would not put her health in
any further risk.
Ghardo remained in the room and kept an eye on Nala. The only visitor that
came was Isris and he was happy to let her in. She and Nala had gotten close
during the travel and he had a small flame of hope burning inside him that the
Esperan would be able to do something for her.
“I'll see what I can do,” promised Isris as the man asked her. She laid her
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hands on either side of Nala's face and closed her eyes. A moment passed without
anything happening, but then she lifted her hands and took a step back. The
looks she gave Nala was one of sorrow.
“When I last touched her mind, it was clear to me there were several more
that resided within her. Now, two of them have disappeared and her own mind is
like a raging storm.”
“What does that mean?” asked Ghardo.
“She has lost something that has been a part of her for a long time. Her
mind is in chaos over the loss and that is what's keeping her mind from waking
up,” explained Isris in her ghostly voice.
“What can we do to help her?”
“You can not. This is something she must resolve for herself.”
Ghardo looked at the unconscious woman with a helpless expression. He
could only hope that the sunlight would somehow help.
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Chapter 19

F

or a while Nala thought she was back home, but as her vision
cleared and the details started to jump out she could tell the trees
around her were not ones she had grown around with. The leaves

were a strange shape and the green tint was deeper and the trunks were a
strange brown.
The sunlight that managed to get through the thick foliage felt warm against
her skin, but it lacked the refreshing sensation she had grown accustomed to
over the years. As she raised her hand she noticed how pale her skin was and
that it lacked the brown it used to have. She quickly grabbed a strand of her hair
and examined it, but there was no hint of green to be found in it.
She slumped down back against the soft pillow her head had been resting
against. She could still feel the powers she once had, but they were quickly fading
away. The tree that had channelled them to her was dead and along with it would
go her powers.
Am I going to die?
She threw the idea out there in her mind, not really expecting an answer.
There is still something you must do.
She was surprised to hear the goddess reply. She wanted to prod further,
but it seemed like it was for her to find out rather than be ordered by the
goddess.
She saw the swords resting next to her and reached out for them. As she
gripped them she realized something had changed. The spirits of her parents
were no longer there.
Realizing that was enough to bring tears to her eyes and she held the swords
tight against her chest. She didn't care that her powers would be gone – she
almost welcomed it after all the time that had gone by – but the loss of her
parents spirits was something that she did not want to happen. It had felt like
they were not dead as long as their voices were with her, but now she felt the
same as she had the day they had really died.
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The little nagging voice inside her reminded that her loss was minor
compared to what others had lost in the tragedy that Taif had perpetrated. The
entire elven race had lost something that had held it together for thousands of
years. Lives had been lost also, far more than should have been. What could
anyone do to ease that pain and sorrow and bring some sense into the confusion
that she had no doubt was welling inside everyone?
The answer came to her as clear as anything ever had in her life.
She winced as she struggled to her feet. By the way her joints and muscles
were complaining she had been laying there for a good while. She fastened the
swords around her waist even though they did not hold the special meaning they
once had. Old habits die hard.
With wobbly feet she made her way out from under the trees and towards
the sunlight bathed clearing she could see beyond them. Why they had decided to
stick in the woods was a mystery to her. Perhaps they had wanted to give her
some privacy.
She had to blink hard to adjust her eyes to the brighter light, but as she did
she was happy to note the elves were busy at work. They had started building
temporary homes on the grass covered clearing and even though there was an
underlying sadness on everyone's face, there was also laughter and smiles going
around.
Up in the sky she could see transports flying over the clearing, some on their
landing run, other making their way back up into space.
“Nala! Are you sure you should be up?” Ghardo rushed over to her from
talking with an elf.
“I'm fine,” she assured the man. “You've been busy I see.”
“We had to, despite the situation,” the man said.
Nala nodded. “There's something I have to do.” She looked around and saw
many places where the grass mat had been peeled away and the soil underneath
had been revealed.
“What is it?” Ghardo asked and followed her to one of the bare spots of land.
They were gathering attention. Everyone had heard what had happened to Nala
and many were now wondering what she was up to so soon after waking up from
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what looked like a permanent coma.
“Something that will save us all,” replied Nala and took off her shoes. She
stepped into the soft soil and buried her bare feet deep into it.
“What's going on here?” asked Yeres as he hobbled over, followed closely by
Ialye and Isris. The young Stardancer looked like she had been arguing with the
old elf and had tried to stop him from coming over.
“Nothing that concerns you,” said Nala in a firm voice and stared down the
old man.
“Should you be up and about?” asked Ialye. The look of concern on her face
was evident.
“I'm good enough for what I'm about to do,” replied Nala and wiggled her toes
so they sunk further into the soil. She was not entirely certain she'd succeed in
what she was about to attempt, but there was not much to lose.
“What do you plan to do?” Ialye looked at her with narrowed eyes.
“She plans to sacrifice herself,” said Isris.
“What?” demanded Ghardo in a loud voice that approached a shout. He
along with everyone else turned to look at the Esperan. The only one that gave
her a pleading look was Nala, but Isris completely ignored her.
“She plans to ask Loriel to turn her into an Elf Tree,” explained Isris. “She
hopes that that way the elves will be able to continue to live on without the scars
that have been inflicted.”
“Is this what you're planning?” demanded Ghardo as he turned to stare at
Nala. More than anything he looked to be in disbelief.
“What if it is?” asked Nala, annoyed by the fact that people seemed intent on
butting in on a matter that was between her and the goddess.
“We don't need the Elf Trees that badly,” said Ialye. “Of course losing them
was a shock and recovering from it would take time, but for you to throw your life
away for that..”
“What life?” asked Nala. “I'm losing my powers as Guardian Spirit. For all I
know I might just die of old age when they're all gone. No, let me do what I still
can.”
“You're being selfish.” accused Yeres and pointed at her with his cane. “This
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isn't a decision for you to make. It's for the council and the rest of our race. Do
we want the trees back and the bond that it implies to the goddess Loriel. You do
not get to make that decision. I demand you stop with what you're doing
immediately.”
Nala stared at the old elf in disbelief. Was he really trying to make a case for
abandoning Loriel? As the entire race?
“You don't need to do this,” pleaded Ghardo. He and he others seemed to
have completely missed what Yeres had implied at with his words. “I don't want
you to die. I want you to be here to see me and Alena get married. I want my
children to be able to meet you.”
His words touched deep with Nala. She would have loved nothing more than
seeing all those things come to be, but given the situation, did she have the time
for it even if she abandoned what she was planning to do?
“Nala, I can understand why you would want to do this,” Ialye started and
came closer to her. She looked sincere. “But you don't have to. You might still live
on after your powers are gone. There's no reason to give up on living just yet.”
Nala looked at all the people trying to change her mind. They all looked to be
sincere and with her best interests at heart.
Save for Yeres.
“You can't do this!” the old elf shouted at her.
Nala sighed.
No matter what arguments they made, she had set her mind to it and
changing her decision was not going to happen. She gave Ghardo and Ialye a last
look and smiled at them briefly before closing her eyes and focusing all her
energy and thoughts towards communicating with the goddess.
Are you certain this is what you want to do?
The voice of Loriel was gentle and full of love.
Yes. What started out as a curse can now be returned as a blessing. It can
heal the wounds the elves have taken during this difficult journey. My life is
insignificant compared to those things.
The overwhelming presence of the goddess filled her. Had she opened her
eyes she would have seen her friends take a few steps back as the oppressing
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atmosphere weighed on them. The only one who stood his ground was Yeres who
eyed Nala with the sort of murderous intent you'd have expected from an orc.
Your wish shall be granted.
Loriel sounded pleased as she said that and Nala felt the power swell inside
her. It felt like her insides were expanding and her skin could barely contain it.
Small bursts of electricity cracked in the air around her.
“This can't be allowed!” huffed Yeres and hobbled forward. He raised his
cane and smacked Nala on the head with it. She didn't even feel it. The old elf
raised his cane again. Ghardo and Ialye could not even move to help because of
what was going on around Nala. How the old elf was able to was beyond them. All
they could do was watch helplessly as he continued to hit Nala.
“I will not allow this!” the man shouted and moved in closer. He clenched his
fist and hit Nala with it. To his surprise she grabbed hold of his wrist.
“You have filled your duty.” It was spoken with Nala's mouth, but the voice
was that of Loriel. Her glowing eyes nailed themselves on the old elf. “It is time to
pay your dues.”
The horrified expression on Yeres was complete and he tried to struggle free,
but the grip Nala had on his wrist was far too strong.
“No! No! This can't be!” the old elf cried out.
People were gathering as close to the event as they could to get a clear idea
of what was going on. Even a blind man would have seen that something
important was going on. The circle of oppressing power that was so strong right
next to Nala waned off the further you got from her, but even a hundred feet away
it was too much for most and they had to keep a longer distance.
Nala grinned.
“Did you really think I didn't know? You've been working with Taif all along,
trying your best to sabotage the voyage. The treacherous captain did his best to
cover your trails, but it was you who made the biodomes come loose. You're the
one who wants to dissolve the High Council so you could take full control of
everything. You're the one who wants the elves to abandon me!”
The stunned expressions on Ialye and Ghardo were as complete as anything.
Both of them had had a low opinion of the old elf, but hearing such revelations
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about his true motives was out right sickening. How he had managed to keep all
of it hidden for so long was a testament to his devious mind. Though the
revelation did shed some light to his behaviour and why he had been so adamant
about getting rid of Nala and Ialye as the leaders of the expedition. Even though
he had not succeeded the damage had been done none the less, but had he been
able to the results would have likely been even worse.
“No! You're lying!” the old elf screamed and hit Nala with his free hand. She
paid no mind to it. ”All I wanted was for the elves to rule themselves! Like the
humans and all the other races do! They're not beholden to some old god and
make their own way in life!”
“You can not fool me you old bastard!” the goddess roared through Nala. The
voice was enough to make everyone near by shiver and lose strength in their feet.
She tightened her grip on the old man. “You have caused a great deal of trouble
for my children. It's time for the parent to step in and put a stop to it.”
“No!” cried out Yeres as the power started to rush into him. It felt like his
insides were swelling and his skin was stretched to its limit, barely able to
contain it. Then his skin split and a tree branch emerged from his shoulder. His
cries of pain continued as the transformation took place. He grew tall and wide,
his skin turned into bark, his hands into tree branches, green leaves appeared
from his hair. The screams of pain only stopped once the transformation had
robbed him of his mouth. Even then, everyone present could hear his voice echo
in their minds as it continued screaming.
For Nala the feeling was all together different. There was no pain, just an
exhilarating feeling of belonging and rightfulness. She wasn't in control of herself
so it was like she was seeing it all as a third person. The sight brought back
memories of the first Guardian Spirit and what had happened to him. The
similarity was understandable as the same thing was happening.
After a while there was nothing left of Yeres. In his stead stood a tall Elf Tree
with outreaching branches covered in thick, green foliage. The leaves had the
stranger green of the new planet, but otherwise it was very much like the Elf
Trees that had been destroyed.
A single, hard shell covered seed fell down from the tree. It was followed by
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several others. The overwhelming presence of the goddess started to wane and
people got closer as they could.
“You have lost something that has been at the core of your hearts for your
entire lives,” the voice of the goddess echoed over the area. It was no longer
coming from Nala, but from seemingly out of thin air. Everyone focused on it so
they would not miss a single word, though that did not seem possible due to the
force behind it. “I have given you a new beginning. Treachery has been changed
into hope, tragedy into joy. Tend well to the seeds of the new tree and you will
have my blessings as long as you live.”
Nala started to regain control of herself as the voice of Loriel faded. Her hand
rested against the tree trunk. Inside, she could still hear Yeres scream. She
wondered for a moment if he would be trapped there for an eternity much like the
first Guardian Spirit had been a part of the tree he had been turned into.
You are still my Guardian Spirit. They still need you. The ones that were left
behind. Protect them and lead them well.
The voice of Loriel echoed in Nala's mind. It had a warmth to it and it made
her feel better about everything that had taken place over the past days. Then the
goddess was gone and Nala started to feel the strain that such an encounter
always seemed to have. She noted that her skin had regained its bark like colour
and that the sunlight that hit her felt like the gentle caress of a lover – just as it
had always felt after her change.
She looked up to the tree branches and saw that there were many more
seeds waiting to drop. It would be decades before they'd grow into trees a family
could live in, but that was a small amount of time for an elf. It was the restart of
a relationship between the people and the goddess that had claimed them to be
hers.
Her head started to throb and hurt like someone had whacked her with a
sledgehammer. The strength started to escape her limbs and her legs gave out
under her. She slumped down against the tree, but she smiled because she knew
she had accomplished what she had set out to do – even if it had not gone exactly
as she had thought it would.
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“How is she doing?”
Ghardo turned to look at Alena as she walked up to the tree. Nala was laying
on the ground in a spot where sunlight reached her through the thick foliage. Her
hand rested against the tree. They had not dared to move her away from it. There
was no telling what was going on between her and it. The crowd that had
gathered had dispersed though there were those who still wandered close to get a
better look at the new Elf Tree.
The seeds the tree had dropped had been collected and distributed. Had
Ghardo stood up and looked around the clearing he would have seen families
digging holes in the ground and planting the seeds for their new homes.
“It's hard to say,” he replied and turned back to look at Nala. She looked
better compared to her earlier state. The colour of her skin and hair had
returned. “I think it's just the stress from Loriel using her.”
If that was the case then it would likely be a day or two before she woke up.
It was late in the same day.
Alena stopped behind him and put a hand on his shoulder. Even when he
was sitting down she did not have to put her hand down by much to reach his
shoulder. “I heard what happened. It's just difficult to believe..”
“I know.” The big man put a hand over Alena's. “But I was there. I saw and
heard it all. It's all true.”
“The people didn't waste time in following the orders of the goddess.” Alena
looked past the large tree trunk and at a family that was busy digging a hole in
the ground. The small child was standing by his parents with a serious
expression on his face as he held a seed from the tree in his hands like it was a
fragile piece of porcelain.
Ghardo looked down and opened his other hand. He closed his fist again
and stood up. “They want to move on. I can't blame them for following the wishes
of Loriel.” He turned to look at Alena. She still had her uniform on. “Are you done
for the day?”
The woman nodded. “We managed to get the transport schedules done. It's
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all basic work from there and they won't need me until the morning shift.”
Ghardo glanced around nervously.
“What's wrong?” asked Alena and eyed the big man. He did not look his
usual calm self.
“Nothing. I just..there's something I want to talk to you about.”
“Well, what is it? You know you can talk to me about anything,” she replied,
wondering what had gotten into the man. It was rare to see him as nervous as he
was now.
“I know this probably isn't the best time for this, but I just have to,” started
Ghardo. The look on Alena made him feel even more nervous. “Despite everything
that has happened during our journey here, the times that I have spent with you
have been some of the best in my life. And now that we're at the end of the
journey I don't want those times to go away. I want them to continue. So..”
Ghardo opened his fist and presented what he had in his hand to Alena. Her
eyes widened as she saw the Elf Tree seed. There could not have been a clearer
message of what he wanted.
“Will you plant this seed with me?” the big man asked. It was common for
elves to plant an Elf Tree seed when they got married. That way they would have
a home of their own that would reflect their joint efforts to see it prosper.
It took a moment for Alena to recover from the surprise. Of course, she had
thought they would eventually get married, but to have Ghardo ask the question
now came completely out of the blue. She had expected it would take years for
things to settle down enough for them to even consider getting married.
“Yes,” was all she could say in response. The thought of declining did not
even enter her mind. She loved the man and living with him aboard the Horizon
had been some of the best time of her life as well. The smile that appeared on
Ghardo's face further told her she had made the right decision.
The big man grabbed her in a tight hug that soon devolved into a passionate
kiss between the two.
“I suppose there are worse sights to wake up to.”
The two broke their kiss and turned to look at Nala. She had a wry smile on
her as she eyed the pair in front of her. Ghardo draped his arm around Alena.
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“I just asked her to marry me,” he announced.
“And I accepted,” added Alena.
The smile on Nala widened. “I'm happy for you.”
“How are you feeling?” asked Ghardo as Nala pushed herself up into a sitting
position. She winced.
“My head feels like someone put it between an anvil and hammer and
smashed it a few times,” replied Nala. It wasn't an unusual result for visit by the
goddess. More unusual was the fact she was awake already. Usually a major visit
like the one that had occurred left her unable to do much for days.
“Do you remember what happened?” asked Alena.
Nala nodded and glanced at the tree behind her. She had thought it would
have been a welcome sight – she had after all gotten her revenge on Yeres.
Instead she found herself feeling empty and even pitying the man somewhat. His
screams still echoed in her mind and as she gave the tree a gentle touch she
could feel the vague presence of him from there. A shiver ran down her spine.
“I remember it all,” she said quietly and turned away from the tree. Yeres
had been a horrible man and the tree would forever remind her of him. Now her
life was tied to that tree so it felt almost like the goddess had shackled her to the
man she had hated for the past centuries with a passion. Yet another reminder
for her that the deity she served was not as benevolent as she was made out to
be.
It was then that she realized what she had to do. The role she had played up
until now was no longer what was needed. The change that Taif and Yeres had
sought after was not completely unfounded and as long as she stayed with the
High Council it was unlikely that there would be any change.
“Ghardo, there's something I need you to do for me.”
“Anything,” replied the big man.
“I need you to take my place in the High Council.” Nala gave the man a stern
look. Her head was still throbbing, but she was certain that what she was doing
was the right thing.
The High Council chose its members itself, but if the predecessor
recommended someone they were likely to heed that. Nala was certain that in her
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case there would not be any arguments against Ghardo and she was equally
certain Ialye would support him as well. The only problem would be surviving all
the pleading some of the members would do to make her stay.
“Why?” asked Ghardo. “Why do you want to leave the council?”
“It's no longer where I am needed,” replied Nala. Both of the youngsters in
front of her gave her a puzzled look.
Nala sighed. “The greatest challenge I've faced has been ensuring the safety
of our kind. Most of our kind is now safe, here in the new world. Once everything
is set up according to our plan there's little that could cause them grief. The
things that could do that are the sort I can do nothing about in any case.”
She gave the two a look. “There are still those of us that decided to stay with
the Union. It is those that need my help the most. That is why I must return
there and I can't do that as long as I am a member of the High Council.”
Nala could see that her words were having little success in convincing the
two that what she was planning to do was the right thing.
“I still don't think it's necessary to give up your council position,” started
Ghardo, but Nala cut him right off.
“The council is needed here in full numbers,” she said. “They have their work
and I have mine. The fact the two happened to be the same for a long time does
not mean they would continue to be so. Things have changed and now their
paths have departed. I must do this as it is the will of the goddess.”
Ghardo still did not seem convinced, but bringing the will of the goddess into
it had robbed him of any objections he might have had. He knew that Nala would
not go against her will. “Fine,” he sighed. “I'll take over for you in the council, if
they decide I'm fit for it.”
“They're blind fools if they don't see your value,” noted Alena next to him.
She wrapped her arm around his waist. “You'll be a fine council member. If they
start talking too much you can always knock some sense into them.”
“I don't think that would be sticking with the usual protocol,” noted Ghardo
dryly.
Alena shrugged her shoulders. “Every new council member brings something
new with them. You could be the new mallet with which to bring order.”
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Ghardo knew the woman was teasing him, so he simply chuckled at the
remark.
“When do you plan to leave?” asked Alena. “You must stay for our wedding,
at least.”
A small smile crossed Nala's lips. “I don't think I'll be leaving too soon. I need
to rest a few days and arranging everything with the council will take some time.
And I certainly would not miss your wedding.”
“That's good because I'd have had Ghardo tie you down if you tried to leave
without coming to it,” replied Alena.
It took Nala a couple of days to fully recover from the strain the goddess had
put her under. After that the biggest rows she had were with Ialye and the rest of
the council. None of them wanted her to leave, but she remained firm and
eventually they had to accept her resignation. None of them opposed to
appointing Ghardo as her replacement.
The wedding for Ghardo and Alena was a small one with only their closest
friends and family invited. Weddings always brought back memories for Nala and
as she watched the happy couple plant the seed for their tree she could not help
but remember Tydian and how she had done the same two millennia ago. She
hoped the pair would have a happier time of it than she had and that the tree
would prosper under their care instead of withering away neglected.
She was certain they would be happy together and that if she returned to the
place a few decades from now a healthy tree would be standing there, serving
them as their home.
Even if she had said she would leave, there was a reluctance to the whole
affair that kept her from going for three months. It was aided by the fact that
people seemed to come to her with things that needed her attention. Discarding
the mantle of expedition leader was not as easy as she had thought and she did
not want to leave a mess behind herself. So she spent days arranging some
details and showing how things should be done to those who would take her
place in ensuring the elven society was rebuilt from the ground up and that the
production facilities were set up so that they would be self sufficient when it came
to food and other goods as well as military equipment.
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By the third month the clearing was filled with temporary shelters with
generous spacing between each one. The Elf Tree seeds had forced the original,
tightly packed layout to be changed into one that allowed for room for the trees to
grow. In a century there would be an entire forest there with no indication that it
had ever been a clearing. The elves were already forming up other parts of their
traditional dwellings with small gardens popping up here and there and the more
privacy conscious starting to erect fences that would enclose their entire plot of
land from prying eyes. The plants used were exotic and different from what they
were used to, but they served their purpose and the elves were quick learners in
what was needed to make the plants prosper.
Another thing holding Nala in place was the lack of a vessel that would take
her back to Union space. She had to wait for the Berena to be fully repaired
before a vessel was available to take her back. The fast scout would have her
back a lot quicker than anything else. She also had the pleasure of gaining Isris
as a travelling companion as she wanted to return back to her own people so she
could tell of what she had learned.
The farewells were long on the day she boarded the transport that would
take her to orbit. Ghardo and Alena were especially affectionate and the hugs
lasted for longer than felt comfortable to her. Ialye was more restrained, but even
she managed to talk for what seemed like an eternity.
Finally, when all the farewells had been given and the transport door had
shut, Nala let out a sigh of relief. She adjusted the two swords around her waist
and took her seat. Despite her parents spirits being gone, she was not going to
abandon the two blades.
She looked out the small window as the ground got further away.
While it would be different, she knew more adventures awaited her.
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Epilogue
The Horizon project was a bitter success. I wish it had been something else. I
wish it had been the success we had planned. But we can not forget that it
accomplished its most important goal: ensuring the continuation of the elven
race. In the future, goddess willing, we will be flying away from the galaxy that
has treated us so. We will not have to worry about the Fireborn or the followers of
Deremoth. We will be free from old fears.
The scars left by the loss of the old Elf Trees will never heal completely. The
new gift from Loriel was a soothing balm on the wounds, but too much history
and too many memories were lost for it to be forgotten. Yet I have no doubt in my
mind that the elves are stronger for it.
The majority of the elves are safe now in their new home. There is little to
threat their lives. Those that stayed behind in the Union are the ones most in
danger. That is why I am going. They need my help and protection. The help they
will give to the new elven home world can not be denied and they must be allowed
to do their work in peace.
If nothing else I'm certain the Soran Corporation will find an use for me
when I'm not helping those that stayed behind. That will allow me to help those
that have come to our new home.
Ghardo, I'm certain you will dig through the archives and read this as soon
as you have been granted access. Know that I have full faith in you. The council
needs someone like you among its ranks. Just try not to hurt any of them even if
they are insufferable loudmouths at times. And most of all, take care of Alena.
I've left a device for you, buried at the base of the Elf Tree. If you ever need
me, dig it up and use it. It's a prototype, but it should reach me where ever I am.
Be well and live long.

 Nala Temera
Final log entry to the High Council's library
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